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Abstract 
This is the first extensive comparative study that systematically illustrates how Galen 
tailors his rhetorical strategies according to the genre of literature he is using. This study is 
part of a growing body of literature which attempts to address the over-arching question posed 
by Prof. van der Eijk in Toward a Rhetoric of Ancient Scienttfic Discourse-'How was 
scientific knowledge expressed and communicated in the ancient world?'. The particular aim 
of this study is to provide insight into the interrelationship between scientific knowledge, 
genre and rhetoric in the Galenic Corpus. To illustrate this, six Galenic texts were selected as 
exemplars of different types of scientific communication: protreptic, prolegomena, medical 
commentary, isagogic text, thesis and scientific treatise. Each exemplar is systematically 
analysed in respect to its understood objective, participants (author/audience), structure, 
language, level of explanation and the kinds of proofs used. This analysis is informed both by 
modern linguistic theory as well as by ancient definitions and practices of the aforementioned 
types of discourse. The format of this study lends itself to drawing comparisons between the 
aforementioned texts. This study illustrates how Galen is a skilled communicator who adjusts 
his authorial posture, arguments and stylistic register to a broad range of communicative 
situations and audiences. 
Statement of Content 
This thesis is the product of my own work, and it does not contain material done in 
collaboration. The text of this thesis, including references, footnotes and appendices but 
excluding works cited pages, is 89,000 words long, which adheres to the guidelines set out by 
the School of Historical Studies for a PhD thesis. Unless otherwise stated, all translations are 
my own. When possible, I have used critically edited texts for the Galenic works being 
analyzed. For Galenic texts without critical editions, I have primarily turned to KUhn's Claudii 
Galeni opera omnia. Medicorum Graecorum opera quae exstanf, which appears as K. from 
here on. All abbreviations used in this work for Galenic and Pseudo-Galenic texts can be 
found in Appendix A. Abbreviations used for other ancient authors and their works can be 
found in the ninth ed. of Liddell & Scott's Greek-English Lexicon (1996) xvi-xl, as well as in 
the Oxford Latin Dictionary (repr. 2005) ix-xx. Unless otherwise specified, ancient dates are 
from the third ed. of The Oxford Classical Dictionary (rev. 1999). All errors and inaccuracies 
in this thesis are entirely my own. 
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Introduction 
I. Methodology and the aims of the study 
Speech (TO AeYEIV) is not particular to rhetoric (PT'JTOPIK~) but is 
common to every form of learning which uses words; for medicine 
speaks well (EU AEYEIV) concerning its own theoretical principles, and 
music concerning those of music. 
- Sextus Empiricus (c. late 2nd century AD), Math., 2.51. 
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The above quote illustrates two issues seminal to this study. First, it suggests that in 
the 2nd century AD, there was such a thing as medical discourse and that this type of discourse 
was associated with other learned studies (lJae~lJaTa), or sciences if you will. 1 The quote 
also sheds light on the relationship between 'speaking well' (EU AeYElv) and 'rhetoric' 
(PT'JTOPIK~). For Sextus, a scientific author speaks well when he does not 'turn aside from 
customary speech' (6 IJ~ EKKAIVc.uV TO KaTO ~V auV~eElav AEYOIJEva) and when he is a 
master of the subject. 2 Sextus reveals an ancient understanding of the interplay between 
scientific knowledge and the effective use oflanguage. 
Although Sextus has speech (TO AeYEIV) in mind, this study pertains to the other form 
of discourse, namely writing. In the 2nd century AD, these two forms of communication were 
not far removed from each other, especially when one considers that texts were often 
produced by dictation and that authors tended to respond to their predecessors' writings just 
as if they were carrying on a conversation with a contemporary.3 Considering the different 
usages and theoretical definitions of the term 'rhetoric', for the purpose of this study 'rhetoric' 
is used to refer to the formal techniques used by authors to effectively convey their message 
in a particular communicative context and for a specific purpose, i.e. 'speaking well'. 
I In this study the term 'discourse' is used to cover both oral and written expression and both semantic and 
pragmatic aspects of communication. van der Eijk 1997, 77, n. I. The term 'science' is used for any serious 
endeavour to gain knowledge of the nature of things, and therefore, 'scientific discourse' refers to oral and 
written accounts that attempt to provide veridical 'representations of aspects of the world that answer to evolving 
human interests'. Kitcher 2002,405. In respect to ancient scientific texts, I am speaking to works written on 
subjects, such as medicine, architecture, music, mathematics, astronomy and philosophy. While such subjects do 
not meet the modem definition of 'scientific', they do encapsulate the ancient sciences, i.e. the epistemological 
concepts associated with ~ae~~aTa. van der Eijk 1997, 77, n. I. In regard to the errant explanations of ancient 
medical theories being called scientific, while I do not take an anti realist position in respect to scientific truth, 
one should bear in mind, nevertheless, that many of theories in the past which enjoyed considerable success have 
been disproved, and therefore, the history of science reminds us that no generation's scientific explanations are 
immune to falling under the scrutiny of the next. Lauden 1981. 
2 Sextus Empiricus, Math., 2.52. 
3 Schenkeveld 1992; Dorandi 1993. 
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No physician in antiquity was more cognizant of the power of language and the 
limitations of genres of discourse than Claudius Galenus (AD 129-c. 210). In his writings, 
one will find numerous discussions and texts concerning the epistemological value of 
language and its relationship to scientific discourse. As von Staden has pointed out, Galen 
believed a 'good scientist" should be a 'historian of both science and oflanguage,.4 Galen's 
commitment to the proper usage of language can also be perceived in the way he censures his 
predecessors and contemporaries for their imprecise terminology as well as their lack of 
attention to the epistemological value of various genres of prose and poetry.5 As to his own 
communicative practices, Galen's corpus of writings attests to his use of a broad range of 
types of scientific discourse which we identify with terms such as exhortations, introductory 
texts, commentaries, polemics, letters, technical handbooks, theses, treatises, bibliographical 
texts, epitomes and glossaries. While many of these types of prose have a recognizable 
medico-philosophical pedigree,6 it is difficult to find meaningful precedent genres for some 
of Galen's writings, all of which make Galen a fascinating and complicated medical author. 7 
J.1 The aim of this study 
Most of the Galenic scholarship in the 20th century was dedicated to explaining 
Galen's position on medicine and philosophy. With the increasing interest in a socio--cultural 
approach to medical history, the last 20 years have seen an increasing amount of scholarship 
dedicated to Galen's communicative theory and practices as well as his relationship to the 
epideictic culture of the 2nd century AD. 8 Lopez Ferez and Pearcy have sketched out Galen's 
position on rhetoric and rhetoricians. 9 One can find a number of articles and chapters 
discussing Galen's views on the epistemological merits of language and of genres of 
literature. 10 Other notable studies that have contributed to our understanding of Galen's 
approach to scientific discourse are von Staden's informative study of Galen's use of 'genre' 
4 von Staden 1995b, 517. 
5 de Lacy 1966a; Sluiter 1995; Tieleman 1996, 219-248. 
6 Althoff 1993; van der Eijk 1997, 89-90; Schenkeveld 1997; Wittern 1998. 
7 For example, there is no ancient genre of scientific prose which reflects Praen.·s odd combination of case 
histories. theoretical information and autobiographical details. As Nutton notes, Praen. is both a 'puzzle of 
literary form' and an 'important social document of the Antonine Age' which should be 'rescued from neglect'. 
Nutton 1988a, 62. 
~ Bowersock 1969,59-74; Kollesch 1981; von Staden 1995b; 1997; Swain 1996, 357-379. cf. Brunt 1994,43-
46. 
9 Lopez Ferez has provided brief discussion of the concepts Galen associates with the terms PT]TOPIK~ and 
P~TCA)p. However, his treatment of Galen's use of 'technical' rhetorical terminology is problematic. Lopez Ferez 
1994. cf. Lopez Ferez 1999. A more well-rounded treatment of Galen's perspective on rhetoric and medicine can 
be found in Pearcy 1993. 
J() A selection of scholarship on these subjects can be observed in the following: de Lacy 1966a; Edlow 1977; 
Hankinson 1994b; von Staden 1995b; Sluiter 1995; 1995; Tieleman 1996, 219-248; Morison 2008. 
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tenns and Singer's discussion of Galen's levels of explanation. II Durling has provided a 
series of short studies concerning aspects of Galen's language and style. I~ Another recent 
approach to Galen's rhetoric is Mattern's study of Galen's depictions of his interactions with 
patients. \3 While there have been a number of works on Galen's communicative practices 
within specific genres of scientific prose,14 these studies, by and large, have not taken a 
comparative approach to Galen's genre rhetoric. A notable exception is Asper's recently 
published monograph, Griechische Wissenschafistexte, which looks at the communicative 
practices of a variety of authors, including Galen, with respect to their use of different types 
of scientific writing. 15 With that said, to date, there has not been an extensive trans-genre 
study that illustrates how Galen tailors his rhetorical strategies to the genre he is using. 
The aim of this study is to address the over-arching question-What IS the 
interrelationship between scientific knowledge, genre and rhetoric in the Galenic Corpus?-
by analyzing Galen's rhetorical practices in a variety of different genres of prose. 16 This study 
takes a socia-historical approach to rhetoric. Therefore, the following questions will be 
addressed: For Galen, what makes a discourse more or less scientific, or for that matter, more 
or less medical? How does Galen's rhetorical practice within different genres correspond to 
his theoretical position on scientific language? What modes of verbal expression, technical 
idioms, stylistic registers and genres did Galen use to convey his views to a wide variety of 
audiences, and what communicative strategies did he employ to make his ideas intelligible, 
persuasive and fashionable? 17 What rhetorical strategies does Galen employ to protect himself 
from censure when entering into a discourse that he perceives to be less scientific? How does 
his choice of genre contribute to his explicit and implicit purposes for writing on a subject? 
What are the interrelationships between different genres in scientific literature? Does Galen's 
authorial presence vary from genre to genre? What is the relationship between Galen's 
authorial posture and the genre he is writing in? How does he use the rhetorical figure of 'the 
audience' (i.e. dedicatee, addressee and the explicit audience) to contextualize his message? 
11 Singer 1997b; von Staden 1998. 
12 Here, ] am speaking to the series of articles written by Durling 1979; 1986; 1988; 1992. 
13 Mattern's work focuses upon the ways in which Galen presents himself through physician-patient narratives. 
Mattern 2008. 
14 Some recent noteworthy studies are Boudon 1994; 2000; Manetti and Roselli 1994; Mansfeld 1994, 117-176; 
Asper 1996, 331-335; 2005; Oser-Grote 1998; von Staden 2002a. 
15 Asper 2007. 
16 The conception of this thesis and many of the questions that will be considered are derived from Prof. van der 
Eijk's work, 'Towards a Rhetoric of Ancient Scientific Discourse'. I was intrigued by and have greatly benefited 
from Philip's explorative study of the rhetorical issues associated with ancient scientific prose. van der Eijk 
1997. 
17 van der Eijk 1997, 77-78. 
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Ultimately, this thesis finds itself in a growing number of studies that attempt to shed 
light on the ways in which scientific knowledge was communicated in the ancient world. It is 
my hope that this study will spur on future comparative studies of generic conventions and 
communicative practices in the Galenic Corpus. 
1.2 Methodology 
This study examines Galen's genre rhetoric through the analysis of six texts which 
represent six different kinds of discourse: prolegomenon, commentary, protreptic, isagogic, 
thesis and the kind of writing commonly identified as a treatise. Ancient terminology, theory 
and practice, as well as modem genre scholarship, were used as the criteria for identifying 
these as ancient genres. The selected genres serve to illustrate the common genres (isagogic, 
commentary, thesis and treatise), as well as some of the unique genres (protreptic and 
prolegomenon), in the Galenic Corpus. The texts were selected to illustrate Galen's stylistic 
range (from PuIs. to Protr.) as well as his persuasive techniques within a genre (HNH). The 
conceptual model used in this analysis is derived from linguistic theory which treats genres as 
goal-oriented communicative events having their own complementary registers. 18 Therefore, 
my analysis considers the over-arching objective of each type of discourse and breaks each 
text into the component parts of the communicative triangle: author-audience-message. 
Recurring points of analysis are the generic information about the social occasion/ rhetorical 
situation; the presence and role of the audience; the posture (instructor/colleague), identity 
(artisan/theorician, physician/philosopher, affinity toward different types of collectives and 
individuals) and presence of the author; the content of the message and the kinds of 
organizing principles used; the level of explanation and the types of proofs used; and the 
stylistic register, which includes generic variations in the articulation of sentences and 
paragraphs as well as the use of technical and non-technical vocabulary. Some points of 
analysis that are particular to Galen will be touched upon in order to provide information 
about the nature of each text, i.e. Galen's use of prefaces, autocitations, anecdotes and 
polemical remarks. 19 
IX This approach has its origins with John Langshaw Austin's 'speech act" theory. Austin 1962. Some of the 
points of analysis in this study are taken from Hymes' proposed method of analysis of 'speech events', which are 
defined as recognizable classes of communicative situations. Hymes 1972. 58 ff. cf. Meechan and Rees-Miller 
2001. An account of the developments in this linguistic approach to genres of communication, as well as its 
relationship to literary and rhetorical approaches to genre, can be found in Swales 1990, 33-67. The use of 
linguistic theory for the analysis of modem scientific and technological communication can be found in Sager. 
Dungworth and McDonald 1980. The use of such a linguistic approach for the study of ancient scientific texts is 
put forward in van der Eijk 1997, 83-85. 
19 Peterson 1977. 
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In regard to the complicated concept of 'the audience', I am broadly speaking of those 
toward whom a discourse is directed. 20 I make a further distinction between the 'ideal' versus 
the 'historical' audience. Attention is paid primarily to the ideal audience, which is defined as 
'the auditor implied by a discourse [that is] a model of what the rhetor would have his real 
auditor become', i.e. the textual audience. 21 The historical audience-a rhetorical audience 
with a historically concrete existence-is a less useful concept in the discussion of ancient 
literature because such information is often a matter of speculation.22 Under the topic of the 
audience, I also make a distinction between the dedicatee and the addressee. Although a 
single individual could conceivably play both roles, the dedicatee is, strictly speaking, an 
individual for whom a work was composed and published. The addressee covers a wide 
variety of figures in a text. In some cases, such as polemics, the addressee is lifted up as an 
object of ridicule and scorn for the audience. In other cases, the addressee can be considered 
the ideal audience. In short, the addressee is a figure to whom the author speaks in the body of 
the work in order to advance the author's arguments and to signify a particular relationship 
between this figure and the author. 
In respect to the aforementioned 'presence' of the author and audience, this study 
looks at the frequency, as well as Galen's usage, ofthe verbal/pronominal/ adjectival forms of 
the first/second person plural and singular. 23 Such information is not only useful to 
understanding the author-audience relationship in each genre, but it also reveals the type of 
'first person-centred rhetoric' Galen uses in each text to construct his 'scientific self.24 
A couple of points should be stressed as to the notion of 'technical' and 'non-
technical' language. First, technical language is not so much an indicator of audience-
orientedness as it is of the author signaling that he is speaking the language of a 'discourse 
community,.25 In other words, because a text contains medical terms, one should not assume 
that it could not be understood by non-practioners and, subsequently, that the text's historical 
audience is restricted to physicians. 26 While technical language is one of the defining 
20 van der Eijk 1997, 86-89. 
21 Black 1970, 113. 
22 In respect to the historical audience in rhetorical situation, see Bitzer 1968. 
23 van der Eijk 1997, 115-119. I have benefited from the first person analyses used by Prof. Harry Hine in a 
paper entitled 'Subjectivity and Objectivity in Latin Scientific and Technical Literature', which he presented at 
the Workshop on Greco-Roman Scientific and Medical Writing, 2007. 
24 von Staden 1994, 103-104. The egocentric rhetoric of 5th and 4th century Be medico-scientific texts was first 
~ut forward in Lloyd 1989, 56-70. 
-5The term 'discourse community' has been defined by Swales as a collection people who have a suitable degree 
of 'relevant content and discourse expertise', share a 'common enterprise', share a set of 'normative and 
principle beliefs as to knowledge', employ 'one or more genres to communicate its members' ideas' and have 
acquired a 'specific lexis'. Swales 1990, 24-27. cf. Seager 1988; Goldman 1994. 
26 van der Eijk 1997,86-89. 
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characteristics of a discourse community, ~7 one merely has to look at the way in which a 
physician uses medical terminology to convey information to his patient or to the community 
abroad as evidence that this type of specialized language primarily signals the author's and 
the audience's competence. It is well understood that the pepaideumenoi of Galen and his 
coevals' society took an active interest in medical matters. With that said, it is not always a 
simple matter to determine what is and what is not technical language. 28 In addition to 
terminology, factors such as syntax and style could conceivably be used to indicate a technical 
language. 29 In this study, medico-technical language is recognized at the level of terminology, 
and whether a term belongs to such a technical lexicon is determined by looking at its use in 
the language. 
1.3 Problems and pi(falls of this study 
Genre is a slippery term which easily opens one up to criticisms regardless of the 
approach taken. Within the fields of study that examine spoken and written language, there 
are numerous approaches to studying genres of discourse. 30 And, certainly, works entitled The 
Madness of Genre or Integrating Rhetorical and Literary Theories of Genre reflect a 
dissatisfaction among scholars with the way in which the term/concept is being used in a field 
of study. 3 ) Likewise, works which are dedicated to criticizing or defending the value of genre 
studies reveal that this is a tendentious topic. 32 Simply expressed, there is no universally 
accepted 'theory' of genre. 
Ancient medical texts have been largely ignored by classicists having been dismissed 
as 'technical writtings' rather than 'literature'. This neglect, coupled with the wide variety of 
forms of scientific prose and the lack of a unified system of genres in antiquity, leaves us 
without a systematic account of the relations between ancient scientific texts and genres. 33 In 
classical studies, genre analysis has been primarily used in the explanation of poetic works in 
one of two ways: empirical or theoretical. 34 The camp that takes an empirical approach often 
pays an enormous amount of attention to categorizing a piece of poetry according to its formal 
characteristics. The theorists' approach to poetic literature is more content- or theme-oriented. 
The specificity of ancient genre terms of poetry, as well as the identification of poetic genres 
27 Swales 1990,24-27. 
2M In the first chapter of his systematic treatment of the medical Latin, Langslow presents a variety of issues 
associated with identifying technical language. Langslow 2000, 1-75. 
29 An analysis of the criteria for identifying and characterizing technical terms is discussed in Langslow 2000, 6-
26. cf. Langslow 1989,37--40. 
3() Surveys of past and current approaches to genre can be found in Devitt 1993; Frow 2006. 
31 Mullett 1992; Devitt 2000. 
32 White 2003. 
33 van der Eijk 1997, 89-90. 
34 Conte 1992. 
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by their formal features, particularly their meter, illustrates the ancient perspective that poetry 
is a mimetic art. 35 Scientific prose, on the other hand, reflects to a greater extent the 
pragmatics of everyday discourse. Therefore, I have chosen a model of genre analysis which 
emphasizes the communicative elements of discourse. 
As this is a comparative study, the depth of analysis had to be sacrificed for the sake 
of breadth. Therefore. my analysis does not include Galen's use of schemes (e.g. assonance, 
ellipsis and antithesis) and particles because such stylistic features do not necessarily reflect 
generic conventions. Likewise, questions concerning Galen's use of ancient formal rhetorical 
theory have not been fully addressed in this study. Furthermore, to facilitate comparisons 
between the various texts, I have, as was mentioned, tried to standarize the topics of my 
analysis. This method is not conducive to a fluid rhetorical analysis because it separates 
corresponding elements of a discourse which were designed to have a synergistc effect on a 
particular argument. Here again, sacrifices had to be made for the sake of comparison. 
Because of the imposed word limit and the scope of this study, comparisons with other 
Galenic texts and with the works of other authors were not systematically presented in each 
chapter of my thesis. Such 'controls' are desirable both for situating Galen's writings among 
his contemporaries' and for drawing firmer conclusions about generic conventions. 
Comparisons between the language in Galenic texts of the same time frame was another 
important point of analysis which was regretably left out of this thesis for similar reasons. 
Without such comparisons, allowances need to be made for chronological determinants which 
could possibly account for some of Galen's particular use of language such as idioms and 
phraseology. Lastly, although equally desirable for strengthening my conclusions, an analysis 
of Galen's use of 'technical language' was not systematically carried out in this thesis. It is 
my intention to include all of these important points of analysis in a presentation of this study 
revised for publication. 
As to the question of relevance, one might argue that no author is typical, and 
certainly, Galen is not. In many respects, this point has merit. However, we must bear in mind 
that Galen was not writing in a vacuum. And, if we assume that he was an effective 
communicator-an assumption I believe is borne out by the enormous number of Galenic 
texts which were preserved and studied for centuries after his death-then his writings reflect 
some of the ways in which a medical author could convey knowledge. 
35 von Staden 1998; Farrell 2003, 384-386. 
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F or the sake of contextualizing Galen's communicative practice, In the following 
section I will briefly touch upon Galen's rhetorical education as well as his theoretical 
position on rhetoric and scientific discourse. 
II. Medicine and rhetoric in the Galenic Corpus 
2.1 Galen's rhetorical education 
Galen does not provide us with much infonnation as to his early education. However, 
one can deduce from his social standing and his comments about rhetoric and grammar that 
his early education would have been similar to that of Herodes Atticus (AD 101-176) and 
other children of wealthy pepaideumenoi. 36 Thus, Galen's grammatical education would have 
involved readings from the most noteworthy ancient writers, such as Homer and Plato, and he 
would have been exposed to line-by-line exegesis of some poetical texts. Galen would have 
been taught the social importance of modeling one's language in respect to the Attic dialect of 
the authors he was studying, which explains why Galen chose to write in Attic. 37 His 
rhetorical training most likely involved elementary exercises in prose composition, such as the 
one's described in Theon's (c. 1st century AD) Progymnasmata. 38 Here, he would have gained 
experience writing persuasively in fonns of prose, such as myth (\..IIJ805), anecdote (xpe i 0), 
maxim (yvull-lll), refutation (c:i:VOcrKEU~), confinnation (KOTOcrKEU~), encomium (eYKull-lloV), 
invective (~oy05), comparison (crUYKP1CJI5), common place (KO!V05 Torr05), description 
(EK¢pOCJI5) and thesis (8ECJl5). Galen's early rhetorical education would have also provided 
him with 'annfuls of prose and waggonloads of poets' in order to liven up his arguments or to 
reveal his learnedness. 39 
Galen's interest in PllTOPIK~ in his adult years is evident in the collection of titles of 
his works, which he cites in Lib.Prop. under the category of TO: TO!S" YPOI-lI-lOTIKO!5 KOI 
P~TOpCJI KOIVeX. 40 From titles, such as Political Terms in Aristophanes, Collection of Notable 
Attic Terms and Clarity and Unclarity, it is quite evident that Galen's interest in PllToPIK~ is 
related to language rather than persuasive speech. For Galen, PllTOPIK~, as well as 
ypOI-lI-lOTIK~, reveals the common usage of a tenn in Attic Greek. Thus, by knowing the way 
in which a tenn was used by the ancients, one was better able to express something in 'pure, 
36 Papalas 1981; Brunt 1994,44-45; Kennedy 1994,201-208. 
37 Wisse 2001. 
38 Cichocka 1992; Kennedy 2003. 
39 Phi1ostratus, VS, 1.539.25-27. 
40 Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 173.5. 
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colloquial. idiomatic Attic'. 41 ~I CXAEI<TII<~, on the other hand, is used to logically determine 
what is the best term or definition to signify the nature of something. 42 
It is unclear to what extent Galen was familiar with the rhetorical handbooks of his 
time. 43 Galen's own treatment of rhetoric in Ii b .Prop. reveals that he did not devote any 
writings to the kind of rhetorical theory found in the technical handbooks of rhetoricians. We 
do find Galen listing the rhetorical terms for the parts of a speech: TTpool~lov, OI~Yll0l5, 
TTloTEIS- and ETTIAoyo5.44 However, these terms were undoubtedly part of the common 
vernacular of the pepaideumenoi, and therefore, they do not reveal that Galen had ever made a 
serious study of the rhetorical handbooks. To judge from Galen's own writings, it is most 
likely that his knowledge of rhetorical theory was derived from what philosophical authors 
had to say about PllTOPIK~ rather than what rhetoricians wrote.45 
2.2 Galen's perspective on rhetoricians and rhetoric 
While Galen sometimes seems to distinguish between an orator (p~TCup) and the 
rhetorician (PllTOP1KOS-), he generally speaks as if they are one and the same class ofpeople. 46 
He does use the former term to speak about the persuasive practices of court lawyers. 47 He 
also expresses an awareness of some of the key orators of his time and their predecessors. 48 In 
CAM, he uses orators (p~TOpE5) as positive examples of artisans who both know the method 
of their art and spend their time training themselves in this method. 49 Nevertheless, his 
portrayal of orators and rhetoricians in general is negative. His main criticisms are that these 
men's arguments are not scientific because they deal only in plausibilities and their aim is 
persuasion rather than knowledge. Many of his remarks aimed at rhetoricians should be 
understood in the context of his polemics against other physicians. Thus, when characterizing 
physicians who make a habit of disputing about medical terms, he claims that the practices of 
orators (p~TOpES-), grammarians and dialecticians have as much to do with the practice of 
medicine as an 'ass playing a harp,.5o Similarly, Galen defines a PllTOP1KOS- ci:v~P as one who 
41 von Staden 1995b, 516. 
42 Di.Dec., K. 9.789 
43 On the basis of Galen's statement in PHP (K. 5.32), which relates how the PllTOPIKOI TEXVOI teach the use of 
tapai in hypotheses, Pearcy concludes that Galen 'had read the rhetoricians' handbooks'. Pearcy 1993,449. 
Likewise, Lopez Ferez seems to argue that Galen's use of the terms OEIVOTT]S, oa¢~vEla and OuvTollla 
indicates an awareness of the technical terminology of rhetorical manuals. Lopez Ferez 1994,228-232. Neither 
of these scholar's arguments proves that Galen had studied the rhetorical handbooks. 
44 Thras., K. 5.848. 
45 Hipp.Epid. K. 17a.678. 
46 Pearcy 1993,449-450; Lopez FCrez 1994, 223-228. 
47 Hipp.Prorrh., K. 16.689. 
4H Pearcy 1993,449-450. 
49 CAM, K. 1.245. 
so Di.Dec., K. 9.789. 
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uses public opinion to carry his arguments and to obscure the truth. 51 However, sometimes 
Galen presents a more positive image. For example, he remarks how rhetoricians have made a 
good study of Lysias and Demosthenes. 5~ 
Galen often makes a distinction between rhetoricians (PTlTOPIKOi), dialecticians 
(OIOAEKTIKOi) and sophists (croq)(crToi). 53 Rhetoricians and dialecticians practice two different 
arts of argumentation used in disputable matters of words. 54 Galen's use of the term 
crO¢lcrT~5 is invariably pejorative. However, he does not use this term to signify Sophists, as 
in Philostratus' class of epideictic orators. 55 Galen also does not use the term to signify an 
identifiable group in society. Like Plutarch, the pejorative meaning he ascribes to the term 
echoes the Platonic definition of men who are interested in eristic rather than seeking truth. 
Thus, these individuals need not be rhetors. Often, 'crO¢«JT~5' is simply used to identify 
Galen's enemies. Galen's defintion of crO¢lcrT~5 is simply one of many different ways in 
which the term was used in the 2nd century AD. Furthermore, as will be seen, Galen's concept 
of sophistic argumentation (cro¢«JTIK~) has nothing to do with Philostratus' perception of 
Sophistic rhetoric. And, for that matter, the notion that there was a distinctive Sophistic 
rhetoric practiced during the 2nd century AD which can be recognized by certain stylistic 
characteristics is not borne out by analysis. S6 Thus, this study will use the term epideictic 
rather than sophistic for the kind of stylistically ornate language that is primarily used to 
reveal the erudition of the speaker. 
In respect to the two most influential philosophical figures in his works, Galen took a 
more Aristotelian perpective of PTlTOPIK~ rather than holding to the somewhat dismissive 
notion of PTlTOPIK~ expressed in some of the Platonic dialogues. 57 For Galen, rhetoric was a 
complete TEXVTl that had a method and could be broken down into individual skills. 58 As was 
common in his time, he considered rhetoric as being part of a collection of intellectual 
technai. 59 However, for Galen, rhetoric was of a decidedly lower intellecual status in respect 
to more epistemic fields of study, such as logic, medicine, architecture, geometry, 
mathematics and astronomy.60 Nevertheless, Galen does not go so far as to demean rhetoric to 
denote merely flamboyant language and specious arguments. In Nat.Fac., Galen claims that 
51 Protr., K. 1.25. 
52 DifIPu!s., K. 8.718. 
53 Here, 'sophists' is used rathcr than 'Sophists' to indicate that Galen is not refcrring to a historical group of 
orators of the 2nd century AD. 
54 DiDec., K. 9.789. 
55 Different meanings of the term OO¢IOT~S" can be found in Brunt 1994,48-50. 
56 Schiappa 1991. 
57 Pearcy 1993,450-452. 
5X CAM, K. 1.245; Thras., K. 5.848. 
59 Protr., K. 1.39. 
60 CAM, K. 1.245; PeccDig., K. 5.64. 
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rhetoric is a fonn of reasoning that deals with plausibilities (TTl 8avcX). 61 Galen points out that 
certain rhetoricians who are unable to refute an argument resort to ridicule. He goes on to 
claim that these men do not practice rhetoric because rhetoric uses persuasive reasoning (TO 
OICX AOYOU TT18exvOu); therefore, an argument without reason (TO OlcX AOYOU) is a vulgar trick 
(~WI-IOAOXIKOV) and not a rhetorical proof (PllTOPIKOv). 62 In this same section, Galen points 
out that there are two ways to argue a disputable matter: dialectically (OlaAEKTI KWS") and 
rhetorically (PllTOPIKWS"). Here, Galen echoes the sentiment expressed at the outset of 
Aristotle's Rhetorica, namely that rhetoric is the cXVTIOTPO<pOS" to dialectic. Nevertheless, in 
most of his works, Galen holds that a physician should avoid rhetorical reasoning in scientific 
d· 6, Iscourse .. 
2.3 Galen's theoretical perspective on the epistemological merits of argumentation, language 
and genre 
In PHP, Galen puts forward a hierarchical theory of the epistemological merits of four 
different types of premisses used for proofs: the highest fonn, scientific (ETTlaTllI-IOVIK~), 
followed by dialectic (OlaAEKTIK~), rhetorical (PllTOPIK~) and sophistic (ao<plaTIK~).64 
Scientific and dialectical premisses are of a higher epistemological order because they deal 
with the actual attributes of a subject. Scientific premisses are superior to dialectical because 
they involve the nature of the object (e.g. the <pUCJlS" of the heart derived by anatomy) as 
opposed to the essential, logically derived definitions of the object (e.g. the oual ex of the heart 
derived by logic) proven by dialectical pennisses. Galen equates rhetorical premisses with 
common beliefs and the endoxa of non-experts (e.g. what Homer has to say about the heart). 
He considers these types of premisses as dealing with plausibilities as opposed to knowledge, 
and therefore, they are ill-suited for scientific discourse. Sophistic premisses are merely based 
on the etymology of words and other clever wordplays. Although he differs from Aristotle's 
notion of endoxa being proper to dialectic, Galen's hierarchy of premisses by and large 
reflects Aristotelian concepts and tenninologies in Posterior Ana~vtics, Topics, Rhetoric and 
Sophistical Refutations.65 This theory illustrates some of the interplay between language and 
knowledge. While the afonnentioned theory is put forward to support Galen's criticisms of 
Chrysippus in PHP, one can ascertain, nevertheless, from Galen's other writings that this 
theorical model was not constructed ad hoc but is a part of Galen's epistemology. 
61 Nat.Fae .. K. 2.61-62. 
62 Nat.Fae., K. 2.61.15-62.2. 
63 Pearcy 1993,453. 
64 PllP, K. 5.221-228; Pearcy 1993,454; Tieleman 1995,491-493, 1996, 12-23. 
65 Pearcy 1993,454; Tieleman 1995,490-491. 
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For Galen, the essence of language is signification. Galen's emphasis on signification 
as opposed to ornamentation can be observed in his theoretical approach to the lexis of 
science. Galen's theory of lexis is the notion that a word should as clearly and as closely as 
possible signify the nature of the object it references. When defining an object with a term, 
one must have an accurate conception, ennoia, of the object. One of the ways in which lexical 
clarity is accomplished is with 'consistency and rigour', applying a term to one and one thing 
only.66 Another method Galen puts forward for ensuring clarity of meaning is through 
ordinary Greek usage, by which he typically means Attic. In theory, Galen emphasizes the 
avoidance of figurative language by the use of 'primary' and 'literal' application of words. 67 
Thus, unlike Theophrastus' notion of the excellence of language being 'good Greek, clarity, 
appropriateness, and ornamentation', for Galen, the virtues of language are clarity and 
freedom from ambiguity.68 Therefore, it would seem that Galen's content-oriented theory of 
language leaves little to no room for rhetorical ornamentation. 
One of Galen's programs, particularly in his assessment of the scientific nature of 
Hippocratic texts, was to distinguish between scientific writings and those which are for 
entertainment, i.e. history and poetic literature. 69 As Sluiter has illustrated, 'the genres Galen 
uses as a foil for Hippocrates are poetry, especially Homer, and historiography.' 70 She points 
out that, in Hellenistic and Roman doctrine, literary forms were often distinguished in respect 
to their adherence to truth: 'in declining order of truthfulness they were IOTOPIO (farna, 
verurn), TTAcXOIJO (fieturn argurnenturn, verisirnile) and \lu8os (fabu/a, falsurn)'.71 Although 
separating scientific writing from poetry posed no trouble to Galen, history was a different 
matter. 72 Galen argues that, unlike scientific writing, historiography's aim is to entertain, and 
its erudition is inferior in respect to truth criteria. 73 
In PHP, Galen puts forward his position on the epistemic value of poetry in scientific 
inquiry. 74 Here, his attack is primarily on the Stoic positions that one could derive 
philosophical knowledge or adduce evidence from poetry through the method of 'articulation' 
(OlcXp8pCUOlS).75 The Stoics used opinions of experts and non-experts alike for their 
dialectical arguments. 76 Thus, a myth could be farmed for knowledge under the belief that it 
66 Hankinson 1994a, 171. 
67 von Staden 1995b, 502-503. 
6X Soph., K. 14.587-8; Hankinson 1994a, 177. 
69 Sluiter 1995, 195-196. 
70 Sluiter 1995, 199. 
71 Sluiter 1995,201. 
7c Sluiter 1995, 204. 
73 Sluiter 1995, 211. 
74 A discussion of Galen's approach to poetry in PHP and elsewhere can be found in von Staden 1998, 79-82. 
75 Tieleman 1996, 219. 
76 Tieleman 1996, 220. 
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contains hidden fragments of truth. 77 Galen's criticisms of Chrysippus' use of poetry is 
directed toward the extent and the way in which it is used in scientific inquiry. For Galen, 
poetry and non-expert testimony are only ancillary infonnation in scientific inquiry. In other 
words, they should be used only when something is proven via the aforementioned scientific 
premisses; they should not take the place of scientific premisses. 
This sketch of Galen's theoretical approach to language and rhetoric serves as a 
backdrop for the following analyses of his communicative practice. From the above, Galen 
presents himself as an author whose argumentation is restricted to scientific evidence and who 
takes a utilitarian approach to language and genre. 
77 Tieleman 1996, 221. 
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Preserving and Presenting a Scientific Oeuvre: 
Prolegomena and De Iibris propriis 
I. Introduction 
During the latter part of his career, after he had achieved the highest status a physician 
could obtain in the Roman Empire-a physician in the Emperor's retinue-Galen composed 
two 'auto-bibliographical' works: De Iibris propriis (Lib.Prop.) and De ordine Iibrorum 
propriorum (Ord.Lib.Prop.). I In the proems to these works, Galen explains their particular 
aims. He declares Lib.Prop. was composed to provide an authoritative list (aTTOypa<p~) of his 
extant books,:! and in the case of Ord.Lib.Prop., he claims that this work provides the order 
(Ta~'5) in which his works should be studied. 3 Although we cannot discount his pragmatic 
reasons for writing Lib.Prop. and Ord.Lib.Prop., we must, as Nutton notes, be aware that 'no 
other ancient author was so obviously concerned to ensure his own survival in the manner he 
would have wished' as Galen.4 This concern for self-preservation, which was possibly 
accentuated by the sting of having recently lost TO rrAEleJTa of his writings in the great fire at 
the Temple of Peace (AD 192),5 also explains his desire to write an arroypa<p~ for 'those 
who intend to read something of my works' (01 ~EAAOVTE5 avayvc..5oea8ai TI TWV E~WV).6 
Because Lib.Prop. and Ord.Lib.Prop. contain a significant amount of autobiographical 
and bibliographical information, modern scholars have used them primarily as historical 
sources to Galen's life and his works. And, in these regards, the two works seem useful 
because Galen provides the dates and circumstances of the audiences to which he wrote. 
However, one must not forget that Lib.Prop. is a rhetorical artefact designed for a specific 
audience and purpose. As will be seen in this analysis, the autobiographical and 
bibliographical information Galen presents in Lib'prop. was designed to cast a particular light 
on his endeavours as a medical author and to provide a sense of interconnectivity and 
I Where possible, cross references to K. will be included in the footnotes. However. Kuhn's text (K. 19.8-124) 
for Lib.Prop. has notable lacunae, some of which have been recently filled with the discovery of manuscript 
V/atadon 14 (Boudon 2002, Boudon-Millot and Pietrobelli 2005) and its incorporation into Boudon's edition, 
Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 134-173, which will appear as B. in this chapter. 
Lib.Prop. was probably written in the latter period of Galen's career. sometime after the accession of Septimius 
Severus (AD 193). llberg 1889,208; 1896, 195-196; Bardong 1942,639; Boudon-Millot 2007a, 8-10. 
2 Lib.Prop., B. 134.3. 
3 Lib.Prop., B. 134.2-8 = K. 19.8.3-9; Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 88.3-6 = K. 19.49.4-7. 
4 Nutton 1999,46. 
5 Galen mentions the fire at the Temple of Peace three times in Lib.Prop. (B. 143 = K. 19.19, B. 144 = K. 19.21, 
B. 166 = K. 19.41). Boudon-Millot 2007a, 198, n. 2. This fire was also the subject of Galen's De indo/entia. 
Boudon-Millot 2007b. 
6 Lib.Prop., B. 145.15-21 = K. 19.22.18-23.8. 
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meaning to his writings. Lib.Prop. gives us a glimpse not only into how a scientific oeuvre 
was preserved and presented in the 2nd century AD but also exemplifies Galen's skilful 
execution of the seemingly banal act of recording one's writings. 7 Rather than address both 
Lih.Prop. and Ord.Lih.Prop., as is customary in modem scholarship, this rhetorical analysis 
will focus on Lib.Prop. because it has its own distinct aim, formal features and dedicatee. g 
Lih.Prop. begins with a proem (B. 134.2-136.22 = K. 19.8.3-11.11) in which Galen 
explains the circumstances that compelled him to list his works. 9 The proem is followed by a 
section (8. 136.23-145.25 = K. 19.11.12-23.8) which divides his authorial and editorial 
activities into three periods: 1) the works composed during his first visit to Rome (AD c. 162-
166), 2) the works previously written and given back to him for correction upon his return to 
Pergamum (AD c. 166-168), and 3) the works composed after his return to Rome (AD c. 
169-193). lOIn this chronological account, he presents autobiographical details, which he 
relates to the composition of individual works. The next section (8. 145.26-173.15;:::; K. 
19.23.9-48.16) provides an extensive list oftitIes to his works under 16 subject headings or 
themes, ranging from Works on Anatomical Theory (nepi TWV KCXTO: T~V O:VCXTOIJIK~V 
8ecuplcxv) to Matters Common to Grammarians and Rhetoricians (TO: TOIS" YPCXIJIJCXTIKOIS" 
KCXI P~TOpOI KOlva)." In addition to listing the titles and the numbers of books under each 
title, Galen occasionally interjects autobiographical and supplemental bibliographical 
information. Lib.Prop. ends abruptly after his list of titles under the last theme, Matters 
Common to Grammarians and Rhetoricians. 
7 Two noteworthy analyses of Lib. Prop. and Ord.Lib.Prop. come from Mansfeld and Boudon, who have 
respectively addressed the communicative context and Galen's presentation of himself in these works. Mansfeld 
1994,117-147; Boudon 2000. 
~ Boudon-Millot 2007a, 3-23. Although Mansfeld (Mansfeld 1994, 126) suggests that Ord.Lib.Prop. and 
Lib. Prop. are 'complementary' works, Galen does not make this connection explicit in Lib.Prop. In 
O,.d.Lib.Prop., Galen declares his future plans to write ~ ypo<t>~ of all his books. Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 
2007a, 100.19-20 = K. 19.60.8. However, he does not indicate that Lib.Prop. was designed to be complementary 
to Ord.Lib.Prop. Rather, he simply reveals that he had plans to write Lib.Prop. Galen makes a similar claim at 
the end of Ars Med. where, after listing a large number of his medical treatises, he notes how writing a full 
account of his works at this time is unnecessary 'since we are intending to speak about all my works at some 
other time in one or perhaps two books bearing the title Galen: Concerning my own Treatises' . ... llTTEp 
cXlTcXVTWV yE ~EAAOVTOS" EPEIV ETEPWSI, KOS' EV 'lowS" ~ ouo ~1~Alo T~V E1T\yO<t>~V E~OVTO, r o AllVOU mpl 
TWV icSlwv ouyypO~~cXTWV. Ars Medica, Boudon 2002, 392.14-17 = K. 1.411.18--412.2. 
9 An analytical outline of Lib.Prop. can be found in Appendix B. 
10 These periods are clearly marked in the text with the following headings: I. nEpl TWV YEYOVOTWV 
VlTO~Vll~cXTWV EV' Pw~n KOTO: ~v rrpwTllv E1T\cSll~IOV, II. Tlvo ~Ol ~ETO: ~v EK' PW~T]5 ElTcXVOcSOV O'IKOcSE 
lTOPOYEVO~EV0:l ~1~Alo lTOpcX TIVWV EooSll TWV VlT' E~OU YEYPO~IlEVWV, III. nEpl TWV ~ETO: TOUTO 
ypO<t>EVTWV ~1~Alwv. Lib.Prop., B. 136.23-24, 140.9-11, 141.16. While Kuhn does not include these 
chronological headings and the thematic headings in his text, Boudon argues that there is sufficient manuscript 
evidence to believe that these paratextual features were a part of the original. Boudon-Millot 2007a, 180--181, n. 
4. 
II Lib Prop. , B. 145.26,173.5. 
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II. Genre 
2.1 TT/VGK£5". prolegomena and the communicative context qfLib.Prop. 
In respect to its socio----<;ultura1 antecedents, Lib.Prop. is related to the philological 
scholarship which gained prominence in Alexandria during the 3rd century BC and at 
Pergamum in the 2nd century BC. I:! This scholarship focused on understanding, explaining 
and preserving Greek literary tradition. 13 In some respects, Lib.Prop. resembles the early 
manifestations of this movement-the Callimachean lists (TTIVOKE5").14 These types of 
systematic lists of works were utilized by the libraries of Alexandria and Pergamum to 
preserve the writings of persons eminent in various branches of Greek cu1ture. 15 From the 
Callimachean TTivOKE5" onward, the common practice was to provide a brief topical account of 
the author's life (~ioS") followed by an ordered list of titles and the number of books attributed 
to each title. In By listing the titles and length (i.e. ~I~AIO and (JTIXOI) of an author's writings, 
a pinakographer not only authenticated the contents of the author's oeuvre, but also provided 
an important apparatus for the scholarly activities of editing and interpreting texts. Although 
there were numerous discrepancies between the lists of ancient pinakographers, these lists 
were often used as proof that a given work was authentic, which is evinced by Galen when he 
declares that Gland. could not have been written by Hippocrates because 'those who made the 
lists' (01 TOUS" TTIVOK05" TTol~aOVTE5") did not recognize this work. 17 Naturally, a pinax 
written by the author himself would have been considered definitive by future audiences. 
And, given the longstanding wrangling in antiquity over the Hippocratic question and its 
effect on the interpretations of Hippocrates' TEXVll, Galen had a prime example of the pitfalls 
I · l' h 18 of neg ectmg to 1st w at one wrote. 
By the time Galen composed Lib.Prop., such lists had become an important tool ofthe 
learned elite, who are often identified with the terms TTETTatOEU\.lEVOI and CPIAOAOY01. 19 These 
I~ Blum suggests that Aristotle's and his students' interest in philology and literary history, his so-called 'historia 
litteraria', influenced the philological endeavors of the Alexandrian grammarians. Blum 1991, 14-94; 
Richardson 1994. cf. Dickey 2007,3, n. 1. To what extent this is true is debatable. What is clear is that both 
grammarians and philosophers, albeit for different reasons, shared an interest in cataloguing the authors and 
writings of various fields of study. 
IJ Pfeiffer 1968,123-151; Reynolds and Wilson 1974,1-37; Blum 1991; Dickey 2007, 3-17. 
14 Regenbogen 1950,1444-1446; Nutton 1988,52-54. 
15 Pfeiffer 1968, 128. 
16 Regenbogen 1950,1420-1426; Pfeiffer 1968, 126-134; Blum 1991,124-243. 
17De humero iis modis prolapso quos Hippocrates non vidit, K. 18a.379.9-14. 
IX Manetti and Roselli 1994; von Staden 2002a; 2006; Flemming 2008. q.v. the analysis of HNH in Chapter. 2. 
19 In various places, Galen suggests that his writings were recognized by CPIAOAOY01. Lib.Prop .. B. 134.2-135.6 
= K. 19.8.3-9.10; Prop.Plac., Nutton 1999,54.5-56.11; Praen .. Nutton 1979, 100.2-6 = K. 19.630.9-14. As 
Hanson has pointed out, Galen's use of the term CPIAOAOY05 broadly testifies 'not only to the learning and 
intelligence these men possess through their training in literature, philosophy, medicine and logical argument, 
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literati displayed a keen interest in the ancients, particularly the famous discoveries, deeds and 
writings of the 5th and 4th century Be. Knowledge of such matters was socially important 
because it demonstrated one's erudition and social standing. Philological scholarship had 
provided a large body of scholarly works dedicated to recording, categorizing, analyzing, 
summarizing and expounding upon the great literary works of the past. Nevertheless, even in 
the pervasive antiquarianism of the 2nd century AD, the writings of the most exceptional 
coevals and near-predecessors warranted the attention of these learned elites. For such an 
audience, listing the titles of an author's works had the rhetorical significance of indicating 
that this oeuvre should be considered an example of Greek learning worthy of the kind of 
attention that the corpora of oi TTCXAOIOi (Hippocrates, Plato and Aristotle) received, as well 
as the renowned contemporary figures of medical science, such as Lycus, Marinus and 
Archigenes, for whose writings Galen wrote summaries (ETTlTOI .. !CXi) and critical commentaries 
(~I~Aicx E~~Ylloiv TE KCXt KpiolV EXOVTCX).20 
There are compelling reasons to believe that Lib.Prop. was not designed solely for the 
purpose of authenticating Galen's writings. Galen reveals his exegetical aims when, for 
example, he suggests which works should be read first or classifies groups of works as either 
being necessary (avcxYKcxICX) or useful (XP~OIl..lCX) .. 21 This, coupled with the fact that Galen 
declares that the provided bibliographical information is for his prospective readers so that 
they 'will know to distinguish' (E'iooVTCXI olopi~EIV) between different types of works/2 
signals that he is intent on ensuring his writings are interpreted correctly. With that being said, 
in antiquity, the difference between authentication and interpretation was not great. Hence, the 
scholarly activity of determining the authenticity of a work via a process of examining its 
character, title and date of composition in respect to the available biographical and 
bibliographical information consequently had ramifications on the way in which a work was 
perceived and subsequently interpreted. 23 
A suitable communicative context for Lib.Prop. has been suggested by Mansfeld, who 
has associated Lib.Prop. and Ord.Lib.Prop. with the types of introductory works utilized in 
philosophical schools. This isagogic writings reflects the scholarly manner in which teachers 
would lead their students through the readings of noteworthy philosophers, such as Plato and 
but also to the wide range of cultural values they share with Galen.' Hanson 1998. 24-25. cf. Porph .. Plot., 
13.17-20. 
2°Lib.Prop.,B. 147-154=K.19.25-30,B.159=K. 19.33. 
21 Lib.Prop. B. 145.26-154.15;:: K. 19.23.10-30.4. Appendix B. Mansfeld 1994, 128. Likewise, Porphyry seems 
to share this concern for creating reading progressions in a corpus when he indicates that his arrangement of 
Plotinus' treatises gives first place to those which addressed 'easier questions' (EACX¢pOTEPCX TTpO~A~IJCXTCX). 
Plot., 24. 
22 Lib.Prop., B. 145.15-25 = K. 19.22.18-23.8. 
23 Blum 1991,226-239. 
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Aristotle. Before beginning such readings, teachers addressed an array of preliminary 
questions, which Mansfeld has termed 'prolegomena'. 24 These preliminary issues ranged 
from information about the philosopher's life and doctrines to a formal set of seemingly more 
philological questions, schema isagogicum, such as the reason for the title (a'l nov T~5 
ETTlypa¢~5), authenticity (YV~0I0v), theme or aim (rrpo6E0I5 or aKorro5), use (xp~all..lOv), 
divisions in the work (OlaipE0I5 EIS" KE¢cXAata/\..lEpT]/T\..l~\..laTa), the order a work should be 
read (TcX~'5 T~5 eXvayvulOEcu5) and to what part of philosophy a treatise belongs (urro 
rrolov \..lEp05 ... eXVcXYETat). 25 In the 2nd AD, these sorts of preliminary issues were sometimes 
addressed at the 'beginnings' of commentaries to scientific treatises26 or in self-standing 
works which introduced the reader to the corpora of famous philosophers, such as the 
Pr%gos to the Platonic dialogues, which is ascribed to Galen's Platonist teacher Albinus. 
Although there was no standard titular formula for such propaedeutic writings in the 2nd 
century AD, beginning with the mid 3rd century AD, some authors used variations of the 
formula Tel rrpo TR5 (auv)avayvulOEcu5 to indicate they were writing prolegomena. 27 
However, in Lib.Prop. and Ord.Lib.Prop., as Mansfeld aptly points out, Galen 'does 
not apply a schema isagogicum and only incidentally avails himself to a technical 
vocabulary,.28 Nevertheless, Galen is clearly concerned with the kinds of preliminary 
exegetical issues one finds in prolegomena. 29 Mansfeld's contextualization of Lib.Prop. and 
Ord.Lib.Prop. as prolegomena, which also should be extended to P/ac.Prop., provides an 
attractive explanation for why these three texts resemble the kinds of propaedeutic writings 
one finds among the Middle Platonists, such as Thrasyllus (d. AD 36), Albinus (AD c. 150), 
Alcinous (c. 2nd century AD?), Apuleius (AD c. 125-170?) and Porphyry (AD 235-c. 305). 
By dedicating individual works to the listing of his own books (Lib.Prop.), to providing the 
order in which his writings should be studied (Ord.Lib.Prop.) and to summarizing his own 
doctrines (P/ac.Prop.), Galen reveals himself to be an author who is interested in using quite 
different didactic methods to ensure that his oeuvre would be preserved and interpreted 
24 Mansfeld 1994, 117-131. 
25 Mansfeld 1994, 10-11, 10-57. 
26 Mansfeld 1994, 131-147; Sluiter 1999; von Staden 2002a, 118-119, 128. The inclusion of such 
biblioraphical questions was neither formulaic nor compulsory in medical and philosophical commentaries of 
the 2" century AD. Galen and his coeval, Alexander of Aphrodisias, would sometimes begin a commentary 
without such preliminary remarks. Therefore, during this period, the use of these preliminary questions seems to 
have been ad hoc rather than a requisite practice. 
27 This terminological formula can be found in Diogenes Laertius (D.L. 9.41), Origen (In Ev.loann. 1.88) and 
Proclus (In R. 5.38-9). Mansfeld 1994, 7-8. Another formula for these kinds of works, which Mansfeld brings 
up, is eloaywYTl el". Using Galen as his example, he correctly points out that this titular formula does not 
always indicate an introduction to an author's writings but can simply mean an introduction to a subject, such as 
PuIs. and Oss. Mansfeld 1994, 197-198. 
2X Mansfeld 1994, 130. 
29 Mansfeld 1994, 130--131. 
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correctly. Lib.Prop. has been favourably compared with the works of Thrasyllus and 
Porphyry, who each described his respective philosopher's life and provided ordered lists of 
his writings. 30 Galen's aim of creating a Tc:X~lS" for his writings in Ord.Lib.Prop. evokes the 
endeavours of his Platonist teacher, Albinus, whose Prologos defined, classified and arranged 
the Platonic dialogues, as well as providing two distinct reading progressions for different 
types of students-a feature also found in Ord.Lib.Prop.31 Thus, both of these works provide 
a curriculum for their respective oeuvre. Introductory doxographical works, such as A1cinous' 
Didaskalikos (did.) and Apuleius' De Platone et eius dogmate (dogm.Plat.), were designed to 
prepare students for the study of Platonic theory by giving a brief thematic introduction to 
'Plato's' doctrines. Similarly, in Prop.Plac., Galen moves through a series of topics, albeit in 
a far less polished and systematic presentation, providing his audience with the key tenets of 
his theoretical approach to medical and philosophical problems. Similar in its aims to Did. 
and Dogm.Plat., Prop.Plac. was designed to help the beginner to arrive at the right 
interpretations of Galen's writings. 
Although Middle Platonists appear to be at the forefront of writing such propaedeutic 
works,3:! this preparatory focus was not entirely foreign to medicine. Galen's medical teacher, 
Pelops, is credited with writing a work entitled Hippocratic Introductions (lTTTTOKPc:XTElat 
EIOOYWYOI). The exact relation of Pelops' work to the Hippocratic texts is unclear since this 
text is no longer extant. However, to judge from Galen's remarks as to its contents, Pelops' 
work seems likely to have served as an introduction to the subject of 'Hippocratic' medicine 
rather than a prolegomenon to specific Hippocratic works. 33 While Nutton has suggested that 
the impetus for Galen writing Lib.Prop. and Plac.Prop. comes from the 'techniques which he 
had deployed, if not in large part himself developed, in dealing with the multitude of writings 
that constitute the Hippocratic Corpus', 34 the Middle Platonists appear to offer a more 
attractive explanation as to the origins and aims of the aforementioned Galenic works. 
Considering its propaedeutic aims, and given that Lib.Prop. 's thematic lists are quite 
different from the dry TTl VOKES" of grammarians, Lib.Prop. is best referred to as a 
prolegomenon. However, for our rhetorical analysis, a couple of caveats should be made in 
regard to its communicative context. First, Mansfeld suggests that Lib.Prop. and 
Ord.Lib.Prop. are 'complementary' works. While this is plausible, it is not explicitly 
30 q.v. pp. 27-28. 
JJ Mansfcld 1994,4,120-121. cf. Goransson 1995,49-52. 
32 Tarrant 2007. In regard to Galen's Platonism, see Dc Lacy 1972. 
33 PHP, De Lacy 1980,6.5.23. cf. Musc.Diss., K. 18b.926. Smith 1979,69-70. 
34 Nutton 1999, 127. 
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indicated by Galen in either Lib.Prop. or Ord.Lib.Prop.35 Secondly, partially because of his 
notion of complementary works, Mansfeld suggests that Lib.Prop. and Ord.Lib.Prop. are for 
Galen's medical 'students'. 36 One should be careful not to extend this communicative context 
so far as to perceive Lib.Prop. as having been written strictly for medical practitioners. Such a 
communicative context, as will be seen, is not borne out by the way in which Galen appeals to 
his audience. 
2.2 Rhetorical conventions 
As was noted, Lib. Prop. has been compared with works written by Thrasyllus and 
Porphyry.37 In the 1 sl century AD, ThrasYllus wrote two works introducing the corpora of 
Democritus and Plato. According to Diogenes Laertius, Thrasyllus entitled his introduction to 
the Democritean Corpus T eX rrpo TI]S- civayvuloEw5 TWV ~Tl\.lOKpITOU ~I~AIWV, and his 
introduction to Plato's dialogues seems to have had a similar titular form. Diogenes relates 
how each of these works contained a ~IOS- and an ordered list of his writings (TeX~IS-). 
Thrasyllus apparently structured Democritus' writings by placing them into tetralogies 
(TETpaAoYI a), groups of four, just as he did in regard to the Platonic dialogues. 38 
Unfortunately, both of these works are no longer extant. The earliest extant text (c. late 3rd 
century AD) of this form of philosophical prose is Porphyry's Vita Plotini (Plot.). The title of 
this work, nepi TO\} nAWTIVOU ~IOU Kat T~S- TeX~EWS- TWV ~I~AIWV aUTO\}, again attests to 
the intimate association between the bios and the ordering of an author's works. 39 True to its 
title, this work describes the life of Plotinus while paying special attention to his ethical and 
intellectual character. In the middle of this bios, Porphyry presents a chronological order of 
Plotinus' works which is divided into periods in Plotinus' life (4-6). After the bios, Porphyry 
provides a thematic catalogue of titles of Plotinus' writings arranged in sets of nine (the first 
ennead comes under the heading TeX ~eIKulTEpa, the second ennead appear under TeX <t>UOIKeX, 
etc.). Porphyry claims that the basis for his ordering of Plotinus' treatises follows the theme-
oriented approach of previous editors, Apollodorus of Athens (c. 180-125 Be) and 
Andronicus of Rhodes (c. late 1 sl century BC), who apparently collected and arranged the 
corpora of their prospective authors according to their subject matter. 40 Porphyry notes how 
Andronicus 'divided the works of Aristotle and Theophrastus into treatises (rrpcxYllcxTElaS-) 
gathering them together into the same place according to their common themes (oIKElas-
35 n. 8. 
36 Mansfcld 1994,4, 117-131. 
37 Regenbogen 1950, 1444; Goulet-Caze 1982,229-327; Mansfeld 1994, 109, n. 185; Boudon 2000,131-132. 
38 D.L. 9.37, 38,41,45; Mansfeld 1994,58-107. 
39 Barnes 2007, 531-533; Sharples 2007,505-507. 
40 Porph., Plot. 24. Blum 1991, 194-199; Mansfeld 1994,6. 
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'8' . 41 VTTO EOEI5) . While there are obvious similarities between Lib.Prop. and the 
aforementioned works. one should bear in mind that Galen did not attach Lib.Prop. to a 
published collection of his writings. Nevertheless, Lib.Prop. lays down the groundwork for 
any disciples or literati who should choose to take up the task of publishing Galen's writings 
as a corpus. 
As to the medical tradition, no examples exist of these kinds of introductions among 
Galen's medical contemporaries and predecessors. Whether the famous 2nd century AD 
editors of the Hippocratic Corpus, Dioscorides and Artemidorus Capito, wrote such an 
introduction to their editions is unclear. 42 However, given the longstanding interest of medical 
exegetes in the Hippocratic Corpus, it is plausible that these scholars may have introduced 
their readers to the Hippocratic Corpus in a fashion similar to the aforementioned 
philosophical works. As to the historical relationship between the famous Vita Hippocratis 
secundum Soranum (VHSS) and the Hippocratic Corpus, while a form of VHSS existed in the 
2nd century AD is plausible, there is no evidence to suggest that it was attached to a catalogue 
or corpus of Hippocratic works during that time. 43 Other types of medical texts, however, 
indicate that the structure of Lib Prop. would not have appeared entirely foreign in the 
landscape of medical works of the 2nd century AD. The title of a work attributed to Soranus 
(AD 98-138), Lives of Ph.vsicians and Schools and Writings (~iol ICXTPWV KCXt cxipeOEI5 KCXt 
OVVTcXYIlCXTCX ~1~Aicx),44 suggests that the practice of cataloguing the bioi and writings of 
physicians was a feature of 2nd century AD medical works. Although this text is no longer 
extant, judging from the title, one can deduce that it resembled the kind of doxographical 
approach found in Diogenes Laertius' (c. early 3rd century AD?) Lives and Opinions of those 
who have Distinguished themselves in Philosophy and the Doctrines of Each School (~iO\ KCXt 
yvc..)lJcxt TWV EV 4>IAooo4>iq; EUcSOKlllTJOcXVTCuV KCXt TWV 'EKcXOTll cx'lpeoEI apEOKovT(UV).45 
However, these kinds of doxographical writings appear to have been composed primarily to 
acquaint their audiences with the great names and theories of a subject rather than to prepare 
the student for a reading of a philosopher's works. Nevertheless, one cannot discount that the 
combination of bioi, doctrines and bibliographical lists also could be used for the purpose of 
acquiring and studying the works of an individual author. 46 
41 .•• 0 8e Tel' APIOTOTEAouS Kelt 8eo¢paoTou EIS TTpay~aTElas 81ElAE TcXS olKElas uTTo8eoEIS EI5 TauTov 
ouvayaywv·. Porph. Plot., Henry and Schwyzer 1951,24.9-11. 
42 Smith 1979,238-239; Mansfeld 1994, 140, n. 258,182-183, n. 329; Manetti and Roselli 1994, 1617-1633. 
43 Pinault notes that VHSS was attached to the manuscripts of the Hippocratic Corpus AD c. 1100. Pinault 1992, 
6-7. 
44 Suda 1.4 s. v. Lwpavo5 per Mansfeld 1994, 182. 
45 D.L., Hicks 1942, 2.23; Mansfeld 1994, 182. 
46 Mansfeld 1994, 58-59. As to the complex issues associated with term 'doxography', see van der Eijk 1999; 
Runia 1999; Vegetti 1999. 
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In regard to the act of authentication, Lib.Prop. speaks to the three tasks of a 
bibliographer described by Blum: 'I) the critical and historical identification of the works 
actually written by an author among those that were ascribed to him and to others; 2) their 
exact description; and 3) the meaningful arrangement of their titles.'47 However, unlike a 
grammarian's approach to writing stripped-down bioi and pinakes, Lib.Prop.'s 
autobiographical information and thematic lists provide useful information to aid in the study 
of Galen's oeuvre, and furthermore, they are more rhetorical in that they are designed to paint 
an attractive image of the author and his works. 
III. Audience 
3.1 The role of the dedicatee 
The only audience Galen addresses in Lib. Prop. is the dedicatee, Bassus, of whom we 
know little historically.48 After the epistolary proem, Bassus is no longer addressed or referred 
to, which suggests he is the dedicatee. 
Galen addresses Bassus with the tenn of endearment, KpchlOTE (most 
excellent/dearest).49 Although this term in late Greek can indicate a specific title (= Lat. 
egregius), Galen is likely addressing Bassus with a straightforward term of affection 
equivalent to ¢IATOTE (most beloved/dearest) because he uses both of these terms 
interchangeably for dedicatees who are identified as hOt pOI in his other works. 50 The use of 
such terms of endearment was commonplace in a dedicatory proem to either signify the 
dedicatee was a person of power whom the author wanted to honour through his work, as in 
matters of patronage, or to indicate a friendly relationship with an intellectual figure in one's 
circle of friends/students. 5 I The latter relationship seems to be most probably what Galen is 
indicating in regard to Bassus. Likely, the audience would also infer that Bassus was an 
hOtP0 5 to whom Galen entrusted his writings, a role Porphyry claims he filled for 
Plotinus;52 however, this role is not made explicit in Lib.Prop. Of course, the dedication, and 
consequently the dedicatee, often had a rhetorical function in scientific writings. In this case, 
Bassus' advice serves an important function in that he signifies a prominent figure in Galen's 
47 Blum 1991,196-199. 
4~ Boudon-Millot 2007a, 175, n. 1. 
49 q.v. n. 62. 
50 Dickey 1996, 143; Alexander 1993.50-66. In MM, Galen addresses a man by the name of' lepwv as 
KPcXTIOTE and later as <!>IATCXTE. K. 10.1.1, 10.34.17, 10.57.8, 10.78.2. 
51 Alexander 1986,62-63. cf. Plot., 17.1-15; Quint., InSI. 1.6-8. 
52 Porph., Plol., 24. 
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intellectual circle who was keenly interested in Galen's oeuvre, and it also provides a 
sufficient reason for Galen's writing such a self-oriented work. 
3.2 Ideal audience 
The only explicit indication Galen gIves as to his ideal audience comes from the 
previously mentioned statements directed toward 0'1 I-IEAAOVTES civcxyv~(JEOeCX i TI TWV 
EI-IWV. These comments portray that he has no firmly established relationship with his 
prospective readers. Galen does not indicate in Lib.Prop. his relationship to the audience by 
defining them or addressing them. Unlike in many of his other writings, he does not use the 
second person singular or plural in the body of this work. 53 Nevertheless, he seems to portray 
his ideal audience as readers who are not necessarily students but who want to understand his 
approach to medicine and philosophy. Given Galen's concern about the unauthorized 
publication (TTpOS EKOOOlV) of his writings, 54 as well as his insistence on presenting the kinds 
of autobiographical information his students would have already been aware of, Lib.Prop. is 
best considered as a work that addresses the sorts of philological and exegetical concerns the 
learned elite had in their endeavours to acquire and systematically study the authentic works 
of important figures in science. 55 
An indication that Galen has such a general audience occurs at the beginning of 
Lib.Prop., where he claims that both medicine and philosophy teach (OIOcX(JKEIV) 'the greatest 
and most beautiful subjects of those among men, the sciences (TCl eEc.up~I-ICXTCX)', meaning 
intellectual studies pursued for their own sake than for simply the practice of medicine. 56 
Thus, he does not emphasize the technical aspect of medical studies. Likewise, medical Jacta 
are curiously absent from his autobiographical information. Unlike in Praen., a propaganda 
text fecund with medical Jacta pertaining to his evaluation and treatment of patients, 57 Galen 
does not use any such medical marvels to define himself in Lib.Prop. The only 'medical' 
deeds he describes are his public anatomical demonstrations in Rome, which, as von Staden 
has illustrated, should be viewed in the context of agonistic public displays of intellectual 
prowess similar to those of epideictic orators. 58 In Lib.Prop. Galen's emphasis on his 
53 He does use the second person singular in the prefatory remarks, but in both these instances he is addressing 
the dedicatee. Appendix C, Table 4. 
54 As to the meanings of rrpo~ EKOOOlV, see van Groningen 1963. 
55 Although it is likely propaganda, Longinus' letter to Porphyry, which the latter relates in Plot., illustrates how 
the learned elites were interested in acquiring, copying and studying the corpora of respected near 
contemporaries. Plot., 19. 
56 TO TE IJEYIOTO KOI KOAAIOTO TWV EV civ6pwrrol~, Tel 6EWPrlIJOTwv ex ¢IAooo¢io TE KOI ;OTPIK~ 
olCSaoKovolV. Lib.Prop., B. 135.4-6 = K. 19.9.10-11. 
57 Nutton 1988. 
5X von Staden 1995a; 1997. 
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involvement in the sciences is telling. Galen has chosen to emphasize his involvement in the 
sciences that had a broad appeal, namely anatomical demonstrations and apodeictic logic, to 
separate himself from other medical and philosophical authors, and thereby to attempt to 
make his writings more attractive. 
In the bioi of philosophical figures, aspects of a philosopher's moral-intellectual 
character were defined through events in his life, and the depiction of the philosopher's 
reaction to these events served to confirm the noetic value of his teachings. Likewise, much of 
what Galen has to say about himself in Lib.Prop. reflects the moral-intellectual characteristics 
of his physician-philosopher, a somewhat idealized image that is best defined in works, such 
as Opt.Med. and CAM (K. 1.243-245).59 To illustrate his scientific ethos, Galen chooses 
specific events in his life and presents them in such a way as to reveal his moral-intellectual 
character. For example, in a rather long anecdote, he intimates that Marcus Aurelius and 
Lucius Verus prized his medical skills by their request for his presence on their military 
campaign into Germany and by Marcus Aurelius' entrusting the health of Commodus to 
Galen. 60 These revelations of Galen's social status are tempered by the way in which he 
portrays his disinterest in such political and public affairs. Thus, Galen depicts himself as 
being absolutely unconcerned with seeking the favour of the emperor, and the audience is led 
to believe that Galen was only interested in answering the important medical and 
philosophical TTpO~"~\.lCXTCX. While, in his other works, Galen quite commonly reveals details 
'of his prejudices and private life' to enliven a work or 'to illustrate his superiority', 61 the 
autobiographical details he presents in Lib.Prop. reflect a common image found in 
philosophical bioi, namely that of the consummate seeker of truth who is unmoved by fame 
and public opinion. 62 This distinctive ethos of truly transcendent figures in philosophy would 
naturally have a much greater appeal among literati than say his other option, the technician 
par excellence. 
IV. Author 
4.1 TTEptaUTo}.oyta and Galen's authorial egotism 
59 Mansfeld 1994, 176-191. 
60 Lib.Prop., B. 141-142 = K. 19.17-19. 
61 Nutton 1988, 52. 
62 Boudon points out, in respect to Lib.Prop. and Ord.Lib.Prop., that the autobiographical remarks in these works 
have a 'function epistemologique'. They are designed to provide the audience with an image of Galen as 'Ie bon 
maitre par excellence' in that he embodies 'Ia perfection qualities morales et competence technique'. 2000, 119, 
133. 
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The explicit purpose of Lib.Prop., which Galen sets out in the dedicatory proem, 
corresponds to the previously mentioned use of pinakes, namely for the authentication of an 
author's writings. Galen begins Lib.Prop. by declaring, 'Your advice (OUIl~OUA~ oou) 
concerning the cataloguing of my extant books, dearest Bassus, has become evident by an 
event (epyU:J r. 63 He then describes why this event compelled him to take Bassus' advice. He 
relates how he witnessed a ¢IAoAoyoS revealing that a text entitled Galen the Doctor 
(r aATIVos I aTpos) was pseudonymous. The text had been passed off as an authentic Galenic 
work by a bookseller to an unsuspecting customer. Galen describes in vivid terms how this 
literatus, 'having read the first two lines, immediately threw away the inscription, only 
uttering "this is not the lexis of Galen and this book has been falsely entitled"'. 64 
The point of this entertaining captatia benevolentiae and Galen's subsequent remarks 
is quite clear; his works, and consequently himself, are under attack. Galen claims that the 
knavery (pq:oloupyia) of booksellers has reached such a state that 'many men have 
introduced all sorts of mutilations to my books' (TTOAUEIOWS EA(.o.)~~oavTo TToAAol TOIS' 
EllolS' ~1~AiOlS). He notes how some things in his works have been removed (ci:¢alpElv), 
others have been added to (TTpOOTI 8evat), and still other things have been altered 
(UAAcXTTEIV); and furthermore, some of his works have been passed off by others under their 
own names. His explanation for this problem is twofold. First, many of his early writings 
were given to friends and students without a title, and unfortunately, these texts later found 
their way into the hands of others. Secondly, the poor rhetorical and grammatical education of 
'the majority of men today who pursue philosophy and medicine' (01 TTOAAol Tc:JV vuv 
laTpIKfW n ¢IAooo¢iav IlETlOVT(.o.)V) has left them 'without the ability to read properly' (OUK 
ci:vayvc:Joat KaAc:Js OUVcXIlEVOI), and therefore, they are easily led astray by devious 
booksellers. 65 This somewhat satirical view of the ignorance of his society is used to 
ingratiate himself with the audience by insinuating that he does not consider them to be so 
nalve,66 and it also supplies a reasonable explanation for why he is compelled to write an 
account of his own works. In this way, Galen portrays the communicative context of 
Lib.Prap. as being for the sole purpose of authenticating his writings. 
63 "Epy~ ¢cxvepa yeyovev n OU\..l~OUA~ oou, KpaTlOTE Baooe, rrept TIlS cXlToypcx¢Rs TWV UlT' E\..lOU 
yeyovoTCuv ~1~AIWV· .... Lib.Prop., B. 134.2--4 = K. 19.8.3-5. 
64 ... Kat !Suo TOUS lTPWTOUS OTIXOUS cXvcxyvouS eu6ews cXlTeppl~e TO ypa\..l\..lCX, TOUTO \..lOVOV 
ETTl¢eEy~a\..leVOS, WS OUK eOTIV n AE~IS CXUTTj r CXATlVOU KCXt ~eu!Sws ETTlyeYPCXlTTCXI TOUTt TO ~1~Aiov. 
Lib.Prop., B. 134.11-14 = K. 19.9.1--4. 
65 cf. Lucian, Ind. 1.1-l.l5. 
66 In Rosen's presentation at the xn th Colloquium Hippocraticum entitled Galen. Satire and the Compulsion to 
Instruct, of which he was so kind as to provide me a copy, he suggests that Galen's depiction of the ignorance of 
his society as being his compulsion to write is reminiscent of the kinds of rhetorical topo; often found in satire, 
particularly Juvenal. 
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While one cannot rule out the historicity of Galen's remarks/,7 there are reasons to 
doubt that he was compelled to write Lib.Prop. First, without any mention of the 
aforementioned reasons, Galen had already expressed his intention to write Lib.Prop. in both 
Ord.Lib.Prop. and AI's Med. 68 Secondly, his explanations for why he felt compelled to write 
Lib Prop. are reminiscent of the techniques used by rhetoricians to avoid censure when 
promoting themselves. Talking about oneself, or rather praising oneself, without giving 
offence was a well-recognized subject of rhetoric and ethical philosophy, which fell under the 
f ' , \ ' 69 h ~ topics 0 TO TTpeTTOV or TTEplauTol\oYla. As Rut erlord notes, 'Most of the 
mplauToAoyia tradition in rhetoric is the working out ofa problem in decorum created by a 
conflict between the social pressure to assert oneself in public and the social criticism of 
. . , 70 
excessIve assertIveness . 
The difference between boastfulness and proper self-praise was simply a matter of 
whether the situation warranted talking about oneself or not. Two reasons were commonly 
used to justify TTEplauToAoyia: cogent circumstances forced the speaker/author to praise 
himself, such as when he has been attacked or slandered, and/or his self-praise was in the 
interest of others, i.e. presenting himself as an example for others to follow. 71 Hence, one of 
the common ways in which a rhetorician, or any other man of public prominence, began his 
TTEplauToAoyia was to indicate his disdain/disinterest in talking about himself and to claim 
that he regrettably has been compelled to do so for the betterment of others or in defence of 
his name. Likewise, Galen has portrayed his compulsion to write an cXTToypa¢~ as a response 
to the attacks on his writings, as well as for the benefit of a society of illiterate pursuers of 
philosophy and medicine. 72 This suggests Galen is redirecting his audience's attention away 
from the fact that by writing about himself and cataloguing his writings, he was presenting an 
07 Galen's repeated concern about the unauthorized publication (lTPOS EKOOOlV) of his writings reflects a 
common lament among ancient authors. van Groningen 1963; Dorandi 2000, 103-126; Boudon-Millot 2007a, 
178, n. 4; Plat., Prm., 128.b--<:, Cic., de Drat., 20.94, Quint.,lnst.,§ 6-8. The basis for these complaints is that the 
author wants only the final version to be published. In other words, an unauthorized version is not ready for the 
general public because it has not been reviewed by one's peers and/or the final corrections have not been made 
to it. Pliny, Ep., 1.8; D.L., 5.37. 
6X n. 8. 
69 Rutherford 1995; Pernot 1998. The most detailed ancient discussion in which the term lTEPICXVTOAOYICX 
appears is found in Plutarch's (AD 50--120) De laude ipsius. cf. Quintilian's (AD c. 35-90) Inst. (11.1.15-18). 
Aside from being a subject of discussion among philosophers and rhetoricians, it was a familiar topos in 
epideictic discourses, such as Aelius Aristides' (AD 117-after 181), Paraphthegma. It is plausible that Galen's 
work entitled On Slander (nEPI TI]5 OICX~OA~5), which Galen describes as being 'about his own life' (TTEp\ TOU 
!OIOV ~Iov), may be related to this kind ofrhetoricallTEplCXvToAoyicxl. Lib'prop., B. 170.9 = K. 19.46.5-6. 
70 Rutherford 1995,201. 
71 Rutherford 1995; Pernot 1998. 
72 Similar rhetorical techniques are also used in the proems of Galen's other explicitly self-oriented works. 
Prop.Plac., Nutton 1999,54.5-57.11; Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 88.3-90.22 = K. 19.49.4-52.15. As 
to dedications and the nature of prefatory remarks in scientific prose, see Janson 1964,7-41,83-95; Alexander 
1986,42-101; 1993. 
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introduction to his oeuvre, an act generally reserved for disciples but not the master. 73 While 
an author citing or listing some of his writings within a text on a similar subject matter is not 
entirely novel,74 there are no examples of a medical or philosophical author dedicating an 
entire work to a detailed presentation of his own oeuvre. 75 
Galen's egotism, the 'person-centred rhetoric' reflected by his use of first-person 
statements, is generally quite pronounced even in the context of the agonistic rhetoric that 
characterizes much of Greek scientific writing. 76 In Lib.Prop., Galen uses the first person 
more frequently than in any of his other works,77 and he interjects himself into the text in a 
distinctive way by using almost exclusively the first person singular. 78 His use of the first 
person singular should not be simply attributed to a standard way in which he cites his own 
works. It was entirely plausible for Galen to attempt to create a very impersonal account of his 
works or to use the first person plural to a greater extent. 79 By relying on the first person 
singular, he conveys a very personal sense of authorship in Lib.Prop. While the position of 
'we wrote X' would be desirable when one is trying to strengthen the veracity of work by 
suggesting concordance among his circle of friends, in this communicative context, which 
focuses on the singular figure of the author, such a collective position would be confusing to 
Lib.Prop.'s audience. Thus, he has avoided the ambiguous posture of 'we' to clearly illustrate 
to his audience that they are to interpret his writings via a singular figure: 'I, the author'. The 
importance he places on conveying his authorship is also evident in the ways he interjects 
himself into Lib.Prop. 's thematic listing of works, a rhetorical feature that is quite unique in 
respect to bibliographical pinakes. Rather than presenting a dry list of titles, Galen's thematic 
lists contain autobiographical remarks and first-person introductions, such as 'My opinion on 
73 Por.. Plot .. 24; Simplic .. In Enchirid.. Hadot 2001, 1.4--7; Blum 1991, 196-199; Mansfeld 1991, 110. 
74 Cic .. Dil'., 2.1.1-7.10. cf. Ars Med., K. 1.407-412. 
75 St. Augustine'S Retractationes (AD c. 427) is the next 'auto-bibliographical' work in antiquity. Bogan 1968, 
xiii-xi. 
76 Lloyd 1989. 56-70; von Staden 1994. 
77 In the body of the text, the frequency of occurrence of the first person singular and plural in Lib.Prop. is 2.34 
%. In the other works analyzed in this study the percentage is as follows: HNH (0.58%). Foet.Form. (1.06%), 
Protr. (0.86%), Thras. 0.38%), and PuIs. (0.35%). Appendix C. Table 2. 
7~ Of the total number of occurrences of the first person in the body of the text of Lib.Prop. 96% of them are in 
the first person singular, Galen's reliance on the first person singular is quite distinctive when the 
aforementioned criterion is applied to his other works: HNH (18% are in the first person singular), Foet.Form. 
(60%), Protr. (55%), Thras. (39%) and Puis. (33%). Appendix C, Table 7. 
79 For example, in Puis .• he only uses the first person plural to indicate auto-citations (Puis. K. 8.461.2.478.2), 
while in CAM, his auto-citations are presented with a mixture of first person singular, plural and impersonal 
constructions, such as 'it was shown in X that. .. '. (CAM, Fortuna 1997, 66.28, 78, 17, 82.20. 82.24, 86.16, 92.3, 
92.5,96.11, 118.1, 126.2). Galen is not averse to using the first person plural to convey authorship, as evinced in 
Ars Med. when he relates how he intends to write Lib.Prop. to discuss all the other treatises and commentaries 
'we wrote' (EypcX",a~Ev). q.v. n. 8. 
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the questions of moral philosophy, I have exposed in the following books'. 80 In this way, he 
never allows the audience to forget who the author is of this oeuvre. 
4.2 Galen's construction of the scient~fic author 
Given that a bios was typically used to introduce an author's oeuvre, Galen not 
surprisingly begins Lib.Prop. with a chronological account related to his life. However, when 
compared to the bioi found in other works, such as Diogenes' Vitae, Porphyry's Vita 
Plotini/ Vita Pythagorae and VHSS, the autobiographical information that Galen presents in 
Lib.Prop. is far less formulaic and detailed. Although Lib.Prop. presents aspects of his life in 
a chronological structure (B. 136.23-145.25::::: K. 19.11.12-23.8 spans some 30 years of his 
life (AD c. 162 -193), it is not a structured account of his whole life (one that moves from 
topic to topic covering birthplace, name, family, education, teachers, travels, words, deeds, 
friends, adversaries, health, pupils, death}. 81 The autobiographical information is limited to 
anecdotes, which support the bibliographical information he is presenting. Thus, in a strict 
sense, Galen has not written a biosY' Nevertheless, he does touch upon some of the topics 
found in the aforementioned bioi. He informs the audience of his Greek heritage by 
identifying his native city (~ rroTpis) as the famous Pergamum;83 he briefly relates aspects of 
his medical/philosophical education;84 he recounts details of his travels;85 and he indicates his 
relationship to noteworthy acquaintances and rivals. 86 Yet, he completely neglects mentioning 
fundamental biographical details, such as his private life (health, family upbringing and 
personallintimate relationships), which an audience would expect in a bios. Furthermore, he 
leaves out biographical information that would appear particularly fitting for a medical author. 
Galen does not mention his medical education in Alexandria, which was still viewed as a 
leading centre of medical knowledge, and he fails to include important events in his medical 
career prior to coming to Rome, most notably his prestigious appointment by the high priest 
xu TIEPI TWV TI]5 nalK~5 qllAooo¢105 El;T]TT]~EVWV 000 ~Ol OOKEI, ~i1cX TWV U1TOYEYPCX~~EVWV ~I~AIWV 
ci:1TE¢T]Va~T]v' ... Lib.Prop., B. 169.13-15 = K. 19.45.9-11. 
XI Hope 1930.145-167; des Places 1982, 16-17; Pinault 1992,5-34. 
X2 Misch places Lib.Prop. under his rubric of 'autobiography' (Misch 1951,4.328). However. as Nutton has 
pointed out. Galen often provides autobiographical anecdotes in his other works. and this feature in Lib.Prop. 
does not constitute autobiography. Nutton 1988. 52. 54. Furthermore. Galen never identifies Lib.Prop. as being 
his bios. 
83 Lib.Prop .• B. 140-141 = K. 19.16-17. 
X4 Lib.Prop .• (Pelops and Albinus: Medicine and Philosophy) B. 140-141 = K. 19.16-17, (Stoic and Peripatetic 
Philosophers. Galen's father: Geometry. Mathematics, and Arithmetic) B. 163-167 = K. 19.39-43. 
85 Lib.Prop.,(Smyrna)B.140=K. 19.16,(Pergamum)B. 140-141 =K.19.16-17,(Aquileia)B.141-142=K. 
19.17-18, (Rome 1st) B. 136-140= K. 19.11-16, (Rome 2nd) B. 140-145 = K. 19.17-23. 
86 Lib.Prop., (Martial ius, a leading anatomist in Rome) B. 137-138 = K. 19.13-14. (Boethus. a man Galen 
describes as being of consular rank and a Peripatetic) B. 137 = K. 19.13, (Marcus Aurelius, Lucius Verus and 
Com modus) 141-143 = K. 19.17-19. 
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of Pergamum to look after the official troop of gladiators. H7 Therefore, the autobiographical 
information he relates in the chronological listing of his works is clearly not designed to 
present a full account of his life. Rather, it is designed to create a sense of coherence between 
his writings by providing information about the reasons he wrote and its effect on the 
character of oeuvre. In this respect, the purpose of Galen's chronological account resembles 
the portion of Porphyry's Plot. (3-6) in which Plotinus' biographical information is explicitly 
related to his writings and where one finds a discussion of Plotinus' authorial modus 
operandi. 
Drawing any distinction between what is strictly autobiographical and what is 
bibliographical in Lib.Prop. is problematic, given that Galen makes the relationship between 
his life events and his writings explicit. The serious attention Galen pays to this relationship 
creates an indelible image of the author. Thus, in his chronological account, exegetical 
issues-such as how a work was written (i.e. whether it was dictated or not, was composed 
over time or at one sitting), its level of composition (whether it was lacking (EAAITTES) or 
complete (TEAEOV) in its composition), where and when it was written, the target 
audience/dedicatee, how it was 'published' (TTpOS EKOOOlV) and what was its reception-are 
all related to events in his life. Unlike the exhaustive thematic lists in the latter part of 
Lib.Prop., the chronological account contains a very selective presentation of his writings, 
and therefore, as will be discussed in the section (5.1) on chronological structure, it was 
designed to introduce the reader not so much to individual texts within his corpus as to the 
kinds of life events which produced his writings. 88 
Galen presents himself as an author whose writings reflect his careful consideration 
for the needs of his audiences. One of the fundamental distinctions he makes in his writings is 
between those works for beginners (oi Eioay0\.lEVol) and those for more advanced audiences. 
This distinction serves to explain why some of his works appear to be neither complete 
(TEAEla) nor detailed (OITJKPI~c.u\.lEva) accounts of a subject matter. 89 Of course, these kinds 
of remarks partially shielded him from the potential criticisms that could be levelled against 
works that were less refined, since it suggested a variety of explanations for this. Another way 
in which he accounts for the differences in his writings is by describing with great specificity 
how individual works were composed. He relates how his isagogic works were unrefined 
texts that were dictated (UTTTJYOPEU6TJ) with no thought of publication. 90 They were published 
without his consent, and therefore, copies (avTlypa<pa) of these works were later returned to 
M7 Nutton 1993; 2004, 223-224. 
XK As to Galen's propensity for revealing such auto-bibliographical information, see Hanson 1998. 
H9 Lib.Prop., B. 136.4-22 = K. 19.10.14-11.11, B. 158.2-159.8 = K. 19.32.1-33.13. 
9() Lib.Prop., B. 136.25-137.20 = K. 19.11.12-12.16. Dorandi 1993. 
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him for correction (olop8wOEW5" EVEKEV). In his description of the agonistic events which 
spawned particular works, he notes how an attendee at one of his anatomical demonstrations 
sent him 'a man trained in shorthand' (01() OTlI..IEIWV EI5" TaX05" ~OKllI..IEV05") so that Galen 
could dictate to him the contents of this speech. 91 Galen also notes how one of the works, 
which was published unbeknownst to him. was merely 'a sort of exercise for myself (TI 
YUl..lvcXOIov EI..ICXUT~) based on a two-day debate between Pelops and Philip the Empiric. 92 He 
describes how he ordered their arguments (EI5" Ta~lv KCXTCXOT~OCX5") and wrote them down 
(ypa<pE 1 v). In addition to this kind of less refined written work, he also indicates that some of 
his compositions required much time (TTOf..UV Xpovov) to write (ypa<pElv); in other words, 
these were works that were to be signature pieces of scholarship. Hence, he describes how 
PHP and UP were dedicated to Boethus, a man of consular rank (0 UTTCXTIK05" O:v~p) and a 
practitioner of Aristotelian philosophy (KCXTcX T~V' APIOTOTEf..OU5" CX"PEOIV <p1f..OOO<pWV).93 
Aside from Boethus. Galen generally leaves the members of his target audience nameless. 
However, he is careful to mark their relationship to him and their place in society, identifying 
them with collectives, such as friends (<p1f..01), beginners (EIOCXy0I..IEVOI), young men at the 
beginning of their studies (I..IE1paK101 O:PX0I..IEVOI I..ICXV8cXVEIV) and disciples (l..Icx811TCXI), as well 
as describing unnamed individuals with tenns, such as a Platonic friend (<p1f..05" 
nf..CXTWVIK05"), a friend hostile to Martialius (<P1A05" ETTCXX8w5" EXEI TTp05" TOV MCXPTlcXAIOV), 
a classmate (OUI..I<pOIT1lT~5"), a young man who treats eyes (o<p8CXf..J..lOU5" 8EPCXTTEUWV 
VECXVIOK05") and a midwife (I..Icx1cx).94 Thus, rather than only picking works which situate him 
among one class of audiences, Galen portrays himself writing to a broad range of audiences. 
Therefore, in his chronological account, he uses individual works as exemplars both to 
explain why there is such stylistic diversity in his oeuvre and to create an image of his modus 
operandi as an author. 
His concern for presenting his endeavours as an author also bleeds into his thematic 
presentation of his works. 95 In these lists, he provides infonnation not only on his approach to 
various topics but also on his authorial activities within a genre of scientific works, most 
notably his Hippocratic commentaries. 96 In his discussion of his Hippocratic commentaries, 
91 LibProp .. B. 139.3-9 = K. 19.14.12-17. 
92 LibProp., B. 140.22-141.3 = K. 19.16.15-17.3. 
93 Lib.Prop., B. 139.27-140.8 = K. 19.15.16-16.5. 
94 Lib.Prop .. <<piAOI) B. 135.13.137.1,137.22,159.10,166.3,166.6= K. 19.10.4, 11.18, 13.2,33.16.41.5. 
41.18,<Eioayo~Evol)B.137.5.145.27.145.28, 158.10=K.19.12.13,23.12.23.13,32.11.(~ElpclKIOI 
apXOIJEVOI ~av8clvEIV)B.136.26=K.19.11.17,(~a8T]Tcxi)B.135.18, 136.17=K. 19.I0.4,B. 11.8. (<PiAOS 
nACXTUlVIKOS) K. 19.12.15 = 137.15. (<PiAOS Errax8ws EXEI rrpos TOV MapTlclAIOV) B. 139.4 = K. 19.14.14, 
(o<p8aA~ous 8EparrEuwv VEaViOKOS) B. 140.21-22 = K. 19.16.20, (~ciia) B. 140.21 = K. 19.19.16.19. 
95 Appendix B. 
96 Lib.Prop., B. 159.10-162.11 = K. 19.33.14-37.9. 
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he identifies two distinct phases in his exegetical activities. He first lists the titles of his 
commentaries to Hippocratic works (Aph., Fract., Art., Prog., Acut., Vic., VC, Book 1 of 
Epid.) and then informs the audience that these works were written for friends or for his 
personal study. These commentaries are described as being written during his first stay in 
Rome, when he did not have copies of other exegetes' commentaries. He notes, therefore, that 
in these commentaries he confined himself to his own interpretations unless he recalled some 
error in a commentator's writings which would 'greatly harm those who had trusted their 
words concerning the practice of medicine' (\JEyaAws ~AalTTEOeal mpl TCX T~S TEXVTJS 
epya TOUS mOTEuoavTas CXlhoIS).97 
He marks off the second group of commentaries by noting a change in his exegetical 
approach. He supplies a cogent reason for this change noting that, when he heard someone 
praising a 'fallacious interpretation' (E~nYTJOIS \JoXeTJpa) of one of the Hippocratic 
Aphorisms, he decided that, whenever he composed a commentary, he would not write it for 
the 'particular knowledge' (lOla E~I5') of the recipient, but 'with an eye for general 
publication' (lTPOS KOIV~V EKOOOlV O:lTO~AElTWV).98 In this way, he indicates that the latter 
group of commentaries (Epid. Books II, III and VI, Hum., Viet., Prorrh., Nat.Hom., Off. and 
Aer.) should be read with the understanding that he was no longer restricting himself to the 
needs of a specific audience and that this phase of his exegetical activities addressed the errors 
of other commentators in matters which were not necessarily pivotal to the practice of 
medicine. Galen's schematization of his exegetical aims is designed to insulate himself from 
potential criticisms and to provide an exegetical principle which explains a noticeable change 
in the content of his commentaries. 
v. Message 
5. J Chronological structure 
Galen puts forward the two exegetical issues addressed by his chronological account. 
The first issue is 'the time of his life' (~ ~AIK;ex) when he composed a work, and the other is 
'the reasons' (~ a I TI ex I) he wrote various works. 99 As stated earlier, he uses the chronological 
account to present a sort of snapshot of the different kinds of purposes which produced his 
oeuvre. His decision to use specific works as examples rather than to list every work explains 
why in his chronological list he presents a mere 17 of the more than 200 titles that occur in his 
97 Lib.Prop., B. 160.8-13 = K. 19.34.17-35.3. 
9K Lib.Prop., B. 160.18-21 = K. 19.35.8-12. 
99 Lib.Prop., B. 145 = K. 19.22-23. 
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thematic lists and why these 17 titles represent a diverse array of works and audiences. Hence, 
in this chronological account, one finds his great signature works, such as UP, AA and PHP, 
which are dedicated to important figures in society, along with rather obscure texts, such as 
Anatomy of the Womb (I-I~TpCX5 aVCXTOI-I~), a work he calls a tiny little book (I-IIKPOV 
~1~"I(Siov) given to an unnamed midwife (I-ICXlcx) while he was studying medicine. loo His 
chronological account links a variety of different events to the titles of specific works, and in 
this way, one can observe him presenting examples of the kinds of CXITICXI which compelled 
him to write. 
But, what of 'the time of his life' (~ ~"IKicx)? How does listing a mere 17 titles help 
explain at what time the other 200 or more works were written? Surely, he recognized that the 
audience would have no way of knowing when the rest of these works were written. 
To understand what Galen is trying to accomplish in his chronological account, one 
should first look at how the ~"IKicx of an author was used in discussions of the authenticity 
and the character of an author's writings. In Plot., Porphyry explains why he has grouped the 
works of Plotinus into three chronological periods: his early life (KCXTO ~"IKicxv), during 
Plotinus' zenith (aKl-lc:XSovT05) and when Plotinus' body was failing (UTTO TOU Oull-lCXT05 
KCXTCXTTOVOUI-IEVOU).101 He notes that Plotinus' intellectual prowess differed at each stage in his 
life, and consequently, Plotinus' works also differed in their character. Likewise, the author of 
VHSS notes how there is considerable disagreement as to the authenticity of Hippocratic 
texts,102 to which he claims one of the reasons for the apparent discrepancies between works 
is 010 TTlV ~"IKicxv. He remarks that the time of life in which Hippocrates wrote explains why 
some works were more robustly (Pc.uI-lCXAEulTEpOV) written and other works were more feebly 
(ao8EVEoTEpOV) written. 
Galen has structured his chronological account to reflect this exegetical principle, ~ 
~AIKio: of the author, and he offers thereby an explanation as to why his earlier works differed 
from those after his return from Rome. His evolution as a writer is quite palpable in this 
chronological account. As noted, he divides this account into three periods representing three 
different phases in his literary production. During the first period, his first stay in Rome, he 
describes his writings as being ad hoc, claiming that he wrote simply to meet the particular 
aims of individuals, thus suggesting he had no designs on developing a fixed system of 
thought via these works. During the second period, after his return to Pergamum, he relates 
how he began to collect-or, as Galen phrases it, 'received' (06811vcxl)-works written before 
100 Lib.Prop .• B. 140.17-22 = K. 19.16.9-14. 
101 Porph. Plot. 6.25-35. 
102 VflSS, Ilberg 1927,13.1-14.1. cf. Pinault 1992.8.128. 
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his first trip to Rome. He claims during this period he became aware that his works were 
being distributed to those outside his intended audience. 103 The third period, his return to 
Rome, marks a distinctive change in his approach to his writings. He notes: 
Now during this time [i.e when he was in Rome tending to the Marcus' 
Aurelius son, Commodus] I collected (auveAesa~T]v) and brought into 
a firm understanding (eis ESIV ~OVI~OV) all that I had learned from my 
teachers and the things I myself discovered, and while I was still 
investigating some matters, I wrote about many of my findings 
involving myself in many medical and philosophical questions. 104 
He also indicates that the third period is when he began to correct (Olop8ouv) and ascribe 
titles (ETTlYPCX¢CXI) to many of the works written prior to his second stay in Rome. 105 In this 
way, he establishes a decisive point in his life-a point when his thoughts and writings were 
being brought into a coherent character. 
With that being said, Galen never implies that the theories in his early works were 
incorrect. Rather, he simply suggests they were expressed in perhaps a less refined or detailed 
way, which is evident when he remarks how he was astonished that 'many men possessed' 
(elXov OUK OAIYOI) one of his polemical works dedicated to a friend and written while he was 
a VEOS, 'still in my thirty-fourth year' (TETCXpTOV ETos aycuv KCXI TPICXKOOTOV).106 His 
emphasis on his age not only serves to illustrate that his genius was recognized before he 
became firmly established in Rome but also to suggest that his writings changed when he 
became a public figure in Rome. Ultimately, Galen has provided the audience with a periodic 
image of his authorship. The audience is to apply this information to the titles not listed in this 
chronological account. Thus, when they ran into a work that appeared less refined, they could 
attribute it to an earlier period in his writings. This seems to explain why at the end of this 
chronological account, as was noted earlier, he claims that 'from these things' (EK TOUTCUV) 
his prospective reader 'will know to distinguish' (e'loovTcxl OlOplselv) between different 
groups of works, namely those partially (EAAITTWS) versus completely (TEAECUS) written, and 
works for teaching (OIOCXKCXAICXI) versus refutations (EAEYXOI).107 
103 cf. Plot., 3-6. 
104 KCXTO TOUTOV 00V TOV XPOVOV OUVEAE~cXlJT]V TE KOI EIS" e~lv ~yoyov IJOVIIJOV ex TE TTOpO TWV 
cSlcSaoKcXAwv EIJEIJOer]KElV a T' OUTOS" EUP~KEIV, ETI TE l;T]TWV EVIO a rrepI11lV EUPEOIV aUTWV EIXOV 
eypo\jlo TTOAAO YUIJVcXl;wv EIJOUTOV EV TTOAAoIS" TTpO~A~lJaOlV IOTPIKOl5 TE KOI ¢IAOOO¢OI5 , .... Lib.Prop., 
B. 142.25-143.2 = K. 19.19.10-15. 
105 Lib.Prop., B. 136.25-\37.4 = K. 19.11.12-12.2. cf. Quintillian's remarks to a publisher named Typho in inst., 
Russell 2001, 51. 54-57. 
106 Lib.Prop., B. 139.9-17 = K. 19.14.17-15.4. 
107 Lib.Prop., B. 145 = K. 19.22-23. Mansfeld has argued that Galen's division between teaching (cSlcSOKOAIOI) 
and refutations (iiASYXOI) recalls the Middle Platonists' bipartite division of Plato's dialogues: 'those for 
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5.2 Thematic structure 
As to Galen's thematic account of his writings, the extensive list of titles which occurs 
after his chronological account, it is important to recognize that Galen had options as to how 
to carry this out. 108 Bibliographical lists could vary from rather unorganized to structured lists 
of titles. The typical methods of structuring were alphabetical (KeXTO: oTOIxelov), 
numerological (i.e. tetralogies, trilogies and enneads), thematic (tITT08EOe 1 s-), by 
characterltype (KaTO: YEVOS- le'icos-) or a combination of these. Judging from the lists in D.L., 
which are clearly derived from previous pinakes, a wide variety of these methods was used 
for philosophical works.109 In general, of the various methods of structuring a list, a rough 
alphabetical listing of titles was more in line with the bibliographical practices of 
grammarians, while philosophers generally favoured thematic and numerological listings of 
titles. The latter two formats seem to have been used as aids for systematically studying a 
philosopher's writings. 
In addition to titles, these lists sometimes provided bibliographical information, such 
as the incipit (a'l apxal TOU ~I~AIOU), the number of books (~I~Ala) and the total number of 
lines (OT1X01) in the corpus of an author. llo These types of bibliographical information 
naturally were for the acquisition and the subsequent copying of an author's works as the 
length and incipit could be checked to determine the authenticity of a manuscript. The listing 
of titles also provided useful exegetical information about the 'genre', topic and 
dedicatee/audience. 
Galen's thematic lists are not uniform in their presentation of the previously 
mentioned bibliographical information. The headings for each list differ in the titular format, 
varying from [TO: rrpos- X] to [rrepl X]. He loosely follows the rhetorical convention of 
listing the title first, followed by the book numbers. For example, in D.L., the presentation of 
titles and numbers of books generally occurs as such: 'AvaAuTIKwV rrpoTEpc.uV eX ~ y, 
instruction and those for inquiry'. Mansfeld 1994,58-107, 128-129. While Galen's propensity for presenting 
bipartite divisions (necessary (avcxYKcxICX) works versus useful (XP~OIl..lCX) works, works for the teaching of 
beginners (~ TWV EiocxYO~EVWV 61~cxoKcxAlcx) versus works for the teaching of those thoroughly studying the 
whole subject (~ TWV EK616cxOKO~EVu)V QrrCXVTCX TEAEWS 616cxoKcxAlcx) and public (Tel rrpos EK6oOlV) versus 
private (i6Icx) works) in his writings is evident in Lib.Prop. (B. 145.26-154.15::::: K. 19.23.10-30.4, B. 158-159 
= K. 19.32-33, B. 159-162 = K. 19.33-37), his thematic listing in no way reflects the ordering of the Platonic 
dialogues by their character. With that being said, the importance Galen places upon private versus public works 
has much to do with the way in which philosophical corpora were presented. 
109 Blum 1991, 182-210; Mansfeld 1994, 58-107. As to some of the general structuring techniques used by 
Galen in his other works, Flemming puts forward four general patterns: corporeal (a capite ad calcem), thematic 
and two more 'literary types'-phrase-by-phrase, which she associates with commentaries, and alphabetical 
(KCXTcX OTOIXEIOV). Flemming 2007, 247-253. 
109 Blum 1991, 199-202. The more obviously structured accounts in D.L. occur at 3.50-62, 5.86-88, 6.15-18, 
6.80, 7.189-202, 9.45--49. Many of the other lists do not have an obvious organizing principle. 
110 Plot., 4; Blum 1991,157-158. 
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'AvaAUTIKWV UOTEPUlV eX ~ Y 0 E ~ S, nEpl eXvaAuoEUl5 OUAAOYIO~WV a: 111 But, in 
Lib.Prop., the list is more varied with ellipses and different titular schemes: nEpl TR5 Kanx 
XpUOI TTTTOV AOYIKR5 eEUlpla5 Tpla, TT]5 Xpuoi TTTTOU OUAAOYIOTIKR5 TTPWTT]5 
UTTo~v~~aTa Tpia, OEUTEpa5 EV ... CTI ~ YEW~ETPIK~ o:vaAuTIK~ O:~EIVWV TR5 LTW"IKWV 
EV.II:! Similarly to some of the titles in the pinakes of D.L., Galen also reveals the 'genre' of 
various works with terms such as E TTl TO~~, TTpay~aTei a, UTTo~v~~aTa, UTTOe~KT], OUVO~15, 
Eloayo~EvoV, TTPOTPETTT1K05, UTTOTUTTWOEI5, E~~YT]0I5 and ouvypa~~a.113 As was touched 
upon earlier, what makes Galen's listing method distinctive from those of D.L. and Plot. are 
the bibliographical glosses, autobiographical anecdotes and didactic information he 
intermittently introduces into his lists. In these lists, one finds him outlining the chapters of 
his ETTlTO~al of Marinus and Lycus' anatomical treatises,114 responding to critics by 
explaining why he left out certain material in Puis. 115 or revealing information as to the aims 
and audiences of various works. 116 Therefore, Lib.Prop.'s presentation of his writings is more 
fluid and informative than conventional methods. These rhetorical features reaffirm that his 
work was not designed to be an inventory for a public library, as were the aforementioned 
Callimachean pinakes. Galen's decision to use a thematic structure, coupled with his 
rhetorical presentation of his 'life' in the chronological account, clearly has more in common 
with the way in which philosophical corpora were presented. 
The organizing principles Galen uses to structure his thematic account of his works 
simply are not paralleled among the pinakes and prolegomena. First, an obvious division is 
made apparent among medical, philosophical and rhetorical! grammatical themes. 117 The 
medical works are further broken down into writings associated with component parts of 
medical theory, such as works on anatomical theory and works for understanding the 
therapeutic method. This is followed by thematic lists of Galen's commentaries, summaries 
and polemics, which are divided further according to the major figures and sects within 
III D.L., Long 1964,5.42.4-5.42.6. 
112 LibProp., B. 172.5-1 0= K. 19.48.11-16. 
113 The polysemous nature of these terms does not always indicate a specific genre of prose. von Staden 1998. 
The following are based on TLG searches: Lib.Prop., (ETTITO~~) K. 19.25.10,25.12,27.6,28.12,29.12, 
(TTPCXY~CXTEicx) K. 19.20.1,20.10,21.1, 28.21, 30.12, 31.9, 31.13, 32.9, 33.3, 33.12, 37.16, 37.17. 41.11, 43.9, 
(UTTO~V~~CXTCX) K. 19.10.7, 11.14.22.2,27.5,31.18,33.15,33.20, 34.l6, 35.4, 35.13, 36.8, 36.11, 37.14, 37.17, 
38.13,38.18,41.17,42.6,42.8,42.15,42.18,43.5,43.7, 46.15, 47.3, 47.4, 47.6, 47.7, 47.8, 47.9, 47.11,47.18, 
(UTTOe~KT]) 19.31.8, (ouvO\IJls) K. 19.11.7, 33.1 0, 38.20, 45.4, 46.18, (E;OCXYO~EVOV) K. 19.11.12. 12.3, 12.13, 
23.12, 23.13, 32.11, 32.14, 32.19, 33.7, (TTPOTPETTTIKOS) K. 19.38.19, (UTTOTVTTWOEIS) K. 19.11.5 12,18, 38.15, 
(E;~YTlOlS) 19.33.12. 34.10, 35.9, 36.5,37 .2, (oUVYPCX~IlCX) 19.33.17, 36.15. 
114 LibProp., B. 147-154. 
115 Lib.Prop., B. 158-159= K. 19.32-33. 
116 LibProp., B. 159-162 = K. 19.33-37. 
117 Appendix B. 
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medicine. This process is essentially repeated for his philosophical writings but not for his 
works on rhetoric and grammar. 
As to his component parts of medical theory, the first five medical themes 
(anatomical theory, faculties and use of the parts, therapeutic method, therapeutics and 
prognostic works), in respect to the thematic categories in Boudon' s text, are not according 
to any recognizable popular notion of the e'ioTj of medicine, as in D.L. 3.85. They do not 
reflect the tripartite theoretical divisions of medicine Galen describes in Ars Medica and 
CAM. 118 Furthermore, the themes and order in Lib.Prop. only loosely resemble those found in 
Ord.Lib.Prop. and Ars Medica, all of which suggest Lib.Prop.'s thematic lists were 
constructed ad hOC. 119 However, CAM does provide clues to the organizing principle behind 
Lib.Prop.' s divisions of medicine. 
In this work, Galen attempts to theoretically construct the practice of medicine based 
on the analogy that the body is like a house and the doctor is like a man who repairs the 
house. As the analogy goes, first the doctor must know the structures of the body before he is 
able to understand the art of repairing it. Thus, Galen describes how the art is understood by 
first grasping the anatomy and function of the observable parts (Chap. 1-6), as well as those 
parts which are not observable (Chap. 7-1 G)-anatomical theory, faculties and use of the 
parts. With this knowledge, one can begin to recognize what is diseased/dysfunctional and 
the general methods used to correct it (Chap. 11-12)-therapeutic method-which 
facilitates development of specific diagnostic theories and remedies (Chap. 13-16)-
therapeutics. With this being understood, one should lastly progress to an understanding of 
prognosis (Chap. 17)-prognostic. Hence, in Lib.Prop., Galen's thematic categories reflect a 
similar progression, suggesting that his thematic listing is implicitly isagogic and that it 
represents his philosophical approach to constructing the art of medicine. Nevertheless, unlike 
Ord.Lib.Prop., he does not explicitly indicate that these divisions form a didactic progression. 
As to Galen's list of thematic parts of philosophy, Lib.Prop. contains only two 
thematic lists, philosophical demonstrations and moral philosophy. Thus, he has noticeably 
neglected one of the well-recognized parts of the tripartite divisions of philosophy, namely 
physics. J 20 The reason for this omission is a matter of speCUlation. Perhaps, he was trying to 
express medicine's command of this subject. In other words, to add a section on physics 
would suggest that there is something deficient in medicine's approach to the study of ¢UOIS'. 
II ~ As to the tripartite and other similar methods of dividing the parts of medicine in ancient works, see von 
Staden 1989,89-109. 
119 Boudon-Millot 2007a, 16. 
120 In Opt.Med. (K. 1.60--61), he recommends physicians study aU of philosophy, which he divides into 
logic/ethics/physics. 
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Or, perhaps the omission was simply a matter of avoiding the redundancy of having to cite 
works already listed under his medical themes. Whatever the case may be, Galen's lists are 
categorical presentations of the didactic ideals he held as being germane to theoretical 
medicine. 
His thematic headings, conversely, are also a means of self-presentation. Rather than 
simply listing his works, he uses his thematic headings to illustrate the diverse array of 
topics/themes he addressed in his writings. By demonstrating that he has written on medicine, 
philosophy and grammar/rhetoric via these thematic lists, he clearly displays his TTOIOEIO. As 
previously noted, his lists of writings under the five E'ioll of medicine are followed by five 
thematic lists of his writings on medical figures and sects, namely works on Hippocrates, 
Erasistratus, Asclepiades, Empiricists and Methodists. 121 Likewise, one finds him drawing a 
distinction between his philosophical theories and the secondary literature he devotes to 
important philosophers/sects: Plato, Aristotle, Stoics and the philosophy of Epicurus. This 
distinction between his theory and his works on others' theories is a rather unique feature 
among pinakes. The explanation for using this structuring feature comes from On Examining 
the Best Physician and The Best Doctor is also a Philosopher.1 22 In these works, Galen 
provides his audience with a list of qualities of a good physician. On Examining the Best 
Physician is a work directed toward the Roman upper classes, who were interested in 
medicine and could afford to choose their personal physician. 123 In this work, he puts forward 
his checklist for picking a good physician. In addition to being able to demonstrate a firm 
understanding of anatomy and prognosis, Galen claims that a good physician should have a 
well-rounded knowledge of medical authors, paying particular attention to Hippocrates. 124 
Likewise, in The Best Doctor is also a Philosopher, Galen states that a good physician must 
have an understanding of the three fields of philosophy. 125 Thus, Lib.Prop.'s headings attest 
to his model of an ideal physician, which is clearly based on himself. And, by thematically 
separating his approach to medicine and philosophy from those of the sects and famous 
individuals in these fields of study, he emphasizes that his position on these subjects is 
theoretically distinct. In this way, the mantra found in many of his works, including Lib.Prop. 
is echoed: he does not slavishly follow anyone sect or individual, but instead, he takes the 
best from each. And, therefore, Galen's lists of works effectively portray him as a 
transcendent figure in medicine and philosophy. 
121 Appendix B. 
122 Nutton 1990. 
m Nutton 1990, 243-244. 
124 Nutton 1990, 244-249. 
125 n. 120. 
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VI. Conclusion 
Rather than leave the survival of his works to chance, Galen carries out this rhetorical 
act in the scholarly and didactic fashion used for philosophical corpora. Quite clearly, Galen 
has put some thought into how he was going present himself and his writings in Lib.Prop. His 
autobiographical anecdotes not only convey important information as to his modus operandi 
as an author, but they also present him as a transcendent figure in medicine and philosophy. 
Instead of simply listing the titles of his works, he uses a thematic structure that reflects his 
theoretical approach to medicine. Having such a pinax was of practical value not only to the 
acquisition of Galen's writings. something which only the learned elite could afford to do, but 
it also provided an apparatus enabling them to thematically study his writings. With such an 
ordered list, a reader, when faced with an ambiguous passage in one of Galen's texts, could 
now look to other similar authentic works within Galen's oeuvre to shed light on Galen's 
probable opinion. 126 However, Lib.Prop. is not merely a set of ordered lists of titles but a 
work intimately connecting the author to his writings. In a scientific culture where one's 
perception of 'the author' played a pivotal role in the exegesis of his writings and where the 
exegetes of Plato, Aristotle and Hippocrates tried to uncover and explain the author's "'Aoyo5 
or TEXVTj, the image that Galen created for himself and his writings in Lib.Prop. would be of 
central importance to the preservation and future interpretation of his oeuvre. 
126 Cic., De inv. 2.117; Galen, Dig.Puls., K. 8.958.6; Mansfeld 1994, 148-150; von Staden 2002a, 124-136. 
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As was pointed out in the previous chapter, the interpretation of scientific texts was 
one of Galen's great preoccupations, 1 and this 'secondary' literature, which was devoted to 
the writings of philosophers. physicians and literary figures-both his predecessors and 
coevals, was a defining feature of his oeuvre. 2 The kind of exegetical prose that will be 
addressed in this chapter was identified by Galen as a 'word-for-word exegesis' (eS~YTlOlS­
Ko8' EKcXOTTlV OtJTOU AESIV),3 which we tenn a running commentary. This rhetorical analysis 
will discuss Galen's three books of commentaria appearing in Mewaldt's edition with the 
titles In Hippocratis de natura hominis commentarii II (HNH) and In Hippocratis de salubri 
vietus ratione commentarius (Hipp. Viet.). All three books of commentary were related to a 
single exegetical act, the interpretation of the received text entitled nepl ¢uaecus-
cXV8pWTTOU. 4 One could argue that these highly rhetorical commentaries are not the best 
1 A modified version of this chapter will appear in the proceedings from the XIIth Colloquium Hippocraticlim. I 
would like to thank Prof. Dean-Jones. as well as the participants of the colloquium. for their critical and 
insightful remarks. which contributed to the formulation of this chapter. I have also benefited from Jouanna's 
discussion of HNH. Jouanna 2000. 
The Greek text is from Mewaldt's In Hippocratis de natura hominis commentaria tria (Mewaldt 1914. 1-113 = 
K. 15.1-223). which will appear as M. in this chapter. 
~ Lib.Prop. contains an impressive list of philosophical authors (Aristotle (K. 19.47). Plato (K. 19.46), 
Theophrastus (K. 19.47), Chrysippus (K. 19.47), Eudemus (K. 19.47) and Epicurus (K. 19.48)) and medical 
authors «Erasistratus (K. 19.37-38), Archigenes (K. 15.33). Asc1epiades (K. 19.38), Theodas (K. 19.38), 
Menodotus (K. 19.38). Serapion (K. 19.38). Marinus (K. 19.25), Lycus (K. 19.25) and 'Hippocrates' (K. 19.33-
38)), as well as literary authors (Aristophanes (K. 19.48), Eupolis (K. 19.48) and Cratinus (K. 19.48)) to which 
Galen wrote secondary literature. While the exegetical character of these writings is impossible to fully assess 
given that many exist only in title or in fragmenta, the surviving material provides a good sample of his 
exegetical practices in a variety of secondary literature, which we term lexica. commentaries and summaries. 
Sluiter 2000; Flemming 2008,232-332. 
3 A discussion of Greek terms related to running commentaries can be found on p. 52. 
4 Although Galen uses HNH from Hipp. Vict. to indicate that he is commenting upon two different treatises, the 
Lesersjiihnmg, his transitional statement. at the end of Book 2 of HNH evidently shows Hipp.vict. is part of the 
same ~xegetical act. Here, Galen prepares his audience for the next part of his exegetical reading by saying, 
'Now leaving these interpolations behind, let us tum to the book On Healthy Regimen. which they say is a 
treatise by Polybus.' CxTTOAITTOVTE5 ouv ~6T] TO TTapEYYEypa~~Eva TaUTa ~ETa~W~EV eTT! TO nep! 81alTT]5 
UYleIV~51 0 nOAV~OU <j>ao!v elval ovyypa~~a. However, there is reason to believe that IIipp. Vict. was written 
quite sometime after he had finished HNH because in Lib.P~op.: Galen ,make~ no mention of Hipp. Viet., but he 
does claim that he wrote two books of commentary on nepl <j>UOEW5 av8pwTToU. Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot, 
161 = K. 19.36. His reason for portraying HNH and Hipp. Vict. as being a part of the same exegetical reading was 
to indicate that he was following the contents of the received text for nEpl <j>VOEW5 cXV8PWTTOU, which included 
the text we commonly term De sailibri vietus (Saillbr.). The received text that he was using probably came from 
Artemidorus Capito's and Dioscorides' 2nd AD editions of the Hippocratic Corpus. HNH, M. 13-16,57-58,89 = 
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selections for analysis because they are unrepresentative of Galen's general exegetical 
practices. They were chosen simply because they display his skill in using the formal features 
of this genre to convey his message. 
In a culture where philosophical and medical commentators turned to the corpora of 
their progenitors to uncover and demonstrate the principles of their professions, Galen thought 
it was extremely important that De natura hominis (Nat.Hom.) be perceived as having been 
written by Hippocrates. 5 He argued that Nat.Hom. was the only text in which Hippocrates 
methodically investigated the primary substances of the human body, its ¢UOl 5, and therefore 
that it contained the 'foundation' (Kprprl 5) of the whole art of Hippocrates. 6 Galen often 
presents Nat.Hom. as proof that his own theoretical views on the four elements and humours 
were in harmony with those of Hippocrates. 7 
The received text presented Galen with a number of exegetical problems. First, there 
was a strong contingent of contemporary scholars who maintained that Hippocrates' pupil and 
son-in-law, Polybus, was the author of Nat.Hom., and these men could point to a long 
tradition extending to the 4th century BC which declared that Nat.Hom. was written by 
Polybus. 8 Secondly, although Nat.Hom. presented a systematic physiological model of the 
four humours, it does not explicitly argue for the four elements being the ¢UOI5 of man, as 
Galen had previously claimed in Hipp.Elem. Thirdly, not all of the theories presented in the 
received text agreed with Galen's understanding of medical science, most especially, the 
antiquated model of human anatomy in Chapter 11 of Nat.Hom. 9 Therefore, Galen was faced 
K. 15.21-26, 108-111. 174-175; Manetti and Roselli 1994, 1617-1633; Hanson 1998,44-46; Nutton 2004, 
207-208. 
5 Sorabji 1990; Sharples 1990; von Staden 2002a; 2006; Flemming 2008. 
611NIl, M. 8.20 = K. 15.11.14. Jouanna 2000, 290. 
His commitment to Nat.Hom.'s Hippocratic authorship is obvious from the apparent title of one of his lost 
works, In The Nature of Man' Hippocrates is Observed Holding the Same Opinion in Respect to his Other 
Treatises ("OTI KOI KOTcX TaAAo oUYYPcXlJlJOTO nlV OUT~V cSo~ov 0 'ITTTTOKPcXTT]5 EXWV ¢olvETOI Tn KOTcX 
TO TTEPI ¢UOEW5 cXV6pWTTOU. IINII, M. 56.4-6 = K. 15.107.3-5. cf. Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 161.18-20 
= K. 19.36), and from his detailed discussion of Nat.Hom. 's authenticity in On the Legitimate and Spurious 
Treatises of Hippocrates (nEpl TWV YVTjOIWV TE KOI vo6wv'ITTTTOKPcXTOU5 oUYYPOlJlJcXTWV. HNH, M. 7.19-
20 = K. 15.9.14-15). A fragment from the latter work, which discusses Nat.Hom., is preserved in HNH, M. 
7.15-8.18 = K. 15.9.8-1 J.ll. 
7 An overview of Galen's theoretical position on the elements and humours can be found in Hankinson 2008, 
210-223. 
x Galen claims Sabinus, as well as the majority of exegetes (OITTAEIOTOI E~llYllTOI), believed that NatHom. was 
written by Polybus. HNII, M. 87-88 = K. 15.171-173. He also notes how Dioscorides attributed at least part of 
the work to Hippocrates, the son of Thessalos, i.e. the grandson of the legendary Hippocrates. HNH, M. 57-59 = 
K. 15.110-112. The anatomist, Lycus of Macedon (AD c. 120), also may have commented on Na/Hom. 
However, Galen makes no mention in HNH of this rival's position on the authorship of NatHom. Ihm 2002, 
160-164, n. 164; HNII, M. 8-9, 87-88, 89 = K. 15.11-12,171-173,174-175; Flemming 2008, 342. 
The description of the vessels in Nat.Hom. (L. 6.58.1-60.14) is cited by Aristotle (/lA, 3.3.512b-513a7) and 
attributed to Polybus. Anonymus Londinensis' (19.1-18) summary of NatHom. Chapters 3-4 provide evidence 
that this part, as well, was ascribed to Polybus. Jouanna 1975, 55-59; 2000 279-283; Mansfeld 1994, 144-145. 
9 Jouanna 2000, 282-283. 
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with the task of extricating parts of the text he deemed to be Hippocratic from those that he 
perceived were neither written by Hippocrates nor true to the TEXVll of Hippocrates. 
In the prolegomena to HNH and Hipp. Vict., Galen prepares his audience for his 
exegesis by discussing the title, authenticity, aim, and divisions of the standard presentation of 
Nat.Hom. in the received text. 10 He claims that the received text for Nat. Hom. is an 
amalgamation of three texts: the first part (corresponding to L. 6.32.2-52.3) was the actual 
treatise (ouYYPCXIlIlCX) written by Hippocrates entitled On the Nature of Man (nepi <puoew5 
cXV8pWTTOU); the second part (corresponding to L. 6.52.4--68.16) contained a hodge-podge of 
anonymous and 'invalid accretions' (TC): TTPOOKEillEVCX KCXKW5), which do not hold to the 
TEXVll of Hippocrates; and the third part (corresponding to L. 6.72.2-86.6) was a treatise 
written by Polybus entitled On Healthy Regimen (nEpl 81cxiT1l5 UYIEIV~5).11 According to 
Galen, this regrettable amalgamation is caused by the unscrupulous practices of book traders, 
who, during the reign of the Ptolemaic and Attalid kings, added the latter two parts to 
Hippocrates' treatise in order to increase the value of the text. 12 He goes on to claim that some 
of his contemporaries, having been fooled by the arrangement of the two treatises and the 
interpolated material, do not believe Nat.Hom. was written by Hippocrates, and subsequently, 
his detractors have argued that Hippocrates never put forward the four elements as 
contributing to the nature of man. 13 Rising to these men's challenges is the overarching 
commitment of Galen's commentary. 14 
II. Genre 
2. J Exegesis 
Before Jumpmg into the analysis of these commentaries, it IS necessary to 
contextualize them by briefly touching upon the conventions of medical exegesIs and the 
character of Galen's exegetical writings as it relates to HNH and Hipp. Vict. 15 
10 Mansfeld 1994. 10-57, 131-147; von Staden 2002a, 118-119, 128-131. As to the standard editions of 
Nat.llom .. see n. 1. 
II HNH, M. 7-9. 57-59 = K. 15.9-12, 108-110; Hipp.vict .• M. 89 = K. 15.174-176. cf. PHP. 8.2.7. 
12 One cannot completely discount the veracity of Galen's account. Nevertheless, this textual history, quite 
plausibly, is merely a convenient narrative derived from his culture's negative perception of the buying and 
selling of books, as is evident in Lucian's Ind. Hanson 1998,33-34; Jouanna 2000,281-282. 
13 J1NH, M. 7-11 = K. 15.9-16. 
14 As von Staden points out. ancient commentaries were sometimes shaped by 'something resembling a plot'. 
and some prefaces reveal the larger commitment of a commentary. von Staden 2002a, 118. cf. Baltussen 2007. 
249. 
15 What I have to say is here is addressed in greater detail in the following: Manetti and Roselli 1994; Mansfeld 
1994, 117-176; von Staden 2002a; 2006; Flemming 2008. 
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In order for scientific texts to be meaningful, it must be interpreted; and in order for 
the interpretation to be persuasive, it must comply with the conventions of the intellectual 
community in which it occurs. Thus, the exegetical practices of 2nd century AD grammarians, 
which revolved around illustrating what was lTPElTOV and olKElov in poetry, differed from 
those of rhetoricians, who were focused on the inferprefafio scripti as it applied to laws. 16 
While the exegetical methods of the Christian commentators Origen (AD 184-254) and 
Hippolytus of Rome (AD 170-c. 236) betray the techniques of Hellenistic grammarians, their 
Biblical exegesis, with its allegorical interpretations and attentiveness to the religious themes 
and the concerns of the Christian community, had its own rhetorical conventions. 17 One must 
bear in mind that the exegetes of medical texts were generally practitioners, and therefore, to 
expound upon the writings of Hippocrates or some other medical figure was tantamount to 
studying medicine. Ancient medical commentaries exhibit a 'quest for scientific truth and 
therapeutic utility', which is sensitive to contemporary scientific issues and is often driven by 
rivalry with competing individuals and sects in medicine. 18 Like other learned physicians, 
Galen was a product of the scholarly way in which Hippocratic medicine was taught. Thus, in 
addition to his study of other exegetes' commentaries, he was influenced by the conventions 
of the exegetical discourse in which a teacher would read through a medical source text 
stopping to explain passages deemed important. 19 This didactic scenario perhaps explains 
why, as we will see later, Galen adopts the authorial posture of a teacher in his Hippocratic 
commentaries. 
For Galen, the act of explaining and clarifying, which is represented by the terms 
E~T]YElo8al and oa¢T]vil;E08al and their cognates, was not limited simply to the interpretation 
of texts. The terms could also be used to describe what one does to a subject. For example, 
Galen uses the term E~~YT]OI5 and its cognates to denote his activities in anatomical works. 20 
In this context, to E~T]YElo8al an anatomical feature was to scientifically explain the unseen or 
poorly understood functions and features of the body. In regard to the E~~yT]0I5 of texts, the 
role of the exegete was to clarify what was unclear (cXoa¢E5) in a passage. Galen identified 
two ways in which a passage might be considered unclear. 21 First, the text may be unclear in 
and of itself (cXoa¢E5 aUT() lSI' eauTo). Secondly, the text may be unclear because the reader 
16 Eden 1997, 7-40. 
17 Young 1997. 
1M von Staden 2002a, 121. 
19 Galen sometimes indicates that he has taken into consideration both oral and written interpretations when 
commenting upon a text. For example, he claims that in Hipp. Vict. he will address what oi E~T]yT]OO~EVO\ and 
his li\lioOKOAO\ failed to clarify in Salubr., namely, what the author meant by 'TOIJS" ili\WTOS"'. Hipp.vict., M. 
89.16-20 = K. 15.175.12-176.3. Sluiter 1999; von Staden 2002a, 132-133. 
20 Mansfeld 1994, 152-154. 
21 Hipp.Fract., K. 18b.319.6-16. Mansfeld 1994, 150-151; Flemming 2008, 336-337. 
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is ill-prepared or too dull (cX\J~A~5) to grasp the meaning of a passage. In regard to the 
Hippocratic Corpus, Galen observed that these texts required a skilled exegete because the 
topics were often too difficult for the reader/student and because Hippocrates purposely left 
out some material since he was writing for those acquainted with his theories or because he 
~~ 
was simply writing personal notes. -- In addition to these problems, Galen points out that the 
ancient terms, as well as Hippocrates' idiomatic style of medical discourse, were difficult for 
those not familiar with them; and therefore, these texts required a commentator who was 
familiar with the lexis of Hippocrates. 23 
In various places within his oeuvre, Galen espouses principles of medical E~~Yll0l5. 
While these principles are often presented in the context of demonstrating his superiority to 
other medical exegetes, the following are nevertheless representative of both his ideals and 
much of his exegetical practice. The first general principle is that medical exegesis should 
reveal whether a passage is cXA1l8E5 or not. 24 
The second principle, which is closely related to the first, is 'utility'. 25 Rather than 
exclusively focusing on the meanings of words, a medical exegete should concern himself 
with issues related to the practice of medicine. The whole purpose of Galen's exegeses of 
Hippocratic works, as he describes them in LibProp., was to study the medical theory (exl 
lexTPII<exl 8Ecupiexl) taught by Hippocrates, i.e. the Hippocratic TEXVll.26 He often censures 
other commentators for transgressing into what is not useful in their explanations. In the 
preface to his commentary on Book 1 of Epidemics, for example, he criticizes Quintus' 
commentary claiming he 'went past the useful part of the teaching' (TO XP~OIlJOV \JEp05 TR5 
OlOexOKexAlex5 uTTEpE~exlVEV).27 The question of what is medically XP~OI\JOV and scientifically 
cXA1l8E5 in a passage are behind many of his exegetical remarks in HNH and Hipp. Viet., and 
both of these aforementioned principles explain why Galen often relates contemporary issues 
and theories in medicine to what is explicitly in the source text. 
The third general principle is articulated in Com.Hipp. A good exegete, as Galen 
claims, should not just consider whether what is said is plausible (TT18exvQv) and true (aA1l8E5) 
but also whether it is consistent with the opinion of the author (YVW\Jll TOU ouyypex¢ecu5 ).28 
The search for the intention/thought of the author (YVW\Jll TOU ouYYPex¢Ecu5/sententiQ 
Quctoris) was a well-recognized principle of exegesis among grammarians and rhetoricians, as 
22 Mansfeld 1994, 151-152. 
23 Sluiter 1995. 
24 Mansfcld 1994, 161-169; Flemming 2008, 336-340. 
25 Flemming 2008, 336-338. 
26 Lib.Prop., K. 19.33-35. 
27 Hipp.Epid., K. 17a.6.10-11; Manetti and Roselli 1994,1580-1593. 
2M Com.llipp., K. 7.646.4-9; Mansfe1d 1994, 148-149. 
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well as philosophers and physicians. 29 By the time Galen was writing, various methods of 
demonstrating the author's intention were in use, such as the principle of interpreting an 
author from himself (i.e. Homerum ex Homero), a method Galen often employed in his 
Hippocratic commentaries to justify his interpretations. 30 Ultimately, these methods were to 
help the exegete to arrive from what is written to what is not written. Thus, for Galen, as well 
as for other exegetes, the goal was not to preserve the literal meaning of the passage but the 
yvwlJTl of the author. Galen's reliance on this principle becomes especially evident in HNH 
and Hipp. Viet., when the text appears to deviate from what Galen held to be consistent with 
scientific medicine and the TEXVTl of Hippocrates. 
2.2 Exegetical writings 
During 2nd century AD, the scholarly interpretation of medical and philosophical texts 
manifested itself in a variety of forms of exegetical writings commonly identified by modern 
scholars as lexica, scholia and commentaries. The basic formula of these exegetical works 
consisted of 'two parts: the lemma (word or words to be explained) and the definition or 
comment'.31 Modern scholars generally term any ancient exegetical prose whose pairing of 
lemmata and exegetical remarks follows its source text's order of presentation as a running 
commentary. However, at the time when Galen was writing, there was no universal genre 
term to denote that one was writing such a commentary.32 When referring to the titles of his 
Hippocratic exegetical works in Lib.Prop. and Ord.LibProp., he uses the following formulae: 
nEpl TWV 'ITTTToKpaTEIVJv UTTOIJVTllJchVJv,33 TO: TWV 'ITTTTOKpexTEIVJV ouyypa\l\lOTVJV 
E~TlYTlTIKcX34 and E~TlYTlTIKO: UTTOIJV~\laTa.35 The titular formula (UTTO\lV~lJaTa EIS' + title) 
offers a fairly reliable indicator that Galen had written what we understand to be a 
commentary given that the extant examples of this secondary literature has the formal features 
of a running commentary.36 However, one should not take the term UTTO\lV~lJaTa to denote a 
commentary. As is the case with many Greek words that ancient authors used to describe the 
kind of prose they were writing, UTTOIJV~\laTa was a polysemous term which did not denote 
29 Plac.Prop., Nutton 1999,54.5-18; Mansfeld 1994, 10-57; Eden 1997,7-19. 
30 In De inventione (inv., 2.117), Cicero provides a list of ways one can find the sententia scriptoris: 'from his 
other writings and from his deeds. words, his disposition and life' (ex ceteris eius scriptis et exfactis. dictis. 
animo atqlle vita eills). As to the Homerum ex Homero rule in Galen's exegesis, see Dig.Puls., K. 8.958; 
Mansfeld 1994, 148, 176-179; von Staden 2002a, 115-117. 
31 Dickey 2007, 107. 
32 Ihm 2002,2-10; von Staden 2006, 30--40; Flemming 2008, 324-332. 
33 Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 159.9-162.11 = K. 19.108-114. 
34 Lib.Prop .• 159.9-12 = K. 19.33.14-17. 
35 Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 97.9-12. cf. D~ff.Resp., K. 7.764.11. 
36 Flemming 2008. 326. 
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the fonnal characteristics of a genre. 37 The relationship between the tenn UTTo\Jv~\JaTa and 
the concept of memory (UTTO\JVll<JI5) suggests that these texts were somehow related to what 
we would tenn as 'memoranda' or 'notes', that is to say, things written down to jog the 
memory of the author or his audience. Therefore, in the context of secondary scholarship, the 
titular fonnula (UTTo\Jv~\JaTa E'l5 + title) indicates they were notes made 'into' the received 
text as Galen was studying it. 
With that being said, in Lib.Prop. and elsewhere, Galen notes how his 'UTTo\Jv~\JaTa 
E15' exegetical literature on Hippocratic texts follows the conventions of the 'word-for-word 
exegeses' (E~llY~OEl5 KaS' EKcXOTllV aUTO\) AE~lV) that his predecessors had made. 38 He 
distinguishes his KaS' EKcXOTflV aUTO\) AE~IV exegesis from his other E~llYllTlKcX on the 
Hippocratic writings, specifically, his 'secundum Hippocratem' works Hipp.E/em., DiffResp. 
and Hipp.Com., which, for lack of a better tenn, I will call 'exegetical treatises'. Unlike his 
running commentaries, these exegetical treatises lemmatized and expounded upon only key 
passages from a 'Hippocratic' text (or texts) in order to systematically reveal Hippocrates' 
opinion on a given medical theme. 39 That Galen conceives them as two distinct kinds of 
exegesis is made evident in the different titular fonnulas he uses for exegetical treatises and 
commentaries-respectively, TTEPI X (KaTCl T~V 'ITTTTOKPcXTOU5 YVul\JllV) versus 
UTTo\Jv~\JaTa EI5 + Hippocratic title-and by the simple fact that in his list of exegetical texts 
in LibProp. and Ord.Lib.Prop., he separates the two groups from each other. 4o 
Making a distinction between these two types of exegesis becomes especially 
important to Galen when he tries to illustrate the relationship between Hipp.Elem. and HNH. 
Galen notes in PHP: 
[O]ur work On the Elements according to Hippocrates is an 'E~~YllOl5 
of the work On the Nature of Man. Its exegesis is not in the same word-
for-word (KaS' 'EKcXOTflV AE~IV) manner that commentators are in the 
habit of making, but it is an explanation of only the chief points in 
37 As von Staden points out, Galen uses uTTo~Vri~OTO for texts that have quite different formal features and aims. 
such as treatises and commentaries; and furthermore. this term is used to denote books or special parts of a 
treatise. von Staden 1998. 72-73. Galen sometimes uses UTTOJ.lVri~OTO to suggest that a text was initially written 
at a lower level of refinement. Unlike ouyypcX~~OTO. which are the kind of refined works ready for public 
consumption, Galen often suggests that uTTo~Vri~OTO were written for the individual rather than for the general 
public. ~on Sta~en 20?6',23-24. ~f. J~m~er I ~,89. 65-66:.. ~ "~ , 
38 'E~T]Y1l0EIS" OE KOS' EKOOTllV OUTOU AE~IV T]OT] TToAAolS" TWV TTpO E~OU yEypO~~EV05' .... Lib.Prop., Boudon-
Millot 2007a, 160.1-2 = K. 19.34.9; PHP, De Lacy 1980,492.25-29; HNH, M. 3.14-19 = K. 15.2.7-14; 
Jouanna 2000, 276-79. 
39 Mansfeld 1994, 135. A possible early example of this kind of exegetical prose would be Apollonius of 
Citium's (c. 90-15? BC) nEpl TWV apSpwv TTPOY~OTEIO seeing how it expounds upon selective passages of 
Hippocrates' Art. in order to 'teach surgery "according to Hippocrates"'. Potter 1993, 117. 
40 Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 97.9-98.3; Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 159.10--160.4 = K. 
19.33.12-34.14. 
respect to his doctrine (TO aVVEXOVTCX TO OOYIJCX) together with the 
appropriate proofs (TatS olKEiOls O:TTOOEi~EOIV).41 
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Here Galen points out that Hipp.Elem.'s exegesis is different from word-for-word 
exegeses because he has selected passages specifically to illustrate Hippocrates' dogma rather 
than commenting on the whole text. The other distinction is that he uses scientific proofs 
(0: TTOOE i~E 15) to support the veracity of this dogma. Hipp.Elem.' s exegesis, thus, was for 
demonstrating in greater detail-rather than in a running commentary-how a passage was 
scientifically true. Although a large portion of his exegetical writings on Hippocratic treatises 
was, in fact, running commentary, Galen sometimes suggests that by writing such word-for-
word exegeses, he is in some ways repeating himself because in his treatises he had already 
addressed many of the medically significant opinions of Hippocrates. 42 Therefore, in Galen's 
oeuvre, the running commentary was for a lower level of explanation, one that simply 
familiarizes the audience with the source text. 
In the proem to HNH, similar points are brought up. Here, Galen justifies why he was 
now writing a running commentary on Nat.Hom. given that he had already given his 
interpretation of it in Hipp.E/em. He explains that Hipp.Elem. was written to meet the needs 
of a hCXtP05 who was already familiar with Nat.Hom. 43 Because this hCXtpo5 had a detailed 
knowledge (O:KPI~W5 ETTlaTc:XIJEVo5) of the text, Galen's exegesis in Hipp.Elem. was directed 
toward 'clearly revealing' (acx¢c35 OEt~OI) 'all the chief points' (TO aVVEXOVTCX TTc:XVTCX) of 
Nat.Hom. 44 He claims that he wrote HNH 'since my friends (hcxtpOl) wanted to receive from 
me an E~~YTl0l5 of the same treatise of Hippocrates not only of the necessary passages in 
respect to his dogma, as I have done in that previous book [Hipp.Elem.]' but of all of the 
passages in order. ,45 Nonetheless, Galen declares at the end of this proem that his 
commentary will prove that Hippocrates indeed wrote Nat.Hom., a position that apparently 
41 •• , E~~)'TIolS' EOTt TO ~~Enpov ypcX~~a TO mpt T~V Ka8' '11r1l'OKPcXT1'}V OTOIXEIc..lV ToG YEYpa~~6VOU 
1I'Ept cj>uotOS av8poo1l'ou. :!:'lV 6& E~~)'TIotV oUX oihc..lS' aXEl yeyow'iav ~ Eioo9aolv oi Tas eSTlyrlOEls 
YPcXcj>oVlllS 1I'01&l08al Ka9' EKcXOTTIV A6~IV. ilia T~V auVEXOVTc..lV TO ~a ~6Vc..lV a~a TalS oiKEialS 
a1l'0c5Ei~EOIV as E'irrEp 'e6EAEI5 ~OV6cXVEIV, 'err' 'EKEtVO ~ETcX~Tl61 TO ~I~AIOV. PliP, De Lacy 1980,492.25-29. 
The difference between the two works' exegeses is certainly borne out by analysis. While HNH's lemmata and 
exegesis follow the order and contents of Nat.Hom., in Hipp. Elem., Galen selectively cites key passages from 
Nat.1Iom. without attention to the order of the source text and clearly for the purpose of systematically 
illustrating Hippocrates' views on the elements (Chap. 1-5), qualities (Chap. 6-9), and humours (Chap. 10-14). 
De Lacy 1996,45, 50. 
42 Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 97-98; Hipp.Epid. K. 17a.577; HNH, M. 3.4-19 = K. 15.1-2. 
43 HNH, M. 3.4-6 = K. 15.1.4-7. 
44 HNH, M. 3.9-14 = K. 15.2.2-7. 
45 WV oUv. Emlml Kat mhoo TOO '11I'1I'OKpaniou auyycX~~aTOS E~~)'TIOtV aU ~ovov T~V eXvayKalc..lv Eis TO 
60wa AEiEc..l~. c.l;s EV EKE~~ 1I'~npov .En:E1I'01~~TlV. ~a 1I'a<?~v Ecj>E~~S' E6E~~O~V, oi, h~,po~ 1I'ap: 
E~oU Aa~EIV, oPXO~EV05 Tf)5 E~TlY1l0EW5 EKEIVO AE~W rrpoTEpov, 000 rropEAlrrov ElrrEIV EV opxn TOU nEpl 
TWV K06"lrrrroKpcXTf)V OTOIXEIUlV, ETTEIO~ YIVc.lOKEIV OllTcX Tav hotpov ~TT10TcX~TlV. HNH, M. 3.14-19 = K. 
15.2.7-14. 
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had come under attack after he wrote Hipp.Elem. 46 Therefore, Galen has chosen a type of 
exegesis that was more suitable to demonstrating the authenticity and character of the 
received text. 
According to LibProp., HNH was written during the second phase of Galen's 
Hippocratic commentaries. 47 As was noted in the previous chapter, this was a period in which 
he broadened his exegetical horizon to take into fuller consideration the opinions of other 
commentators and to produce commentaries wri tten 'with an eye for general publication' 
(rrpo5' KOIVTlV EKOOOlV cXrro~AErrwv).4S While this is clearly a schematization of his 
commentaries, this image of HNH is supported by analysis. In HNH, Galen's interest in 
authenticating Nat.Hom. by addressing what other exegetes have said about the authenticity of 
the text reveals that he is indeed taking into consideration the importance of using his 
commentary to respond to issues that do not strictly pertain to what is medically useful. As to 
HN H being composed for' general publication', in HN H, Galen intimates an awareness of the 
needs of a broad audience. For example, he makes concessions for the audience in the 
preface, noting how his discussion of the terms CPUOI5" and OTOIXEICX is for those of 'you' 
(UJ.lEI5") who are not aware of the philosophical works written about cpU 01 5" . 49 His awareness 
of a general audience is also evident in Hipp. Viet. when he remarks, 'What I often say in 




3. I Ideal audience 
As was noted, Galen makes quite clear that he is wfltmg these commentaries m 
response to his friends' (ETcxlpOI) requests. In the preface to Book 1 of HNH, he addresses his 
friends with the vocative, W ETcx I pOI, and then points out how they are better than the 
physicians, presumably Erasistrateans, who have failed to understand the differences between 
46 HNH, M. 10-11 = K. 15.15-16. 
47 Of the Hippocratic commentaries listed in Lib.Prop, HNH was composed just before (AD c. 190) his last 
Hippocratic commentary, which expounded on A WP. Ilberg 1889,236; Jouanna 2000, 279. As to the date of 
composition of Hipp. Viet., it seems to have been written after AD 193, seeing how Galen docs not mention it in 
Lib. Prop. See n. 4. 
4H Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 160.18-21 = K. 19.35.8-12. 
49 HNH, M. 3.20-4.5 = K. 15.2.17-3.8. 
50 omp liE AEYW TTOAAcXKIS EV Texis TTPOS TOUS ETCXIPOUS TE KCXt TOUS OAAOUS <\lIAOUS oUVOUOiCXIS, epw KCXt 
VUv. IIipp.viet., M. 104.6-7 = K. 15.205.1-2. 
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organ" and homlllOI11CWUS parts.' i Thc reason he gives for his friends' superior knowledge is 
that they haw read hIS works .\lorhDitr and .\1.\1. At the end of this preface. he seems to 
invoke tim. same audll:nce tlf ETolpol when he exhorts them to remind his critics to pay 
attentIon to the t:lc1 that. 1I1 al\ the HIppocratic trcatises. Hippocrates posited the foundation 
(eE~EAIOV) llf IllS art 'hy hIS knowledge of the discowred elements' (EV TIl mpl TWV 
E\JP'l~EVWV OTOIXEIWV ETTlOTTlWll.': ThIS anxiety to influence the perception of the text 
seems to mdlGlte that hIS target audIence may not be limited to his ETOlpOI. for when he 
appears to he stlll speakmg to hIS Ideal audience just before he begins his exegesis of 
Saf.llnm .. he declare", 'IF]rom the benctit of the following. it will be clear to those who are 
not completely dul\ that he Il.e. Hippocrates] who always atTtnns the same elements is also 
the one who wwtc thIS book that is now before us"" This 'poisoning-of-the-welr strategy 
suggests that he may he \Ilvoking his Ideal audience to indirectly speak to those outside his 
CIrcle of friends and students. 
After the prdace, Galen does not address the audience as ETOlpOI. choosing instead to 
simply use the second person singular and plural without a vocativc. Whether his ETOIPOI 
were the target audll:ncc or a literary conceit is not entirely clear. What is clear is that 
throughout his commentary. hIS approach to this audience is that of a teacher writing to his 
students. He uses the second person to remind the audience of what they had previously 
learned and to imtruct them. <J Thus. much of his exegetical practice reflects the didactic 
situatIon of a teacher clarlfy\llg Xal.Hom. for those who were not entirely familiar with its 
contents hut who were in total agreement with the teacher's theoretical views. While simply 
not enough textual evidence exists to argue that this posture was a rhetorical convention of 
medical commentaries. given that medicine was orally taught in the aforementioned manner. 
such a posture would seel11 to tit the decorum of this exegetical discourse. 
3. 2. Pre.H'Ila o/Ihe alldiel/ee.' 
Often. when (Jalen employs the second person singular in his exegesis. he emphasizes 
the future or potent131 discoveries an individual will make 'if he follows Galen's logic. These 
occurrences (verbal and pronominal) of the second person singular are associated with 
conditIOnal statements expressing future result 'if one will adhere to the protasis: for 
example .. And if you add to this account what was proved in this passage which we are 
,. I/SI/. M 7 ~ K I~X \) 
,: 1/\11. \1 \O~O II J ~ K I ~.I ~ 14 Ift.9. 
"(I( TTEpIOVOIO ... 6£ I(OTO TrW ol(oAov61o\l TOI .... OUI( OO\J\lETOI .... ~O\lEiTOI TO OUTO TI6£I1EVo...- OEI OTOIXEIO 
TO T£ 13113AIO\I TO \IV\I ~~I\I TTpOkEll1E\IO\I aUTo... ypa~o ... /lS/I. M. 11.5 7"" K. 1~.lft.l~ I~. 
'~II\1/. \1H,11 I~' K l~fl75 7. M. Jl\.~X W.~ = K. 1~.7~.l\ D.lfll'p.!";(/.. M. 10\1\ 14 ~ K. 1~.199.~ 
II d. Jowmna ~()()(). ~7K ~7\) 
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presently addressing, then you will completely construct the dogma of Hippocrates.' 55 His use 
of the second person singular is clearly tied to an idiomatic way of conveying the logical 
consequence of a statement. Thus, his audience would recognize a hypothetical 'you' rather 
than Galen suddenly addressing an individual in the audience. His use of the singular 'you' 
does not occur only in conditional statements; it is a part of his medical instructions as well. 
For example, he claims, in regard to the use of clysters, 'Moreover, for you who would intend 
to cleanse the whole body, one must purge upward from the stomach during summer and 
downward from the stomach during winter, just as it has been stated in Aphorisms. ,56 He then 
goes on to say that it is best for one to be specific in the use of purges: one should purge from 
the parts that have superfluous matters 'all that you want to hinder from increasing' (000 OE 
KWAUOal eeAE 15 oU~Tleilval). Here again, the audience would understand this to be an 
unspecified 'you'. In both cases, medical instruction and logical conditions, his use of the 
second person singular serves a similar rhetorical purpose. Galen is using a more personal 
expression to draw his audience's attention to where they need to follow closely his 
instruction. And, in these instances, he confirms his role as a teacher. 
Although Galen's use of the second person plural occurs less frequently in his 
exegesis than in his prefatory remarks, it nevertheless serves an important rhetorical 
function. 57 In his commentary, Galen uses second person plural verbs in the past tense to 
remind the audience of what they have been taught or have seen. For example, he states, 'For 
you have seen in these same works of the art many arguments refuting those who do not 
concede that the thing which was evacuated was drawn by the emetic medications.'58 Here, 
Galen is pointing out to his audience that they have seen in Galen's Purg.Med.Fac. the same 
type of argument which 'Hippocrates' has used in the lemma to refute monists (corresponding 
to L. 6.42.8-44.4). Thus, if we consider that Galen is writing to a broad audience, he reassures 
the audience of the scientific veracity of the passage by invoking his ideal audience oflearned 
disciples as witnesses. Another example of this didactic posturing is evident when he reminds 
the audience that 'you have learned many times' (rroAAcXKI5 E\.lcXeETE), presumably from 
Galen, the difference between elements and humours. 59 Likewise, by noting how the audience 
would be aware of why he is bringing up a matter somewhat tangential to the text, Galen also 
55 'Eav 00v TOUTc..,l Tc;;, AOyc..,l lTpoo6ns TO KCXTa nlV vuv n~IV lTPOKEI~EVTlV p~OIV alTOcSElKVU~EVOV, 
OAOKATlPOV epyaon TO cSoy~cx TOU 'llTlTOKpaTOUS. HNH, M. 38.14-16 = K. 15.71.10-12. 
56 KCXeCXlpEIV ~EVTOI TO OU~lTCXV oc.3~cx l3oUATl8EVT' 001 eepous ~ev cSleX T~S civw, XEI~c.3VOS cSe cSleX T~S 
KaTW KOIAICXS ¢cxp~cxKeuTEov, WS EV 'A¢oplo~oIs e'iPTlTcxl·. HippYict., M. 101.8-10 = K. 15.199.5-7. 
57 The percentage of occurrence of the second person in the prefatory remarks is 0.65%, but in the body of the 
text it occurs 0.11 %. Appendix C, Tables 1 and 2. 
58 E6EaocxoeE yap ElT' CXtITWV TWV epywv ~s TEXVT]S OUK oAlyaKIS EAEyxo~evous TOUS ~~ oUYXWPOUVTCXS 
EAKEOeCXI TO KEVOU~EVOV VlTO TWV KCXeCXlpOVTWV ¢cxp~cXKwv·.IfNH, M. 38.28-39.2 = K. 15.72.8-10. 
59 HNH, M. 36.11-12 = K. 15.67.5-7. 
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intimates that his ideal audience is so familiar with his teachings that they understand the 
importance of such remarks. 6o Whether he actually had a group of disciples who were as 
knowledgeable of his teachings as he portrays is unclear. Nevertheless, these kinds of remarks 
undoubtedly conveyed that Galen, like other important medical exegetes, such as Quintus and 
Sabinus, had a group of loyal disciples who could testify to his knowledge of Hippocratic 
medicine. 
What is the role of his ideal audience in this exegetical text? As we have already 
observed, Galen uses the preface to set before this audience the textual question of authorship 
and the theoretical question of the elements. From this point on, Galen is in total control of the 
exegesis of this work. The audience does not play an active role in these decisions; that is to 
say, Galen does not intimate that he is responding to their questions or concerns. However, he 
does reveal what the audience is to do with the knowledge they gain from his explanations. 
For the most part, they are to pursue, with the help of Galen's other works, theoretical 
questions he raises in his explanations. In Hipp. Viet., he tells the audience to first read his 
treatise On Mixtures and then his work On Health in order to observe the theoretical basis 
behind his regimen for the elderly, which he only touches upon in his exegesis of the 
passage. 61 With remarks like this, Galen reveals that a detailed account of such topics is not 
the aim of his commentary. In this way, he indicates that the audience must suspend such 
questions, and for the time being, they are merely to observe the scientific veracity of the 
arguments in Nat.Hom. as far as Galen's exegesis will allow. 
IV. Author 
4.1 Presence of the author 
When compared to that of his contemporaries, such as Alexander of Aphrodisias, 
Galen's approach to the audience was much more person-oriented. Galen frequently 
communicates his presence throughout these commentaries by using the first person plural 
and singular (pronominal and verbal}.62 For example, he uses the first person plural and 
singular a total of 106 times in Book 1 of HNH. 63 The first person is used more frequently 
(1.49%) in the preface to Book 1 than in his commentary to this part of the text (0.58%).64 In 
60 010 TI OE TTpoaelhjKo T~ AOy~ TO 'jawS", O'~OI YIVc.laKEIV u~CiS"· EV yap TOts" TIEPI OTTEp~aTOS" 
UTTO~V~~O:OIV H5E1xlhj .... llNH, M. 39.29-40.1 = K. 15.74.7-8. 
61 Hipp.vict., M. 95.18-96.13 = K. 15.187.17-189.8. 
62 Appendix C, Tables 1 and 2. 
63 There are 46 occurrences in the prefatory remarks and 60 in the body of the text. Appendix C, Table 3. 
M Appendix C, Tables 1 and 2. 
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the preface, he tends to use the first person singular;65 however, in the body, he generally uses 
the first person plural. 66 This difference in usage of first person singular and plural seems to 
be a matter of decorum. The preface was the appropriate place for Galen's more person-
centred rhetoric, and the body of the commentary was where he settled into the role of 
teacher, using 'we' to convey a sense of general agreement between himself and his ideal 
audience. This notion of Galen addressing his audience as a teacher addressing his disciples 
may explain why in the body of HNH Galen relies on the first person plural to a greater extant 
than he does in his other works. 67 
4.2 Exegetical authority 
In order for his explanations to be persuasive, Galen needed to establish his authority 
over the text. One of the ways in which he demonstrates this is by his criticisms of 
contemporary and previous Hippocratic scholars. Most of his criticisms are directed toward 
the collective, E~T]YT]Tai, who seem to represent both the oral and written traditions of 
commenting upon this text. 68 Often this collective is evoked to demonstrate how his approach 
was superior to theirs. Thus, he censures them for having badly omitted something (KaKws 
rrapaAEAEI¢6ol) that should have been explained, or at other times, he accuses them of being 
too wordy (rroAuAoyi 0) and failing to see the important medical truth in a passage. 69 He 
singles out two noteworthy individuals for specific errors. Galen finds fault with the famous 
Hippocratic editor Artemidorus Capito (AD c. 120) for making an erroneous emendation 
(KOKWS ~EToypa\jJ(X() to the ancient reading (rroAolCx p~OIS), which causes the text to list 
only three-rather than four--elements. 7o 
The individual who draws most of Galen's criticisms is the Hippocratic commentator 
Sabinus (c. end of I sl century AD). 71 Although in other works Galen recommends Sabinus as 
a knowledgeable commentator,72 he is quite critical of him in HNH, primarily because 
Sabinus claimed that Polybus was the author of Nat.Hom. To undermine the credibility of 
65 Of the total number of occurrences of the first person in the preface 57% occur in the first person singular and 
43% occur in the first person plural. Appendix C, Table 3. 
06 Of the total number of occurrences of the first person in the body of the text 18% occur in the first person 
singular and 82% occur in the first person plural. Appendix C, Table 3. 
67 Of the total number of occurrences of the first person in the body of the text in HNH 82% are in the first 
person plural. The aforementioned criterion in his other works is as follows: Foet.Form. (40% * first person 
plural), Lib.Prop. (4%), Protr. (45%), Thras. (61 %) and Puis. (67%). Appendix C, Table 3. 
6X HNH, M. 14.20, 14.24,66.29,77.7,85.18,85.22,87.18 = K. 23.7,15.23.11,129.2,150.4,167.15,168.4, 
171.12; HippYict., M. 89.20,97.16,105.2,109.1,109.14 = K. 176.2,192.3,206.11,212.7,214.11, 215.6 
69 lIippYict., M. 89.16-20,107.27-108.3,108.19-109.28. 
70 JlNH, M. 13.19-16.11; Manetti and Roselli 1994, 1617-1633. See n. 4. 
71 (Sabinus) HNH, M. 15.13,15.18,82.19,85.19,87.18 = K. 15.25.2,25.6,161.11,168.1,171.12; 
Ord.Lib.Prop., Manetti and Roselli 1994, 1607-1614. 
72 Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 98 = K. 19.57-58. 
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Sabinus' position, Galen calls into question Sabinus' discernment as a commentator. Likening 
Sabinus to a physician who chooses to treat a patient's hangnail rather than his dropsy, Galen 
lampoons Sabinus for claiming that both parts of Nat.Hom. were written by Polybus simply 
on the basis of a few passages at the end of the second part of the text. 73 Galen also asserts 
that Sabinus failed to recognize that the very passage which Sabinus ascribed to Polybus 
reveals itself, by the author's lexis, to have been written by a much later author. Nothing is 
too surprising about Galen's agonistic posture toward fellow exegetes as it is in line with the 
decorum of this genre. 74 In the competition for status and followers, such remarks were 
important ways in which both philosophical and medical exegetes reassured their audiences 
that they were listening to the appropriate master-teacher. 
Galen does not always explicitly criticize other exegetes. Sometimes he evokes them 
merely to indicate that he is addressing a common exegetical problem. In regard to a passage 
in Nat.Hom. (corresponding to L. 6.15-19) discussing the placement of TOIlOi in relation to 
painful parts of the body, Galen confirms that the exegetes have correctly (op8wS') 
understood that, in this passage, the author is speaking about bloodletting (¢AE~OTOllicxS').75 
However, he points out that the commentators all agree (OIlOAOYOUOl TTcXVTES') that the 
passage is unclear as to when, in pain or in health, one should begin to oppose superfluous 
humours (01 TTAEOVcXSOVTES' XUlloi). To provide a plausible explanation to their quandary, he 
posits, 'I think that he has spoken in regard to healthy people since the writer wants to move 
the superfluous humours into other parts. ,76 In these places, which are far less frequent than 
his critical remarks, Galen involves himself in the problems of other exegetes. Be that as it 
may, he paints himself as being somewhat different from other commentators on the 
Hippocratic Corpus since he never speaks in terms of 'we' when he mentions them. The 'we' 
in Galen's commentary is reserved for physicians, philosophers and, most importantly, his 
ideal audience of disciples. More often than not, the E~T}YllToi make up the 'them' in Galen's 
nos contra eos rhetoric. 
Although it was well recognized that the commentators on Hippocratic works were 
often physicians,77 Galen's rhetorical strategy is to deemphasize the exegetes' understanding 
of Hippocratic theory by portraying their exegeses as being more concerned with quibbling 
over the meaning of words than with addressing issues of medical science. 78 For example, 
73 ifNI!, M. 85.18-86.4 = K. 167.16-173.4. 
74 von Staden 2002a; 2006; Baltussen 2007. 
751!NH, M. 77.1-13 = K. 15.149.14-150.11. 
76 E~OI ~EV OUV ~CxAAOV OOKEI eTTI TWV UYlCXlvevTCuV Eip~oeCXI ~OUA~evou TOU ypcX~CXVTOS' TCXUTCX 
TTpOOEei~el v eiS' aAACX !leplCX <j>epEo6cxl TOUS' TTAEOVcX~OVTCXS' XU~OUS'. IfNH, M. 77.11-13 = K. 15.77.9-11. 
77 von Staden 2002a, 124-136; 2006. 
78 Sluiter 2000, 190. 
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when he identifies a passage (P~0I5) (corresponding to L. 6.46.9-20) as being acx¢~5 and ou 
OEOIJEVf] ESllYf]TOU acx¢f]viSOVT05 CXUT~V, he goes on to say that certain men, nevertheless, 
still endeavour to comment upon part of the statement. 79 He points out that these men have 
failed to provide a good explanation of the phrase, yi VETCX I ... TO: o.AACX VOa~IJCXTCX 
¢AEYIJCXTu:lOECX, because they have left the article out (Xc.upI5 TOU o.p8pou) of their reading. 
Thus, their reading suggests 'other phlegmatic diseases arise' rather than 'the other diseases 
become phlegmatic'. Galen claims the latter reading is both grammatically correct and a 
sound medical observation, in that diseases become more phlegmatic in the winter just as the 
author is suggesting. While correcting the interpretations of other exegetes is a fundamental 
part of writing a commentary, Galen's reasons for their errors serve to distinguish himself 
from them. His remark that the passage 'does not need an exegete' suggests that he is fixing 
the mistakes of commentators whose lack of understanding of medicine has led them to 
incorrectly see an ambiguity in the text. In this way, he presents himself as having a better 
understanding of the real issues in the text due to his medical knowledge. 
To demonstrate an expertise specific to the Nat. Hom. 's subject matter, Galen 
emphasizes his knowledge of philosophical inquiries into ¢U0l5. In his preface, he uses the 
first person plural to describe how 'we and many others of the philosophers have 
demonstrated elsewhere' (ETepc.u81 OEOEixcxlJEV ~J..lEI5 TE KCXI o.AAOI TTOAAOI Tc.uV 
¢IAoao¢c.uv) the nature of elements (aTOlXElcx) using grammar as the mode1. 80 Later, he notes 
how' Aristotle and we term' the uniform constructed parts of the body 'perceivable elements' 
and 'homoiomerous elements', 81 all of which underscores the fact that his exegesis is 
informed by his own inquiries into ¢U0l5 and by his knowledge of philosophical literature on 
this subject. Galen also suggests that his inquiries into the elements of the human body are in 
line with what Plato expressed as Hippocrates' method in the Phaedrus (270c3).82 He notes, 
'Whether the human body is one thing altogether or a composition of all four is especially 
useful in the investigation, just as Plato's statement taught, and in respect to The Therapeutic 
Method, we had taught straightforwardly in the first parts of it.' 83 Ultimately, however, 
Galen's professional identity and his continued assertions of understanding the art of 
Hippocrates carry much of his exegesis. Such remarks portray Galen as a practitioner-exegete 
79 HNH, M. 43.13-23 = K. 15.83.1-84.7. 
80 HNH, M. 5.10-6.3 = K. 15.5.10-7.1. 
81 ... clrrEp'ApIOTonATlS Kat ~J,lelS OVOJ,la~oJ,lev 'OTOI)(&Ia Tl'pOs- aiaGnolV' Kat 'OJ,lOIOJ,lSpTl'. HNH, M. 6.14-
15 = K. 15.7.13-14. 
82 HNH, M. 18.18-21 = K. 15.30.16-31.12. 
83 TO yap TOI XP~OIIJOV EOTIV EV T~ STl1iioOl, rronpov EV arrXouv EOTI TO OWIJa TWV cXv6pwrrcuv ~ 
OUV6ETOV E~ arrAwv TETTapcuv, c.l5 ~ TE TOU nAaTcuvo5 EO,cSO~E p~0I5 ~IJel5 TE KOTO: nlV eEpaTEuTIK~V 
IJE6ocSov EcSlcSa~alJEV Eu6u5 EV ToI5 rrpwTol5 aU~5. Ibid. 
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who was at one with the author on whom he is commenting, and this authorial tmage 
reassures his audience that he is able to discern the YVc..lIlTl of Hippocrates. 
Galen's commitment to demonstrating the therapeutic utility of passages did not 
extend so far as to render his commentary completely devoid of the type of erudition his 
society valued. R4 Throughout his commentary, he reveals himself to be a scholar fully aware 
of philological methods and scholarly issues. To give credence to his interpretations of 
Hippocrates' specific usage of words, as was noted, he turns to the well-recognized exegetical 
principle of interpreting the author from the author himself. 85 And, in a manner reflective of 
his society'S interest in the language of 01 TTCXAOIOi, he indicates that his exegesis takes into 
account the ancients' Ae~15 and the idiomatic way in which they expressed themselves, which 
he terms TO e805 TWV 'EAA~VWV. 86 He flags his awareness of the issues of transmission, 
pointing out how ambiguities could have crept into the text due to scribal error. 87 He also uses 
a technical term of textual criticism by noting how Dioscorides used the 6~EA05 to mark a 
corruption in Nat.Hom. In his explanation of this sign, he points out that Aristarchus also used 
it in his recensions of Homer. Such a remark also reveals his awareness of philological 
scholarship on poetry and other literary works. 88 Likewise, he avails himself of the 
specialized language of rhetoricians and dialecticians when he justifies a change he made to 
the text (HNH, M. 11.8-14 corresponding to L. 6.32.2-7).89 To show this change was 
reasonable, he declares that the first passage contains a 'type of ambiguity' (yev05 TTlS" 
ci:1l¢I~oAicx5) in respect to 'distribution and combination' (OICXipE0I5 KCXt cruV8E0I5).90 He 
points out that instead of eVEov ('which is inside'), the text should read EV eov (,which is 
one ,).91 Because it is unclear how this phrase was to be pronounced and because the original 
manuscript did not contain diacritical marks, his position is that one has grounds to suspect 
that later exegetes have erred by not recognizing that there should be a rough breathing on the 
epsilon and the two words should be divided (OICXlpE0I 5) rather than combined (cruV8E0I5). In 
84 Flemming 2008,337-338. 
85 HNJI, M. 12 = K. 15.18-19. 
86 HNH, M. 12.26-13.16,31.18-27,40.10-24,41.9-19,87.15-88.11 = K. 15.20.1-21.5,57.4-17,74.18-75.17, 
77.5-78.2, 171.9-173.1; llipp.vict., M. 102.10--22 = K. 15.201.5-202.3. 
X7 HNH, M. 25.22-26.8 = K. 15.46.1--47.6; Hipp.vict., M. 98.25-99.15 = K. 15.194.11-195.14. 
88 HNH, M. 58.7-9 = K. 15.110.12-111.5. As to the use of this sign in antiquity, see Dickey 2007,134. 
89 HNH, M. 12.26-28 = K. 15.20.1-3. 
90 The same terminology occurs in Galen's discussion of Aristotle's Sophistici Elenchi. In this work, Galen 
explains that in some cases, a written sentence can be ambiguous lTCXpO Oe nlV oUv6sOIv KCXt olcxipSOlV, which 
is to say, two grammatically correct readings render different meanings if the words in the clause/phrase are read 
together or separately. De Captionibus, Edlow 1977, 89.11-90.2, 110.18-112.4. cf. Hipp.Elem., K. 1.438.14. 
This same terminology appears in Aelius Theon's (c. 1st AD?) Progymnasmata 129.1 and 130.14. Roselli 2004, 
58, n. 26. As Roselli has shown. the awareness of these types of ambiguities was shared by dialecticians and 
rhetoricians. Roselli 2004, 57-61. 
91 HNH, M. 12.26-13.8 = K. 15.20.1-15. 
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this way, he illustrates that he is not an unsophisticated technician but a scholar whose 
erudition affords him the right to rectify errors in the text as he sees fit; thus, this image also 
empowers him to persuasively question other exegetes' understanding of the text. 92 
v. Message 
5.1 Paratextualfeatures 
To illustrate his perceived incongruities in the received text, Galen made judicious use 
of the 'paratextual' features of ancient commentaries. 93 For each of the aforementioned three 
perceived parts of the received text, he produced a separate book of commentary, each with its 
own prefatory remarks. 94 In each of these prolegomena, he returned to the overall question of 
authenticity, arguing that each part reveals that it has its own unique author(s). His use of 
these liminal devices was an important exegetical move in that it created three macro-sense 
units and reminded the reader at which point he was crossing the threshold of a new work. 
Having partitioned the received text in this way, he was now able to demonstrate that the 
theory of the four elements was indeed written by Hippocrates without having to make it 
conform with the anatomical descriptions in the second part of the text, which were obviously 
far from the level of sophistication anatomy had reached under Galen and his predecessors. 
And, by setting apart On Healthy Regimen as a treatise written by Polybus, Galen was able to 
account for some of the minor disagreements he had with this part of the text. Ultimately, 
these divisions serve to elevate the status of the first part of the text. He could now argue that 
Hippocrates had dedicated a treatise specifically to the task of demonstrating that the four 
elements and humours were the nature of man. 
In addition to the previously mentioned paratextual features, Galen also partitions the 
text by writing an epilogue to Book I entitled Concerning the method in the book and that it 
is of the authentic works of Hippocrates (nEpt T~5" KaTO: TO ~t~Aiov I-lE86<sou Kat OTt T~V 
92 HNH, M. 31.18-27 = K. 15.81.16-82.8. 
93 By 'paratextuaJ', I am referring to liminal devices, such as the prefatory remarks and division of books, which 
influence the way a commentary is read. The term comes from Genette's study of how things such as the 
introduction, binding, illustrations, and title effect the reception of a published work. Gcnette 1997. 
94 His prefaces to Book 2 of HNH (M. 57 = K. 15.108-1 09) and Hipp. Viet. (M. 89 = K. 15.174-175) are much 
smaller in comparison to Book 1 of HNH (M. 3-11 = K. 15.1-16). The preface to Book 1 of llNH is one of the 
longest and most argumentative of all his Hippocratic commentaries. Galen did not always begin his 
commentaries with a formal preface. As von Staden notes, 'Galen's commentaries on Hippocratic treatises 
Prog., Acut., Epid. Il and Aph. likewise have no formal prefaces ... , whereas his commentaries on other 
Hippocratic works, such as Nat.Hom., Artie., Fract., Off, Epid. I, Prorrh. I. and Epid. VI, do.' von Staden 2002a, 
128, n. 59. However, in the commentaries that do not have formal prefaces, Galen does address some of the 
introductory questions common to prolegomena via his exegesis of the first lemma (Prog. and Epid.1l) or by 
writing proems to one or more of the books within a treatise (Books 3 and 7 of Aph. and Book 4 of Awt.). 
Mansfeld 1994,141-145; von Staden 2002a, 119, n. 33. 
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YVT]<JIWV 'ITTTTOKpcXTOU5). 95 In this epilogue, he returns to the question of authenticity 
claiming that his commentary has demonstrated the authenticity of this first portion of 
Nat.Hom. His claim is largely based on his assumption that the method described in the 
Phaedrus (270c3) is, in fact, demonstrated in this part of the text. 96 Having quoted the 
passage from the Phaedrus both in his preface and now again in the epilogue, he boldly 
declares: 
But since Plato has written thus, let someone point out to us in which 
other book of Hippocrates, besides On the Nature of Man, one would 
find this same approach, and if he is not able to do it, let him seek for a 
no more trustworthy witness of the authenticity of this book than 
Plato. 97 
In this way, Book I's exegesis is framed as proof of the claims he made in the preface. By 
writing a conclusion confirming the claims put forward at the beginning of his commentary, 
Galen frames Book I with the rhetorical features of an argumentative speech, which is rather 
atypical of commentaries of this period. All of this illustrates his anxiety to influence the 
audience's perception of the text. 
While it seems likely that Galen 'dreamed up' these divisions, it is impossible to be 
certain that he was the first, or the only, exegete to hold this position because none of his 
predecessors' or contemporaries' commentaries on Nat.Hom. have survived. Some of Galen's 
remarks suggest that other exegetes recognized incongruities in the text, particularly in regard 
to Salubr. and Nat.Hom. 98 Nevertheless, Galen's divisions would not have been considered 
unreasonable because they follow the obvious changes in the text's subject matter,99 and 
raising such an issue with the received text was not wrong. In fact, the mark of a good exegete 
was to recognize where false accretions had occurred in the text. Aspasius (AD c. 100-50) 
and Alexander of Aphrodisias also questioned the order of presentation as well as the 
authenticity of parts of the received Aristotelian texts upon which they were commenting. 100 
95 HNJI, M. 53.15-16. Not in K. 
96 The method is to ask, in respect to the body, whether something is complex or simple, and if it is simple, to 
inquire into what makes it act and upon what does it act. 
97 aAAO TCXUTCX nAcXTCuV05 O\lTWOI YPcX\jICXVT05 ElTIcSEI~cXTW TIS ~~IV, EV TIVI ~1~AIW Tou'ITTTTOKPcXTOUS 
ETEp0:J TTCXpO TO nEpl <!>UOEW5 cXV6pWTTOU nlV ~E6ocSov TCXUTllV EOTIV EUPEIV ~, E'ITT~P OUK EXEI, ~llcSEVCX 
~llTEITW nAcXTWV05 cX~IOTTIOTOTEPOV ~cXpTUpCX TOU YV~OlOV EIVCXl TO ~1~AIOV TOUTO. I1NlI, M. 54.26-55.3 
= 15.104.12-17. 
9MJlNJI,M. 7-9,57-58=K.15.9-13, llO-111;HippYict.,M.89=K.15.174-175. 
99 Jouanna has argued the manuscript evidence, as well as the styli sties similarities between SaIl/hr. and 
Nat.flom., offers enough evidence for one to perceive congruence between these texts. The predilection for the 
number 'four' (four humours, four fevers, four vessels and four seasons which correspond to the four humours) 
in Part I and Part 2 could be interpreted as reflecting continuity of thought. Jouanna 1975, 52-54; 1999,399-
400. On this basis, he suggests Galen 'dreamed up' these divisions in Nat.Hom. Jouanna 2000, 283. 
100 Alexander, in Metaph., 137.1-138.23,344.1-345.20; Barnes 1999,20. cf. Mansfeld 1994,45--47. 
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And, like Galen, their remarks reveal how a number of factors were capable of raising doubts 
about the received text, such a their perception of the flow of the argument, of apparent 
contradictions, of differences in terminology and of the author's intellectual character. With 
that being aid, exegetes cu tomarily oriented their commentary to the divi ions of book in 
the received text, rather than changing them. Therefore, by using these paratextual features , 
Galen reveals a very aggressive approach to reinforcing his perception of the text. 
5.2 Galen 's lemma/alagy 
The first three lemmata of HNH are reproduced here to provide a reference 
point for the subsequent discu sion of Galen's lemmatology. 101 
I. (corresponding to L. 6.32.2-7) "OOTl S' I-lEV E'I W8EV O:KOtJE 1 V AEYOVTWV 
O:I-l<pl nlS' ¢UOlOS' nlS' o:v8powTTIVllS' TTPOouHEPW il OKOOO_V_ CXUTEll 
IcxTPlKUv O:¢.riKEl, TOUTECA;l I-lEV OUK ETTlnlCElOS' aCE 0 AOYOS' O:KOUElV· OUTE 
\ \' J.' ,\' \" 8 'i " ... " ·'r yap TO nalJ.IDXll i.J~a I\EyC:U TOV av pc:unov Ej~~~f4 OUTS Voc:up., 
"n yilv, OUTE aAAO oucev, a Tl I-l~ ¢CXVEPOV EOTlV r. v 
O:V8PWTTCA;l, O:AAa TOIOI ~ouAOl-leVOlOi TCXtlTCX AEYElV TTCXPllll-l1. 
[Galen's Commentary] 
II. (corresponding to L. 6.32.4-5) OUTE yap TO nd~nav ~Epa AEYC:U TOV 
eXv8pc:unov e1val, OUTE nUp, OUTE ulic:up, UTE yil , 
[Galen ' s Commentary] 
Ill. (corresponding to L. 6.32.7- 34) ~OKEOUOl CE 1-l0l OUK op8wS' YlVWOKElV 
01 TCX TOlCXUTCX AEYOVTES'· yvwl-ltl I-lEV yap T~ CXUTD TTavTES' XPEOVTCXl, 
AeyouOl oE ou Ta CXUTa· o:AAa T~S' I-lEV YVWl-lllS' TOV ETTiAOYOV TOV CXUTOV 
TTOlEOVTCXI. <pCXOI yap EV TE EIVCXl, a Tl EOTi, KCXI TOUT' E\VCXl TO EV TE KCXI 
TO rrCiv, KCXTa OE Ta OVOI-lCXTCX OUX Ol-loAoyEOUOl. 1.hEl ~ CXUTWV~klEV 
1 O:E~UTO E\ VCXl TO EV TE 0 OE TTUP 0 Oe vOW "4 0 Oe Y~V . 
KCXt ETTlAEYEl EKCXOTOS' T~ EWUTOU AOyCA;l I-lCXpTupla TE KCXI TEKI-l~PlCX, a 
IOI IINH, M. 11.8- 14, 13 .17- 18, 16.12- 17.4 = K. 15 .16.17- 17.6,21.6- 9,27.1 - 18. The question or whether 
Galen actually used full lemmata has not, to my knowledge, been fully addressed. The general assumption is that 
the later manuscripts and edited texts are representative of Galen 's method of lemmatisation. Of course, Galen 
would not be unique in this because the use of full lemmata among exegetes is supported by evidence from 
papyri . del Fabbro 1979,69-132. cf. Von Staden 2002a, 127- 128; Dickey 2007,107- 111. 
EOTI v OUOEV. OTL )'Q-P-Tii j..IfV )'VWlJU Til- O:\JTiJT~vuS" XPEOVTCX l, A~Y_OUOl oE 
ou TaO:UTJX, oRAov OTI OUOE YIVuJOKOUOI, yvoill ee' cXv ~OE TI5 ~aAloTa 
TTapaYEvo~EV05 aUTol5 OVTIAEYOUOI' TTP05 yap OAA~AOU5 CxVTIAEYOVTE5 
0'1 aUTol cXVOPE5 TWV aUTwv EvavTiov CxKPOEXTWV OUOETTOTE TPl5 E¢E~~5 0 
aUTo5 TTEplyivETal EV T~ AOy~, OAAa TOTE ~EV 0~T05 ETTlKpaTEI, TOTE OE 
0~T05, OTECA,l cXv TUxn ~aAloTa h yAwooa pUEloa TTp05 TOV 0xAOV. KaiTOI 
OIKatOV 'EOTI TOV ¢avTa Op8W5 YIVuJOKEIV Cx~¢1 TWV TTPlly~aTcuv 
TTapeXElv OEI ETTlKpaTEOvTa TOV AOYOV TOV'ECUUTOU, E'iTTEP oVTa YIVuJOKEI 
Kal Op8W5 oTTo¢aivEI. CxAr E~ol yE OOKEOUOIV O~TOI 01 cXV8PCUTTOI aUTol 




The underlined passages signify the parts of the lemma that Galen cites or paraphrases in his 
exegesis. The highlighted words identify where he has made changes to the text. 102 The bold 
text points to the clause in the first passage that is repeated to make the second lemma of his 
commentary. The underlinedlhighlighted words illustrate just how little of the author's lexis 
Galen explicitly addresses in a 'word-for-word' exegesis. Like his philosophical 
contemporaries, Galen was quite selective as to what he would address in the received text. 
This selective approach allowed him to be more focused on issues that are related to his 
overall argument. 
The first and the third lemmata (respectively corresponding to L. 6.32.2-7, 6.32.7-34) 
of Galen's commentary cover the complete opening argument of the author of Nat.Hom. 
Using these two lemmata, Galen has divided the text according to an obvious division in the 
author's argument, which is marked off with ~EV and oe. The first lemma preserves the 
author's statement as to his position on monism; the third lemma contains his critique of 
monistic rhetoric. However, the second lemma is atypical and does not preserve the flow of 
the author's argument; it is merely a repeated clause from the first lemma. He uses this lemma 
not to mark off a change in the author's argument; rather, it signifies a change in the subject 
matter of Galen's exegesis. The reason for repeating this clause is specifically to address 
Artemidorus Capito's emendation of the text, which was touched upon in the previous 
section. He notes that Capito's edition of Nat.Hom. leaves out OUTE yRv from the clause OUTE 
J02 Galen appears to have changed the source text's reading EVEOV to read EV EOV. The question of OUTE 
yiiv is discussed in his exegesis under the second lemma of his commentary. 
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yap TO TTcX\JTTaV nEpa AEyc.u TOV avSpc.uTToV Elval OUTE TTUP OUTE uoc.up O\1TE y~v. This 
emendation was a significant problem for Galen's argument in favour of the four elements in 
Nat.Hom., because it removed the only place in the text where the author explicitly lists fire, 
water, air and earth together. Such an emendation was disconcerting, especially given that, as 
Galen notes, Capito's edition of the Hippocratic treatises was well-regarded (EUOoKI\J~aaaa) 
and zealously studied (aTTouoaCoI-IEvTl).103 The reason for Capito's emendation to the text, as 
Galen claims, is due to Capito not finding doxographical evidence that a philosopher had 
proposed a monistic theory using earth as the prime element. To undermine Capito's position, 
Galen argues that Capito failed to recognize that not every theory in medicine and philosophy 
is written down, and those which are recorded are sometimes lost over time or destroyed by 
catastrophes. Therefore, one should not rely solely on doxographical information. 
It is important to recognize that Galen had options as to how and how much to 
lemmatize the source text. The presentation of the text in commentaries was quite diverse in 
the second century. Exegetes such as Aspasius and Alexander of Aphrodisias used 
abbreviated lemmata for their commentaries. 104 This method of lemmatization preserved only 
a small portion of a passage to be commented upon. These abbreviated lemmata seem to have 
served the purpose of allowing the reader to reference the source text as they read these 
commentaries. Rather than abbreviated lemmata, Galen chose to use full lemmata, preserving 
virtually all of the sentences of Nat.Hom. 105 Thus, his commentary did not require his 
audience to consult a source text. In many ways, his commentary became the source text, 
which was quite useful considering the obvious issues Galen had with the text. 
There was no technical term for a textual lemma at this period. 106 Galen often 
identifies his lemmata simply as p~aelS", which seems to convey a sense of orality. HNH and 
Hipp. Vict. 's lemmata vary in length from a short phrase to an extended passage. The length of 
his exegetical remarks does not always correspond to the length of the lemma. He normally 
lemmatizes the source text according to an obvious change in theme or in respect to a 
recognizable division in the author's argument. Often, he begins his exegesis by describing 
how a passage is related to the author's present line of reasoning. At these points, he 
occasionally reminds his audience in Book 1 that they are following the arguments of 
Hippocrates with a statement, such as 'Hippocrates having said before' (TTpOEIPTlKulS" 0 
'ITTTTOKPcXTf}S"), followed by an explanation as to how this lemma fits into the overall 
103 HNH, M. 13.19-22 = K. 15.21.10-14. 
104 Todd 1976,12-16; Frede 2003; Barnes 1999,23; Wittwer 1999,51-84. 
105 The following passages appear to be absent in Galen's lemmata: Nat.Hom., Jouanna 1975, 168.3-4, 210.3-5. 
106 Wittwer 1999, 52. 
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argument. 107 The ostensible purpose of his lemmatization in Book I of HNH is often to follow 
the flow of the author's argument, the logos of the author. Although this becomes less explicit 
in Book 2 of HNH and Hipp. Viet., his lemmata, nevertheless, often preserve changes in 
subject in text. With that being said, his attention to past exegetical issues illustrates that some 
of Galen's lemmatization was tralaticious, which is to say, some of his lemmata could be 
found in his predecessors' commentaries. 1011 
This completes an overview of Galen's lemmatology in HNH and Hipp.viet. The 
following sections will illustrate to what extent Galen's commitment to his overarching 
argument governs the way he selects his lemmata and expounds upon them. This will involve 
a discussion of how he uses his commentary to argue for the four elements in Book I of HNH 
and how he conveys his perception of the authenticity of the text in all three books of 
commentary via his posture toward the supposed author of each part of Nat.Hom. Although it 
may seem at times that the aim of my analysis is to prove Galen is being deceptive, which is 
to say he knew his interpretation was flawed and still tried to move it forward, it is important 
to bear in mind that, given the exegetical principles of the time, most of Galen's explanations 
were quite reasonable. The point of this analysis is to demonstrate how, in an environment of 
competing interpretations, Galen used the opportunities this genre provided to make his 
interpretations cogent and his message persuasive. 
5.3 Revealing the elements in Nat.Hom. 
The author of Nat.Hom. shows no interest in arguing that the elements air, water, earth 
and fire are the c!>UOI5" of man. In fact, he never describes his treatise as being an investigation 
into the elements (OTOIXEIO) or the primary substance (rrpuJTT] ovolo) or the first principles 
(oi apxol) of the body. His aim is to disprove monism and to prove that the four humours 
(blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile) are the c!>UOI5' of man. 109 Galen shows little to no 
concern as to whether the author actually uses the term OTOIXEIO. For Galen, the real issue is 
whether the theory of the four elements was clearly put forward in the author's logos. As will 
be seen, his commentary frames the author's arguments as an 'inquiry into the OTOIXEIO 
which hold our bodies together'. 110 For Galen and others in his society, the theory of the four 
humours was simply inseparable from contemporary concepts of the four elements being the 
primary elements of the universe. 
107 HNH, M. 28.51 = K. 15.51.1. 
lOX Kraus 2002, 16-20. 
109 Nat.Hom., Chap. 2, 5. 
110 'EV lSe T~ tllT11V TeX auv8nllceX TOO aeailJaTOS' ~IJ~V OTOIXEla Kat TWV TOU rrOVT05 h.lvT]~6vEUOEV, amp 
OVTw5 EOTt OTOIXEIO. HNH, M. 53.25-27 = K. 15.102.12-14. 
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Galen's exegesis of the first lemma of his commentary is central to Galen's argument 
because he uses it to contextualize the aim of the author. The following is the first lemma of 
his commentary: 
I. (corresponding to L. 6.32.2-7) "OaTIS' \lEV E'iw9EV OKOUEIV 
AEYOVTWV O:\l¢t TRS' ¢UOIOS' TRS' o:v9powTTIVllS' TTpoauHEpw ~ 
oKoaov CXtlTl~llS' ES' ICXTPIK~V O:¢~KEI, TOUTECI.,l \lEV OUK ETTlT~OEI05 aOE 
o AOY05 O:KOUEIV' OUTE yap TO TTCX\lTTCXV ~EPCX AEYW TOV eXV8PWTTOV 
E1VCXI, OUTE TTUP, OUTE UOwp, OUTE yRv, OUTE eXAAo OUOEV, a TI \l~ 
¢cxvepov eaTIV EV eov EV T~ O:V9PWTTU?, o:AAa TOIOI ~OUAO\lEVOIOl 
TCXUTCX AEYEIV TTCXP Ill\l I. I II 
1. The following account is not suitable for him who is in the habit of 
listening to men speaking about the nature of man beyond what pertains 
to medicine. For I say man is neither altogether air, nor fire, nor water, 
nor earth, nor some other one thing being in man which is not manifest. 
But I leave these things to those who wish to speak about them. 
This passage is taken from the author's arguments against the philosophical 
approaches to monism which put forward that one of the elements (air, fire, water and earth) 
are the nature of man. The author later distinguishes this type of monism from that of 
physicians, who, he claims, say that man is made of one humour-either bile or phlegm or 
blood. 112 The above passage posed some potential problems for Galen's argument that 
Hippocrates held forth the theory of the four elements in Nat.Hom. Although this passage is 
clearly attacking monism, it is far from a ringing endorsement of the four elements pertaining 
to medicine in that it speaks in a rather dismissive manner about air, fire, water and earth. 
Moreover, the author could be interpreted as claiming that any discussion of these 'unseen' 
(\l~ ¢CXVEpOV) elements in the body went beyond medical inquiry because medicine restricts 
itself to the observable humours of the body. Such an interpretation finds traction in this work 
because the author explicitly concludes that the <!>U0I5 of man was blood, phlegm, yellow bile 
and black bile without any mention of any of the four elements. I 13 As is evident from the rest 
of Nat.Hom., the author is, at best, ambivalent toward the elements' role in medicine. 
III HNII, M. 11.8-14 = K. 15.16.16-17.6. 
112 Nat.Hom., L. 6.34.8-10. 
113 Nat.llom., L. 6.40.15-46.8. 
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Galen's exegesis puts a positive spin on this statement made by 'Hippocrates'. This 
was an important passage because the first lemma was often perceived as being where the 
author expresses the theme (ETTCXYYE"icx) of a treatise. 114 First, Galen introduces doubt as to 
the meaning of the text. He claims, 'As far as this passage is concerned, it does not seem 
possible to clearly know what the sentiment of the author (T~V TOU auyypcx<j)EWS' YVu.)\JllV) 
is.' lIS Here, he turns to the exegetical principle of the YVu.)\.lll of the author to suggest some 
ambiguity in regard to what the author means by fire, air, water and earth going 'beyond what 
pertains to medicine'. Galen's exegesis creates a false dilemma in that he simplifies the 
author's argument to a choice between the theory of 'the four' elements versus monistic 
elemental theories. Thus, he points out 'Hippocrates' is not arguing against all these elements 
being the nature of man; rather, he is arguing against only one of these elements making man. 
He explains in this passage that the author is claiming that, unlike the theory of the four 
elements, an elemental monistic theory is not medical for it cannot account for the medical 
topics of pain and generation. I 16 In this way, Galen conveniently overlooks the fact that the 
author never explicitly says that pain is due to the elements. In fact, the author explicitly 
associates pain only with changes in the humours (Nat.Hom., Chap. 4). Another subtle way in 
which Galen conveys his own argument is through the terms that 'Hippocrates' speaks in 
Galen's exegetical remarks. Although the author only lists fire, water, air and earth, Galen's 
exegesis of this lemma and others has Hippocrates speaking in terms of 'the four' (TO: 
ThTCXpCX) elements." 7 In this way, Galen leaves no room for doubt as to the aim of 
Hippocrates' arguments. 
One of the strengths of a running commentary is that it allows its user to interrupt the 
flow of the text in order to contextualize the author's argument. In many ways, the author's 
arguments are susceptible to the same types of spin that modern reporters-commentators 
place on the sound bites of speeches. In the 19th lemma of HNH (corresponding to L. 6.38.19-
40.2), the author of Nat.Hom. finally posits what he claimed he would prove, that is, what is 
the nature of man by name and nature: 'The body of man has in itself blood and phlegm, and 
both yellow and black bile, and these are the nature of the body and on account of these things 
it suffers pain and remains healthy'. When faced with such a definitive statement, which 
clearly corresponds to the expressed aim of the text, Galen claims that this statement marks a 
transition in the author's arguments. According to Galen, the author has 'completed his 
114 Hipp. Viet., M. 89-90 = K. 15.174-177. 
IIS"OOOV errl Tfj PIlOEI TCXUT"O. yvw~cxl ocx¢wS' nlV TOll ouyypcx¢ewS' YVc.lIlT]V 011 rravu TI cS6~EI cSUVCXTOV 
EIVCXI. HNH, M. 11.15-16 = K. 15.17.7-8. 
116 HNH, M. 13.9-14 = K. 15.20.15-21.4. 
117 HNH, M. 12.2,18.24,18.28-29,18.30,28.17,29.11,32.1-2 = K. 15.18.6,31.13,32.3,32.4,32.8,51.10, 
52.17,58.5. 
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account of the common elements' and is now arguing for the four humours (XUI-lOi).118 He 
then proceeds to summarize what the author will say about the four humours in the upcoming 
passages. 119 Galen's narration of the author's argument restricts the aim of the prior 
discussion to a demonstration of the four elements. In actuality, the author is simply providing 
evidence that the body must be composed of more than one thing in support of his overall 
argument that the body is made of four humours. In this way, the author's overall argument is 
lost or, to put it in more volitional terms, hijacked by Galen's argument, and the reader is left 
with a text that argues the nature of man is composed of two different kinds of things, 
elements and humours. In this way, Galen's exegesis of the preceding passages of Nat.Hom., 
particularly Chapter 3 which deals with generation, becomes extremely important to 
conveying his perception of the author's arguments. 
The third chapter argues that monism is untenable when one takes into account 
generation. Previously, the author noted that generation cannot occur if hot (TO 8EpI-lOV) and 
cold (TO ~UXpOV) or dry (TO ~TJPOV) and wet (TO uypOv) are not proportionate to one another 
(ou I-lETpic.u5 rrp05 OAAllAo:).I2O This serves to illustrate that more than one thing must be 
involved in generation. The author concludes, 'Therefore, since the nature of all other things 
and of man is such as this, necessity says that there is not one thing in respect to man, rather 
each of the components for genesis have in the body the sort of faculty it contributed.' 121 
While his reference to hot, cold, wet and dry marks that the author is aware of four different 
faculties, he is clearly not making an inquiry into what are the primary constituents of the 
body. This passage ultimately contributes to the author's later arguments that the four 
humours have these faculties (8uveXI-lEI5) and that these faculties distinguish the humours from 
one another, in tum revealing their presence in the body. 122 
The previously quoted statement is the 14th lemma of HNH. 123 In his exegesis of this 
lemma, Galen attempts to explain how the author is clearly arguing for the four elements 
despite never using the term OTOIXEIO: or earth, fire, water and air. Galen claims that when the 
author uses the terms TO 8EPl-lOV, TO ~UXPOV, TO ~TJPOV and TO uypov, he is clearly talking 
about the elements (TC) OTOIXEICX). To support this claim, he points out that the four elements 
118 To OE ow~a TOU eXv6pwrrou EXEl ev EWUTC~ a'i~a Kat 4>AEy~a Kat XOA~V l;av6~v TE Kat ~EAalvav, Kat 
TaUT' EOTtV ~ 4>U0l5 TOU ow~aToS' Kat 010: TaUT' eXAYEEI Kal uYlaivEI. HNH, M. 32.10-12 = K. 15.59.1-4. 
119 IuvnAeoas TOV TrEPI T~V KOI~V OTOIXS1CAlV Myov ... EV Til rrpOKEl~EVn P~OEI ~ETE~ll ~OUAO~EVOS' el; 
a~aTOS' Kat 4>AEy~aTo5 Kal XOA~S' OIT~S' .... HNH, M. 32.14-16 = K. 15.59.5-8. 
120 Nat.Hom., L. 6.38.2-5. 
121 'AvcXYKll Toivuv, ~S' 4>UOlOS' TOlaUTllS' urrapXOU01l5 Kat TWV cXAAWV O:TTcXVTWV Kat ~S' TOU 
eXV6pwTTOU, ~~ EV EIval TOV cXv6pwrrov, eXAA' EKaoTov TWV l;u~~aAAo~EvWV EIS' ~v YEVEOlV EXElV TIVO: 
ouva~lv EV T~ oc..)~aTl, o'lllvrrep I;UVE~cXAAETO. HNH, M. 28.3-7 = K. 15.50.11-15 (corresponding to L. 
6.38.7-10). 
122 Nat.Hom., L. 6.40-44.2. 
123 HNH, M. 28.3-7 = K. 15.50.11-15. 
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(fire, earth, air and water) embody the supreme qualities (cXKPOt TTOlOTT}TES") of hot, cold, dry 
and wet, which is to say each element possesses the hottest, or coldest, or driest, or wettest 
quality in respect to each other and all other substances. Therefore, when the author uses the 
terms TO 8EPIlOV, TO ~uXPOV, TO ST}POV and TO uypov, he is speaking of the 'simple and 
unmixed qualities' (aTTAot KOt a\JIKTol TTOIOTT}TES') which each element represents better 
than any other matter of the body. Galen then claims that 'the intermediary bodies' (TCi 
\JETOSU OWIlOTo)-i.e. things formed by the elements, such as humours and tendons-cannot 
be 'legitimately termed' (KupiUJS' OVO\JaSEIV) TO 8EP\JOV, TO ~uXPOV, TO ST}POV and TO 
uypov because they are mixed and, therefore, do not embody the aKpOt TTOIOTT}TES". Galen 
concludes, 'Therefore, it is necessary here to understand that he [Hippocrates] is not speaking 
about the observable things of the human body being hot, cold, dry and wet, but the four 
elements.' 124 In this way, he restricts the author to speaking only in terms of extreme qualities 
rather than merely referring to what may be more or less hot, cold, dry or wet in relation to 
other things. Considering that the theories of generation in the Hippocratic Corpus generally 
speak of the seed coming from all the body and the humours and because he is clearly 
speaking of generation by copulation, what the author means by hot, cold, dry and wet is not 
self-evident. Although the author seems to be talking in terms of faculties when he speaks 
about hot, cold, wet and dry, Galen's exegesis gives them a physicality that is not explicitly in 
the text by identifying them as primary substances. 
Nevertheless, Galen's explanation is well within his principles of exegesis as he is 
trying to illustrate the yvw\JT} of Hippocrates by demonstrating what was implied in these 
passages. Ultimately, Galen's exegesis maps the author's arguments onto a contemporary 
theory of the four elements. Be that as it may, one must bear in mind that not everyone 
interpreted the text's references to hot (TO 8EP\JOV), cold (TO ~UXpOV), dry (TO ST}POV) and 
wet (TO uypov) as indicating the four elements. Hence, Galen suggests that these other 
exegetes have failed to recognize the elemental theory in Nat.Hom. because of their lack of 
erudition. He declares that 'certain men insensitive to Greek lexis' (TivES' cXvoio8T}TOI 
AeSEUJS' 'EAAT}vl K~S') have failed to recognize that when Hippocrates' speaks in terms of hot, 
cold, wet and dry, he is pointing to the 'common elements of generation' (T~S' YEveoEUJS' 
KOIVO: OTOIXEIO), i.e. the four elements. 125 Ultimately, many of Galen's arguments for the 
four elements rely heavily on his perception of the yvw\JT} of Hippocrates. 
124 xpn TOIVUV Iln TO ~AETT6IlEVCX KCXTO TO OWIlCX TcXv6pWTTOU 6epllo KCXtljJUXPo KCXt ~Tjpo KCXt uypo AEyelv 
CXUTOV o',eo6cxl vuv, cXAAO TO TETTCXpCX OTOIXEICX. HNH, M. 29.9-11 = K. 15.52.11-14. 
125 f{Nf{, M. 31.18-27 = K. 15.81.16-82.8. 
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5.4 Authenticity and the characterization of the authors 
As has been noted already, commentators and their audiences often thought more in 
terms of 'the author' than the 'text' in their exegeses. 126 In addition to being author-centred, 
ancient scientific commentaries were rather ahistorical in that the exegete often approached 
the source text's author very much like a contemporary. Thus, a commentator's perception of 
an author's intellectual and moral character is often conveyed in his appraisal, narration and 
exegesis of the text. What makes Hipp.vict. and HNH interesting is how Galen's posture 
toward the author(s) contributes to his arguments for authenticity. 
Galen's appraisal of the truthfulness or clarity of individual lemmata was one of the 
ways in which he revealed the author(s) of each part. In Book 1, his exegetical principle is 
essentially that the author, Hippocrates, is always right. 127 If he flags some sort of problem 
with the text, it is not caused by the author being incorrect in his arguments; rather, it is an 
issue only because either previous commentators failed to understand the yvwlJT] or AE~15 of 
Hippocrates or because a transcriber may have introduced an error. 128 However, in Book 2, 
Galen almost never agrees with the author(s).129 He continually points out how the author has 
stated something manifestly untrue and/or at odds with Hippocratic thought. He describes 
passages as unclear (a6T]Acx), confused (OUYKEXUIJEVCX), disjointed (ci61 ap8pc..Hcx) or 
containing an improper (ou KUPIUJ5) use of terminologyYo In Book 3, he is not as quick or 
as committed to defending the author as he is in Book 1. He appears almost condescending in 
that he makes minor corrections or adds what he feels was left out in order to make the 
author's account more accurate. 131 Nevertheless, in contrast to Book 2, he mostly agrees with 
the author and does not use his disagreements with the text as opportunities to display his 
hostility toward the author, all of which relate his perception of incongruence in the received 
text. His assessment and corrections of the text are based on paradigmatic characterizations of 
the authors, which revolve around notions of the master, disciple and the impostor/false 
disciple. The master, Hippocrates, is impeccable; the close disciple, Polybus, is almost 
without fault; and the impostors, those who do not properly understand Hippocrates' art, can 
126 Mansfeld 1994,30,122, 179-180. 
127 Galen is not alone in this exegetical principle. As Barnes notes, in regard to Aspasius as a commentator of 
Aristotle, the interpreter is 'logically obliged to embrace a principle of charity and ascribe as much truth as he 
can to the text which he is commentjng on', which is evident when 'Aspasius runs un summoned to the master's 
aid, and defends him against any possible attack'. Barnes 1999,30. cf. Sluiter 1995. 
128 HNH, M. 25-26,31,40,41 = K. 15.46-47,57,75,77-78. 
129 Galen's exegeses to 19 of the 22 lemmata preserved in Mewaldt's text find the author in error. While nothing 
is wrong with a commentator finding a text full of errors, as will be seen, he holds the author of the second part 
to much stricter standards than he does in Hipp. Vict. and Book 1 of HNH. 
130 HNH, M. (cicSTjACX) 83.21 = K. 15.164.1, (OVYKEXU~·lIivcx) 66.23 = K. 15.128.12, (acSl(:Xp6pc. • .ncx) 66.23 = K. 
15.128.12, (ou KUpIWS) 59.13 = K. 15.113.3. 
131 Hipp. Viet., M. 94-96,105 = K. 15.186-190,207. 
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be detected by their gross errors. Thus, Galen declares in the prefatory remarks to Book 3 of 
his commentary: 
Just as On the Nature of Man is altogether blameless and the texts that 
have been interpolated between the two works [i.e. Nat.Hom. and 
Salubr.] are completely contemptible, thus On Healthy Regimen is for 
the most part blameless since it always clings to the elementary 
teachings of Hippocrates. J 32 
As was demonstrated in the previous section, III Book 1 of HNH Galen, tries to 
account for why the author does not use exact terminology by demonstrating what 
'Hippocrates' actually meant to say. In Hipp. Vict., he often extends a similar courtesy to the 
'Polybus'. Under the seventh lemma (corresponding to L. 6.74.19-76.1), J33 Galen notes how 
the author mentions the temperaments of only two periods in life (~AIKiol), corresponding to 
vEol and TTpEO~UTEPOI, when relating the appropriate regimens for such people. Galen's 
theoretical position was that there were four general temperaments for the four periods of life, 
corresponding to TC:X TTOIOio, 01 cXKllcXl;oVTE5, 01 TTOPOK\.lcXl;oVTE5 and 01 yEpovTE5. 
However, rather than criticize the author of Hipp. Vict. for failing to recognize this important 
'scientific fact', Galen only says that the author left out (EAAITTEIV) the logical divisions of the 
periods of life. Galen's 'exegesis' of the passage then moves into an explanation of how the 
four periods of life have four different temperaments. Having done this, he then tries to relate 
how the author's advice loosely takes into consideration the four temperaments of life. Galen 
remarks that the author was suspicious (UTTOTTTEUEIV) of his own account, and he suggests that 
the author's qualifying remarks reveal him to be vaguely aware of the additional changes in 
temperaments with the other two periods of life. 
In the second book of HNH, Galen scrutinizes the author(s)'s account looking for 
errors. For example, in the sixth lemma of Book 2 (corresponding to L. 6.64.3-7), the author 
speaks about the two periods oflife of man, namely, that man is hotter at the beginning of life 
and colder at the end, which loosely corresponds with what was stated in Salubr. 134 While the 
author of the text correctly, in respect to Galen's theoretical position, recognizes the body of 
man is hottest at the beginning of life and coldest at the end, Galen raises the bar for this 
author by criticizing him for not properly qualifying his remarks. He points out that the author 
132 WOTTEP cSs OIlEIlTTTOV IlEV eOTI TTavTO TO nEpl <pUOEWS O:V8PWTTOU, IJEIJTTTO cSs TTavTO Tel 
TTCXPEYYSYCXIJIlEVCX IJETCX~U TWV cSUO ~I~AIWV, OUTC,,) TO nEpl cSlCXITTlS UYIEIV~S EV TOtS TTAEIOTOIS IJEV 
OIJEIJTOV eOTIV, eXOIlEVOV aSI ~S 'lrrTTOKPcXTOUS OTOIXEIWOEWS .... Hipp,Vict., M. 89.9-13 = K. 15.175.3-9. 
His use of the phrase ~S 'ITTTToKpaTous OTOIXEIWOEWS may also serve as a subtle reminder of the theory of 
four elements. 
133 lJipp'vict., M. 94.16-96.24 = K. 15.185.17-190.3. 
134 HNH, M. 79.3-13 = K. 15.154.7-155.3. 
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did not say that the growing body is hottest only in respect to its 'innate' (E!..I¢UTOV) heat. 
Quoting Aph. 1.14.1, Galen supports his claim by pointing out that Hippocrates clearly 
recognized this distinction. Instead of using E\J¢UTOV, the author claims that the growing body 
is hot as a result of its life-force (~iTl). Considering how Galen attempts to account for inexact 
terminology in the other two books of commentary, it would have been possible for Galen to 
rectify this problem in the text by suggesting that the author meant E\J¢UTOV when he used 
~iTl. Instead, Galen uses this 'error' as a stepping stone to point out how the author has 
misunderstood or misheard (TTapaK~KoEv) the most important principle which Hippocrates 
himself taught. Thus, in Book 2 of HNH, Galen is far less inclined to use the YVc.:l\JTl of the 
author to rectify lexical problems. 
Galen's characterizations of the author(s) also support his argument for authenticity. 
In Book 1, he confirms that the author's statements are logicall y sound and reflect the logos of 
Hippocrates by noting how, in these passages, 'Hippocrates always follows the observable 
evidence,.135 Elsewhere, he notes how the author used 'not only the strongest but also the 
shortest argument' (ou \Jovov ICJXupoTCXT~ XPTlCJcX\JEV05' aAAO: Kat ~paXUTcXT~ AOy~) to 
refute monism. 136 In this way, Galen reminds the audience of what he has already expressed 
in the preface to Book 1 of HNH and elsewhere, that is, Hippocrates' writings contain 
'noteworthy matters' (aS10Aoya) that are 'well-expressed and concise' (010: ~paXE(,o,)v 
KexAW5' EIPTl\JEvex).137 If Galen does note that the author seemingly has departed from being 
concise, he is quick to explain why this was necessary. For example, the author appears to 
repeat himself when he states that 'all things both come into being in a similar way, and 
perish in a similar way' (corresponding to L. 6.38.14-15).138 Galen explains that this 
somewhat repetitive statement was necessary since Hippocrates foresaw that there would be 
men who would later misinterpret what he meant by TO 8EP\JOV, TO ~UXPOV, TO STlPOV and 
TO UypOV.139 Hence, he projects the author as being careful in his explanation rather than 
thoughtlessly repetitious. 
His characterization of the author(s) in Book 2 is far less flattering. In the last section 
of the second part of the text (corresponding to L. 6.66.5-68.16), Galen depicts the author as 
merely 'paraphrasing' (\JETa¢pcX~EIV / TTapa¢pcX~EIV) passages from the Aphorisms (Aph. 
135' 0 ~EV oov 'I TTTTOKPclTT]S' aEt TOtS' EVCXPYWS- ¢CX\ VO~EVOIS aKoAou6Et' OICX ToilTO KCXI VUV E¢l1 .... HNH. M. 
24.19-20 = 15.43.15-44.1. 
136 HNH. M. 21.9-10 = K. 15.36.13-14. 
137 HNH, M. 8.14-18 = K. 15.11.7-11. cf. Sluiter 1995, 519-534. 
138 cf. Nat.Hom., L. 6.38.7-10 
13911NlI, M. 31.18-27 = K. 15.57.3-15. 
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4.76, 77), which is a reasonable assessment given the strong similarities between them. 140 He 
also points out how the author has erred when he claims that quotidian fever lasts less time 
than a tertian, which, according to Galen, is not consistent with what Hippocrates expressed in 
the Epidemics and the Aphorisms. Furthermore, he notes how the author used the terms 
auvoxov and OUP~l-IexTex, which he claims do not occur anywhere else in the Hippocratic 
Corpus nor in any other writers of the period. 141 Therefore, he concludes that 'these are the 
terms of more recent physicians who were ignorant of the ancient AE~15.' 142 All of these are 
entirely reasonable issues to raise with the text. Even so, these problems do not reveal the 
intellectual and moral character of the author. Nevertheless, Galen ridicules the author as 
being one of the fortune-telling (rrpo<t>T}TEuaexvTE5) quack doctors in Alexandria. He then 
suggests that the author could be a sophist (ao<t>laT~5) or a knave (rrexvouPY05), 'as seems 
likely, since he appended this lie so that he might inflict blame on the ancient author. .143 
Thus, Galen's exegesis devolves into an ad hominem attack on the author. And, the audience 
is left with a distinct impression that the author is an enemy of Hippocrates rather than a 
disciple like Polybus. These last exegetical remarks provide a suitable conclusion for his 
arguments for authenticity since here is where he makes his strongest argument against 
Sabinus' and the other exegetes' claims that Nat.Hom. was written by Polybus. 
Galen's perception of the value of these three parts may be reflected In his 
lemmatization. In Book 2, Galen generally speeds the audience through the source text by 
using large portions of it for his lemmata. In Books I and 3, he uses almost twice as many 
lemmata to cover an equal amount of text. 144 Nevertheless, in Book 2, his exegetical remarks 
are in many places quite protracted. These points are where his exegesis becomes more like a 
diatribe against the author than an attempt to explain the meaning of the text. 
This is especially evident in his exegesis of the anatomical descriptions of the vessels 
in Book 2. Galen divides the author's account (corresponding to L. 6.58.1-60.14) into two 
lemmata (the sixth and seventh lemmata in Mewaldt's text): 145 
140 I!NI!, M. 84.3-14 = K. 15.164.15-165.11. 
141 A rLG search seems to confirm Galen's claims on this matter, at least, in regard to the works ascribed to 
Hipp~crat,es. ~ " " " ~" , l' 1 '1= ' , 
142 ••• 0AAo TOUTO OVO~OTO VEc.:lTEpC.W EOTlV Icnpcuv, 0001 TllV lTOI\CXICXV I\E,:>IV llYVOlloOV. HNH, M. 88.10-
11 = K. 15.172.18-173.1. 
143 0 TCXUTO ypcX~os ~ TOIOUTOS ~v oO<pIOTi}s ~ lTovouPYos av9pculTos, ws EOIKEV, lTCXPEYYPcX~CXS TO 
"'Eu6os EVEKCX TOU lTpOOTpi",cx09cxl ",oyov T~ lTOACXI~. HNH, M. 88.5-7= K. 15.172.12-14. 
144 ifNI!. Book 1 = 2.2 (lemmata for every page of L.); IfNH. Book 2 = 1.3; and Ifipp. Viet. = 2.4. This feature 
cannot be simply attributed to Galen trying to preserve the anatomical account in the text because long lemmata 
that are non-anatomical in nature also contribute to this disparity. 
145 ifNI!, M. 67.14-68.15, 75.8-11 = K. 15.130.4-132.6, 146.4-7. 
II. 6 (corresponding to L. 6.58.1-60.11) AI TTCXXUTCXTCXI TWV q>AE~WV 
WOE TTEq>UKCXOl' TEOOCXpCX i;EUYEcX 'EOTI V 'EV T~ Oc...lIJCXTl, KCX t 'EV IJEV O~ 
CXtJTEWV OTTO T1l5 KEq>CXA1l5 OTTIOSEV OleX TOU CXUXEV05 E~W TTapeX T~V 
pcXXIV Ev8EV TE Kat EVSEV EI5 TeX 10XICX Oq>IKVEETCXI KCXt EI5 TeX 
oKEAEa, ETTEITa OleX TWV KVTWEWV EW5 TWV oq>upwv TeX E~W KCXt EI5 
TOU5 TTOOCX5 OI~KEI' OEt o0v TeX5 q>AE~OTOIJICX5 TeX5 OTTO TWV 
oAyrWcXTCJJV TWV EV T~ Vc...lTc,;l KCXt TOt5 lOXIOl5 OTTO TWV IYVUWV 
TTOIEEOSCXI Kat OTTO TWV Oq>UpWV E~WSEV. ai OE ETEPCXI q>AE~E5 
EXOUOCX I T~V OPX~V OTTO TR5 KEq>CXA1l5 TTCXPeX TeX OUCXTa 01 eX TOU 
CXUXEV05, CXI Oq>CXYI TIOE5 KaAEOIJEVCXI, Eow8EV OTTO TR5 KOIATJ5 
TTCXpeX T~V pcXXIV 'EKaTEpw8ev q>EPOUOI TTCXPeX TeX5 ~OCX5 Kat E5 TOU5 
0PXla5 KCXt E5 TOU5 IJTJPOU5 Kat OleX TWV IYVUWV 'eK TOU EOWSEV 
IJEPE05, ETTEITa OleX TWV KVTJIJEWV 'ETTt TeX Oq>UpeX TeX EOWSEV KCXt EI5 
TOU5 TTOOCX5' OEI o0v TeX5 q>AE~OTOIJICX5 TTOIEEoSal TTP05 TeX5 
OOUVCX5 TeX5 OTTO TWV ~OWV Kat TWV 0PXEWV OTTO TWV IYVUWV KCXt 
OTTO TWV Oq>UpWV Eow8EV. cxi OE TPITCXI q>AE~E5 EK TWV KpOTcXq>WV 
OleX TOU CXUXEV05 VTTO TeX5 WIJOTTAcXTa5, ETTEITCX OUIJq>EPOVTCXI 'ETTt 
TOV TTVEUIJOVCX KCXt Oq>IKVEOVTCXI ~ IJEV 'EK TWV OE~IWV EI5 TeX 
OPIOTEPcX, ~ OE 'EK TWV OPIOTEPWV EI5 TeX OE~lcX, Kat ~ IJEV OE~I~ 
Oq>1 KVEETCX I 'EK TOU TTVEUIJOV05 VTTO TOV IJcxi;ov KCX t 'E5 TOV OTT ARva 
KCXt 'E5 TOV VEq>pOV, ~ OE OTTO TWV OPIOTEPWV EI5 TeX OE~leX OleX TOU 
TTVEUIJOV05 VTTO TOV lJai;ov KCXt E5 TO ~TTap KCXt E5 TOV VEq>pOV, 
TEAEUTWOI OE 'E5 TOV 0PXOV aUTCXI OIJq>OTEPCXI. cxi OE TETCXPTCXI OTTO 
TOU EIJTTPOOSEV TR5 KEq>CXAR5 KCXt TWV Oq>8CXAIJWV VTTO TOV cxuXEva 
KCXt VTTO TeX5 KATJIOCX5, ETTElTa OE OTTO TWV ~PCXXIOVWV QVWSEV EI5 
Ta5 OUYKCXIJTTcX5, ETTEITCX OleX TWV TT~XEWV EI5 TOU5 KapTTOU5 Kat 
TOU5 OCXKTUAOU5, ETTEITCX OE OTTO TWV OCXKTUAWV TTcXAIV OleX TWV 
XEIPWV KCXt TWV TT~XEWV QVW E5 TeX5 OUYKaIJTTeX5 Kat OleX TWV 
~pCXXIOVWV TOU KcXTW8EV IJEPE05 EI5 TeX5 lJaOXcXAa5 KCXt OTTO TWV 
TTAEUpWV QVW8EV ~ IJEV Et5 TOV OTTARvcx Oq>IKVEETCXI, ~ OE Et5 TO 
~TTCXP, ETTEITCX VTTEP TR5 YCXOTP05 E5 TO aloolov TEAEUTWOIV 
OIJq>OTEPCXI. KCXt cxi I-IEV TTCXXelal TWV q>AE~WV WOE EXOUOIV' EtOt OE 
KCXt OTTO TR5 KOIAICX5 q>AE~E5 ova TO OWI-ICX TTcX1-1 TTOAACXI TE KCXt 
TTavToIcxl, 01' WV T~ Oc...lIJCXTI TpOq>at EPXOVTal. 
[Galen's commentary] 
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II. 7 (corresponding to L. 6.60.11-14) <l>epouOI OE Kal alTO TWV 
lTaXEWV ¢AE~WV EI5 T~V KOIAI1")V Kal EI5 TO aAAo OWj.la Kal alTO 
TWV 'e~WTCXTW Kal alTO TWV E'iow, Kal EIS" aAA~AaS" OlooaOlV a', TE 
E'\ow8EV E~W Kal al E~w8EV E'iow. 
[Galen's commentary] 
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As can be seen, he uses a rather large portion of the text for his sixth lemma and a much 
shorter passage for the seventh. Considering that he has preserved almost the whole 
anatomical account in the sixth lemma, this segmentation is somewhat odd since the seventh 
lemma neither offers anything substantially different from the material in the first nor does it 
mark a clear transition in the author's account. Under the sixth lemma, Galen has written an 
extensive commentary which both demonstrates the anatomical inaccuracies expressed in the 
lemma and lampoons the author for writing such a fictional account. Galen declares that much 
of this fanciful anatomical description was like the hallucinations of drunken men (EVUlTVI OIS" 
j.lE8uOVTWV EOIKE), and that it is so inaccurate that it even leaves out what blind men (01 
Tu¢Aol) can discern with their fingers. 146 
Under the seventh lemma, the focus of Galen's exegesis moves from the subject 
matter of the text to the overall question of authorship. His exegesis begins with an ad 
hominem attack on the author. Echoing the mythological tradition which describes how 
Prometheus created man from clay,'47 he ridicules the author by calling him 'the new 
Prometheus' (0 VEOS" np0j.lTJ8EU5), indicating that the author has totally fabricated a new 
anatomy for man. He then characterizes the author as one who 'in his greediness, he has 
disgraced himself by adding that the vessels from the belly carry nourishment to the body'. 148 
Galen goes on to argue that, just as the author of this anatomical account says nothing true, 
Hippocrates 'says nothing untrue at all in the second book of the Epidemics', and therefore, 
Hippocrates could not have written such a fallacious account. 149 He points out that the 
exegetes of Hippocrates, those who call themselves Hippocratics (1lTTTOKpchEI01) yet do not 
know anything about anatomy, failed to recognize this fact. Therefore, these men ascribe 
Epidemics II and this anatomical account to the same author. Galen then broadens his 
146 HNH, M. 67.14-68.15, 75.8-11 = K. 15.130.4-132.6,146.4-7. cf. Jouanna 2000, 281-283. 
147 Ar.,Av., 686; Paus. 10.4.4; HOT., Corm., 1.16.13-16; OCD 1999, 1254. 
148"HpKEI I-IEV T~ ve~ npO~l19ii TO: TSOOCXpO l;euyT] TWV ¢Ae~Wvt ou I-I~V ~pKEo811 ye oliTos t ciAA' UTr' 
eXTrAl1aTiaS nO)(l1~6V110& Trpoa8als aUTO!S TeXS &IC Tils lColAias eXvatepoooas -nlV TPo¢~V &is TO a~~a. 
HNH, M. 75.12-14 = K. 15.146.9-12. 
149 Ko8cXTTep 6' ouv ETTI Tils vuv eiPlll-IEVllS ciVOTOI-I~S ou6Ev oAws OUO' ciXPI Pr11-10TOS Evas ciA1l8es elmv 6 
TTAcXOTT')S allTWVt OUTOOS ETrI Tiis lCaTeX TO 6eunpov T61V 'E1rI6n~I~v ou6ev oAoos o'ITrTrOlCpcXT1lS 
&'i'EuoaTO. HNH, M. 75.18-21 = K. 15.147.1-5. 
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exegetical horizon by returning to his argument that the first part and the second part of the 
received text are obviously incongruent. He claims that for an author who is writing a treatise 
(auYYPo\J\Jo) on the elements to add an anatomical account of the vessels is unacceptable 
and illogical. His rationale is that a aUYYPo\J\Jo is a refined piece of writing which has a 
clear theme. He argues that abrupt changes in subject matter in the second part of Nat.Hom. 
have the stylistic features of 'outlines' (UTTOTUTTWOEI5) rather than treatises. 15o Thus, the 
seventh lemma functions as a kind of coat hook that allows Galen to hang his argument for 
authenticity. He points out how exegetes have failed to recognize the obvious incongruence in 
the received text, and therefore, they reveal themselves to be clearly ignorant of the 
intellectual character of Hippocrates. What also makes this lemmatization interesting is the 
way in which Galen seems to justify it. Galen sarcastically describes the seventh lemma as the 
author's 'finishing stroke' (KOAO<PWV) to his description of the four blood vessels. 151 Thus, he 
suggests a recognized transition or progression in the author's anatomical account. In 
actuality, Galen is simply projecting his own change in subject onto the author given that 
Galen is the one using this lemma to write a suitable KOAO<pWV to his exegesis of this 
anatomical account. 
VI. Conclusion 
While it is difficult to know if Galen's audience perceived his arguments to be 
compelling, his commentary certainly had far-reaching effects on the perception of Nat.Hom. 
Centuries after Galen, when the medical commentary had reached its zenith as a genre of 
medical education in the Renaissance, a physician named Eustathius Quercetanus wrote a 
commentary to Nat.Horn. for the explicit purpose of providing an example of medical theory 
for his students. Quercetanus' understanding of Nat.Hom. was clearly influenced by HNH. 
His commentary covers only what Galen claims to be the actual contents of Nat.Hom., i.e. the 
first part of the received text. 152 Furthermore, Quercetanus claimed that by writing a 
commentary to Nat.Hom., he was, in effect, teaching the Hippocratic method. Quercetanus 
undoubtedly intended to write his own exegesis of Nat.Hom., and his lemmatization certainly 
bears this out; nevertheless, the issues he raises and the explanations he gives reflect much of 
what Galen has to say in Book 1 of HNH. In this way, HNH clearly had an effect on the way 
in which Nat.Hom. was studied in medical education. Aside from the practice of medicine, 
150 cf. HippYict., M. 89.3-14 = K. 15.174.5-175.9. 
151 lINlI, M. 75.14--16 = K. 15.146.12-14. 
152 Quercetanus, E. 1549. I would like to thank Dr. Rutten for bringing this text to my attention. 
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this commentary seems to have had far-reaching effects on the scholarly perception of 
Nat.Hom. As ]ouanna points out, following Galen's lead, the editors of Hippocrates from the 
16th to the 19th century separated the text into two treatises: Salubr. and Nat.Hom. IS3 
However, Galen's argument that the second part of Nat.Hom. had a different author from the 
first was not so persuasive as to influence these later editors-commentators to divide the text 
accordingly. Be that as it may, the persuasive force of Galen's argument through his skilful 
use of the formal features of this genre clearly contributed to this extensive Nachleben. 
153 Jouanna 2000. 283. 
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Promoting the Study of Medicine: 
The lTPOTPSTTTIKOs AOY05 and Exhortatio ad medicinam 
I. Introduction 
Galen's Exhortatio ad medicinam (Protr.) is the most oratorical text in the Galenic 
Corpus. I As will be seen, it is replete with the style and argumentation one would expect to 
find in public orations of the 2nd century AD. While the Greek title of Protr. is not without its 
problems, the phrase TTPOTPETTTIKOS- ETT' iO:TPIK~V was, at least, part of the original title, and 
therefore, it is explicitly identified as an exhortation to medicine. 2 In what survives of this 
rhetorical artefact, Galen is ostensibly trying to persuade the audience to take up the study of 
the arts, particularly medicine. The existence of a second part to this text is revealed in the 
following transitional statement at the end of Protr.: 
Therefore, unless his soul is absolutely bestial, a young man should 
take up and practice one of these arts (TEXVWV), and the very best 
among them, as we claim, is medicine; this point shall be shown next. 3 
This transitional statement suggests that there was a second part to Protr., which argued for 
the superiority of medicine in comparison to the other TEXVO: 1. 4 What effect this second part, 
if it had been preserved, would have had on our assessment of the text as a whole we cannot 
say. However, what we do possess of the text is both sufficient and worthy of analysis 
because it contains a self-standing, polished argument that is representative of the kinds of 
rhetorical strategies Galen deemed to be TTpOTPETTTIKOS-. With this in mind, unless specified 
otherwise, when I discuss the content and purpose of Protr., I am naturally speaking about the 
extant portion of the text. 
1 The Greek text used for Protr. comes from Boudon 2002, 84-117 = K. 1.1-39, which will appear in this 
chapter as B. I have greatly benefited from Boudon's introduction and analysis of Protr. (Boudon 2002, 3--42) as 
well as Singer's translation. Singer I 997a, 35-52. 
2 The question has been raised as to whether the last part of the title should read TTPOTPETTTIKOS' ETT' ;(XTPIK~V or 
TTPOTPETTTIKOS' ETTI TCIS TEXVCXS as it does in some manuscripts. There is a consensus among scholars that the 
last part of the title of this work should read ETT' ;CXTPIK~V because the alternate title, ETTI TclS' TEXVCXS, seems to 
reflect a later interpretation of the extant text's contents. Furthermore, in his remarks about Protr., Jerome (AD 
347--420) identifies it as an exhortatio medicinae. Adv. /ovinian., 2.11 (PL 23 col. 300 B). Thus, it is safe to 
assume that at least part of the title of Protr. should read: TTPOTPETTTIK05 ETT' ;CXTpIK~V. Barigazzi 1991.70-73, 
77-79; Boudon 2002, 35--42; Perilli 2004, 81-89. 
3 EK TOUTCAlV OUV TIVCX TWV TEXVWV avcxAcx~~civEIV TE KCXI aOKflV XP,~ TOV VEOV, C>TCJ:l ~~ TTCXVTcXTTCXOlV ~ 
~X~ ~OOKT]~CXTW8T]S EOTi, KCXI J.lCxAAOV yE ~V apiOTTlV EV TCXUTCXIS', ~TI5. c..l5 ~J.ltI5 CPCX~EV. EOTIV ;CXTPIK~' 
TOuTO 8' CXtlTO 8EIKTEOV EcpE~iis. Protr., B. 117.14-18 = K. 1.39.6-10. 
4 Boudon 2002, 6-7,146, n. 4. 
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Protr. has two main arguments.:; The first demonstrates the value of TEXVCXI (Chap. 2-
8), and the second argues that 'the vocation of athletes' (TO TWV cie"llTWV ETTlT~OEU\JCX) is 
not a TEXVll (Chap. 9-14). Chapter 1 functions as the exordium. In this chapter, Galen points 
out that mankind's capacity for learning TEXVCXI separates him from the animals, and by the 
practice of an art, particularly one of the divine arts (eEICXI TEXVCXI), man shares something in 
common with the gods. Starting with Chapter 2, Galen begins to praise the virtues of learning 
a TEXVll by contrasting it with the other option, namely leaving one's life to chance (TUXll), 
which Galen personifies as the deity Fortune (T uXll). Chapter 2 describes the fatuous 
appearance and capricious character of the deity Fortune. Chapter 3 contrasts this description 
of Fortune with that of Hermes in order to demonstrate that Hermes, whom Galen holds forth 
as the god of TEXVCXI, has a trustworthy appearance and benevolent nature. Chapter 4 reflects 
upon the egregious character and the dreadful fates of the followers of Fortune. These 
followers are contrasted with the noble and illustrious disciples of Hermes in Chapter 5. 
Starting with Chapter 6, Galen criticizes three goods-wealth, noble birth and physical 
beauty-which are not worthy of praise because they are bestowed by chance rather than by 
skill. The first of these, namely wealth, is addressed in Chapter 6. Here, he points out that 
wealthy men who seek possessions often neglect acquiring the one thing that would give them 
self-worth: the practice of an art. In Chapter 7, he discusses why relying on one's noble birth 
is useless unless it spurns him on to improve himself through study. In Chapter 8, he remarks 
on the fleeting benefits of youthful, physical beauty. He points out that it is necessary for 
youths to pursue the arts so that they will have a beautiful soul, which will continue to provide 
them with honour and a good life when their physical beauty fades. At the end of Chapter 8, 
Galen provides a conclusion to the first main argument by using a chreia, which illustrates 
how it is foolish to allow the aforementioned goods of chance to prevent a youth from 
actually caring for himself by the practice of an art. 
Beginning with Chapter 9, Galen takes up the second main argument. He claims that 
although athletics is held in honour by the masses, it is not a TEXVll. In Chapter 10, he begins 
his refutation of the claims made by an unnamed proponent of athletics. In this refutation, he 
systematically undermines the notion that athletics is an art by proving that it does not 
produce natural goods (ciycxea EV Tn <pUOE1 ), which he identifies as those of the soul (~X~), 
the body (ow\Jcx) and the external (EKTOS-) kind. Most of his attack focuses on the goods of the 
body which are commonly attributed to athletics training, namely health (Chap. II), beauty 
(Chap. 12) and strength (Chap. 13). In Chapter 14, he briefly discounts the notion that 
athletics provides bodily pleasure and a good income, claiming that only TEXVCX I lead to 
5 An analytical outline of Protr. can be found in Appendix B. 
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financial security and honour. Having finished his refutation, Galen uses the last part of 
Chapter 14 to provide a suitable peroratio to what he has covered so far. Here, echoing his 
statements in the exordium, he points out the differences between rational (AOYIKCXI) and 
manual (XElpWVCXKTIKCXI) arts and concludes that a young man (veo5') should take up one of 
the rational arts, of which medicine is the best. 
II. Genre 
2.1 Protr. and the TTPOTPETTTlK05' AOy05' in rhetoric and philosophy 
th C d h I I From the 4 century B onwar, t e terms TTPOTPETTTIK05' and TTpoTpoTTll were used 
in rhetorical theory to describe the whole or part of a discourse (i.e. speech or writing) that 
urged the audience to take a line of action by discussing how it was just (OIKCXIOV), 
lawful/customary (VO\JI\JOV), expedient (cru\Jcpepov), good (KCXAOV), pleasant (i]ou) and/or easy 
(p~OIOV) to do what was being advised. 6 Conversely, dissuasive (O:TTOTPETTTIK05') discourse 
was described as using the antitheses of the aforementioned topics to move the audience away 
from taking a particular action. Therefore, in rhetorical theory, a TTPOTPETTTIK05' was 
primarily associated with extolling the virtues of a particular action. In rhetorical handbooks, 
both TTPOTPETTTIK05 and cXTTOTPETTTIK05 AOY05' were associated with, but not delimited to,7 
private and public deliberative rhetoric. By the time Galen was writing, such protreptic and 
dissuasive techniques were commonly associated with declamations. 8 These stylized speeches 
often revolved around hypothetical moral questions, such as 'Should Agamemnon sacrifice 
his daughter lphigenia?', to which the orator was to respond by giving his answer in the 
persona of a historical or mythological character related to the question. While these 
declamations were initially for preparing youths for the law courts, thanks to the epideictic 
orators of 2nd century AD, these speeches became public displays of erudition in which 
'sensational pathetic appeals' and 'inflated style' were commonplace. 9 While such rhetorical 
manners of argumentation were generally denounced for not being 'scientific' by 
6 RA, Fuhrmann 1966, 1.1.1-2.35.8; Aristotle, Rh., 1358b8-13, 1399b.32-1400a.14; Theon, Prog., 116.27-
117.6. 
7 npOTpETTTIKOI AOYO! were also associated with epideictic oratory. For example. in a rhetorical handbook on 
epideictic discourse (c. 3'd --4th century AD) ascribed to Dionysius of Halicamassus, one finds a section entitled 
npOTpETTTIKOS' cieAllTOIS'. The ostensible purpose of this speech is to encourage the contestants before 
participating in an athletic contest. Ps. D.H., Rh., Radermacher 1905,283-292; Russell and Wilson 1981,377-
381. Earlier in this same handbook, the author also advised, in regard to funeral speeches, that the orator should 
transition into a TO TTPOTPETTTlKOV, which exhorts the audience to pursue similar things as the deceased. Ps. 
D.H., Rh .. Radermacher 1905, 280; Slings 1995, 176. 
M The evolving character of Roman and Greek declamations is treated in the following two seminal works: 
Bonner 1949; Russell 1983. 
9 Mendelson 1994,92. 
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philosophically minded individuals such as Galen, the rhetorical techniques of epideictic 
orators were undoubtedly influential on the way in which one approached public oration, 
especially when the speech was designed to urge a general audience toward virtue. 10 
The earliest example of the term TTPOTPETTTIK05" AOY05" being applied to philosophical 
discourse comes from Plato's Euthydemus (282d.4-6). II Here, Socrates describes his dialogue 
with a young man, Cleinias, as his example (TTopaoEIYllo) of a TTPOTPETTTlK05" AOY05" .12 
Socrates' example is an investigative dialogue (278e-282d) that begins with an examination 
of the goods (cXyo8a) which are indicative of a man prospering (EU TTpaTTElv). His examples 
of these goods are health (TO uYloivEIV), wealth (TO TTAOUTEIV), physical beauty (TO KOAOV 
KOTO: TO ac~llo), being well-borne (EUYEVEIO), and power (OUVOIlI5"). Socrates claims that the 
greatest of all these possessions should be identified as good fortune (EUTUXIO). He proceeds 
to show how wisdom (oo<pio) makes a man fortunate because it keeps him from erring in 
whatever endeavour he is involved; hence, wisdom leads to EUTUXio. He then points out that 
the mere possession of goods is not enough to make one happy (EUOOilltuV); rather, one needs 
to know how to use them, and wisdom provides the ability to properly use these goods. This 
investigation ends with Socrates' conclusion that it is necessary to practice philosophy 
(<PI Aoo0<pElv) because it is the only thing that makes a man happy (EUOOilltuV) and successful 
(EUTUX~5"). The result of this speech is Cleinias' declaring that he will pursue philosophy. 
This investigative dialogue is described by Socrates as his particular (IOltuTIK05") example of 
a TTPOTPETTTIK05" AOY05". 
Plato contrasts Socrates' protreptic with Dionysodorus' 'exhortation to virtue' 
(TTOPOKEAEUOTlK05" ETT' cXpET~V) by describing the Sophist's protreptic as a 'marvelous' 
(8oUIlOOT05") speech which was 'worthy to hear' (ci~I05" cXKOUOOI).13 Thus, he points out how 
Socrates' dialectical protreptic is different from the exhortations of the two Sophists 
Euthydemus and Dionysodorus, men who had brashly claimed to be able to teach virtue 
(cXpET~) better and faster than others (273d), because Socrates' method of exhorting logically 
leads Cleinias to pursue wisdom while the Sophists' exhortations are merely clever rhetorical 
10 Arrian, Epict., 3.23. The perceived differences between philosophical and 'Sophistic' rhetoric are treated in 
Kennedy 1999,29-126. As to the relationship between Sophists and physicians during the 5th and 4th century 
Be, see Kennedy 1989. However, as was noted in my introduction, I do not take the position that there was one 
recognizable group in the 2nd century AD who could be called Sophists, and likewise, the term 'Sophistic 
rhetoric' is not a concept which truly delineates the rhetorical practices ofa group. q.v. p. 17. My use of the term 
'Sophists' in this chapter denotes individuals whose epistemological aims are perceived as being eristic rather 
than philosophic, which is a common characterization of 'Sophists' in philosophical writings. 
I I The approaches that modem scholarship has taken to define philosophical protreptics can be found in the 
following: Hartlich 1889; Gaiser 1959; Slings 1981; 1995; Jordan 1986; Stowers 1986; Schenkeveld 1997; van 
der Meeren 2002; Starr 2004; Swancutt 2004. 
12 Slings 1981, 70-71; Swancutt 2004, 133. Galen's awareness of the contents of Euthd. is evident in 
Jlipp.Progn., K. 18b.237.6--238.2. 
13 Plato, Euthd., 282d-283b. 
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arguments which are designed more for public appeal rather than a serIOUS approach to 
philosophy. 14 
From the 4th century Be onward, the term TTPOTPETTTIK05 'AOY05 was used as the title 
or subtitle for a range of texts. 15 One of the most widely known and influential philosophical 
protreptics was Aristotle's n pOTpE TTTI K05. Unfortunately, Aristotle's Protrepticus only 
survives in testimonia and fragmenta. While there has been and continues to be scholarship 
dedicated to reconstructing Aristotle's Protrepticus, primarily on the basis of lamblichus' 
(AD c. 245-325) Protrepticus, the actual contents and structure of Aristotle's Protrepticus 
still remain problematic. 16 With that said, Galen makes no reference to Aristotle's 
Protrepticus in any of his works. 
The importance of Euthd., as well as other similar Platonic dialogues, should not be 
understated, given that much of the subsequent discussion of TTPOTPETTTIKOt 'A0YOI often 
harks back to the Socratic figure, one who persuades his audience both by demonstrating the 
virtues of the philosophical life and by refuting the doctrines of false teachers. 17 In subsequent 
philosophical protreptics, one often finds a perceived tension between groups vying to teach 
virtue. 18 However, even when one speaks in terms of Sophists and philosophers, the 
distinction between these groups is not always clear because having a serious approach to 
teaching virtue was not delimited to anyone group.19 Therefore, how an author characterized 
his approach to teaching virtue, as well as his opponent's, became a common topic by which 
the writer/speaker established his authority. In the philosophical protreptic, it was 
commonplace to characterize the alternative approach as being more rhetorical or sophistic in 
order to legitimize one's own approach. For example, in np05 TOU5 eXvaYIYVWCJKOVTa5 Kat 
ola'AEY0J..lEVOU5 ETTlOEIKTIKul5 (3.23), Epictetus (mid I st-early 2nd century AD) distinguishes 
a philosophical protreptic from the practices of speechmaking philosophers who merely 
eulogize about social mores rather than urging the audience to take up a serious approach to 
ethics. 
By the time Galen was writing, a TTPOTPETTTIK05 'AOY05 was commonly identified as 
a type of philosophical discourse whose aim was to incite the audience toward virtue with the 
understanding that this is found through a philosophical approach to ethics. By 'type', I am 
not implying that it was thought of strictly as a literary form. It is quite clear that 
14 Swancutt 2004, 133, n. 41. 
15 Slings 1995, 173, n. 1. 
16 Rabinowitz 1957; Chroust 1965; During 1969; Hutchinson and Johnson 2005; Schneeweis 2005. As to the 
ancient testimonia, see Rabinowitz 1957,23-41; During 1969,21-23. 
17 Slings 1995, 180-185. As to the protreptic dialogues of Plato, see Festugiere 1973. 
18 Swancutt 2004,131-143. 
19 Isoc., Ad Dem., 3-5; Swancutt 2004, 138-143. 
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philosophical protreptics could appear in a variety of forms, such as poetry, dialogues, 
recorded speeches and letters. 2o Rather than a literary form, the protreptic was recognized by 
its aim and function in ethical philosophy, in other words, a type of speech act. Philo of 
Larissa (159/8-84/3 Be) describes the tasks of the protreptic stating: 
It is proposed that each of these [parts] are what IS called 
TTpoTpeTTTIKos "oyos: The protreptic is a discourse that urges toward 
virtue. Of protreptic, one part demonstrates what a great profit virtue is, 
the other refutes those who are destroying and slandering virtue or are 
mistreating it in any other way. 21 
Epictetus identifies the TTpoTpeTTTIKos "OY05, along with the refutative (E"eYKTIKos) and 
didactic (01 OCXCJKCX"I KOS), as a type/style (XCXpCXKT~p) of philosophical discourse. He 
describes a protreptic as 'the ability to show either one or many the contradiction they are 
rolling around in, and to show that they are concerning themselves with everything other than 
what they want. They want the things which lead to happiness, but they're looking for them 
some place else'. 22 These quotes reveal two different methods of exhorting an audience to 
seek virtue. 23 In Epictetus' case, the philosopher focuses on criticizing men for not pursuing 
virtue, but in Philo's protreptic, the philosopher is both extolling virtue and refuting those 
who assail it. Nevertheless, both methods have a similar aim: to incite the audience toward 
virtue. As will be seen, when Galen identifies Protr. as a TTPOTPETTTIK05 ETT' 'ICXTPIK~V, he is 
evoking the philosophical connotations of a TTPOTPETTTIK05 "OY05. 24 
2.2 Protreptic discourse and the acquisition of students 
The implicit goal of many of these philosophical protreptics was to make the audience 
aware of the need for instruction. In ethical philosophy of the 2nd century AD, the protreptic 
discourse was perceived as the preliminary step before moral therapeutics. For authors such as 
Philo of Larissa, Epictetus and Clement of Alexandria (b. AD c. 150), a TTpoTpeTTTIKo5 
20 Stowers 1986,91-94; Burgess 1987,229-31; Schenkeveld 1997,205. 
21 KelTCXI Toivuv EKCXTEPOV TOUTCuV EV T~ TTpOOOyOpEUO~EV":l TTpOTPETTTIK~ AOY":l' EOTI yap 6 
TTPOTPETTTIKOS 6 TTCXpOp~wv ETTt Ti]v apEniv. TOUTOU 0' 6 ~Ev EvoEIKvuTCXI TO ~EyaAw4>EAES CXUT~S, 6 oE 
TOU5 cXVaOKEUa~OVTCX5 Kat KCXTllyopOUVTas Ti TTWS cXAAW5 KaKOTJel~O~EVOUS cXTTEAEYKEI. Liber de 
philosophonlm sectis (epitome ap. Stobaeum), Mullach 1867,55.1.16-21. Slings 1995, 179. 
22 _ Ti ovv, OUK EOTIV (, TTPOTPETTTIKOS xapaKnip; 
_ TIS yap ou AEYEI; ulc;- 6 EAEYKTlKOS, WS 6 OIOCXOKCXAIKOS. TIS OVV TTulTTOTE TETapTOV EITTEV ~ETa To\JTWV 
TOV 'ETTIOEIKTIKOV; Tis yap EOTIV 6 TTPOTPETTTIKOS; &Jvaa8a1 Kat EVt Katll'oAAolS' 6slJ:al nlV J.lCX)(T1V IV U 
, \ tI ~" ' ..... '1' J\ -~ a" B!, \ \ ~ \,~ , KUAloVTal, Kal OTI ~al\l\ov lI'aVTc..lV ",POVTI';JooOIV TJ wV 6I\ooOIV. \1Ijl\ooOI ~&V yap Ta lI'pOS' &Ugal~OVlav 
,spOVTa, ciAAaxoU 6' Mel tTJToUO\. Arrian, Epict., Schenkl 1916,3.23.33.1-35.1; Slings 1995, 175. 
23 Slings attributes Epictetus' protreptic approach to a 'Cynic-inspired' method of 'criticizing people who have 
their priorities wrong'. He observes that Philo's method is more in line with what was understood as a Socratic 
approach to exhortation. Slings 1995, 182, 191. While these are not hard-fast divisions for all philosophical 
~rotreptics, they do illustrate two different approaches to urging the audience to virtue. 
4 Boudon 2002, 3-5. 
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AOY05 was depicted as being analogous to a physician's act of convincing the potential 
patient of the need for treatment by revealing his disease. 25 in other words, it was the moral 
diagnosis that moved the audience to trust their soul to the ~UX~5 I OTp05. 26 Thus, in the 2nd 
century AD, there was a distinction made between a protreptic discourse and one that 
provides advice to the beginner. 27 This distinction is evident in Clement's Protrepticus and 
Paedogogus as well as in Galen's comments in A.ffDig. where he states: 
Now if indeed you wish to have virtue instead of vices or the peace of 
the soul instead of titillations of the body, you must practice the way 
that was explained to you, by proceeding toward temperance through 
the practice of self-control. But if indeed you wish to have no regard 
for virtue, or to be titillated throughout your whole body, you should 
now leave off from this discussion. For it is not a protreptic to virtue 
(TTpOTpETTTIK05 ETT' CxpET~V), rather, for those who have been 
persuaded, it is an expository of the way (U<PllYllTIK05 TIl5 ooou) by 
b . . '8 which someone may 0 tam It.-
Here, he distinguishes a TTPOTPETTTlK05 ETT' CxPET~V from a U<PllYllTIK05 T~5 000\1 to 
illustrate that these are two distinct types of ethical discourse. The understood aim of a 
TTPOTPETTTlK05 ETT' CxPET~V was to persuade the audience of their need for the treatment of 
their souls' TTcX811. The aim of the U<PllYllTI K05 T~5 000\1 was to provide advice for beginners 
as to how to go about recognizing the different errors and passions of the soul as well as how 
to treat them. Therefore, in this passage, a TTPOTPETTTlK05 ETT' CxPET~V is an exoteric 
discourse that incites the uninitiated audience to submit to a set of moral teachings. 
Exhortations to moral therapeutics, as well as works that eulogized the benefits of a 
particular sect or a TEXVll, were commonly perceived, at this time, as being exoteric 
discourses which were designed for the acquisition of students. Although Lucian (b. AD c. 
25 Arrian, Epict., 3.23; Philo, Liber de philosophonlm sectis (epitome ap. Stobaeum), Mullach 1867,55.1.12-
55.2.1. For Clement of Alexandria, the AOY05 of God played this role in the redemption of souls. Clement, 
Paed., 1.1.1.3.1-2.1.1. 
26 The Platonic origins of the \jJUX~5 Icnpo5 are discussed in Robinson 2000. 
17 Slings 1995, 181-191; Schenkeveld 1997, 204-205. This difference between exhortation and advicc is 
sometimes evident by the terminological distinction between TTpoTpmTIKo5 and TTcxpcxivE0l5 (advice). 
However, as Swancutt and others have argued, TTcxpcxivE0l5 was also used to identify texts that are protreptic in 
naturc, and Hartlich's characterization of these terms creates a 'false dichotomy'. Jordan 1986,313; Starr 2004, 
73-76; Swancutt 2004,113-114. 
28 E'I \.lEV ouv nTOI nlV 0PEnlV cXvTI Tf]5 KCXKICX5 EXEIV eSEAEIS ~ TnV ycxA~VTlV Tf]S \jJUXlls oVTI TWV TOu 
OW\.lCXT05 YCXPYCXAIO\.lWV OOKTlTEOV eOTi 001 TOV E'lpTJ\.lEVOV TPOTTOV eTTI ow4>poOUVTlv ~cxeSisoVTl eSl' 
eYKpcxTEICXS' EI ()' nTOI nlV OPEnlV OTIllaSEIV i\ ycxpycxAi~EOSCXI ~OUAEI eSl' OAOU TOU OW\.lCXT05, neST] 
KCXTCXAElTTTEOV TOV AOYOV TOuTOV. OU yap eOTI lTPOTPSTTTIKOs ElT' apSnlv, OAAO: TO'I5 TTPOTETPCXllIJEVOl5 
U4lll)'TITIKOs Tf)S Q&U, KCXS' llV QV TI5 CXUnlV K~OCXITO. AjJ. Dig., K. 5.33.15-34.6. The term U¢T]YTJTIKOS is 
later used by Diogenes Laertius (3.49) to classify Platonic dialogues that were held to be expository. 
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120) does not call Par. a TTPOTPETTTIK05 "A0Y05, the dialogue in this work clearly echoes the 
kinds of protreptic arguments used in Eurhd. 
In Par., one observes the dialogue between two men, Tychiades and Simon. At the 
beginning, Tychiades asks his friend Simon what art (TEXVll) does Simon possess that allows 
him to live a good life without having to work. After denying that he has any knowledge of 
music, medicine, geometry and rhetoric, Simon tells Tychiades that the secret to his life of 
ease is that he practices the art of being a social parasite (TTapcXOI T05). Using a dialogue that 
mocks Plato's dialectical protreptics, Simon proceeds to demonstrate how the art of the 
TTapcXOI T05 is superior to other TExva I and how it would be beneficial for his friend to learn 
this art. At the end of this discussion, having been convinced by Simon of his need to take up 
the art of the TTapcXOITo5, Tychiades declares: 
I must agree. Hereafter, just like schoolboys (TTaloE5), I will come to 
you both in the morning and in the afternoon to learn your art. You 
would be just to teach me ungrudgingly since I will be your first 
student. They say that mothers love their first children more than the 
others. 29 
By having Tychiades claim that he will become like a TTal5 to Simon, Lucian reveals that the 
ultimate purpose of praising the art of the TTapcXOITo5 is to acquire Tychiades as a student. 
And, Tychiades demonstrates to his new found paedogogus that he is a quick student by 
attempting to persuade Simon to give him free lessons. 
While Par. is clearly designed to satirize the debate between rhetoric and philosophy 
m Plato's dialogues, its humour is also derived from the contemporary practices of 
philosophers and artisans who praised their art for the purpose of acquiring students. 3o For 
example, Galen points out that physicians, as well as philosophers, were writing superficial 
works specifically to promote their own sect by praising it. 31 Although such eulogistic works 
would have been considered protreptic under the rhetorical rubric of TTPOTPETTTIK05,32 a truly 
philosophical TTPOTPETTTIK05 "AOY05 was understood as speaking about the acquisition of 
wisdom and virtue with the implicit understanding that the speaker was able to show the 
initiate how to acquire these things. 
29 'O~OAOYEIV civciYKll. KOt 001 AOlTTOV WOTTEP oi TTOI~SS' ci¢t~O~OI KOI E~OS' KOI ~ET' aploTov 
~061106~svoS' Tl]V TEXVllV. au ISE ~E oUTl]V IStKOIOS' ISllScioKElv ci¢66vwS', eTTEI KOI TTPWTOS' ~0611nlS' 001 
ytyvo~OI. ¢OOI ~E KOI TelS' ~llTEPOS' ~CxAAOV Tel TTPWTO ¢IASIV TWV TEKVWV. Lucian, Par., Harmon 1921. 
61.13-18. 
30 cf. Lucian, Vil.Auct. 
31 Ord.Lib.Prop., Soudon-Millot 2007a, 89.16--20 = K. 19.51.7-12. 
32 Slings 1981, 74--76; 1995, 191. Although in rhetorical theory there is a distinction made between ETTOIVOS' and 
TTpOTpOTT~ (Arist., Rh., 1358b; Rh. AI. 1421b, 1425b), in practice, they are less distinct because a protreptic to an 
art or philosophy naturally takes up praising the benefits of such an education, and many of the topics described 
in theoretical approaches to eYKw~lo (Theon, Prog., 109-110) also belong to TTPOTpOTT~. 
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2.3 Protr. and the Galenic Corpus 
In Protr .. Galen does not discuss Protr.'s relationship to other works in the Galenic 
Corpus. Furthermore. in Lib.Prop., the only text that makes mention of Protr., Galen places it 
in a context which does not, in any obvious way, correspond with the arguments put forward 
in the extant text. Galen lists Protr. under the thematic category of Works expressing 
d~frerences with the Empiric doctors. 33 Thus, he seats Protr. among a list of titles, such as his 
Empirical Outlines (UTTOTVTTWOEI5 EJ..ITTElpIKcxi), On Empirical Medicine (TTEpl T~5 ICXTPIK~5 
EJ..ITTEpic(5) and Synopsis ofHeracleides ' 'On the Empirical Sect' (ouvmjJl5 Tc:)V' HPCXKAEioou 
TTEPI T~5 EJ..ITTEIPIK~5 cxlpeoE(5), which obviously addresses the topic of Empiricism. 34 The 
other troubling contextual issue Lib.Prop. presents is the phrase EI5 TO MTlVOOOTOU LE~npU:l, 
which occurs right before the phrase TTPOTPETTTIK05 ETT' ICXTpIKnV. Whether the phrase EI5 
TO MfjVOOOTOU LEBnpU:l belongs to the actual title of Protr. has been the subject of much 
scholarly debate. 35 Boudon has argued that it seems likely that the title of this work was 
indeed EI5 TO MfjVOOOTOU LE~npU:l TTPOTPETTTIK05 ETT' ICXTpIKnV,36 which suggests that 
Protr. is Galen's response to a work written to Severns by the noteworthy Empiricist 
Menodotus of Nicomedia (c. early 2nd century AD).37 However, in Protr. Galen never 
mentions Menodotus or a work entitled To Severus, and furthermore, Galen's polemical 
remarks are clearly directed toward the proponents of athletics training rather than the 
Empiricists. 
As to why Galen would include Protr. in the aforementioned thematic category, 
perhaps he perceived himself as rebutting the Pyrrhonistic ideas that were associated with the 
teachings of some Empiricists. 38 In the late 2nd century AD, the physician-philosopher Sextus 
Empiricus, who appears to have been tutored by Menodotus' tutee Herodotus of Tarsus, wrote 
a series of works criticizing the epistemological merits of teaching the sorts of subjects 
33 nepl TWV ToI5 E~lTEtPtKoI5 iOTPol5 cStoq,epovTCuv. Lib.Prop., Boudon-MilJot 2007a, 163.8 = K. 19.38.11-
12. 
34 Boudon 2002, 163.8-17=K.19.38.11-21. 
35 Barigazzi 1991, 70-73, 77-79; Boudon 2002, 35--42; Boudon-Millot 2007a, 217, n. 13; Perilli 2004, 81-89. 
36 Boudon 2002, 35-42. l:Iunayn Ibn ISQaq, in his Arabic translation of Lib.Prop., mentions Menodotus in this 
passage, which indicates that this is not simply a later scribal error as some have argued. Boudon-Millot 2007a, 
217, n. 13. 
37 Galen mentions Menodotus numerous times, often in less than favourable terms, in his other works on medical 
sects and Empiric doctrine. From Galen's writings, Menodotus was apparently a prolific writer and a formidable 
presence in medicine. Nat.Fae., K. 2.52.11; Thras., K. 5.860.03; Lib.Prop., K. 19.38.14,19; MM, K. 10.136.7-
137.3, 140.17-143.14; Cur.Rat.ven.Seet., K. 11.277.4, 11.285.4; Su~fEmp., 2.65-69, 2.82-90; Med.Exp., 3.87. 
English translations of the Arabic texts Med.Exp. and SubfEmp. can be found in Frede and Walzer 1985,34-36, 
42--45,51. Information regarding the figure of Menodotus in Galen's writings is found in Perilli 2004. 
3M Galen held a general hostility toward Pyrrhonists, especially in regard to their views on physiology, and he 
evidently links the Empiricists to this seet of philosophy. Temp., K. 1.589-90; Art.Sang., K. 4.727; Dig.Puls., K. 
8.711,781-3; Ord.Lib.Prop., K. 19.40-1; SubfEmp., 2.82-4, Frede and Walzer 1985, ix-xi, 42--45. 
An overview of the development of medical empiricism and the Empiricist's relationship to Pyrrhonists can be 
found in Hankinson 1995. 
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usually associated with the eYKuKAI05 TTCXIOEICX: grammar, rhetoric, geometry, mathematics, 
astrology/astronomy, music and logic. 39 The thrust of Sextus' arguments was that everything 
that is a matter of art is self-evident, and therefore, it can be taught, but everything that is not 
a matter of art is not evident, and therefore, it cannot be taught. Because everything that is an 
art is self-evident, then there is little need for professors of these arts, and there is certainly no 
need of professors of the arts which are not evident. Thus, his argument is ultimately against 
the Dogmatists. However, there is no evidence to suggest that Menodotus' opinion on the arts 
was similar to Sextus'. Furthermore, in Protr., Galen does not explicitly undermine the kinds 
of epistemological tenets that Empiricists and/or Skeptics put forward. 
Although it is possible that Galen took up a discussion of the Empiricists' or Skeptics' 
epistemological theories in the no longer extant part of Protr., from what remains, there is 
nothing to suggest that Galen was about to attack these groups' doctrines because he never 
lays down the logical grounds for a discussion of medical or philosophical theory. It is 
plausible that Galen has retrospectively linked Protr. to works against Empiricists for 
bibliographical purposes, and therefore, this thematic category has nothing to do with the 
original rhetorical context of Protr. 's argument. Whatever the case may be, Protr. 's 
relationship to Menodotus and the Empiricists remains unclear from a strict reading of the 
text. 
Protr. is the only work in the Galenic Corpus with the term TTPOTPETTTIK05 in its title. 
That said, in some of his works, particularly those dealing with ethics, Galen's arguments turn 
to what modern scholars commonly recognize as a philosophical protreptic. For example, 
Walzer identifies a chapter from nEpl ~ec:Jv, in which Galen gives 'a solemn exhortation, 
based on an allegorical understanding of a fable, to live a philosophical life', as being 
reflective of 'proteptikoi logoi' .40 What makes Protr. quite different from these kinds of 
diatribes is that the whole text of Protr. is committed to exhorting the audience to take up the 
study of medicine; in other words, it is an 'explicit protreptic'. 4 I 
III. Audience 
3.1 Ideal audience 
39 The association of Sextus with Menodotus is somewhat tenuous because it is based solely on Diogenes 
Laertius' statement which relates that Menodotus was the tutor to Herodotus of Tarsus, who in turn was the tutor 
of Sextus Empiricus. D.L., 9.116. 
40 Walzer 1954,243-245. cf. Walzer 1949. 
41 The distinction between explicit and implicit protreptics has been previously made in Slings 1981, 70-73. 
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Galen's ideal audience for Prafr. is clearly a group of youths. After demonstrating the 
value of possessing a TEXVll, Galen exhorts his audience, 'Come (c:iYETE) then, children (w 
rrCX!OE5"), you who have heard my words: begin your education in an art!,4:! Galen uses the 
same term of address in a subsequent statement which echoes what he said at the beginning of 
this work, namely that the practice of the rational arts is what man shares with the gods. 43 
However, earlier in Prafr., he uses the singular vocative, W \JEIPOKIOV (young man), 
ostensibly to address an individual. 44 In the case of W \JEIPOKIOV, Galen is not directly 
addressing the audience; rather, he is invoking a rhetorical figure who represents the age 
group he is admonishing. Thus, he uses this figure to exhort young men not to trust in their 
youthful beauty but to care for their souls. 45 With that being said, the second person singular 
pronominal and verbal is the most common way in which Galen addresses his audience. 46 
Thus, he primarily speaks to the individual. Such a personal appeal seems consistent with the 
aim of a protreptic to medicine given that the taking up of this study is a personal, rather than 
a corporate, decision. 
In addition to these terms of address, Galen indicates that this work is for young men 
(vEol).47 This brings us to the question of what is Galen implying when he uses c1 rrCX!OE5 to 
address his ideal audience of vEol. In EUfhd., Cleinias is referred to as a \JEIPOKIOV and 
VECXVIOK05", but he is only addressed by Socrates with the term of address c1 rrcx! (276a,c).48 
In rhetorical situations, such as Euthd., when c1 rrcx! is used in a context where a young man 
or men are 'unrelated to the speaker', it often connotes affection and seems to emphasize 'not 
so much the youth of the addressee as the age, wisdom and benevolence of the speaker' .49 
This seems to be what Galen is trying to convey about his relationship to the ideal audience. It 
should be said that this audience is rather unique seeing how Prafr. is the only work in the 
Galenic Corpus where he uses the vocative c1 rrCX!OE5 to address the audience. This vocative, 
coupled with Galen's numerous warnings and exhortations, conveys a strong sense of concern 
for the moral-intellectual wellbeing of these youths. By his association of the imperative 
c:iYETE and the vocative c1 rrCX!OE5 in the aforementioned phrase, O:YETE ouv, c1 rrCXIOE5", the 
42 aYETE OOV, W TTcxlOES" , OTTOOOI TWV e~wv O:K'lKOOTES" Mywv ETTI TEXV'lS" ~cie'lOlv c:lp~'lOeE·. Protr., B. 
100.1-2 = K. 1.20.4-5. In Greek prose, this form of address is used for a variety of different relationships 
between the speaker and the addressee. While TTcxI OES" has the lexical meaning of 'children', it does not 
necessarily denote the age of the addressees. Dickey 1996,65-72,266-267. 
43 Protr., B. 101.3 = K. 1.21.4. 
44 Protr., B. 99.16-17 = K. 1.19.13. Dickey 1996,72-74. 
45 Protr., B. 96.3-98.17 = K. 1.15.9-18.11. 
46 The frequency of occurrence of the second person singular (pronominal and verbal) in the body is 0.74%, 
while the plural (pronominal and verbal) is 0.12%. Appendix C, Table 2. 
47 Protr., B. 97.20, 100.17, 117.14-16=K.1.17.17,21.1,39.6-8. 
48 Dickey 1996, 75. 
49Dickey 1996, 76. 
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audience is meant to understand that Galen sees himself as a kind of TTOlOCXYWYOs. In other 
words, he is suggesting that, for those TTCXIOE5 'who have heard my words', he will introduce 
them to the art of medicine. 50 
The aim and subject matter of Profr. are explicitly directed toward issues concerning 
wealthy young men. The types of rational arts that Galen is recommending his audience 
pursue were generally associated with higher education, namely the eYKuKAIOS TTOIOEICX, 
which only the truly privileged had the means to study. In the 2nd century AD, the eYKuKAI05 
TTOIOEICX included, but was not delimited to, logic, arithmetic, music, astronomy, grammar, 
rhetoric and geometry. 51 These types of studies were considered to be the sign of an ideal 
education. Although such studies could be taken up at later stages in life, the decision as to 
whether or not to pursue higher education began around the age of 14 or 15 but was of critical 
concern for E<Pll~OI (18-20 year olds) and vEol (early 20s) because this would largely 
determine their choice of career. 
At the beginning of Somn., Lucian claims that he was in his late teens (TTpOOll~05), 
having just finished school, when his father and friends began to discuss what type of 
education he should receive. Lucian recounts how his decision between education (TTCXIOElCX) 
and handicraft (TEXVll TWV ~cxvcxuowv) was influenced by a dream in which these two career 
paths, personified as the two goddesses n cx I OE I cx and T EXVll, came to him in the night in an 
effort to persuade him to choose one of them. 52 He relates how he chose n cx, OE i ex, and 
looking back on the ramifications of this choice, he claims that he has written down this 
dream 'in order that young men (01 vEol) may be turned (TpETTWVTCXI) toward the better 
things and cleave to education'. 53 This story illustrates how at this juncture in a young man's 
life, there was an important crossroads, and it is at this crossroads that the youth may need 
some help to pick the right path. Therefore, protreptic works, such as Plato's Euthd., Lucian's 
Somn. and Galen's Protr., are portrayed as speaking to this rhetorical situation. 
3.2 Galen's opponent 
The ideal audience is not the only addressee in Protr. As was noted earlier, Galen's 
arguments against athletics training are stylized as his refutation of an unnamed proponent of 
50 The terms TTCXIOCXYCUYOS and TTCXIOCXYCUYEIV occur predominantly in Galen's writings related to the diagnosis 
and treatment of the soul: AjJ.Dig., PeccDig. and QAM. In AjJ.Dig. (K. 5.31), Galen remarks how beginners 
(cXPX6~EVOl )-by which he means an individual of any age-who want to learn how to control the passions of 
their souls, need a lTCXIOCXYCUYos to observe them and point out their mistakes. 
5IProtr., B. 116.20-117.18 = K. 1.38.9-39.10. As to the eYKuKAIOS lTCXIISEICX, see Eyre 1963; Russell 1989; 
Morgan 1999. 
52 Lucian, Somn., Harmon 1921,1.1-12. 
53 ... OlTCUS 01 vEol TTPOS Tel ~EhICU TPElTCUVTCXI KCXt lTCXIOEICXS EXCUVTCXI, KCXt ~ciAIOTCX E', TIS CXUTC~V UlTO 
TTEVICXS 'e6EAOKCXKEI KCXt TTPOS nlV TlTTCU CxlTOKAIVEl, <!>UOIV OUK cXYSVV~ olcx<j>6ElpCUV. Lucian, Somn., Harmon 
1921, 230-231 = 18.2-6. 
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athletics. 54 In Chapter 10, Galen begins to use the second person singular to attack an 
unnamed individual's claims about the benefits of athletics training. The audience is made 
aware that they are observing a debate when Galen suddenly demands that his opponent 
provide witnesses to counter those he just presented: 'Tell me, then, the names of your 
athletes; but you say nothing because you have nothing to say, unless you suspect the witness 
as not being trustworthy (EI \J~ TI TOU \JaPTUpOS WS OUK eX~IOXPEu) KOTEYVu)KOS).,55 Galen 
projects his opponent as a rather uncouth debater when he asks, 'Therefore, how is it possible, 
when you are the one bringing forward matters of great importance, that you would give 
yourself the authority of passing judgment having taken it away from men wiser than yoU?,56 
This individual is subsequently described as a man who seeks popular opinion and relies 
solely on rhetorical arguments. From this point forward, Galen uses the second person 
singular when referring to the opposing arguments or questions he is addressing. This 
unnamed 'you' should not be viewed as representative of the ideal audience. He is a faceless 
opponent who serves as a straw man for Galen's arguments against athletics training. 
Although Galen never identifies who his opponent is in Protr., it seems that he has in 
mind an athletics trainer. In Thras., Galen describes being involved in a public debate with an 
athletics trainer (yu\JvoaT~S) who had found fault with Hippocrates' views on massage. 57 
The trainer is depicted as arguing in a coarse and loud manner, which Galen contrasts with his 
own refined, more philosophical approach. Judging from the way Galen contextualizes his 
arguments against athletics in Chapters 9-14 of Protr., a similar figure seems to emerge. In 
both Thras. and Profr., he portrays his opponent as being ignorant of the etiquette of 
argumentation, and in both works, he appears to be engaging his opponent in a public setting. 
However, unlike Thras., Prolr.' s debate is conducted in front of his ideal audience of youths. 
This is made evident in Chapter 9 when, before addressing his opponent, he claims that he is 
now going to prepare these youths by examining beforehand (TTpooloaKE~oaeol) the practice 
of athletics so that the deceptions of this false art will not remain unforeseen (eX TTpoaKE TTTOS) 
to them. 58 
Therefore, much like the two Sophists in Euthd. represent the proponents of a false 
approach to wisdom, Galen portrays himself demolishing the arguments of a proponent of a 
false art. And, in both works, the debate is conducted before the prospective student. 
54 Protr., B. 102.23-116.19 = K. 1.23.1-38.9. See Appendix B. as to the content of this argument. 
55 A.eye or] ~Ol KCXt OU HXS' TWV a8A11Twv 1TpoocxyopeuOElS'· aA!.' OUK epelS' , OT! ~110' EXElS' eilTElv, ei ~r] Tl 
TOu ~apTUpoS' wS' OUK cX~loxpew KcxTeyvwKcxS'· .... Protr., B. 102.12-14 = K. 1.23.1-3. 
56 TIwS' av ouv, Ev8cx lTEPI 1TPWTEIWV 6 aywv EOTl, OCXUT~ 0100111S' TI)S' KPIOEWS' T~V E~OUOICXV 
a¢eAo~EvoS' cxu~v TWV OO¢WTEPWV ~ KCXTO: OCXUTOV. Protr., B. 103.2-5 = K. 1.23.11-13. 
57 Thras., K. 5.894-896. 
5H Protr., B. 100-10 1 = K. 1.20-21. 
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However, the way in which Galen brings his opponents into this discourse is quite different 
from the narrated dialogue of Eufhd. Stylistically, Protr. is similar to the approach taken in 
the moral discourses ascribed to Epictetus by Arrian (AD 86-160). In these discourses, the 
speaker often responds to an imagined interlocutor in an agonistic manner in order to 
demonstrate the correct way to educate one's soul. 59 Thus, the audience is presented with only 
the speaker's response to the arguments of his interlocutor/opponent. 
3.3 Historical audience 
While it is clear that Protr. is stylized as a public speech, the rhetorical setting of this 
speech is unclear. However, Galen clearly has in mind the activities associated with 
yu~vcXOIa. 60 Although yu~vcXOIa were originally places associated with physical and 
military training during the Classical period, they became, more and more, places of 
intellectual and political education where philosophers and rhetoricians bestowed their 
teaching. By the 2nd century AD, the yu~vcXOIa had become important cultural centres that 
provided not only physical but also intellectual training to E¢ll~OI and VEOI. The intellectual 
education offered was via formal and informal lectures on rhetorical, literary and musical 
topiCS. 61 Prominent figures in various fields, such as philosophy and medicine, sometimes 
gave lectures or taught courses within yu~vcXOIa.62 The physical training offered in 
yu~vcXOIa during this period varied from the traditional athletic exercises to health-oriented 
exercises, such as exercising with a rubber ball, which Galen advocates in Parv.PiI. 63 With 
the increasing focus on bodily health during the imperial period, gymnasia also became places 
of physical as well as mental health, where physical training was now-an aim in and of 
itself-a way of relaxing body and mind. Therefore, it is plausible that the rhetorical setting 
Galen has in mind is in or around the yu~vcXOIov seeing how this would be a logical place for 
Galen to come into contact with such a group of youths and his stylized opponent. 
Historically speaking, it is not so far-fetched to imagine such a setting for Protr. because of 
the 'extensive evidence for doctors lecturing in gymnasia, or else more permanently attached 
to gymnasia in an official capacity'. 64 With that being said, I am not claiming that Galen ever 
59 Arrian, Epict., 1.2.3.23. 
60 Information on the image of athletic training, athletes and the role of the gymnasium can be found in Jiithner 
1909, 1-74; Delorme 1960; Miller 2004; Konig 2005. Much of what I have to say here is derived from Konig's 
insightful treatment of the subject. particularly Galen's agonistic approach to athletic trainers. Konig 2005.254-
301. 
61 Konig 2005, 5 I. 
62 Konig 2005, 45-72. 
63 Konig points out that gymnasia often had special rooms for ball games (sphairisteria). Konig 2005, 33-34,48, 
280-281,284-291. 
64 Konig 2005, 257. 
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actually made this speech at a YU\lVeXOIov65 but that the historical audience of Protr. would 
have likely envisioned such a setting. 
If we look at Protr. in the light of Galen's other works that address athletics, an image 
of Prol1'.'S historical audience comes into view. 66 Works such as Thras., San.Tu. and Parv.PiI. 
all promote the physician, rather than the athletics trainer, as the appropriate source of 
knowledge concerning healthy diet and exercise. These writings seem to reflect the existence 
of an agonistic relationship between medical practitioners and athletics trainers when it came 
to matters of health. 67 However, unlike the audiences in all three of the aforementioned 
works, which appear to be written for Galen's usual circle of friends and students, Protr. 
clearly speaks to a general audience of uninitiated youths. With that being said, Galen's attack 
on athletics may have been conducted for more than this ideal audience; it may have been for 
a general audience of wealthy, health-conscious individuals, the kind of men who also sent 
their sons to YU\lVeXOlO to be educated physically and mentally. Of course, as is the case with 
other philosophical protreptics, the text could just as well have been appreciated by an 
esoteric audience. In other words, there is no reason to doubt that Galen's philosophically 
inclined friends would have read Protr. and perceived it to be a clever testimony to the 
intellectual value of medicine. Nevertheless, the work is explicitly pitched for his ideal 
audience. 
IV. Author 
4.1 Authorial presence 
Galen maintains his presence throughout Protr. by his use of both first person singular 
and first person plural pronominal and verbal forms. There is no substantial quantitative 
difference between his usage of the singular versus plural form; 68 however, there is a 
qualitative difference. In general, the plural connotes 'we', as in mankind, rather than 'we', as 
in a specific group of people. When he uses 'we' in this way, it is from the perspective of 
what is ideal for man. For example, he claims, 'if we fall far short of the virtue of our 
65 In Protr., Galen mentions a gymnasion only in a chreia attributed to Aristippus in which it is portrayed as a 
sign of Greek civilization. Protr., B. 89-90 = K. 1.8. 
M Konig 2005, 254-300. 
67 The agonistic relationship between the two is probably overstated by Galen. However, philosophical authors 
placed the two fields on equal footing, describing both as arts concerning the body. Iamblichus ofChalcis, 
Protr., 6.37.26-38.22, 10.54.12-56.2. (Both of these passages are associated with Aristotle.) And, one finds the 
Philostratus (late 2nd and early 3rd century AD), in his praise of proper athletic training, making an obvious attack 
on the role of medicine in matters of health. Philostr., Gymn., 44; Konig 2005,301-344. Furthermore. like 
medicine, athletic training had its own collection of technical writings, which dates back to the 5th century Be. 
Konig 2005, 314, n. 42; Jilthner 1909, 8-26. 
68 Appendix C, Table 7. 
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forefathers, it would pain those men if they could perceive it, and our shame is that much 
greater the more conspicuous our family.'69 The first person singular is used either to interject 
personal opinion with verbs, such as 01\101 or combinations of E\101 COKEI, or to present his 
arguments against his unnamed opponent. The latter use of the first person is evident when he 
declares, 'And on account of this, I would say [athletics] is not a profession of health, it is the 
vocation of disease. ,70 
4.2 Poetf)', literature and authorial identity 
What makes Protr. stand out from other works in the Galenic Corpus is its reliance on 
quoting poetry, history and myths to support the arguments that are being advanced. 71 
Although many of his scientific treatises contain literary citations, Galen uses them sparingly 
because he had a less than favourable view of the value of poetry in scientific discourse.72 In 
PHP, he remarks how premisses that use the testimonies (\10PTUpIOI) of poets and the 
observations of lay people are rhetorical because they deal only with plausibility rather than 
demonstrable truths. 73 It is quite clear that in Protr., he does not aim at being scientific, which 
is to say, he does not employ apodeictic, as well as dialectic, premisses. His reliance on non-
scientific testimony, however, is consistent with philosophical discussions of virtue as evinced 
by philosophers such as Epictetus and philosophically inclined authors such as Plutarch. This 
kind of discourse lent itself to the use of illustrative quotations from poetry, given that poetic 
literature was considered useful by the philosophically inclined for the purpose of teaching 
youths the kinds of behaviours they should avoid or pursue. 74 However, when faced with a 
topic that lent itself to scientific evidence, namely health (Chap. 11), the genre presented 
09 .•.. wS, E'i yE KaTo TroAU nlS TWV Trpoyovwv cXPEnlS cXlTOAEITTO~E6a, AUTrTj IlEv av E'iTj KcXKEIVOlS, E'i TIS 
alJToIs eOTlv a'io6TjOlS, aioxuvTj cS' ~IlIV aUToIS TOOc.;lcSE IlEll;ov, OO":l Kat TO YEVOS lTEpl¢aVEOTEpoV. 
Protr., 8. 93.16-94.1 = K. 1.12.11-14. 
70 Kat cSlO TOUT' av eywYE ¢alTjv cXOKTjOlV OUX uYlElas, aAAo vooou IlCxAAOV Elval TO eTrlTTlcSEulla·. PrOlr., 
8.108.12-14=K.1.29.9-11. 
71 With the exception of Hippocrates, whom he quotes five times (Protr., 8. 104.14-18, 106.15-17, 106.17-18, 
108.5-9,108.14-16 = K. 1.25.5-8,27,11-13,27.13-15,29.2-6,29.11-13), Galen does not rely on medical 
citations. Instead, his citations come primarily from famous authors, such as Herodotus, Homer, Pindar, Sapho, 
Euripides and Sophocles. Homer (8. 93.13,97.9,97.13,97.15,97.17-18,98.13-17, 107.10-13, 109.8 = K. 
1.12.8,16.17,17.4,17.5,17.7-8,18.7-11,28.10-12, 30.11); Pindar (8. 85.10-11,95.20,95.22 = K. 1.2.16-17, 
15.3,15.5-6); Sapho (8. 97.1-2 = K. 1.16.10-11); Euripides (B. 93.8-9, 96.15-16,103.8-16,104.1-3,104.6-9, 
111.16-17,112.2 = K. 1.12.3-4, 16.5-6,23.16-24.7,24.10--12,24.15-25.1,33.5-6, 33.8); Sophocles (B. 90.11-
12 = K. 1.8.15-16). It should be said that Galen also cites or mentions the opinions of famous philosophical 
figures, such as Solon (B. 96.12-14 = K. 1.16.1-2), Aristippus (B. 90.11-12 = K. 1.8.15-16) and Diogenes the 
Cynic (B. 92.5-13, 99.16 = K. 1.10.14-11.3, 18.15-19.12). While these figures are somewhat atypical of 
Galen's usual philosophical testimonies in his scientific writings, they were commonly used in anecdotes and 
maxims by orators because these were noteworthy statements commonly found in doxographical and historical 
texts. Hock and O'Neil 1986, 63-112, 302-41. 
72 Lacy 1966; Sluiter 1995; Tieleman 1996, 219-248. 
73 PHP, K. 5.273. Singer 1992, 161-162; Sluiter 1995,200-201. 
74 Sicking 1998. 
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Galen with a rhetorical dilemma: How may he maintain his professional identity while relying 
on the kinds of rhetorical proofs that the genre required? 
Galen's solution is to use his opponent as a foil against any potential criticisms he may 
face for using such rhetorical proofs in Prafr. After claiming that no philosopher or physician 
was in favour of athletics training, he remarks, 'I did not want to pass judgment completely on 
the basis of testimony (oAwS' \lEV OUV Err! \lcXPTUP0S') because that is the sort of thing 
associated with rhetoric rather than of a man who honours truth.' 75 He then points out that 
because his opponents 'fall back on the praise of the masses and the vain honours from these 
men', he 'was constrained by these men's arguments to make use of testimonies so that they 
may recognize that they do have some advantage on this point' 76 (Here, he switches to the 
third person plural to characterize the group.). In this way, Galen reveals himself to be 
capable of more scientific explanations, but he is constrained by the rhetorical nature of his 
opponents' arguments. Ultimately, as will be seen, this statement allows him to showcase his 
own rhetorical wit. 
Nevertheless, he does make use of a somewhat 'scientific' argument. He cites 
'Hippocrates' (De alim. 34.3-4) and provides his own cursory medical explanation as to why 
this citation's claim, namely that the 'athletic state is not natural, a healthy condition is better' 
(6IcX8eOlS' a8AT]TIK~ ou 4>uOEI , E~IS' uYlelv~ Kpeloowv), is in fact true. 77 In this way, he 
communicates that his knowledge of health is derived from medicine. Furthermore, his 
scientific explanation is suitable for his ideal audience because he uses a well-recognized 
medical authority and because he does not descend into a complicated medical explanation. 
With that said, when one considers that Prafr. is completely devoid of citations or references 
to Galen's other writings, it becomes strikingly clear that he has the ideal audience in mind 
when composing Pratr. Such auto-citations and references were for the benefit of his circle of 
friends and students, and therefore, they would be out of place in a work which is clearly 
intended to be for a general audience of 'youths'. 
v. Message 
5. J Structure 
75"OAW5 ~EV oov ElTl ~cXPTVpOS OUK E~ouAO~l1V KplvEo8al' PTlTOPIKOU yap TO TOIOUTOV ~aAAOV ~ 
TIIlWVTOS cXA~eElav cXv5pos' .... Protr., B. 104.18-20 = K. 1.25.9-11. 
76 .... O~W5 5; ElTE~5~ TI~~5 ElT! TOV T6lV 1TC~AA~v E,~OIVOV KOTa;Euyouol ~OI-rtlV !'"opa,To\hCAlV KEvrlv 
~ov, a¢>eVTE5 aUTO TO E1TITT]5EU~CX YU\JVOV TWV E~WeEV OKOTTEIV, IlVOyKOoer,v KOV TOUTOIS 
lTPOXEIPlooo8al TaUS J.lap'tlJpas, iv', OTI J.l1l6' EVTaiiea lTASov ixouol Ti, YlyvcJmcc.oolV. Protr., B. 104.20-
105.4 = K. 1.25.11-16. 
77 Protr., B. 108-9 = K. 1.29-30. 
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Protr. does not reflect a stream of consciousness. Rather, it is a well-structured 
discourse in which changes in the subject matter are marked off and anticipated with a variety 
of different transitional statements. As pointed out earlier, Protr. has a discernible peroratio, 
which clearly harks back to the subject matter of the exordium. By demonstrating what would 
happen if one leaves his life to chance, the first part of Protr. 's arguments confirms the 
exordium's claim that mankind should practice a TEXVll. As was noted, the second part is a 
refutation of this opponent's arguments. Thus, Protr. has some of the formal features one 
would expect of oratory in that it has discernible exordium, conjirmatio, refutatio and 
peroratio. However, such a model does not explain why the subject matter of Galen's 
refutation in Protr. is only loosely connected with what is argued in the exordium and the 
conjirmatio, and therefore, outside of the context of a philosophical protreptic, it would have 
been seen as an extremely odd digression. 
As was suggested earlier, the overall structure of Protr. bears some resemblance to 
that of Euthd. Both texts have the speaker addressing a youth(s) while revealing why it is 
beneficial to pursue virtue through education. This is followed by a refutation of the 
proponents of a false form of education: in Euthd., it is the two Sophists; in Protr., it is the 
proponent of athletics training. In Euthd., after Socrates finishes refuting the two Sophists, he 
returns to his dialogue with Cleinias. The aim of this second investigative dialogue (288b-
307c) is to determine what TEXVll provides true knowledge. Likewise, at the end of Protr., 
Galen turns back to his audience of youths to exhort them to take up an art and to prepare 
them for the upcoming arguments in which he will demonstrate that medicine is the best of 
the arts. 
That said, it is doubtful whether Protr. was designed to remind the audience of Euthd. 
Protr. is in the form of a speech rather than a narrated dialogue, as is the case in Euthd., and 
Galen's style of argumentation in Protr. is a far less analytical approach than the one taken by 
Socrates. Nevertheless, Galen has ultimately followed the Platonic structure of a philosophical 
protreptic. 78 He is using the confirmation/refutation model of exhortation as expressed by the 
Academic Philo of Larissa in the aforementioned quotation: 'one part demonstrates what a 
great profit virtue is, the other refutes those who are destroying and slandering virtue. ,79 This 
model provided a logical reason for the subject of Galen's refutatio. His refutation of his 
opponent's arguments in favour of athletics would have been understood as being tantamount 
78 A similar structure is discernible in the ProtrepticlIs of Clement of Alexandria. Herrero de Jauregui 2008, 14-
15. As to the dialogical features of prot rep tic discourse, see Hartlich 1889, 270, 293; Fitzgerald and White 1983, 
11-14; Jordan 1986. 
79 q.v., n. 21. 
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to refuting those who are 'destroying and slandering virtue' in that his opponent is destroying 
the true art of the human body by claiming that athletics can indeed produce health. 
5.2 Theme 
In the exordium, Galen presents a well-recognized philosophical theme. HO He begins 
by suggesting that animals have some form of reason (Aoyo5), which is voiceless and internal 
(EVOla8ETov)Y What separates man from the other animals is that he alone displays 
knowledge (ETTlOT~\Jll), which is evident in his ability to 'learn whichever art he wishes' (~v 
(Xv 'E8EA~on TEXVllV \Jov8ave I). He points out that most animals are altogether cXTEXVO; some 
animals have an art, but, unlike men, they 'acquire it by <!>U0l5 rather than by choosing arts' 
(Tolno <!>UOEI \JoAAov ~ TTPOOIPEOEI TEXVWV etnUXllKEv). While Galen's use of AOY05 is 
somewhat curious, for the most part, he is articulating a commonly held opinion 'among the 
philosophers and rhetoricians of the Roman empire that the sagacity of animals is due, not to 
reason (AOY05), but to a natural instinct (<!>U0l5)'. 82 In other words, animals do not have the 
kind of intelligence to acquire an art that has not already been engendered in the species by 
nature. 
Galen goes on to say that man has a choice to learn either the kinds of manual skills 
displayed by animals, such as the weaving of spiders and the molding of bees, or man can 
chose intellectual arts, his so-called 8elol TEXVOI, such as geometry, astronomy and medicine. 
In the latter category, Galen emphasizes the divine nature of medicine by reminding the 
audience that the art of medicine came from Asclepius and Apollo. He describes how man 
uses geometry and astronomy to examine the heavens and the earth, which is obviously 
beyond the realm of animals. He concludes that while some animals may have a form of 
reason (AOY05), man alone is logical (AOYIK05). He then appeals to his audience's sense of 
pathos by stating, 'Therefore, how is it not shameful to neglect the only part of us we share in 
common with gods in order to pursue something else all the while despising taking up an art 
and entrusting oneself to Fortune?,83 
By declaring philosophy to be 'the greatest of the divine goods' (TO \JEYIOTOV TWV 
8etUJv ci:yo8WV),84 Galen makes it quite clear in the exordium that he is not arguing that the 
practice of the arts is on par with the study of philosophy. His point is simply that the 
80 Pratr., B. 84-85 = K. \.1-3. 
81 As to his use of the term 'ev5lcX9nos AOYOS, see Singer 1997a, 405-406, n. 35. cf. Boudon 2002, 120, n. 2. 
82 Dickerman 1911, 123, 123-130. cf. Newmyer 2006, 10-47. 
83 nWS OUV OUK cxIOXPOV, c;l ~6vCI:l TWV 'EV ~itv KOIVWVOU~EV SEOIS, TOUTOU ~EV cX~EAE-IV EOTTEUKEVCXI 5e TTEpi 
TI TWV aAAwv, TEXVT]S ~ev avcxAr1\jJEWS KCXTCX<j>pOVoUVTCX, T UX\1 5' ECXUTOV ElTITPETTOVTCX; Protr., B. 85.16-
19 = K. 1.3.5-8. 
84 Protr., B. 85.12 = K. 1.3.1-2. 
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acquisition of an art, especially a rational art, requires the ability to think and reason, which is 
the 'only part of us we share in common with the gods' and is what separates us from the 
animals. ss This is the theme that holds the subsequent arguments together in Protr. While it is 
quite clear, in this introduction, that Galen is echoing many of the ideas concerning rational 
thought expressed by Plato and subsequent philosophers, X6 he places much greater emphasis 
on the moral and intellectual value of the arts than previous philosophical authors had. 
Generally, in philosophical protreptics, the topic of the arts was used to illustrate why wisdom 
was beneficial to understanding and successfully utilizing an art. Thus, Galen has put his own 
spin on this recognized philosophical theme. 
The aforementioned theme holds together his subsequent arguments concerning the 
vagaries of Fortune and the pseudo-art of athletics. The connection between TUXTl and rational 
thought had been previously established in philosophical writings. In Plutarch's nept TUXTl5, 
Plutarch warns against the dangers of relying on the gifts of Fortune in an attempt to urge the 
audience to pursue activities that require intelligence (CPPOVTl0l5). For Plutarch and other 
philosophers, living by chance is tantamount to neglecting our ability to reason, which is god-
given and the very thing that makes us superior to the animals. And, like Galen, Plutarch 
makes the practice of TEXVat the antithesis of TUXTl because the arts require intelligence to 
produce their understood ends. Thus, when Galen brings up the figure of T UXTl, his audience 
would have picked up on this connection between rational thought and Fortune. This 
connection is carried over into Galen's criticisms of athletics. By proving that athletics does 
not produce the goods that it claims to, Galen makes clear that athletics is not a TEXVTl and, 
therefore, does not require intelligence to practice it. In other words, athletics has more in 
common with irrational beasts than it does with mankind. In Protr., he often depicts the 
behaviour of athletes as being similar to that of animals in respect to their lack of self-control 
and intelligence. Unlike other contemporary authors, who viewed athletics as a TEXVTl and 
useful to society and the individual, Galen is arguing that only medicine delivers what it 
promises in regard to the bodily art; and for that reason, the practice of medicine is an avenue 
in which one can truly use one's god-given intelligence. 
However, the thrust of his argument also extends into how medicine should be 
classified. From Plato onward, the classification of the arts was a philosophical endeavour 
which often found its way into protreptic discourse, as in the previously discussed passages in 
Euthd. 87 Because the arts were, as Plutarch expresses it, indicative forms of intelligence 
85 cf. Plutarch, (nepi T uXllS) Moralia, 98e. 
86 Plutarch, (nepi TUXlls) Moralia, 97c-98f; lamb!. (*Arist.), Protr., 9.49.3-51.6. Boudon 2002,120, n. 3. 
87 Tatarkiewicz 1963. 
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(Q>pov~aEI5) and the well-recognized ways of men (rrpaYIJCXTCX 8VllTwv),xx those arts that 
were perceived as being more cerebral were naturally considered the most appropriate for the 
philosophically inclined. Galen's aim in Protr. is to firmly seat medicine among the most 
respected TEXVCX I of the time. X9 This aim is actualized in the way in which he lists medicine 
with the arts commonly associated with the eYKuKAl05 rrCXloEicx. 90 It is also observed in the 
way he classifies medicine among the rational (AOYIKCXi) and revered (aEIJVcxl) arts, which 
stand in stark contrast to the manual (XElpWVCXKTIKCXi) and base (~avcxuaCXl) arts that depend 
on the body more than the mind. 91 Furthermore, because intelligence and wisdom are what 
man shares with the divine, Galen classifies medicine as one of the 8EtCXl TEXVCXI, with 
physicians, as well as philosophers, being among a group of men who are the closest 
followers of the god Hermes.92 Using this image, he suggests that medicine, like philosophy, 
brings man closer to obtaining happiness (EUOCXIIJOVICX) and success (EUTUXicx).93 
5.3 Stylistic features 
As was noted, stylistically, Protr. is quite different from any of Galen's other works. It 
is clearly designed to appeal to a general audience in a manner reminiscent of epideictic 
oration. This is apparent when one observes the variatio of rhetorical tropes and literary 
devices Galen uses to make his arguments both entertaining and persuasive. Aside from the 
numerous metaphors, similes and rhetorical questions that are quite prevalent in this work, it 
is his use of literary devices, such as comparison (auYKpI0l5), commonplace (Torro5), myth 
(IJU805), anecdote (XPEICX) and maxim (yvwlJll), in a manner similar to what was taught in the 
progymnasmata that makes this text unmistakably rhetorical. 94 Given that I have already 
touched upon Galen's use of XPEtCXl and YVWIJCXI in my discussion of Galen's literary 
witnesses, in the following I will present examples of his use of aUYKpI0l5, Torro5 and 
IJU805, as well as the witticisms that also give Protr. its oratorical feel. 
A aUYKpI0l5, according to the progymnasmata ascribed to Aelius Theon (c. 1st 
century AD), is a 'discourse that sets the better and the worse side by side' 
(auYKpl0l5 AOY05 TO ~EATIOV ~ TO XEtPOV rrcxplaTcX5) to create a forceful effect. 95 It 
88 Plutarch, (nEPI TUXT]5) Moralia, 99a-c. 
89 Ieraci Bio 1991; Boudon 2002, 24-35. 
90 Protr., B. 84-85, 88-89, 117 = K. 1.2-3, 6-7, 39. 
91 Protr., B. 117 = K. 39. 
92 Protr., B. 88-89 = K. 6-7. 
93 Plutarch, (nEpl T UXT]) Moralia, 9ge-f. 
94 Heath has argued that Theon's progymnasmata was composed well after the 151 century AD. Heath 2003. 
Nevertheless, the general position is that this text was composed during the 1 sl century AD and that it reflects the 
kinds of topics which were associated with progymnasmata of the 2nd century AD. Corbett 1990,484--488; 
Cichocka 1992,991-994; Kennedy 2003,1-3. 
95 Theon, Prog., 112.20-23; Kennedy 2003, 52. 
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involves comparing the appearance, character and actions of two people or things which are 
related in some way, such as two gods. 96 In Theon's discussion of how to use this device, he 
points out that, when comparing inanimate things, one should look to analogies, such as the 
maker of the things being discussed: for example, health is the daughter of Apollo. Having 
done this, one should point out the advantages and disadvantages that are a result of these 
things. In Chapters 2-5 of Protr., Galen uses an extended OUYKPl0l5 which illustrates how 
studying a TEXVT'} is superior to leaving one's life to TUXT'}. As was already mentioned, he 
compares these two inanimate things by using the figures of Hermes, the god of the arts, and 
Fortune, the goddess of chance. In Chapters 2 and 3, Galen compares their appearance and 
character. He describes how painters and sculptors depict the wretchedness (I..IOX8T'}piex) of 
Fortune by making her a blind (TU¢A~) female standing on a very unstable base-a sphere. 
This image is contrasted with that of Hermes, the so-called master of reason (AOYOU 
OEOTTOTT'}5) and the practitioner of all art (epYcXTT'}5 TEXVT'}5 eXTTcXOT'}5), whom he describes as 
being portrayed in sculpture as a young man with a keen (OPIJ.lU) gaze standing on the most 
stable of platforms-a cube. As to their character, he contrasts the folly (aVOl ex) of the 
mindless (avou5) and unstable (aOTexT05) Fortune with the providence (TTpovoi ex) and the 
virtuous soul (h T~5 ~X~5 apE~) of Hermes. He describes how Fortune carelessly leads 
her mindless followers (OJ.lex8E~I5 ETTOJ.lEVOI) over cliffs into the sea where they are all 
completely destroyed (ouvex TToAAuVTex I). This dreadful image is compared with that of 
Hermes standing among his brilliant worshippers (¢exlopoi 81exOC~lTexl) where they are always 
benefiting (a TToAexuOVTex I) from his foresight. 
Galen's OUYKPI0l5 is built upon a well-recognized theme m protreptic discourse, 
namely the personified deity and his or her followers. Thus, in Chapters 4 and 5, Galen 
compares the followers of these gods. He contrasts the image of Fortune's followers, who are 
lazy (apyoi) and ignorant of arts (TEXV~V oJ.lex8fl5), with that of Hermes' chorus of well-
mannered men (KOOJ.lIOI), who are practitioners of arts (TEXV~V epycXTexl). He tells his reader 
to observe how Croesus of Lydia, Polycrates of Samos, Cyrus, Priam and Dionysius the 
Tyrant of Syracuse flourished for a time, but later, they all had reversals in fortune, citing the 
execution of Croesus, Polycrates and Cyrus and the overthrow and exile of Priam and 
Dionysius. 97 Galen also contrasts the infamous followers of Fortune with a list of illustrious 
names, Socrates, Homer, Hippocrates and Plato, as being deputies (UTTexPXexl) and attendants 
(UTTT'}PETex I) to Hermes. 
96 Theon, Prog., 112-115; Kennedy 2003, 52-55. 
97 These are figures quite commonly associated with reversals in fortune. For example, at the beginning of the 
64th discourse, Dio Chrysostom (AD c. 40/50-after 110) lists Croesus, Polycrates and Cyrus as people who 
blame Fortune for her capricious nature. 
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To strengthen his appeal, Galen contrasts the types of men who follow these deities. In 
the case of Hermes, they are geometers (YECUIJETPOI), mathematicians (apI8IJf]TIKOi), 
philosophers (¢I:\oao¢ol), doctors (loTpoi), astronomers (aaTpOvoIJOI) and grammarians 
(YPOIJIJOTIKOi).9X This list stands in stark contrast to the followers of Fortune, who are said to 
be demagogues (OlllJoycuyoi), courtesans (EToipaI), catamites (rropvol), betrayers of friends 
(rrpoOOTaI ¢i:\cuv), murderers (¢OVEIS'), graverobbers (TUIJ~CUpUXO\), thieves (aprroYES') 
and even pillagers of the gods' temples (iepa au:\~aOVTES'). 99 Here, Galen invokes some of 
the negative stereotypes associated with Fortune to reveal what will happen to those who 
I k · 100 neg ect ta mg up an art. 
From these contrasting images, it would have been obvious to the members of his 
audience whom they should follow, and it would be equally evident that Galen has employed 
a carefully constructed aUYKpIOlS'. In this way, Galen appeals to their emotions by amplifying 
the gravity oftheir decisions, much as the comparisons between the personified Craft (T EXVll) 
and Culture (noloeio) in Lucian's Somn. or the personified Pseudopaideia and Paideia (12-
20) in the Tabula oj Cebes (c. 1st century AD) were designed to do. Ultimately, Galen's 
approach to the audience in this aUYKpIOlS' is stylistically similar to the Tabula oj Cebes and 
other moralistic works in which the author provides a vivid allegory of the ramifications of 
their audiences' potential choices. 
Theon describes a TorroS' in rhetoric as descriptive language that amplifies a fault or 
brave deed by creating a vivid image (olorurrcuOlS') of the action. 101 It is called a TorroS' 
because it provides a starting point for an attack on those who do not admit that they are in 
error. However, it is an attack not on an individual but on a recognizable type, such as 
licentious men or a traitorous general. In Protr., one of Galen's rhetorical strategies is to 
undermine the value of athletics as an art by using vivid language to paint an image of the 
athlete as being bestial or a dilapidated heap of flesh. To demonstrate that athletes represent 
the antithesis of health, he likens the parts of their bodies to parts of a city's walls that have 
been thoroughly shaken by siege engines and are now ready to fall apart with the slightest 
perturbation. 102 He then extends this simile into his description of the appearance of these 
athletes' bodies. He describes how their 'eyes are dug-out around' (o¢8o:\lJol 
98 Protr., B. 88-89 = K. 1.7. 
99 Protr., B. 88 = K. 1.6. 
100 The Tabula ofCebes demonstrates how such a list would have been considered logical to Galen's readers. In 
the allegory of the Tabula of Cebes, the followers 0; Fortune are compelled 'to defraud others' (CxrroaTEpE~lv), 
'to rob temples' (iEpOauAElv), 'to lie under oath' (ElTIOPKEIV), 'to be traitors' (rrpo8ICSoVOI) and 'to pillage' 
(AT]i~EaaEl) because they have squandered on Luxury all that Fortune has given them, and therefore, they resort 
to heinous acts to obtain the pleasures of Luxury. Tabula ofCebes, Fitzgerald and White 1983, 74-77 = 9.1-39. 
101 Theon, Prog., 106-109; Kennedy 2003,42--45. 
102 Protr., B. 109 = K. 1.30-31. 
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TTEPIOPWPUY~EVOI) and their 'teeth have been shaken so often' (01 OOOVTES" olaOEOElo~EVOI 
TTOAAOKIS") that they fall out easily, and he notes how 'the parts of their joints which have 
been twisted' (TCX AUYI06EVTO: TWV ap8pwv) have made them too weak for daily life and 
how 'fracture' (p~y~o:) and 'rupture' (OTTOO~O:) easily occur in these men. Using the 
participles TTEPIOPWPUY~EVOI, OIO:OEOEI(J~EVOI and AUYlo8EvTa, it is quite clear that Galen 
plays upon the image of a city under siege to depict what years of athletics training can do to 
the body. While P~y~o: and OTTO(J~O: were commonly used in medical texts for bone fractures 
and ruptures of muscles,103 they also fit into Galen's image of the deleterious effects of 
TElxo~aXla on a city's walls. Therefore, rather than using decidedly medical language to 
describe athletes' physical appearance, Galen has chosen to vividly portray what athletic 
training has done to their bodies. 
According to Theon, when one presents a ~u60S", it is incumbent upon the writer/ 
speaker to add meaning to the myth. 104 He notes how the rhetorical use of a fable should have 
the following features: prooemion, a brief narrative of the myth, a modified citation of the 
myth, followed by a conclusion as to the myth's meaning. This structure is likewise used in 
Prafr. In Chapter 13, Galen introduces the myth by claiming that he is going to recount a 
~u8oS" that will illustrate how athletics is worthless even in its own field of endeavour. 105 He 
then relates how, in this myth, the animals would be allowed by Zeus to compete in the 
Olympia against humans. Because of this, no man would be able to win a single crown 
because the animals would dominate all the events owing to their superior strength and speed: 
the horse would be best at long-distance races; the hare would win the sprints; the bull would 
win in boxing; and the ass would be victorious in fighting. He then quotes a key passage from 
the myth: 
Then in a well informed account the ass will be noted 
that, in TTaYKpoTIOV, he was victorious at that time over men. 
The twenty-first Olympiad was the triumph 
of Brayer. 106 
103 The two terms are often paired together in medical texts. Dioscorides, 1.2, 1.6, 1.28, 1.75,2.80, 2.166,2.173, 
3.4,3.6,3.24,3.74; Galen, Caus. Mor., K. 7.40.1; CAM, K. 1.239; Morb.DijJ., K. 6.872; Hippocrates, Aer., 4. cf. 
Plutarch, De tuenda sanitate praecepta, 130.d.2. 
104 Theon, Prog., 72-78; Kennedy 2003, 23-28. 
105 Protr., B. 114-115 = K. 1.35-36. 
106 CXUT~P EV iOTOpin TTOAUTTElPCA;l ypa~eTCXt OVOS' , 
OTt 
TTCXYKpaTlOV VIKTjOE TTOT' cXV~PCXS', 
e'IKOOnl ~E KCXI TTPWTTj OAU~TTlcXS' ~V, QT' EviKCX 
, °YKTjOnlS' . 
Protr., B. 115.6-10 = K. 1.36.13-15. The author of this myth is unknown. 
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This quote is to humorously point out that even an ass can beat a man when it comes to feats 
of athletic prowess. Galen then provides a conclusion by declaring that 'the myth shows' (0 
I-1U80 5 ETTIOEIKVUOI) that 'athletic power is not one of the human accomplishments' .107 Thus, 
Galen's retelling of this myth is consistent with the rhetorical manner in which myths were 
presented in rhetorical theory and practice. 
Through his use of witticisms, Galen demonstrates that Protr. is also designed to be an 
entertaining display of his erudition. For example, in Chapter 10, he quotes a passage from the 
Iliad (24.677-9): 
Now the others, the gods and drivers of chariots 
Were slumbering all night being subdued by soft sleep, 
But sleep did not take hold of the wretched athletes. 108 
In this passage, he substitutes 'a8ATjTtX5 KaKOOalJ..lOVa5' for "EpI-1ElaV EPIOUVIOV', as it 
reads in the Iliad, to make his point that athletes are unable to sleep because of their unhealthy 
lifestyle. 109 Galen is not attempting to trick his audience for they undoubtedly would be aware 
of how the passage read. The intended effect is for his audience to recognize his alteration as 
being witty because he has changed the verse's discussion of Hermes to a reading that is 
critical of the athletic lifestyle, all without losing the meter. 
Another example of Galen's attempt at being clever appears in Chapter 10. 110 To 
foreshadow what he is about to do to his opponent's rhetorical arguments for athletics, Galen 
uses the account of the famous courtesan Phryne, who exposed the false beauty of other 
women by tricking them into removing their makeup. III Galen connects this story to his 
following arguments by declaring: 
Therefore, just as true beauty can be accurately inspected only 
according to itself, when it is stripped naked of all external adornments 
(TTpOOlOVTC..uV eX TTcXVTC..uV YUJ..lvw8ev), likewise it is fitting to examine 
the vocation of athletics by itself, whether it may appear to have a 
usefulness either to the state as a whole or to the individual among 
those who practice it. 112 
107 ncivu XCXPlEVTW5 OIhoS" 0 ~U805 ETTlOelKVUol nlV cX8AT]TIK~V IOXuv OU TWV cXV8PWTTIVWV OUOCXV 
cXOKT]~eXTWV' .... Protr., B. 115.l1-13 = 1.37.1-2. 
10K aAAOI ~EV pcx aWl Te Kcxt cXvepeS" iTTTTOKOPUOTCXt 
eVcSov TTCXVVUXIOI ~CXACXK~ OeO~T]~EVOI UTTV":l . 
cXAA' OUK cX8ATjTCXS" KcxKocScxl~OVCX5 UTTV05 E~CXpTTTEV. 
Protr., B. 107.10-12 = K. 1.28.10-12. 
109 Boudon 2002, 138, n. 2. 
I 10 Protr., B. 105 = K. 1.26. 
III Boudon 2002,137-138, n. 2. 
112 • worrep ouv TO cXATj8lVOV KeXAAOS" cXKPI~W5 E~ETcxl;eTcxl ~ovov CXUTO Kcx8' ecxuTo TWV E~w8ev CXUTW 
TTP~~IOVTWV cXTTeXVTWV yu~vwaEVI OUTW KCXt nlV cX8AT]TIK~V ETTlTT10euOlV E~ETeXl;eo8at TTpoo~Kel ~6vT]vl eli 
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The audience would naturally recognize that he is alluding to athletics training with his use of 
yU~VU)8EV. Here, Galen again plays with words to contrast the naked body of evidence his 
logical arguments will reveal concerning the practices of athletes, whose beauty is covered by 
their deceptive, rhetorical makeup. 113 In addition to these types of witticisms, Galen also uses 
the kinds of figures of speech that one would expect of epideictic rhetoric. 114 For example, he 
uses the following TTCXpovo~cxalcx (pun) to reveal that he had the oratorical ability to entertain 
with his words: 'As for bodily health, it is clear that no other group is more miserable 
(ci:8AIWTEpOV) than athletes (TWV ci: 8AllTWv).' 115 
VI. Conclusion 
The structure and subject matter of Protr. is reminiscent of the protreptic arguments of 
the Socratic figure, one who extols the virtues of a proper philosophical education to a youth 
while refuting those who propose a similar, but false, approach. Nevertheless, it is quite clear 
that Galen has made a conscious effort to include the kinds of rhetorical devices and clever 
wordplays that epideictic orators used to display their erudition. But why? How is this stylistic 
feature relevant to what he is trying to accomplish in Protr.? 
The answer is threefold. First, as was noted earlier, philosophically inclined speakers 
of the 1 sl and 2nd century AD, such as Epictetus, were not averse to using some of the 
rhetorical devices that public orators employed in their speeches. And, this would be 
especially so when it came to protreptic discourse because this type of speech was often 
designed to appeal to the audience's sense of pathos. Secondly, this style was appropriate for 
an ideal audience of youths of the upper classes. Such an audience would have been quite 
familiar with the kinds of rhetorical devices found in the progymnasmata and declamations. 
Finally, because one of Galen's aims was to demonstrate how medicine was truly one of the 
arts befitting the eYKuKAl05 TTCXUSEICX and because the stylistic features of declamations were 
perceived as signs of TTCXIOEICX, Galen has displayed that, when the circumstances called for it, 
a physician was just as capable of erudite speech as a public orator. 
Tl ¢CiIVOITO EXEIV XP~OIl..lOV ~ KOIVn TeXl5 rroAEOlv ~ \OI<;X TOl5 ~ETCiXEIPIl;o~EVOI5 CiUT~V. Protr., B. 105.17-
22=K.1.26.l1-16. 
113 Konig 2005,297. " 
114 Alexander Rhetor (2nd century AD), De figuris (nEpl rrCipovo~CiOlCi5), 36.13-36.25. 
115 LW~CXTIKD5 ~EV OUV UYlE1Ci5 'EVEKCi ¢CiVEPOV W5 OUOEV aAAO yevo5 ci9AlulTEPOV EOTI TWV ci9ATlTWV· .... 
Protr., B. 110.1-2 = K. 1.31.8-9. 
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Investigating a Medical Problem: 
geoElS and Thrasybulus sive utrum medicinae sit an gymnasticae hygiene 
I. Introduction 
In the epistolary proem to Thrasybulus sive utrum medicinae sit an gymnasticae 
hygiene (Thras.), I Galen describes Thras. as being notes (UTTo\Jv~\JaTa) that reflect his 
answer to the question (TTpO~p.Tl\Ja) posed by Thrasybulus: 'Whether that which is called 
healthiness (UYIEIVOV) belongs to gymnastics (yu\JvaoTIKRs-) or medicine (IaTpIKRs-)?,.2 He 
describes what he is doing in this work as an 'inquiry' (S~TT101S-), and likewise, the subject 
matter of this work is often identified as 'what is being sought' (TO SllTOU\JEVOV).3 Thus, he 
emphasizes the process of searching for an answer rather than recounting what has already 
been proven. 
Through his prefatory remarks, Galen indicates that there were two constraints on this 
scientific inquiry. First, it was conducted extemporaneously through a series of questions and 
answers, i.e. dialectic. 4 Although Thrasybulus posed the question, he is described as having 
been reluctant to respond to Galen's subsequent questions, and therefore, Galen had to tum to 
'one of the philosophers trained in logical theory' (T~V TIS- YEYU\JvaO\JEvc.uv 'EV p.OYIK'n 
8Ec.upI<;x ¢1P.OOO¢c.uv) who happened to be present. With this philosopher evidently playing 
the role of interlocutor, Galen claims that 'the problema was easily brought to a conclusion' 
(P<;xOlc.uS- OIETTEpav811 TO TTpO~p.llI..1a). 5 The second constraint on Galen's inquiry is self-
imposed. Galen claims that the arguments used in this inquiry are informed by the same 
logical methods which he expressed in his magnum opus on logical proofs, On 
Demonstration. 6 Thus, he asserts that in this work one will observe his employment (xpROIs-) 
J The Greek text used for Thras. comes from Helmreich 1893, 33-100 = K. 5.806-898., which will appear in this 
chapter as H. I have greatly benefited from Singer's translation in Singer 1997a, 53-99. The date of composition 
of Thras. appears to be some time before the composition of San. Til. (AD c. 175) as this is the earliest text which 
makes mention of Thras. San.Tu., K. 6.13.1. 6.136.7, 6.143.13. Bardong 1942,636; Singer 1997a, Ii. 
2 lTOTEPOV ;OTPlK~S" ~ yUIJVOOTlK~5 EOTl TO KOAo\JIJEVOV UYlElVOV. Thras., H. 33.27-34.1 = K. 5.807.8-9. 
Galen's use of the feminine signifies that medicine and gymnastics are arts, and his use of the neuter signifies 
that healthiness is a division or part (J.l0PIOV) of an art. 
3 Thras., (~nTT]0l5) H. 36.26,41.1,41.2, 75.14 = K. 5.811.15, 817.7, 817.11, 865.11, (TO SllTO\JJ.lEVOV) H. 33.8-
9, 34.21,35.14, 36.14, 36.17, 36.21, 41.18 = K. 5.807.1, 808.13, 809.13, 811.3, 811.6,811.1 0, 813.3. 
4 Although the terms 'dialectic' and 'dialectical' carry a variety of meanings in antiquity as in today, when I use 
the term 'dialectic' in this chapter, I am signifying a formal system of reasoning in which a theoretical 
proposition or question is put forward and subsequently investigated through a series of questions and answers. 
cf. Smith 1994, 145. When I use the term 'scientific inquiry', I am speaking to the process of arriving at 
knowledge of a subject matter via a variety of 'logical' and/or 'empirical' methods. 
5 Thras., H. 35.4-11 = K. 5.809.3-9. 
6 •.• Ev ToI5 mpl cXlTO&i~EW5. Thras., H. 33.10-15 = K. 5.807.2-7. cf. H. 37.22-26 = K. 5.812.14-813.3. Galen 
appears to be referring to his magnum opus on logical proofs, De demonstrationibus (Dem.). As to Dem. 's 
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of these methods. 7 Rather than examining the formal logic used in Thras., my analysis is 
concerned with how Galen conveys the process of scientific inquiry and how he uses this 
discourse to establish his identity as a physician. 
The structure of Thras. is as follows: Galen begins with an extended epistolary proem 
(H. 33.1-36.7 = K. 5.806.4-810.13) in which he states the problema, contextualizes the 
nature of his inquiry and explains his rationale for writing Thras. 8 His actual inquiry into this 
problem has three major divisions. The first part (H. 36.8-44.17 = K. 5.810.14-821.17) is a 
survey of the possible starting points (apxol) for answering the problema. The second 
division investigates the art of the body (H. 44.l8-76.17 = K. 5.821.18-867.2). The third 
division makes inquiries into the definitions and roles of medicine and gymnastics in the art 
of the body (H. 76.18-98.4 = K. 5.867.3-896.3). 
Each of these major divisions is broken down further into subordinate 
problems/topics. The first major division examines whether the definitions (OPIOI.JOI), aims 
(TEAT]) or essence (ouoiol) of medicine and gymnastics offer reasonable starting points for 
this inquiry. The second major division is divided into two distinct subordinate topics of 
inquiry: 1) the oneness of the art of the body (H. 44.18-71.23 = K. 5.810.18-860.3) and 2) the 
parts of the art of the body (H. 7l.24-76.17 = K. 5.860.4-867.2). Both of these subordinate 
inquiries are further subdivided into related questions. The inquiry into the oneness of the art 
of the body is further broken down into questions concerning the aim (TEA05), product 
(ayo86v), example (rropcXoEIY\.IO), activities (EVEPYEIOI), materials (VAOI) and theories 
(8ECUpn\.lOTO) of this art. The investigation into the parts of the art of the body is organized 
into a series of questions concerning similarity and differences at various levels of 
classification. 
As for the third major division in his inquiry, it involves a discussion of the common 
definitions and roles of tOTplKn and YU\.IVOOTIKn in the art of the body. Like the other major 
divisions, it is subdivided into a series of related questions/topics of inquiry. These 
subordinate questions ultimately contribute to Galen's demonstration that the art of 
gymnastics (YU\.lVOOTIKn) is the teaching of all kinds of healthy exercise rather than strictly 
dealing with exercises performed in a gymnasion, and furthermore, the medical practitioners 
are the proper overseers of those who practice this art of gymnastics. It is important to bear in 
mind that throughout the three major divisions of his inquiry, Galen often launches into 
fragmenta and testimonia. see von Muller 1895; Reschcr 1967, Appendix B; Moraux 1984,685-808. A selection 
'ofscholarship on Galen's approach to logic and its role in medicine can be found in Barnes 1991; 1993a; 1993b; 
Hankinson 1991; 1992; von Karlheinze Hi.ilser 1992; Tieleman 1995; 1996; Morison 2008. 
7 cf. OrdLib.Prop. Boudon-Millot 2007a, 95. 
H An analytical outline of Thras. can be found in Appendix B. 
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polemics against athletics trainers (oi TOU5 ciSAllTcX5 YUIJVaSOVTE5). At these points, he 
argues that these men do not teach the healthy kinds of exercises associated with yUIJVOaTIK~. 
Galen brings Thras. to a suitable conclusion (H. 98.5-100.9 = K. 5.896.4-898.17) in 
that it ultimately answers Thrasybulus' question. He points out that the true practitioner of the 
art of the body is often called an IOTP05 because the whole art of the body was termed the 
IOTPIK~ TEXVll by extension of one of its major parts-the medical/therapeutic 
(IOTpIKOvISEpomuTIKov) part. He identifies the other major part of the art of the body as the 
preservative/healthiness (cpuAaKTIKov/uYIEIVOV) part. Based on his division of the parts of the 
art of the body, YUIJVaaTIK~ is one of the small component skills under the 
preservative/healthiness (CPUAOKTIKOV/UYIEIVOV) part. Therefore, he concludes true 
YUllvaaTIK~ should be recognized as a part ofuYIElvov rather than vice versa. 
II. Genre 
2. J The rrpoj3).'7l1a and the decorum of extemporaneous speech 
The terms S~TlllJa and rrpO~AlllJa were often used interchangeably to signify a 
question or subject for discussion. 9 Through its connection with the verb rrpo~aAAElv, a 
rrpo~AlllJa had the connotation of a question or problem that was 'posed' or 'thrown forward' 
for discussion. However, a problema was not necessarily associated with extemporaneous 
speech. For example, while reading a text or in thought, one could pose a problema to oneself 
for the purpose of internal deliberation and personal investigation. 10 And, a written response 
to another's problema obviously did not require extemporaneous speech. Furthermore, a 
problema need not even be posed by a contemporary. It was quite common in philosophical 
and medical works for the author to address a longstanding theoretical problema in different 
types of prose. I I Nevertheless, by his repeated use of the verb rrpo~ci:AAElv and its cognates in 
the preface to Thras., Galen emphasizes the extemporaneous nature of Thrasybulus' 
question. 12 And, because Galen claims to have written nothing other (OUK aAAa) than what he 
had said on the spot (rrapaxpRlJa), he is clearly emphasizing that this text reflects his oral 
extemporaneous response to the question. 
9 Harrison 2000, 196. 
10 Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 142-143 = K. 19.19. Arist., Top., 1.2. 
II Mansfcld 1990; 1992. 
12 Thras., H. 33.2, 33.16, 34.12, 34.15,34.17,34.21,35.1,35.3,35.5,35.11,35.17, 35.24, 36.1,36.6 = K. 
5.806.2,807.9,808.3,808.6,808.7,808.11,808.18, 809.2, 809.3, 809.9, 809.15, 810.4, 810.8,810.12. 
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It is not uncommon for Galen to use such 'real-life' circumstances for rhetorical 
purposes.1 3 In Lih.Prop. and elsewhere, Galen depicts himself being involved in agonistic 
public demonstrations in which anatomical and medical prohlemata were posed to him.14 
However, in Thras., Galen has entered into a type of philosophical discourse which has its 
own unique and well-recognized decorum. In his Topica, Aristotle provides an account of the 
art of dialectic. In Book 8, he discusses a number of highly formalized procedures for 
conducting a dialectical argument presumably for philosophical training in the Academy, the 
so-called gymnastic dialectic. 15 As is well known, this gymnastic dialectic involved two 
participants, the answerer and the questioner. The answerer would assert a proposition 
(8EOl S'), and the questioner would then attempt to secure a concession from the answerer by 
asking a series of questions to which the answerer was to reply either 'yes' or 'no', or in 
certain circumstances, the answerer could object by posing a counter-question. The aim of this 
type of dialectical exercise was to refine one's ability to conduct a persuasive logical 
argument. 
Aside from training in philosophical argumentation, Aristotle reveals another use for 
dialectical discourse, namely the art of testing (TTElPCX(JTIK~), which was much more relevant 
to Galen's aims in Thras. 16 Here, the function of dialectic is to refute the claims of those who 
say they have some form of knowledge by proving that their beliefs lead to a contradiction. It 
is this use of dialectic that one finds in the Platonic dialogues, and it is this use of dialectic 
that was highly praised by the philosophically inclined thinkers of the 2nd century AD.I7 
Therefore, Galen's examination of Thrasybulus' question can be seen as a test of the athletic 
trainers' claims about their knowledge of health. 
In Thras., Galen reveals that he is operating within the decorum of dialectical inquiry. 
He recalls how Thrasybulus had set up an erroneous starting point for their inquiry, which 
Galen claims would not lead to what they seek. With such statements, Galen reveals that poor 
premisses lead to fallacious conclusions, which was a fundamental principle expressed in 
theoretical discussions of dialectical inquiry from Aristotle onward. 18 Likewise, his choice of 
!3 von Staden 1995a; 1997. Mattern's work on the rhetorical nature of Galen's patient-care narratives offers 
another interesting aspect to his use of 'real-life' events for the purpose of displaying his erudition. Mattern 
2008. 
14 Lib.Prop., K. 19.13-15,20-22. A far less agonistic picture of the role of problem at a in oral discourse can be 
found in a section of Plutarch's De recta ratione audiendi entitled TO TTEpllTpO~ATlI.laTC ... )v lTOpayyeAI.IO. 
Moralia, 42f-44b. Here, Plutarch provides a series of rules for posing a problem to the speaker. These rules 
reflect a dialectical ideal in which an ideal listener is a participant in the discourse (KOIVWVOS' TOU AOyOU) as 
well as a fellow worker with the speaker (ouvepyoS' TOU AEYOVTOS'). Moralia, 45e. cf. Arrian, Epict., 2.1.35-44, 
2.20.32-37. 
15 Ryle 1968; Smith 1993. 
16 Arist., SE, 169b.25-29. 
17 Arrian, Epict., 1.7. 
18 cf. Arist., Top., 8.12. 
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interlocutors reveals his knowledge of the rules of dialectic. At the end of Book 8 of the 
Top ica , Aristotle advises against using dialectic with the common man because to choose 
someone who is not skilled in logic would jeopardize one's chance of coming to the 
appropriate conclusion. While it is quite clear that Galen's second choice-the philosopher 
skilled in logical theory-was an appropriate interlocutor, one might raise issue with 
Thrasybulus being a suitable interlocutor. However, Thrasybulus' reluctance to answer 
Galen's questions is also a part of this kind of discourse. 
When Galen tries to begin the inquiry by asking Thrasybulus to define medicine, 
gymnastics and healthiness, Thrasybulus remains silent (cXrroCJIcumxv) on the grounds that 
Galen's inquiry should cover all aspects of the question. By simply not answering Galen's 
question, he avoided continuing with an inquiry that was not to his liking. If he were to 
answer Galen's question, Thrasybulus would have been obliged to continue the process of 
inquiry. It is important to bear in mind that Galen's apparent need to have an interlocutor not 
only illustrates the fonnal constraints of his inquiry but also its epistemological merits. The 
rhetorical value of an interlocutor is that the arguments put forward by the author appear to 
have been tested. In other words, it suggests that if anyone trained in logic used the same 
premisses and methods, he would logically come to the same conclusion as Galen. 
Galen's portrayal of himself successfully managing a dialectical inquiry plays a 
significant role in his rhetorical strategy of demonstrating the intellectual-cultural superiority 
of physicians over athletics trainers. This becomes quite evident when Galen describes 
another life event at a strategic place in Thras. In Chapter 46, immediately before his 
conclusion, Galen recounts how he was once asked by a group of physicians and philosophers 
to respond to the criticisms an athletic trainer had made in respect to Hippocrates' views on 
massage. Galen claims that after he gave a full account (arrovTo OlEA8EIV TOV AOyov) of 
Hippocrates' position on massage, the same self-taught athletics trainer (OtITOOIOOKTOS-
YUIlVOOTns-) led out a young boy and demanded Galen either demonstrate how to massage 
(Tpl~Elv) and gymnastically train (yullvcil;Elv) this youth or be quiet (CJIcurrciv). Galen goes 
on to say that this same wretched (KOKOOOlllcuV) trainer 'screamed away and especially 
because he was not quiet, it was impossible to listen and learn from our discussion, but we in 
a leisurely manner (KOTO: 0XOAnV) dialectically reasoned (OIEAEX81"JIJEV) with those who were 
present'. 19 Here, the illogical and vulgar manner in which the trainer addressed Galen and the 
audience is contrasted with Galen's more philosophical and learned approach. Here, Galen 
19 o\hoS' ~EV oov EKEKpaYEI TE Kat OAACilS' oulSe OICilTTWV OKOUEIV elSUVOTO KOt ~OVeaVEIV T<:X AEYO~EVOt 
nlJelS' ISs KOTcX OXOA~V ToIS- TTOPOVOI ISIEAEXeT]~EVt .... Thras., H. 97.22-24 = K. 5.895.13-15. 
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portrays this trainer, and by extension all other trainers, as being unable to engage in civil 
philosophical discourse because of his lack of erudition. 
2.2 The fJiol5" and the conventions of philosophical inquiry 
The nature and development of 8eOEIS' are very complicated topics. The following 
discussion serves as a summary for the purpose of contextualizing Thras. It is important to 
recognize that in the 2nd century AD there was plurality among Peripatetic, Stoic and Middle 
Platonist theoretical approaches to 8eoEIS' and other fonns oflogical argumentation. 
Scholars often begin their discussion of the 8eatS' with Aristotle's treatment of this 
subject in his Topica. 2o In the Topica, Aristotle states that a 8eatS' is a TTpO~ATH.lCX, but not all 
TTpO~ATJI..ICXTCX are eeOEIS'.2I He goes on to say that 'Nowadays, nearly all TO OICXAEKTIKO 
TTpO~A~I..ICXTCX are called 8eoE IS". 22 In the discussion surrounding these passages and 
elsewhere in the Topica, Aristotle claims that a dialectical problema is a speculative 
proposition (eE(J.)p~\..ICX) that is worthy of inquiry because of its intrinsic plausibility and/or 
because it was a point of controversy among authorities, particularly philosophers. From 
Aristotle's discussion of the SeatS', it becomes quite evident that the dialectical model was 
considered a method of philosophical argumentation in respect to disputable matters. 
Although the Aristotelian notion of a SeatS' in dialectical theory was, strictly speaking, 
a proposition fit for discussion, the act of refuting or confinning a theoretical proposition also 
came to be known as a SeatS'. As is well known, a distinction was later drawn between a 
SeolS' (quaestio infinita) and UTTOeEatS' (quaestio jinita).23 The thesis was associated with 
general or more theoretical questions, such as 'Is it right to marry?'. The hypothesis, on the 
other hand, was a question bound by circumstances (mploTCxoEIS') such as people or events. 
Hence, the aforementioned question could be made into a hypothesis simply by linking it to a 
person: 'Is it right for Cato to marry?'. Because a hypothesis took into consideration 'real-life' 
circumstances, it naturally lent itself to the arguing of legal questions or presenting one's 
position in public deliberation, and therefore, it was perceived as being proper to rhetoric. The 
thesis, on the other hand, was thought of as an inquiry for the sake of knowledge, and 
therefore, it was considered to be philosophical in nature. 24 
20 The reason for this is primarily due to the approach Throm took in his seminal work on the genre of the thesis 
in rhetoric and philosophy. Throm 1932. There is certainly a need for a more accessible and up-to-date treatise 
on this genre. More recent treatments of rhetorical and philosophical theses can be found in Mansfeld 1990; 
1992; Schenkeveld 1997,247-252; Wisse, Winterbottom and Fantham 2008, 38-57. 
21 Arist., Top., l04b.29-104b.30. 
22 0XE<S6v <se VUV lTcXVTO TO <SIOAEKTIKO lTpO~A~~OTO aiOEIS" KOAOUVTOI. Arist., Top., 104b.34-36, Ross 1970. 
23 Wisse, Winterbottom and Fantham 2008, 43. 
24 It is unclear to what extent the thesis initially came to be taught by rhetoricians. Wisse argues that, aside from 
Cicero, there is no compelling reason to believe that in Cicero's time, the thesis was extensively taught in 
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Let us tum to some of the conventions of SEoEIS' in rhetoric and philosophy in the 1 st 
and 2nd century AD. In the four progymnasmata that span the period from the I st to the 5th 
century AD, there is always a section dedicated to composing SEoE IS'. In the progymnasmata 
attributed to Theon, the author defines a SEatS' as a logical inquiry (ElTIOKE~IS' AOYIK~) that 
does not admit mploTeXOEIS'.25 The author notes that there are SEWPTlTIKCXI and lTPCXKTIKCXI 
SEoEIS', which correspond to thesis and hypothesis respectively. He distinguishes theoretical 
theses from practical theses by noting how the former 'make their inquiries only for the sake 
of theory and knowledge' (8EWpicxS' EVEKCX KCXt YVWOEWS' lJovov STlTOUVTCXI), while the latter 
were more political (lTOAITIKWTEpCXI) and rhetorical in character (KCXTO TOV PTlTOPIKOV 
XCXpCXKT~pCX). 26 While he is quite clear that thesis is proper to philosophy, he is nevertheless 
teaching this form of inquiry as an elementary form of prose. 
Other than differences in the type of question and particular aim, the author of this 
progymnasmata points out that there is a difference in composition between a theoretical 
thesis and a practical thesis. Unlike a practical thesis, a theoretical thesis must have its order 
(TcXSIS') of composition adapted (apIJOTTEIV) to the particular lTpO~ATlI..lCX. He notes that one 
should pay attention as to where to place the 'weaker and simpler dialectical proofs' (TO 
O:lTAOUOTEPCX KCXt KOU<t>OTEPCX TWV 'ElTIXEIPTllJchwv) and where the 'more striking and 
weightier' arguments (TO lTATlKTIKWTEPCX KCXt ~CXpUTEpCX) should be presented. He then 
provides an example of how to address the question, 'whether the gods exercise a providential 
care for the world'. 27 In his example, Theon gives a structured series of related propositions 
and questions which include the typical forms of philosophical proofs, such as craft analogies 
and the OOSCXI of philosophers. 28 In addition to these philosophical methods, his treatment of 
this genre reveals that rhetorical forms of argumentation, such as amplifications (CXUS~OE IS') 
and digressions (lTCXPEK~cXOEIS') as well as appeals to the audience's emotions, can be used 
when appropriate. Thus, in this light, Galen's polemical remarks in Thras. were not totally 
foreign to the writing of a SEatS'. 
In respect to the way in which SEoE IS' were identified in philosophical works of the 1st 
and 2nd century AD, it is far more common to find the investigation of a theoretical question 
or a disputable matter in philosophy being indirectly referred to as a lTPO~ATlIJCX or S~TTlIJCX 
rather than a SEatS'. Nevertheless, the way in which such questions were investigated reveals 
rhetorical theory. Wisse, Winterbottom and Fantham 2008, 43. Nevertheless, by the time Galen was writing, it 
was evidently incorporated into the progymnasmata. 
25 Theon, Prog., 120.13-15. I have benefited from Kennedy's notes and translation found in Kennedy 2003, 55-
61. 
26 Theon, Prog., 121.3-14. 
27 Theon, Prog., 126--128, trans. Kennedy 2003, 59-6\. 
28 Barnes 1981; Irwin 1988; Smith 1994. 
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that there were recognizable conventions of philosophical inquiry. From Plutarch's treatment 
ofthe question of whether fire or water is more useful, to Plotinus' investigation into whether 
sensation and rational thought belong to only the soul or the soul using the body or a mixture 
of both, the philosophical treatment of such disputable matters was to examine them through 
'the method of in uframque parfem, of confirmation and refutation (KCXTCXOKEUT1, O:VCXOKEU~)'; 
that is to say, knowledge of a philosophical problem was arrived at by testing the possible 
answers by illustrating the pros and cons to a given position. 29 Therefore, what modern 
scholars have identified as 8eOEIS" could occur in a wide variety of philosophical prose, such 
as dialogues (Dio Chrysostom), recorded speeches (Plotinus) and treatises (Plutarch or Philo 
of Alexandria).3o 
Mansfeld has demonstrated that there was a close relationship between philosophical 
doxography and philosophical inquiry.31 He points out that 'placita literature', such as Aetius' 
doxographical work, often break a subject into a structured list of common philosophical 
problems. Within each problem, one can find a list of opinions (Oosex I) of philosophers and 
physicians on the question, which is often partitioned in such a way as to illustrate the major 
divisions of opinion, i.e. the olcxipEOIS" of the problem. 32 He points out that these structured 
lists of problems and opinions echo Aristotle's remarks in the Topica, where Aristotle 
encourages the investigator to organize his subject into problemata and collect the opinions 
(OO~exl) held by the experts. 33 Mansfeld supports this by illustrating how the types of 
questions and potential solutions found in placita literature often occur in later theses and 
treatises of philosophers, physicians and rhetoricians. Therefore, it would seem that, in respect 
to theses, being aware of and addressing the different positions on a given problema were 
important components of inquiry. 
The importance of OOSaI and the 0 I ex I pEOIS" of the problem in a philosophical inquiry 
can be observed in Galen's criticisms of Chrysippus' arguments. In PHP, Galen finds fault 
with Chrysippus' approach to the question 'whether affections supervene judgment?', which 
is a problem raised in the latter's treatise nEpl TTcx8c.3v. 34 Galen claims that Chrysippus 'in his 
division of the problem' (ev T'fj OICXlpeOEI TOU TTPO~A~\.ICXTOS"), reveals that his treatment of 
the subject is incomplete. As Mansfeld points out, Galen's argument is that Chrysippus' 
division of the problem is lacking in two respects: first, it does not take into account Plato's 
doxa, and secondly, Chrysippus has failed to address the possibility that the soul may have 
29 Plut., Mar., 955d-958e; Schenkeveld 1997,247-249; Plotinus, Enn., 1.1. 
30 Mansfeld 1990; 1992; Schenkeveld 1997,247; Runia 1999. 
31 Mansfeld 1990.3193-3216. 
32 Mansfeld 1990,3092-3108,3208-3212; 1992,86-92. 
33 Mansfeld 1990,3206-3207. cf. Runia 1999, 196-198. 
34 PHP, de Lacy 1978,4.1.14-17. 
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three parts. 35 In the case of Thras., as will be discussed later, Galen's division of the problem 
does not take into consideration the opinions of philosophers and physicians. Perhaps, the 
reason for this is that Thrasybulus' question was not a standard philosophical question that 
had well-recognized divisions of opinion. However, in Thras. Galen does examine other 
possible approaches to the problem. 
Bearing in mind that not every thesis contains all of the following component parts, let 
us discuss some of the recurring features modem scholars often associate with theses. First, 
the inquiry typically begins with a statement of a theoretical proposition or a question which 
will be investigated. The next component of this genre is a survey of the potential answers to 
the stated problem. If this is a standard problem, the survey should involve a discussion of the 
different oo~at of philosophers and physicians on the problem, which serves to illustrate the 
points of disagreement (OIaq,WVICX) among these notable authorities. The author's survey of 
the problem mayor may not include a discussion of other potential answers to the question. 
The next component of a thesis is the author's examination of the problem via the method of 
confirmation and refutation. This process mayor may not come to a firm conclusion. 
However, in cases where the author offers no conclusion, often he reveals that he favours a 
particular position through the structure or tone of his inquiry. While the movement from one 
position to the next is clearly marked off with 'introductory phrases and connecting 
participles', 8eoEIS" often display a 'looseness of thought' in that there is not always a 
'logically coherent and consistent sequence of argument'. 36 
What makes this genre distinctively philosophical are the kinds of questions that are 
asked of the subject. 37 By and large, such inquiries address three major categories of 
questions: existence (EI EOTI), substance (TI EOTl) and quality (orrolov TI EOTl).38 Of course, 
there was latitude as to the phrasing of these questions. For example, in his Platonic 
evaluation of dialectic, Plotinus lists the following questions: How does each thing differ from 
other things (TI EKCXOTOV aAAwv olcxq,epEI)? What are its commonalities (TIS" ~ KOIVOTT]S")? 
Among what class of things and where in this class is each thing situated (Ev 01S" EOTI KCXt 
~ , " )?39 rrou TOUTWV EKCXOTOV . 
35 Mansfcld 1992,88-89. 
36 Schenkeveld 1997, 249. 
37 Mansfeld 1990, 3193-3208; Runia 1999, 196-206. 
3K Mansfeld 1990, 3193-3208. There were, of course, other main categories which differed in some respects. For 
example the Stoic categories of substance (\J1TOI<EI~Evov), quality (TTOl6v), disposition (TTc.l5 EXOV) and relative 
disposition (TTp05 Tl TTW5 EXOV) provided a framework for their logical inquiries. de Lacy 1945,247. 
39 Plot., 1.3.4. 
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While an overall treatment of a subject would contain a progression from existence, 
substance and quality,40 the aim of a philosophical inquiry was often limited to rather specific 
questions. In the case of Thras., Galen's expressed aim is to find the OUOICX of the subject 
b · d' d 41 emg Iscusse . 
2.3 Thras. and the Galenic Corpus 
In Ord.Lib.Prop., Galen situates Thras. in a decidedly philosophical context.42 He 
describes Thras. as being useful (Xp~oIJJov) to those who have studied his apodeictic 
treatises. Galen intimately links Thras. to CAM-a text which also attempts to define 
medicine through logical inquiry------claiming that it is the same kind of work (EK TCXUTOU 
yEVOUS). Thras. is not mentioned by Galen in LibProp., but CAM is. Rather than place CAM 
among his works on therapeutic methods, Galen situates it in the thematic category of Works 
a/use/or logical proofs (nEpl TWV EIS TcXS O:TTOOEI~EIS XPllOI\lwV ~1~AIWV).43 Thus, Galen 
indicates that the merits of Thras. and CAM are the methods used in these works rather than 
the actual subject matters they address. Ultimately, CAM and Thras. are related to works such 
as Ars Med. and Part.Art.Med., because in each of the these works, Galen endeavours to 
illustrate that his theoretical model of the faculty and parts of medicine is logically 
verifiable. 44 
In the Galenic Corpus, the rhetorical conventions of a 8Eols often occur when Galen 
portrays himself logically investigating a theoretical or philosophical problem, i.e. questions 
which cannot be answered strictly by sense perception or intellectual intuition. This kind of 
investigative discourse can occur within a work, for example, in his analytical division of the 
pulses in DiffPuls., or the whole work may take this form, such as Thras., CAM, 
Part.Art.Med., Opt.Med. and QAM. 
III. Audience 
3.1 Dedicatee 
The stylized epistolary proems of CAM and Thras. lead one to seriously question 
whether their respective dedicatees are historical figures. Like Thras., CAM is supposedly the 
40 Mansfeld 1990, 3199. 
41 Thras., H. 33.10-15 = K. 5.807.2-3. 
42 Ord.Lih.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 95.17-96.2. 
43 LihProp., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 164.1, 169.3-4. cf. Ars Med., Boudon 2002, 275.1-4,388.4-6. 
44 A scholarly treatment of Part.Art.Med., which is preserved in Arabic and Latin, can be found in von Staden 
2002b. The act of demonstrating the parts of an art via logical methods, such as diaeresis and synthesis, has its 
origins with Plato. de Lacy 1966b. 
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notes (UTTO~V~~CXTCX) from Galen's investigation of a question posed by his dedicatee 
Patrophilus. In the epistolary proem, Patrophilus is described as suffering a divine affection 
(8iiov TTa805) to learn everything by demonstration (cXTTOOEISI5) and method (lJE800U:-'l). As 
in Thras., this dedicatee, having listened to others address the problem, has sought Galen's 
expertise. Patrophilus' desire was to know what is the true 'constitution of medicine' 
(OUOTCX0l5 ICXTPIKR5 TEXVT]5).45 Playing upon the Platonic imagery of the Socratic 
midwife,46 Galen tells Patrophilus that although his 'soul is full of pain' (lJEOT05 woivwv 
T~V ~uX~v), with his help Patrophilus will find not only the answer to his question but also 
'the light of truth shining on another substance much more beautiful than the one [he is] now 
seeking,.47 Galen's description of Patrophilus is curiously similar to his image of the ideal 
student of medicine evinced in Opt.Med. 48 Interestingly, the kind of parental role that Galen 
portrays with this young philosopher-physician is reflected in Patrophilus' name, 'dear to 
one's father'. 
In Thras., Galen paints an Image of Thrasybulus that is less than flattering, and 
therefore, somewhat out of place in a dedication. Unlike the meaning of his name, 'bold in 
counsel' ,49 Thrasybulus is depicted as quite the opposite. Thrasybulus is portrayed as being 
reluctant to run the risk (KIVOUVEUEIV) of engaging in Galen's dialectical inquiry, which 
suggests that he is afraid of being embarrassed by Galen's formidable logical wit. 50 Here 
again, it is plausible that Galen is trying to evoke the Socratic imagery found in Plato's 
dialogues, i.e. the reluctant interlocutor who is far too familiar with the dangers of matching 
one's wits with the unnerving Socrates. Thrasybulus is clearly within Galen's circle of friends 
because he is said to be familiar with Galen's logical prowess and because Galen uses the 
term of endearment, 8pCXOU~OUAE ¢iATCXTE. Thrasybulus is also apparently sympathetic to 
Galen's position on athletics trainers because Galen remarks how 'you yourself know' 
(auyvuJoKEI5) that, even though the writings of athletics trainers are quite popular among the 
vulgar crowd, they are not worthy of a 'response from me' (cXTTOKpI0l5 UTTO ElJOU).51 
The titular formula used for both CAM and Thras. is atypical. In the Galenic Corpus 
and in other ancient Greek prose, typically the name of the dedicatee of a work will appear 
45 Fortuna 1997,54.3-6 = K. 1.225. 
46 Dean-Jones 1995, 133-135. 
47 ... TO T~5" oA1l6eicx5" ¢W5" KCXTCXAcXlJTTOV ETepcxv OUOICXV TTOAt, KCXAAIOVTCX ~5" VUV 001 ~llToulJevTl5". CAM, 
Fortuna 1997, 54.17-18 = K. 1.225. In Lib.Prop., Galen uses similar language to describe his own quest for 
truth, claiming that he sought the best Stoic and Peripatetic philosophers in order 'to stop the pain of my passion 
for logical proofs' (nlV WOlVCX TI]S mpl TcXS oTTooei~elS ETTl6ulJicxs TTCXUOCXI). Lib.Prop., Soudon-Millot 
2007a, 164.6-16 = K. 19.115-116. cf. Nat.Fac. K. 2.179. 
48 Dean-Jones 1995. 134. 
49 Arist., Rh., 1400b.19. 
50 Thras., H. 35.4--11 = K. 5.809.3-9. 
51 Thras., H. 84.13-15 = K. 5.877.l3-15. 
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either in the dative or in a 'TTP05 + accusative' formula, usually at the end of the title. 
However, when Galen cites the titles of these works, the name of the supposed dedicatee 
almost always appears in the nominative with or without the respective TTpo~Arll..Jcx spelled 
out. 52 For example, in Ord.Lib.Prop., the citations are as follows: 6 nCXTpo<p1Ao5 
ETTlyeYPcxTTTcxl mpI OUOTCXOEW5 ICXTPIKR5 and 6 epcxO\J~OuA05 EV ~ Sf}TEITCXI TTOTEPOV 
iCXTPIKR5 ~ YU\..lVCXOTIKR5 EOTI \..l0PIOV TO UYIEIVOV. These are the only two works in the 
Galenic Corpus that exhibit this titular formula. It is quite curious that dedicatees who were 
important enough to have a work entitled after them are not mentioned elsewhere in the 
Corpus. While there are no other medical works outside the Galenic Corpus that have a 
similar titular formula, philosophical works attributed to Plato, Xenophon, Isocrates and 
Epicurus do exhibit this feature. 53 Although it is impossible to be certain, it seems that CAM 
and Thras. are not notes from actual events but works designed to situate a teaching in a 
recognizable socio-cultural setting in which philosophers are often depicted. 
3.2 Addressees and the ideal audience 
In respect to its audience, Thras. is a complicated work possessing a dedicatee, 
multiple addressees and an ideal audience. As will be discussed more fully in the next section, 
the presence of an 'interlocutory-you' is ever present in Galen's use of the verbal and 
pronominal forms of the second person singular. In addition to this interlocutory-you, at a key 
juncture in this work, Galen also addresses an unnamed group of men. Having just concluded 
his OlCXiPE0I5 of the art of the body,54 Galen suddenly responds to a group who are apparently 
voicing their objection to his use of names/terms (OVO\..lCXTCX): 'Oh (lc..l), some are saying in 
regard to these points that names should not be defined in whatever way I wish to call them 
but one should treat them in detail as they actually are.' 55 Galen uses the present tense to 
vividly stylize this statement as an unexpected objection raised in the process of his inquiry. 
The exclamation (Ic..l) expresses Galen's dismay at the thought of moving the argument in a 
direction not to his choosing. 56 He warns these men that by undertaking such an investigation, 
he will be moving from 'the examination of actual things' (~ OKE\jJ15 TTEpt TTPCXY\..l(XTWV) to 
merely 'an exegesis of names' (E~~Yf}0I5 OVO\..lCXTWV). In other words, his inquiry would now 
shift to decidedly less secure premisses. Galen uses this unnamed group of auditors as 
52 San. Tu., K. 6.13.1,136.7,143.13; Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 95.21-25. 
53 DL, 10.28. 
54 Appendix B. ", , \ \ ' .", ',+.' A \ 6 ~ r ~ " 55'lw, <paol T1VES' ETTI TOUTOIS', CXI\I\' DUX, WS' CXV EyW 't'CXVCXI t-'0Ul\Tl W, UlCXlPEI06cxI XPT] lTEpl TWV 
OVO~ciTWV, cXAA' WS' op6wS' EXEI ~IEAeE1v. Thras., H. 76.18-20 = K. 5.867.3-5. 
56 A TLG search reveals that this is the only place in the Galenic Corpus in which this exclamation is used, which 
seems to suggest that it was purposely introduced for dramatic effect. 
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scapegoats to explain why he is transitioning to these less logical types of proofs. Thus, in a 
way much like the tactic he uses in Pro fl'. to justify his use of rhetorical arguments, Galen 
again uses an unexpected challenger to justify his use of less scientific arguments. 
As to the ideal audience, in the epistolary proem, Galen points out that he also wrote 
Thras. for the benefit of his friends: 'From what I happened to have trained myself, I thought 
it will be suitable also for you my friends to show the method (T~V ooov) which one may use 
to divide not only this problem but also all other problems. ,57 Galen thus envisions that Thras. 
will be useful to those within his circle of friends who have some training in logic. Therefore, 
Thras. is not an introduction to logic. According to Galen, through reading Thras., this 
audience of friends will perhaps learn his 'method' of answering all types of problems. How 
such a claim would have been perceived by his target audience is unclear, but it does suggest 
that he is trying to make the work attractive to a broad audience. 
3.3 Presence and role of the interlocutory-you 
In the body of this work, Galen exclusively uses the second person singular as his 
form of address. 58 The 'you' in this work is never specifically identified. He is a figure who 
seems to be cast in the role of an interlocutor, i.e. the interlocutory-you. As was noted in the 
chapter on HNH, the second person singular was often used by Galen in conditional 
statements: 'If you were to do or think X, then you would get Y'. The 'you' here is not an 
actual addressee but a convention of logical discourse. However, in Thras., the second person 
singular plays a role in the actual presentation of Galen's arguments. Here, an awareness of 
the interlocutory-you is one of the means by which Galen sometimes signals an important 
transition in the inquiry. The interlocutory-you sometimes introduces a proposition or 
question which will be addressed in the following passages. 59 
Galen portrays himself as interacting with this interlocutory-you. For example, Galen 
uses either the second person singular imperative or the subjunctive to submit his claims for 
examination, i.e. 'Consider X,.60 He marks off a potential error in this addressee's reasoning: 
'If you are putting forward (EI ~y"O) X, you have made an error in your thinking (OUK op8ws-
eyvUlKcxs-)'.61 Nevertheless, much like Protr., Thras. presents only Galen's side of this 
interchange. The use of this stylistic device to convey oral argumentation may explain why in 
57 ogev, omp CnJT05 ETT' hlauTou TTpa~as ETUXOV, IKavov c.;lI..lTlV EOE09al Kat TTP05 \'1..I0S TOUS <PI AOUS , 
cSEi~al TIJV ocSOV, n XpWI..IEVOS av TIS OU TOUTO 1..I0VOV cXAAO: Kat TCxAAa TTaVTa cSlalpOITO TTpO~A~l..IaTa. 
Thras., H. 35.20-24 = K. 5.809.17-810.4. 
5K Appendix C, Table 4. 
59 Thras., H. 65.21-24, 76.18-77.6,98.5-9 = K. 5.851.15-19, 867.3-16, 896.4-7. 
60 Thras., H. 39.1-7,40.10-16,45.11-13,57.23-58.7 = K. 5.814.10-15, 816.9-15.822.15-823.1,840.14-41.6. 
61 Thras., H. 58.13-18 = K. 5.841.11-16. 
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Protr. and Thras. Galen uses the second person more frequently than in the other works in 
. 6' thIS study. -
Galen's use of both the singular and plural forms of the phrase' if you are willing' (E I 
~OUAEI and El e8EAEI5') is a telling sign that the interlocutory-you is a participant in this 
inquiry.63 In some cases, this phrase is the main subordinate clause in a conditional statement. 
In others, it functions as an interjection in the body of sentence. The latter form reflects the 
decorum of an inquiry in which Galen is seeking permission from the addressee to advance to 
the next topic: 'Now, if you are willing, let us leave off from these matters, and let us consider 
again .. .'.64 While such phrases in the present tense are a common feature in the Galenic 
Corpus, it is important to bear in mind that they are not simply a convention of statements of 
transition because they primarily occur in situations where Galen is submitting a 
claim/supposition to his addressee. Of the other Galenic works analyzed in my thesis-HNH, 
Hipp.vict., Protr., Lib.Prop., PuIs. and Form.Foet.-only Protr. contains EI ~OUAEI and EI 
e8EAEI5' in the present tense. 65 In Protr., these phrases only begin to appear when Galen enters 
into his stylized investigation of the vocation of athletics. At these points, they are primarily 
used to introduce a literary citation as evidence for his claims. Nevertheless, the posture Galen 
takes toward the interlocutory-you in each work is different. In Thras., the posture toward this 
'you' is more congenial in nature, while in Protr., it is clearly adversarial. The rhetorical 
effect of Galen's use of the second person singular in Thras. is for the audience to view 
themselves as participants in this inquiry through the figure of the interlocutory-you. 
IV. Author 
4. J Presence and role of the author 
Through his use of the first person singular and plural, Galen's presence is always 
evident in this inquiry. In respect to the epistolary proem and the body of this work, there is a 
quantitative difference between his use of the first person plural and first person singular. In 
the epistolary proem, Galen tends to use the first person singular more than the first person 
plural. 83% of the occurrences of the first person pronominal and verbal in the epistolary 
62 Frequency of occurrence of the second person singular in the body of these works is as follows: Thras. 
(0.33%), Protr. (0.74%), Puis. (0.15%), HNH (0.08%) Foet.Form. (0.01 %), Lib. Prop. (0%), Appendix C, Table 
2. 
63 Thras., H. 44.10, 45.11,54.17,63.18, 76.9, 76.10, 76.13, 76.15, 78.7, 86.9, 89.6, 94.23 = K. 5.821.8-9, 
822.16,836.3-4,848.14,866.12-13,866.13,866.16, 866.18, 869.6, 880.4, 884.3,891.15. 
64 TCx\JTOS- ~EV o~v, EI ~OUAEI, TTopoAITTcu~Ev, ETTEMcu~EV 0' o~elS- .... Thras., H. 44.8-9 = K. 5.821.8-9. 
65 Protr., Boudon 2002, 101.21, 103.18, 104.4, 117.12 = K. 1.9.28,10.26,10.22,14.25. 
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proem are in the singular. 66 However, in the body of this work, this trend somewhat reverses. 
Here, 61 % of the occurrences of first person pronominal and verbal are in the plural. 67 
The increased occurrence of the first person plural in the body of this work can be 
attributed to Galen's entering into the actual act of inquiry. As was noted, within an inquiry, 
the author and the audience are fellow investigators into the problem. Thus, statements such 
as 'Let us examine the type of the art of the body' intimate that the audience is to investigate 
the problem as wel1. 6R Likewise, statements, such as 'If we are to posit some other aim for this 
art, at a lower level of subdivision, the preceding argument will clarify this for us', 69 indicate 
that the 'we' in Thras. is inclusive of the audience because it would be quite odd for Galen to 
remind himself of how the two arguments are linked. This passage and others like it reaffirm 
that the audience and Galen are both examining each supposition or question. Furthermore, in 
instances where Galen is attempting to provide evidence to his arguments, the 'we' in Thras. 
often speaks to the collective experience of mankind. For example, when discussing whether 
the constitution or the function of each body part is more important, he uses XPDso\Jev to 
describe how 'we all need' our bodies to be in the proper constitution and to function 
properly.70 Here, he appeals to the audience's commonsense by arguing that no one would 
want to walk feebly, or for their complexion to be imperfect. Therefore, mankind desires 
perfect constitution and bodily function. 
The first person singular is used by Galen to indicate his personal obligation to the 
logical progression of this inquiry. Statements such as 'There remains one thing for me to 
show, namely that every art aims at a OKOlT()5" and a TEA05"' suggest to his audience that he 
must address all of the relevant questions to come to something conclusive. 71 Conversely, he 
also uses the first person to absolve himself from addressing questions that he claims are not 
relevant to the task at hand, such as when he states, 'I presently do not need to define' (OUOEV 
e',S" ye Ttl rrcxpovTcx OEO\JCXI Olcxlpelv) what the aim of the art of the body should be called. 72 
In other words, it is illogical for him to investigate the common terms used to describe the 
goal of medicine and gymnastics, because he first needs to find the actual aim of the art of the 
body. Although the audience is portrayed as a participant in this inquiry, Galen makes it 
66 Appendix C, TableS. 
67 Appendix C: Table7;, ~ "~ , 
6H ••• ElTIOKE\jJW~E8cx TO YEV05 T1l5 TTEpl TO OW~CX TEXVIl5. Thras., H. 72.13-14 = K. 5.861.3. 
69 TCXUT1l5 8' E'iTTEP TI KCXTWTEPW rrol~oo~EV ETEPOV TEA05, 6 rrpoEIPIl~EV05 iJ~ci5 EK6E~ETCXI Aciyo5. Thras., 
H. 48.24-26 = K. 5.828.1-3. I have slightly modified Singer's translation. Singer 1997a, 63. 
70 Thras., H. 45.7-46.6 = K. 5.823.12-824.2. 
71 EV yap ~Ol rrpOKEITCXI 8EI~CXI TO rrciocxv TEXVIlV KCXt OKorrou KCXI TEAOU5 E¢lE08cxl. Thras., H. 48.13-14 = K. 
5.827.8-9. 
72 Thras., H. 48.6-12 = K. 5.827.2-7. 
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abundantly clear, through remarks such as these, that he bears the burden of deciding whether 
a question/proposition is necessary to investigate or not. 
Through verbs such as ol~al and vo~'Sc.u, as well as the verbal construction OOKEI 
~Ol, Galen occasionally interjects his personal opinion into this inquiry.73 In some cases, they 
serve to emphasize the logical nature of his conclusions. Statements, such as 'I think this is 
very clear' (TOUT' EUOTJ"OV Elval vo~'SW),74 reveal to the audience when Galen believes that 
he has sufficiently proven a point. These sorts of interjections are also used to project the 
comprehensiveness of his approach to proving a proposition. Before his olaipEOI5" of the art 
of the body, he claims, 'Moreover, the fact that the art is completely one thing according to 
the good of the body I think has been sufficiently revealed from what has already been stated, 
and from the following statements, it will no less adequately be displayed'. 75 While Galen 
does use impersonal and more definitive statements for his conclusions, statements of 
opinion, such as the aforementioned, allow Galen to intimate that he is accommodating his 
inquiry to the needs of his audience. This projects a more personal interplay between himself 
and the audience. Therefore, Galen's approach to a 8EOI 5" allows for personal opinion at 
certain junctures. 
Galen's choice of tense for first -person verbs in the body of the work is also important 
to the audience's interpretation of Galen's role in the inquiry. In the epistolary proem, the first 
person occurs predominantly in the past tense because here he is recounting what led to the 
inquiry. However, in the body of this work almost all of the first person plurals and singulars 
are in the present or future tense. In this way, he portrays himself actively investigating the 
problem. When he uses the past tense of the first person within the body of Thras., it is 
primarily to remind the audience of what he had already proven. 76 Considering that Galen is 
recounting the solution to Thrasybulus' problema, Galen could have used the past tense; 
however, this stylistic choice would have moved him into the role more of narrator than 
inquirer. 
In addition to using present tense, there are other stylistic features Galen employs in 
Thras. to convey the decorum of inquiry. This can be seen in the somewhat tentative manner 
in which Galen submits his position on what is the appropriate starting point of this inquiry. 
73 Thras., (011J01 ) H. 41.9, 54.22, 62.1, 63.19, 71.26, 75.3, 86.25, 90.11, 91.26, 95.16, 97.6 = K. 5.817.15, 
836.11, 846.11,848.17,860.6,864.18,881.2,885.16,887.16, 892.13, 894.16, (volJil;cu) H. 72.20 = K. 5.861.10, 
(ISOKi! IJOI) H. 55.6, 74.17, 75.13 = K. 5.837.2, 864.6, 865.10. 
74 Thras., H. 72.19-20 = K. 5.861.8-9. 
75' AM' OTI IJEV ~ rrept TO TOU Oc..lIJOTOS' oy08ov TEXVTJ lJio TTcXVTCUS' EOTIV, EK TE T0.lV ElpTJIJEVCUV 
EIJTTpOo8ev OtlTcXPKCUS' 0I1J01 lSelSelx801 KOK TWV E~ilS' PTJ8TjOOIJEVCUV oulSEV DTTOV lSelx8~aETal. Thras., H. 
71.24-27 = K. 5.860.4-7. 
76 Thras., H. 76.7, 77.12, 83.13-14, 87.11, 87.15, 88.5, 91.15-16 = K. 5.866.10, 868.6, 876.4, 881.13, 881.17, 
882.13,887.5. 
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Instead of simply declaring what is the best course to take, Galen suggests, 'So perhaps it is 
better' (lawS' ouv cXIJEIVOV) to make the substance (ouaIO:) of the art the starting point for 
their inquiry.77 Such statements convey the exploratory nature of this discourse. Another way 
in which he accomplishes this is by his use of hypothetical imperatives: for example, 'Let it 
make no difference in the present matter whether to call it diathesis or schesis'. 78 Here, the 
third person imperative indicates that this is an assumption that needs to be made in order for 
the argument to proceed in a more logical manner. The use of third person imperatives is a 
recurrent feature in Thras., unlike in the other works examined in my thesis. Perhaps, the 
reason for this is that third person imperatives are more germane to this discourse because 
they are a polite way of advancing an inquiry. 
V. Message 
5.1 Structure and organizing principles 
Although Thras. is quite polemical and a somewhat protracted 8EOIS', its overall 
structure is true to this genre. At the beginning of Thras., the problem to be investigated is put 
forward in the form of theoretical question. 79 Thrasybulus' question potentially could have 
been framed in a more practical way, i.e. 'Should one seek the advice of a physician or an 
athletics trainer in matters of health?'. However, in keeping with the kinds of questions posed 
in theses, Galen frames it in philosophical language: 'Whether that which is called healthiness 
belongs to gymnastics or medicine?'. The statement of Thrasybulus' problema is followed by 
Galen's survey of the possible starting points (apxcxI) for answering the question. Here, 
Galen investigates why making an inquiry using definitions (OplalJo1), aims (TEAT}) or 
substances (oualm) of both medicine and gymnastics as one's starting point would not lead to 
a quick and accurate conclusion. By and large, Galen's survey is a OICXlPEOIS' of the problem 
in that he addresses the potential approaches to the question. However, his exploration is also 
argumentative in nature. It is a kind of reductio ad absurdum in that it serves to establish the 
necessity of his own starting point by taking the opposite starting points and illustrating their 
fallacies. 
Galen's investigation is structured by propositions and questions. The audience is 
moved through a series of theoretical suppositions which are clearly related to the 
77 Thras., H. 41.4--6 = K. 5.817.8-10 cf. Thras., H. 44.18 = K. 5.821.1 7. 
7K Blo<j>epETw cSe lJT]cSev EV ye T~ rropovTI cSlcX9EOIV 6volJcX~elv ~ 0XEOIV. Thras., H. 46.21-22 = K. 5.824.16-
17. 
79 Appendix B. 
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philosophical manner in which one revealed the substance (TI eaTI) and quality (orrolov TI 
eaTI) of subject. so Thus, Galen investigates the art of the body by trying to logically define its 
aim (TEAOS-), its primary good (TO rrpWTOV ayo8ov) and to what model (rropaoEIY\..Io) of an 
existing art it is related. 81 Likewise, he asks whether different activities (EVEPYEI 0 I), materials 
(vAal) and theories (8Ec.uP~\..IOTO) can be used to properly determine an art. In Thras., 
changes in topic are signposted by explicitly stating the proposition or question that will be 
examined. Propositions are sometimes signalled with an articular infinitive construction, as in 
the previously mentioned statement, 'There remains one thing for me to show, TO rrciaov 
TEXVllV KOt aKorrou KOt TEAous- e¢IEa8a1,.82 The other distinctive structuring device is his 
use of direct and indirect questions via a variety of interrogative expressions: 010: TI; TI 
TO\JTc.uV; Ti eaTi; ev Tim; rrws- o~v; rrws- KOt TIVO Tporrov. 83 
As I have mentioned, Galen portrays his inquiry as following a logical progression. 
What is pivotal to this sense of progression is the perception that each question! proposition 
has been sufficiently dealt with before moving to the next. Throughout Thras., each topic is 
introduced in such a way as to illustrate that something is in question or needs to be 
confirmed, and each topic ends with Galen coming to a firm conclusion. For example, in the 
following transitional statement, Galen signals there will be a change in topic, first by stating 
the conclusion of the previous question: 'By this it is clear that it is not necessary to posit 
many goods of the body or to posit that the productive art is one thing and the preservative 
another'. 84 After making this statement and remarking that those with more logical ability can 
understand the implications of this conclusion, he then goes on to reveal-for those lacking 
such logical abilities-why one should not posit that there are three goods for the art of the 
body: health, strength and beauty. He points out that all three of these goods are associated 
with health, and therefore, there is ultimately one good of the art of the body, namely health. 
In this case, accommodating his audience's needs provides the impetus for pursuing the next 
question. In other cases, as was previously noted, he portrays his choice of questions as a 
matter of logical necessity. In addition to these kinds of transitions, Galen uses a variety of 
introductory phrases and clauses, such as c:ll KOt O~AOV, 0JaTE KOt 010: TOUTO and TOUT' 
80 Mansfeld 1990,3193-3212; 1992,92-93. 
81 Appendix B., _, _ , , _, '\ " 
82 EV yap ~Ol TTpOKE I TCXI ISE I~cx\ TO TTCXOCXV TEXVT]V KCX I OKOTTOU KCX I TEI\OUS' e<t>IEo6cxl. Thras., H. 48.13-14 = K. 
5.827.8-9. cf. 67.21-24 = K. 5.854.10--13, 74.20--75.3 = K. 5.864.9-18. 
MJ Thras., H. 46.10, 5l.l5, 52.22, 53.19, 55.5, 56.10 = K. 5.825.6, 831.15, 833.11, 834.17, 837.1,839.15. 
847 01 KCXt cS~AOV, ws OUTE TTOAAO TO TOU OW~CXTOS aycx60 Xp~ TTOIEIV OUT' OAAT]V ~ev TIV' ClIhou 
lS~vloupyov, OAAT]V 1St <!>UACXKCX. Thras., H. 49.7-9 = K. 5.828.10--12. 
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OUV,S5 to stylistically emphasize the relationship between the previous conclusion and the 
subsequent topic. 
Some of Galen's methods of examining particular problems have their own intrinsic 
principles of organization. For example, his divisions of the YEVOS' of the art of the body 
would have been readily recognized as a kind of philosophical olaipE0I5. From Plato onward, 
dividing an art into its component parts was commonly perceived as the appropriate 
theoretical approach to defining an art. S6 The genre-species organizing principle underpins 
this approach. Using this deductive method, one begins with the most general class (YEV05) 
and then moves through a series of intermediate classes until reaching the lowest species of 
the overall genus. S7 Each division of classes is based upon some differentiae. Thus, when 
defining an art, one would first classify its parts according to some similar attribute. This was 
typically followed by a description of the faculties of each part. And, lastly, the inquirer 
would 'fit one set of classes to another'. gS In addition to defining an art, this was the 
theoretical manner in which one taught a techne. For example, in Orat. (1.42.190-191), 
Cicero outlines his goal to present the complete ars of civil law (perfecta ars iuris civilis). 
The method, which he says will make the art neither difficult (difficilis) nor obscure 
(obscura), is to divide (digerere) the whole art into general classes (genera), then to separate 
(dispertire) these classes into parts (membra) and then to reveal (declarare) the 'particular 
faculty of each by definition' (propriam cuiusque vim definitione). The following are the 
classes of Galen's olaipEOIS' of the art of the body in Thras. (H. 71.24-75.2 = K. 5.860.4-
864.9): 
I. YEVT] of arts: 
Acquisitive (KTT]TIK~) / Theoretic (eEWpT]TlK~) / Active (lTpOKTIK~) / Productive (lTOlllTIK~) 
II. epyo of the productive art: 
Creative (lTOIEIV oAov TI lTPOTEPOV OUK QV) / Restorative (ElTOVOpeWTIK~) 
III. ~OPIO of the restorative art: 
Therapeutic (eEpOlTEUTIKOV) = IOTPIKov / Preservative (q>UAOKTIKOV) = UYIEIVOV 
Addresses large imbalances / Addresses small imbalances 
85 Thras., (c;)1 KOI cS~Aov) H. 49.7 = K. 5.828.10, (WOTE KOllilO: TOUTO) H. 50.8 = K. 5.830.1, (TOUT' OOV) H. 
56.8 = K. 5.838.13. 
86 de Lacy 1966b. By the time Galen was writing, there had been other physicians who had tried to illustrate the rarts of medicine via logical methods, such as diaeresis and synthesis. Ars Med., Boudon 2002, 274.2-276.5. 
7 de Lacy 1966b, 123. 
88 de Lacy 1966b, 124; Plato, Phaednls 270d. 
IV. ~OPIO: of the preservative art: 
Recuperative (O:VCXATPTTIKOV) I Healthiness (UYIEIVOV) I Good condition (EUEKTIKOV) 
In state (KOTa oXiOlv) lIn condition (KoB' [(IV) lIn good condition (KGTa £J£KTlKOV) 
Addresses small imhalances I Addresses smaller imbalances I Addresses smallest imhalances 
Galen uses the tenns YEVll, epycx and \.leplcx to express the different levels of his divisions. 
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Unlike Cicero's previously mentioned approach to teaching the art of civil law, 
Galen's OlCXiPE0I5 is designed to specifically illustrate to what part of the art of the body 
healthiness (TO UYIElvev) belongs; thus, his division is selective and clearly investigative in 
nature, i.e. Galen first lists the possible species within a given class, and then he detennines 
which species is associated with the production of health. Such a method of inquiry is 
dependent on the inquirer proving that he has adequately accounted for 'all' the species within 
each division. By making such a OlCXiPE0I5 of the art of the body, Galen's division is 
supposed to illustrate that YU\.lVCXOTl K~ is not even part of the primary divisions of this art. Of 
course, the persuasiveness of this argument is dependent on his audience's perception that all 
arts have a finite number of parts and that each part has its own aim or product. 
5.3 Logical language and rhetorical appeals 
In Thras., Galen uses a great amount of philosophical language and concepts to 
convey the logical nature of his arguments. As was noted, in the epistolary proem, Galen 
associates the methods used in this inquiry with his approach to cXTTOOEi~EI5.89 The rhetorical 
value of framing one's logical methods in such a light can be discerned from the following 
statement by Epictetus: 
Moreover, is it not necessary for anyone who would skillfully engage 
in reasoning that he demonstrate (cXTTOOEI~EIV) each thing he asserts, 
and follows closely the demonstrations of others (TOI5 
cXTTOOEIKVUOUOI), and that he does not erroneously consider men's 
sophistic proofs as demonstrations (cXTTOoEIKvuevTUlv)? Therefore, the 
use and training of conclusive premisses and [dialectic] topics has 
come to us and they have displayed their necessity. 90 
Among 2nd century AD Peripatetics, Stoics and Middle Platonists, claiming one's arguments 
were apodeictic was, in many ways, tantamount to claiming that they were 'scientific' 
89 See n. 6 in this chapter. 
90 ~rl TTOTE O~V KCXI TOUTO CxvaYKTj TTpoaACX~EIV TOV ~EAAOVTCX 'EV AOY":l aUVETWS' CxvcxaTpcx<priaea8cxl KCXt 
CX\JTOV T' CxTTOcSEi~EIV EKCXOTCX CxTTOcSOVTCX KCXt TOIS' CxTTOcSEIKVUOUOI TTCXPCXKOAou8riOEIV IJTjcS' \JTTO TWV 
OO<PI~O~EV,WV ~'CXTTACXVTjenOEOac;t' WS', CxTTOcSEIK~OV;~V; OUKO~V E~rlAU8EV ~~IV TTEPI TWV OUVCXYOVTWV 
AOYWV KCXI TPOTTWV TTpCXy~CXTEICX KCXI YU~VCXOICX KCXI CXVCXYKCXICX TTE<PTjVEV. Arrian, Epict., Schenkl 1916, 
7.11.1-12.2. 
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(ErTI OTTJ I-I0V I KOV). 91 From what survives of Galen's theoretical discourses on logic, he clearly 
paid more than lip service to developing his approach to a TTOOE I SE 15". Nevertheless, the way in 
which Galen demonstrated the logical nature of his arguments is reinforced by the language 
he uses to describe what he is doing. 
Later in Thras., Galen again picks up on this notion of aTToOEISEI5" to illustrate that his 
approach to the question is somehow more epistemologically sound: 
I have shown in On Demonstration that one must not use inductive 
arguments (ETTayc.uyal5") in scientific demonstrations (aTToOEISEI5" 
ETTlOTTJI-IOVIKcX5"); therefore, whoever has been trained with that book 
will look down upon such a method, and will seek a better one .... 92 
Interestingly, the type of inductive arguments that Galen is frowning upon are the same sort of 
craft analogies that play a major role in his arguments. This may not be a contradiction of 
theory and practice because in the above passage, he may be speaking of the use of craft 
analogies as starting points for an inquiry, and therefore, he was not excluding them from 
logical inquiry altogether. Here, as in other places, Galen uses this sort of language as a strong 
appeal to his audience's logos. The audience is led to believe that Galen is striving for the 
most epistemologically secure, rather than the most persuasive, approach. 
Thras. is replete with such overt claims as to the logical nature of his arguments. 
However, in some cases, the logical method is not explicit. For example, Galen declares, 'you 
would clearly perceive' (YVOITJ5" Evapyc35") the nature of each type of health 'should you 
examine them the following way' (avaoKEl.\Jn TOVOe TOV Tporrov).93 This method is simply 
the categorization of health according to observable phases in the process of moving from 
sickness to health. Thus, the method of defining an object by some differentiae is applied, and 
here again, one finds Galen describing the epistemological merits of his claims. 
The strongest appeals to his audience's sense of logos are Galen's claims about true 
and false definitions. At the outset of this inquiry, Galen points out that the understanding (TO 
yvwval) of a subject is either 'only the conception of the thing' (~ EVVOia I-IOVTJ TOU 
rrpcXYl-laT05") or it is the perception of its 'essence/substance' (ouola).94 What is meant by 
this statement is not explicitly spelled out, but its significance would have been appreciated by 
91 This distinction goes back to Aristotle. In his treatment of dialectic and logic, Aristotle contrasts dialectical 
premisses with what he terms cXTTOcSEI~ElS (logical proofs). For Aristotle, the aim of the latter category is to 
produce knowledge !E!"IO;rl~ll), ..and the .go~l ofth~ former i~ to lo~ically ill~strat~ one's po~nt to ,an a~dienc~. 
92 cSecSEIKTCXl cS' ll~IV EV TOIS TTEpl CXTTOcSEI~EWS, WS OU XP1l0TEOV ETTCXYWYCXIS ElS CXTTOcSEl~ElS 
ETTloTfl\.lOVIKCXs-WoS' OaTIS EV EKElvOIS Eyu~vcioCXTO, KCXTCX<l>poV~oEI ~EV TIlS TOICXUTflS 6cS00, l;ll~OEI cS' 
ETEPCXV ~EATlw, .... Thras. H. 37.20-26 = K. 5.812.14-813.2. 
93 Thras., H. 39.1-3 = K. 5.814.10-12. 
94 Thras., H. 33.9-12 = K. 5.807.2-3. 
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those who were philosophically inclined. 95 Galen's emphasis on using the method of 
OlOiPE0l5 to detennine the correct names (OVOIJOTo) of the parts of the art of the body would 
have been appreciated by the aforementioned audience because it reflects the philosophical 
notion that the true name ofa subject is defined by what the object actually is, i.e. its ouaio. 90 
This concept is again picked up in Galen's feigned reluctance to move his inquiry from 'the 
examination of actual things' (~ aKE\jJ15 mpl TTPOYlJeXTCuV) to an 'exegesis of names' 
(E~~YT]0l5 OVOlJeXTCuV).97 Here, Galen argues that OVOIJOTO should not be based on 
conventional definitions. He points out that the words used to describe things vary with 
language and dialect and therefore conventional definitions do not truly define the object. 
Nevertheless, because Galen was 'compelled' by the aforementioned auditors to move 
to an exegesis of names, he makes judicious use of ancient testimonies for his etymological 
evidence. As would be expected in a discussion of the meaning of tenns, Galen ignores 
contemporary definitions to focus on noteworthy figures of ancient Greek literary and 
scientific culture. Galen quotes from Homer, Hippocrates, Plato and Erasistratus to illustrate 
that medicine has primacy over gymnastics in matters of health. Galen points to the absence 
of the tenn YUIJVOaTIK~ in Homer's writings as evidence that it was not recognized at that 
time as an art of the body. He uses quotations from the Odyssey (4.230-1) and the Iliad 
(11.514-15) to illustrate that Homer recognized iOTPIK~ as an art that heals the sick with 
medication and surgery (XE1pOUpyio).98 However, Galen does not apply the same type of 
etymological principles that he does to yUIJVOaTIK~ because similar to yUIJVOaTIK~, Homer 
never uses the tenn IOTPIK~ in the Odyssey or the Jliad. Although the Odyssey and the Iliad 
contain numerous positive images of athletics, Galen selects the character Epeius as evidence 
that Homer recognized some fonns of athletic training to be of no practical value to warfare 
. k 99 or peacetime tas s. 
Overlooking the somewhat problematic figure of Herodicus of Selymbria, who is 
described by Plato as being a TTOIOOTpi~T]5 who mixed YUVIJOaTIK~ with 'OTPIK~ to 
promote longevity and health, 100 Galen instead points to Hippocrates as the appropriate source 
of knowledge on both therapeutics and exercise. 101 While it is true that the Hippocratic 
Corpus contains infonnation concerning healthy exercise, the tenn YUVIJOaTIK~ appears only 
95 Singer 1997a, 408, n. 53. 
96 Galen's theoretical approach to naming reflects what was expressed by Plato in works such as Crary/us 
(388bIO-ll). Fine 1977. 
97 Thras., Chap. 32. 
9M Thras., H. 78 = K. 5.869. 
99 In respect to Galen's discussion of Epeius, see Thras., H. 79 = K. 5.870-871; Iliad, 23. 
]00 Plato, Resp., 3.406; Prl. 316e; Phdr., 227d; Hithner 1909, 10. 
]0] Thras., H. 80 = K. 5.872. 
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twice in the Hippocratic Corpus, and both occurrences are in the same passage of Loc.Hom. 102 
Thus, Galen has chosen Hippocrates not for etymological reasons. Instead, Hippocrates is 
mentioned only to emphasize medicine's role in health. 
In respect to Plato, Galen uses his interpretation of a number of passages from the 
Platonic dialogues, such as Gorgias 463e-464a, to support his notion that there is one art of 
the body. In this passage, Plato proposes that either an ICXTP05 or TWV YU\JVCXOTIKWV TI5 
would be able to detect whether someone is truly in good bodily condition (E~ EXEIV TO 
oWlJcx). Plato goes on to say that there are two \JOPICX concerning the good condition of the 
body: yUVIJCXOTIK~ and ICXTpIK~. Thus, Galen raises a problematic issue. Plato's division of 
the art of the body is different from Galen's in that Plato's division places medicine and 
gymnastics in the same class. 
Rather than accepting Plato's statement at face value, Galen rectifies this problem by 
claiming that Plato is using the term yUVIJCXOTIK~ in place of UYIEIV~. The reason for this, 
Galen claims, is that Plato viewed YUV\JCXOTIK~ as the most remarkable (E~CXlpETOV) part of 
the healthy art and the only part that needs a steward (bTlOTCXTT]5). Thus, Galen assimilates 
Plato's position to his own in order to preserve his division of the art of the body. In respect to 
the other citations of Plato in Thras., Galen selects passages to support his claim that Plato's 
and Hippocrates' notions of YUV\JCXOTI K~ are similar. He argues that both authorities believed 
that exercises that aimed at producing an athletic condition were unhealthy, and therefore, 
• I 103 
such practIces were not proper to YUVIJCXOTIKTJ. 
Galen's etymology ends with Erasi stratus , who he claims is the first to actually 
, I d' I 104 G I distinguish between UYIEIVTJ an ICXTpIKTJ· a en quotes passages from the first book of 
Erasistratus' On Healthiness (EV T~ rrpOTEP0:l TWV' YYIEIVWV) to illustrate that Erasistatus 
held that the practitioners of healthiness were different from the practitioners of medicine. At 
the end of Galen's incomplete etymology oflcxTpIK~, yUVIJCXOTIK~ and UYIEIV~, he points out 
how this exercise does not reveal anything epistemologically secure about these terms. Thus, 
the audience is again reminded that Galen's OlCXlPEOI5 of the art of the body is the appropriate 
method of defining its parts. This raises the question: Why even address this matter of 
QVOIJCXTCX? 
Aside from giving the appearance of an exhaustive inquiry, Galen's etymological 
treatment of these terms serves two important rhetorical purposes. First, in respect to the 
decorum of this genre, it illustrates Galen's ability to logically respond to an objection raised 
102 Loc./lom., 35.) -2. 
\03 Thras., H. 78-83 = K. 5.869-876. 
104 Thras., H. 86-87 = K. 5.880-881. 
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by the aforementioned auditors. Galen's willingness and ability to address their concerns over 
the correct names of the parts of the art of the body illustrate his philosophical e805. 
Secondly, he uses his discussion of the historical definitions of these terms as an opportunity 
to attack the favourable cultural image of athletics. In the course of discussing his 
predecessors' definitions of gymnastics, he illustrates how the generally positive image of 
athletics training held by the ancients has little to do with the current practices of athletics 
trainers. 
3.4 Polemical remarks and logic 
Galen's polemics are not 'digressions' because there is often a logical build-up to 
these polemical remarks and because such remarks support some of the argument in his 
inquiry. For example, his portrayal of the aforementioned athletics trainer's illogical 
behaviour serves to confirm what Galen had previously demonstrated, namely that those who 
teach gymnastic exercises are technicians much like bakers and cobblers. l05 Thus, just as a 
physician instructs a baker or cobbler in how to make healthy bread or shoes, the physician is 
also the overseer of teachers of gymnastic exercise in that he directs the trainer as to what 
exercises are best for the health of the individual. Therefore, the physician is comparable to a 
general in that he is the overseer of subordinate technicians. Having used this craft analogy in 
the previous chapter, in the next chapter Galen describes the uncouth manner in which the 
previously mentioned athletics trainer tried to debate about massage and exercise. Galen 
points out that this trainer was acting like a baker (lJcXYElp05) or a grinder (OITOTTOI05) who 
had the audacity (To/q.lTJIJCX) to challenge Hippocrates' knowledge of the medicinal properties 
of bread and gruel because Hippocrates never spent time in the kitchen. In this way, Galen 
uses this 'event' to illustrate what he has previously argued. 
In Thras., most of Galen's polemical remarks occur when the inquiry turns to matters 
of EUE~i cx and exercise. At these moments, his criticisms of athletics and training are similar to 
those made in Protr. However, in Thras., these critical remarks are made to appear more 
philosophical. Unlike Protr., Galen's arguments against athletic exercise are supported by 
rather detailed theoretical discussions of the different types of health and healthy exercise, and 
he relies on the cSo~cx I of philosophers and physicians, rather than of poets and myths as he 
does in Protr. 
If we disregard the simple notion of Galen's polemical remarks being the digressions 
of a wandering mind, one can observe that these remarks are rhetorical in nature. On one 
hand, they function as 'red herrings' in that they introduce an emotional secondary subject 
105 Thras., H. 96-97 = K. 5.894-896. 
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which leads the audience's attention away from calmly examining the logical veracity of his 
proofs. On the other hand, Galen's polemical remarks reinforce the practical issues behind 
Thrasybulus' question. Without such remarks, Galen's inquiry would not necessarily persuade 
the audience as to whom they should tum in matters of health. Thus, in respect to the 
competitive nature of the medical marketplace, the implicit purpose of Thras. is to create a 
clear separation between the practices of athletics trainers and those of physicians. 106 
The distinction between the two fields was not as obvious as one would think. By the 
time Galen was writing, there were a number of athletics trainers who had written works on 
massage (Tpl~I5"), good condition (EUE~io:), health (UyiEIO:) and gymnastic exercises 
(YUIJVeXOIo:).I07 Furthermore, philosophical authors often compared the two fields to each 
other. From Plato to Alexander of Aphrodisias' Ethical Problems, one finds the two fields 
often being compared to each other. 108 In general. the gymnastic art is described as dealing 
with the wellbeing (EV EXOV), beauty (KeXAAOS-) and function (evepYEIO:) of the body, while 
medicine dealt with the treatment of disease and the health (uyiEIO:) of the body. Thus, in 
respect to healthy bodies, there were ample reasons for a blurring of the two fields' 
competence. Although it is doubtful that the relationship between the two groups was as 
agonistic as Galen portrays in his works on health, there can be little doubt that they were 
sometimes viewed as competing factions. For example, in his Gymnasticus one finds 
Philostratus lampooning the physician's knowledge of the healthy regimen while praising the 
benefits of proper athletic training. Both Philostratus' and Galen's works reveal that the role 
of physicians and athletic trainers in matters of health was a potentially contentious issue for 
those within and outside of the profession of 'health-care'. 109 
VI. Conclusion 
In Thras., Galen pays an inordinate amount of attention to making the logical 
reasonmg behind his inquiry explicit. The audience is confronted with an author who 
repeatedly breaks into philosophical discussions about the epistemological value of his 
arguments and who often attempts to explain why he has chosen a particular line of inquiry. 
Thus, unlike many of his other works, Galen's emphasis in Thras. is on the rationale behind 
106 As to the nature of this debate, see Ibanez 2003; Konig 2005, 254--300. For a discussion of Galen's writings 
on health and therapeutics, see W ohrle 1990, 213-248; van der Eijk 2008, 297-300. 
107 Thras., H. 83-85 = K. 5.876-879. 
lOX Alexander, Eth.Prob., 153.6-9. 
109 Konig suggests that Philostratus' Gymnasticus may be a response to Galen's denigration of athletic trainers 
and athletics. Konig 2005,301,301-344. 
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his approach to the question rather than simply providing a reasonable solution to the 
question. 
One of the possible reasons for Galen's making his logical process in Thras. so 
'transparent' can be discerned from his remarks in the epistolary proem. Galen points out that 
Thras. may be useful for those who want to learn the method for answering all types of 
questions."o Thus, it is possible that Galen is accommodating his approach so that the 
audience may learn his methods. Another reason may be that Galen was eager to establish his 
philosophical credentials. In other words, such ostensibly philosophical language is suited to 
his overall program for medical thought to be considered as having the same rigor and 
epistemological merits as philosophy. This also seems to explain why his approach to the 
thesis is ostensibly more 'logical' in his use of language and concepts of formal logic when 
compared with many of the other works in the I st and 2nd century AD that are identified as 
theses. 
With Thras. and similar works, Galen cuts a unique figure for himself among his 
medical predecessors and contemporaries. The only 'medical' figure who pays similar 
attention to the language of logic is Sextus Empiricus. However, from what survives of 
Sextus' works, one would expect such language because Sextus was writing on decidedly 
philosophical, rather than medical, topics. Thras., on the other hand, is a work whose subject 
matter pertains to medicine. 
As this analysis has hinted, Thras. is a complicated work in that it aspires to be a rigid, 
logical inquiry of a subject but often descends into forceful and bitter polemics. Galen has 
chosen a genre of discourse that has a philosophical pedigree, and in so doing, he has 
signified to his audience that his answer to Thrasybulus' question has epistemological merit. 
The polemical remarks in Thras., however, belie the notion that this work was written strictly 
to teach logic or to investigate a philosophical problem. While in many of his works Galen 
reveals that he is a habitual digresser, in Thras. Galen's polemical remarks are not merely 
digressions; they are a subtext to his expressed purpose and they indicate to the audience the 
social-medical value of Thrasybulus' question. Via such remarks, Galen paints the athletics 
trainer's ethos as being far removed from the intellectual and cultural values of his audience 
of TTETTOIOEUIJEVOI. However, his attack on athletics training and trainers is quite different 
from the ones he makes in Protr. In Thras., Galen is demonstrating how he is able to address 
a TTp6~ATlIJO with all the social and intellectual decorum of a philosopher, thereby revealing 
that he is logically the appropriate expert in matters of health. 
110 Thras., H. 35 = K. 5.809-8\0. 
Introduction to Medical Practice: 
EiaaYCalyal and De pulsibus ad tirone .... 
I. Introduction 
As much as is useful for beginners to know concerning pulses, dear 
Teuthras, will be recounted herein. You have the whole art of the pulse 
written elsewhere. I 
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With these brief introductory remarks, Galen informs his audience that De pulsibus ad 
tirones (PuIs.) is designed for beginners. While it is common to find modem scholarship on 
Galen's activities as an author, physician and philosopher, it is far less common to find a 
serious consideration of him as an author concerned with the teaching of medicine. However, 
by claiming that he wrote works for students who were beginning their studies, Galen portrays 
himself as an educator, which makes one wonder how and why he taught these 'beginners'. 
Therefore, one of the aims of this chapter is to shed some light on the practical elements of 
Galen's isagogic teaching methods. 
Puis. provides an example of Galen conducting his introductory course via the written 
word, which in tum allows us to address some interrelated questions. First, what was Galen's 
didactic and rhetorical strategy for these beginners? What kind of information did he omit 
from PuIs. to make it comprehensible to the beginner? How does Galen present himself to his 
audience? 
Secondly, for whom was this work written? Was it written for practitioners or for 
those with a general interest in medical topics? If PuIs. was written for a practitioner, at what 
stage in his training was he? Was it written for a complete neophyte to medicine or an 
experienced physician who has simply not been trained in the medical use of the pulse? 
Thirdly, how was this text to be used? Was it to be read by a teacher who will be 
instructing beginners? Or, was it for the student? Was it a manual to be consulted ad hoc? Or, 
was it a work to be read and understood prior to training? 
Pragmatically speaking, writing an introduction to the pulse is problematic in that the 
very nature of this subject is difficult to teach to beginners. Anyone who has taught a student 
1 "OOCX ToiS' EIOCXYOIlEVOIS', q,ihcxTE TEUapCX, XP~O\IlOV erriOTCXOaCXI rrepi Oq,UYIlWV, EVTCXUaCX AEXa~OETCXI. 
nlV 6' OATJV urrEp CXUTWV TEXVT]V ETEpWal EXEIS'. PuIs., K. 8.453.1-3. I have benefited from Singer's 
translation and notes to PuIs. Singer 1997a, 325-344,432-433. A modified version of this chapter will appear in 
Curtis 2009. I would like to thank Liba Taub and Aude Doody for their helpful comments and suggestions which 
contributed to this chapter's final form. Two recent works on the content of Puis. can be found in the following: 
Boudon 1994, 1441-1445; Bacalexi 2001. An analytical outline of PuIs. can be found in Appendix B. 
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how to take a pulse will readily admit that it is not a simple task for a beginner to even find 
his pulse. In addition to having to correct the student's hand position and pressure, the teacher 
often finds himself struggling to find the words that will explicitly tell the student what to 
look for, especially with irregularities in the pulse. The effective teacher must schematize the 
sensations being perceived by the student so that he will be able to comprehend what to feel 
for and what to reject as being superfluous sensations. 2 
Another important factor to consider in regard to PuIs. is the status of its subject. 
Judging from Galen's other writings, the taking of a patient's pulse had become a persuasive 
way in which a physician could convey the veracity of his diagnoses and prognoses. Thus, in 
respect to patient-physician interaction, an ancient physician's use of the pulse would have a 
somewhat similar effect on the patient as the modern day physician's use of a stethoscope or 
an ECG. Galen's prognostic feats in Praen., which has the hallmarks of a propaganda piece 
written for popular consumption, 3 demonstrate his society's fascination with the pulse and its 
apparent value in medicine. In this work, Galen provides accounts of his prognostic feats 
which serve as explanations as to why he earned the attention of the most prominent men and 
women in Rome. Of all the prognostic techniques Galen describes in this work, it is his 
knowledge and skill in taking the pulse that figures most prominently in Praen. 4 Puis. teaches 
a specialized medical technique that, by the 2nd century AD, was informed by an array of 
theoretical concepts and terminology. 
II. Didactic Strategy 
In Ars Med., Lib.Prop. and Ord.Lib.Prop., Galen describes the audience and the kind 
of information presented in Puls. 5 In Ars Med., Galen separates Puis. from his four major 
treatises on the pulse: DifJPuls., Caus.Puls., Dig. PuIs. and Praes.Puls. These four treatises 
together constitute Galen's magnum opus on the pulse, his so-called Treatise on the Pulses (n 
2 The plethora of pulse signs, terms and theories which appear in ancient writings on the pulse do not dovetail 
with our current understanding of what can be perceived with palpation because they are not based on the same 
empirical methods and physiological models as modern medicine. Nevertheless, some of the basic principles of 
this body of knowledge were undoubtedly derived from experience. Lloyd 1987,282-284; Kilmmel 1974, 1-22. 
In regard to the origins and developments of ancient pulse theory, see von Staden 1989, 262-288. 
3 Nutton 1979, 59-63; 1988, 50-62. 
4 Praen., Nutton 1979,100--103,128-135 = K. 14.631-633,660-665. 
5 Considering that Ars Med., Ord.Lib.Prop. and Lib.Prop. were written in the twilight of his career, Galen could 
be looking at Puis. in a quite different light than when he originally dictated it. However, the picture Galen 
paints of Puis. in these works is confirmed by an analysis of the text itself. 
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mpi TWV o¢uYI-IWV TTPCXYI-ICXTEicx). (, Although PuIs. addresses the same topic, namely 
diagnosis and prognosis via the pulse, Galen sets apart PuIs. on the basis that it was written 
for beginners. Galen also distinguishes PuIs. from a future work on the pulse, which he 
describes as a kind of summary of all his books (ETTlTOI-I~ O:TTcXVTWV), i.e. his four treatises on 
the pulses. Here Galen seems to be referring to his auto-epitome of his treatises on the pulse, 
SynPuls., which appears in K. 9.431-549. Although the terms ETTlTOI-I~ and EIOCXYWY~ do 
not necessarily denote different forms of introductory writings, in this case, Galen is using 
E TTl TOJ..l~ to denote a kind of writing that presents another larger work in an abbreviated form 
by excerpting passages from the larger work. 7 The expressed purpose of Syn.Puls. was 
specifically to remind the reader of the basic contents, principles and arguments contained in 
his Treatise on the Pulses,8 all of which suggest that Puis. was not merely a summary of his 
Treatise on the Pulses; it is a work whose content has been designed to introduce beginners to 
a subject and not a book. 9 
Lib.Prop. is more explicit as to the didactic nature of the Puis. Here one finds Galen 
remarking how he dictated (UTTCXYOPEU6~vCXI) a variety of works 'for beginners' 
(EIOCXY0I-IEVOI or O:PX0I-IEVOI I-ICXV6cXVEIV). 10 Galen suggests that these works were written not 
for publication but for the needs of students. Galen suggests that PuIs., along with his other 
works for beginners, served a specific didactic function within his corpus of works. He notes 
in regard to this isagogic works, 'It is clear that those things which were written for beginners 
are of course neither complete (TEAEIOV) in their teaching nor discussed with precision 
(OIT]KPI~WJ..IEVOV) since beginners would neither need this nor would they be able to 
accurately learn everything before obtaining some skill in what is necessary.' 11 Thus, he 
makes it quite clear that some material has been left out because the beginner lacked the 
experience to comprehend an exhaustive account of the subject. 
Later in Lib. Prop. , Galen reveals why PuIs. is neither complete nor precise In its 
treatment of the pulses. This comes in the form of a response to his critics as to why he left 
out a discussion of systolic pulse and its use in diagnosing pulses particular to fevers. He 
argues that this topic was too large of an inquiry for beginners. He claims that he left out the 
6 Ars Med., Boudon 2000.390.12-391.9 = K. 1.410. Galen's Treatise on the Pulses appears to have been 
composed sometime after his return to Rome (AD 169) and before the accession of Commodus (AD 180). 
Bardong 1942, 633-634; llberg 1889,44.219. 
7 MacLachlan 2004. 64-86. 
8 Svn.Pu/s., K. 431.1--435.5. 
9 Mansfeld 1994.198. 
10 Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 136.25-137.20 = K. 19.11-12. cf. Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 
88.1-13 = K. 19.49-50. In regard to dictation in the ancient world, see Dorandi 1993. 71-83. 
II T<X YOuv TOI~ E;aCXrO~EVO~,5 YEYPCXp~EVCX l!P~~llA,?V ~~nou ~~TE T,O TEA:IOV T~5 ~1~CXKCX~ICX5 'eXEI,v p'~TE 
TO ~lllKPI~W~EVOV, W5 CXV OUTE ~EOIlEVWV CXUTWV OUTE ~UVCXIlEVWV CXKPI~W5 ~CXVeCXVEIV nCXVTCX, nplv E~IV 
Tiva aXE-IV EV TOIS cXVCXYKCXIOIS. Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 136.9-13 = K. 19.10-11. 
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doctrine of systole because it was eaSIer for the beginner 'prior to training' (TTpOTEpOV 
YU\1vc:X000801 ) to consider systole as being imperceptible. I:! By this, Galen indicates Puis. 
was composed for beginners who were seeking a practical knowledge of the pulse. Here 
again, he indicates that the material covered in Puis. was useful before practice. Such a 
perspective of Puls.'s audience is buoyed by Galen's censure of Puls.'s critics as being 'those 
who have not learned with a teacher, but, according to the proverb, navigate from books.' 13 
Galen is claiming that there is a distinction to be made between those who are pursuing 
practical knowledge of the pulse via training and those who merely desire a theoretical 
knowledge derived from books; Puis. is for the former group. 
In Ord.Ub.Prop., Galen describes the kind of beginners he has in mind for Puis. Galen 
recommends Puis. alongside De ossibus ad tirones (Oss.) and De sectis ad eos, qui 
introducuntur (Sf) as introductory works in a curriculum that moves from basic to more 
detailed accounts of medical topics. What is intriguing about this list is that Galen mentions 
two different types of readers. The first group appears to be those who are able to discern 
truth through logical proofs. The second group is composed of those who gain knowledge by 
acquiring correct doctrine (KOTO: co~av 6pe~v), which he says the ancients characterized as 
practical knowledge (TTpci~IS").14 It seems that Galen is recommending the aforementioned 
isagogic works to the second group, those not gifted and trained in logical proofS. 15 Such a 
conclusion is reasonable given that the second group would require the correct doctrine 
contained in these isagogic texts while the first group would be free to move past these texts 
to more complicated and theoretical works because the first group has the ability to discern 
the truth without depending on correct doctrine. 
Having addressed how Puis. is presented in these works, let us now turn to the text 
itself. As was noted, in the epistolary proem of PuIs., Galen declares that he has written 'as 
much as is useful for beginners to know concerning pulses' (ooa TOIS" EloaY0\1EVOI5 
XP~Ol\..lOV ETTIoTo0801 mpi 0cpuY\1c:lv). Here, Galen is indicating that he has left some 
12 Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a. 158: 18-20 = K. 19.32. 
13' AAA' OIIJ~ IJCX60VTES TTCXpO ISIOCXOKeXAOIS, EOIKOTES ISs KeXTo T~V TTCXPOIIJICXV TOIS EK ~I~AIOU 
KU~EPV~TCX IS TOI CXUTCX STl TOU 01 V' .... Lib.Prop., 158 :24-26 = K. 19.33. 
14 In some ways, Galen is echoing Plato's comments on the epistemological value ofleaming correct opinion (0 
EXwv lSo~cxv 6p6~v) in Meno, 96d-99d. In this text, Plato points out that correct opinion is a form ofknowledge, 
but it is not the best form of knowledge because it does not fully educate the student as to the method of arriving 
at such correct opinions on their own. This hierarchy of methods is reflected in Galen's own emphasis on logical 
proofs over dogma in the acquisition of medical knowledge. 
15 Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 91: 13-92.7 = K. 19.53-54. cf. Syn.Pu/s., K. 9.431.1-432.12. In his 
introduction to the Platonic dialogues, Albinus, Galen's former Platonist teacher, also gives two different orders 
of study for two different types of potential readers. Boudon-Millot 2007a, 107; Mansfeld 1994, 117-126; 
Goransson 1995, 78, n. 2. 
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infonnation out which he did not consider XPllOlI..lOV for beginners. But, what kind of 
infonnation was left out? 
The explicit answer is he omitted material that he perceived to be simply too difficult 
for a beginner to grasp. This can be observed in Galen's comments in PuIs. concerning why 
he left out some material: 'I think these aforementioned things concerning the differences of 
the pulses are sufficient for beginners. If anyone wants to approach this topic more precisely 
(aKpI~eoTEpov) there is a complete work which has been written by me on Distinctions 
between Pulses.' 16 Galen then goes on to say that he will not talk about full ( TT A~P1l5) and 
empty (KEVD5) pulses or rhythms (pu8I-'oi) because this information is present in Distinctions 
between Pulses, a work which he describes as being complete (OAOV) and precise (aKpI~E5). 
He explains that including such a complete and precise account would make the subject too 
unclear (aoa<j>eoTEpoS') for the beginner. With these comments, Galen assures his audience 
that he has tailored Puis. to include only what is essential for a beginner to know. 
What type of knowledge, i.e. practical versus theoretical, does Galen perceive to be 
XP~OlI-'OV to the beginner? It is quite clear that Puis. was not written to take the place of 
experience. In numerous places, Galen stresses the importance of practical training and 
experience to gain an adequate knowledge of the pulse. He points out how only those 
physicians who have meticulously trained themselves are able to recognize generally 
unrecognizable types of pulses. 17 He advocates training one's sense of touch, as well as 
obtaining as much experience as possible, in order to gain a precise understanding of the 
common manifestations of the pulse in various conditions. 18 Although Galen stresses the 
importance of experience, he does not provide the reader with a detailed step-by-step process 
for taking the pulse, nor does he focus on imparting a vast amount of practical information 
that might be helpful when one runs into trouble discerning various pulses. Therefore, he does 
not suggest that this written work will take the place of a teacher. 
What PuIs. provides are the basic theoretical principles that are useful to the 
acquisition of practical knowledge of the pulse. In an important didactic interjection, Galen 
reveals to his audience the relationship between theoretical and practical knowledge: 
Therefore, I prescribe training one's reasoning abilities (AOYIO\-,DV) at 
the same time as one's sense of touch, that it be possible to discern the 
pulse in practice itself and not only distinguish it in theory (ADye..;». 
16 TCXtITCX ~Ol O:PKE~IV 80KEI TTEPI TIlS' TWV a¢uy~wv 8Icx¢opoS' TOIS' ElaCXYO~EVOIS' Elp~a9CX1. el yap TIS' E1T1 
TO O:Kp\~EaTEpOV CXtlTO epXEa9CX1 ~OUAO\TO. ~1~AIOV OAOV EXEI 1TEPI TIlS' TWV a¢uy~wv 8\cx¢opoS' u¢' 
n~wv YEYPCX~~EVOV. Puis., K. 8.460.17-461.2. 
17 Puis., K. 8.487.1-12. 
18 Puis., K. 8.462.6-463.6,478.2-16. 
Education via theory (~ 01(:X TOU AOYOU OIOOOKOAIO) is the starting 
point of practical experience. 19 
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For Galen, it is important for a future practitioner to be informed by theory before or during 
the process of gaining experience. However, as we will see, this theory is at a lower level of 
explanation. By education via theory (~ 010 TOu AOYOU OIOOOKOAIO), Galen is assumedly 
pointing to knowledge of the proper pulse terminology. With this knowledge, a student is able 
to define and categorize what he perceives via touch. However, Galen is clear that only 
experience provides the specificity and skill needed to recognize important nuances in a 
degree that cannot be fully expressed in words. He points out, for example, that the degrees of 
frequency that are indicative of a pathology, such as pleuritis, often defy being defined by a 
term. Therefore, PuIs. provides the basic pulse terms and concepts in order to assist the 
beginner in his acquisition of knowledge via experience, which will ultimately lead to a more 
complete understanding of the pulses. 
So, how does Galen bring theoretical concepts within the grasp of the beginner? One 
of the ways he does this is to leave out detailed discussions of causality. In his preface to 
Caus.Pu/s., Galen claims that he omitted theories of causation from Puis. because he thought 
it was better for the beginner to be trained in the practice itself before addressing the 
theoretical account of causation. 20 Another way in which Galen brings the theoretical within 
the grasp of the beginner is to simplify his presentation of pulse terminology. This is 
accomplished by simply limiting the number and types of pulse terms he is willing to define. 
However, it is not just the omission of pulse terms that make PuIs. an introductory work; it is 
also his avoidance of citing conflicting theories of pulse terms. 
Instead of addressing these differences, he simply and succinctly defines each term as 
ifthere is no question as to their veracity and specificity. Thus, his approach in Puis. stands in 
stark contrast to DiffPuls. According to Galen, the subject matter addressed in DiffPuls. is 
integral to his other treatises because it addresses the annoying wordplay that Sophists may 
use in regard to pulse terminology and because it follows closely the works of others who 
correctly recognized the relationship between pulse terms and pulse signs. 21 In DiffPu/s., 
Galen relies heavily on logical methods to demonstrate the veracity of his system of pulse 
19 CxOKelV O\)V ITCXPCXKEAEUOIJCXI TOV TE AOY10IJOV alJCX KCXI nlV cX¢~V. wS' eIT' CXUTC.:lv TWV epywv yvwPI~EIV 
ouvcxo8cxI TOUS' O¢UYIJOVS'. OU AOY~ OICXKPIVEIV IJOVOV. c:iPX~ Os TIlS' eITI TWV 'EpyWV TPI~~S' ~ OI(X TOU 
AOYOU OIOCXOKcxAlcx. PuIs., K. 8.478.2-5. The term AOY0S', which is often difficult to translate because of its 
numerous connotations, in the above translation seems to be referring to logically deduced pulse terms. I have 
translated it as theory because determining both the number and kinds of terms, for Galen, required analytical 
reasoning. Furthermore, by ~ OICX TOU AOYOU OlocxoKcxAlcx, Galen seems to be referring to the kind of logical 
methods used to determine pulse terminology found in Difrpuls., which he also refers to as a OlocxoKcxAlcx 
AOyOU. Dif/Puls., K. 8.507.11-16. 
20 Calls.Puls., K. 9.106.3-106.9. 
21 DifJ PuIs., K. 8.499.15-500.5. 
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tenninology. D(ffPuls. contains long and elaborate explanations concernmg the correct 
number, name and categories of pulse tenns, and in this work, Galen often attempts to 
denigrate pulse theories that do not correspond to his system. Therefore, didactically 
speaking, D[fJ.Puls. provides a deeper understanding of the subject by engaging the reader in 
a pursuit of proving 'why' certain pulses must exist. With PuIs., Galen has circumvented 
these kinds of complex logical arguments in order to avoid a theoretically dense account of 
pulse tenninology. 
Another didactic strategy he employs in PuIs. is to restrict himself to putting forward 
only the general principle. For example, in PuIs., Galen simply states that, 'Men generally 
(ETTI TTexV) have a much greater pulse than women, and in a similar manner they have a much 
stronger and a little slower and sufficiently more sparse pulse. ,22 Having made this statement, 
Galen then moves to the next dogmatic statement offering neither an explanation nor any 
signs that indicate why the aforementioned statement is true. However, in Caus.Puls., he 
explains why this pulse doctrine is generally true and what the exceptions to this rule are. 
In Caus.Puls., Galen adds theoretical concepts of causality to the material presented in 
PuIs. Galen reveals in the beginning of the second book of Caus.Puls. that he is about to 
expound upon what has either been completely left out or was not fully treated in PuIs. In 
regard to the limited material covered in Puis., he explains, 'For I think it useful to leave out 
everything that was possibly unclear for those beginning from theory. Most of all the logical 
explanation of cause has been left out. For it was better for beginners first to be empirically 
trained through practice, and then later to be taught thoroughly with reason the whole essence 
of the matter.'23 
His explanation of Puis. takes the familiar fonn of the exegetical act in that he 
systematically selects lemmata from Puis. in order to expound upon what was deliberately left 
out or expressed in a succinct way. Thus, Galen quotes verbatim the aforementioned 
statement from Puis. and then proceeds to describe why this statement is generally true. He 
then proceeds to give examples of how the amount of differences between men and women 
may be less or more significant and also how there are exceptions to this rule, where a 
woman's pulse may even be greater than a man's. He moves from generalizations about the 
differences between male and female animals' pulses to the subject of why men and women 
can demonstrate greater and less differences when compared with male and female animals. 
22" AVOPES' ~EV yuvalKwv CAlS' eTTt TTav ~EtsOVa TTOAA~ Kat O<j>OOPOTEPOV CAlOa\JTWS TTOAA~ KCXt ~pCXOUTEPOV 
oAiyw Kat apalOTEpov IKCXVWS' 'EXOUOI TOV o<j>uy~ov. Puis., K. 8.463.14-16. 
23 TTci~ yap COOV E~EAAEV aoa<j>ES' EOEoSal TOtS' apXO~EVOIS' TilS' SEWptCXS, SOOKEI xp~val TTCXPCXAITTEIV. 
TTcxpaAEAEI TTTCXI 0' OUX ~KIOTa Kat 0 Tils CXITtCXS' AOYIO~OS'. ci~EIVOV yap ~V TOIS' EiocxyO~EVOIS ETT' CXUTWV 
TWV EPYWV yu~vcioaoSal TTPOTEPOV e~TTEIPIKWS', ETTEIS' UOTEPOV OTTCXOCXV SKOIOcxxS~val T~ ACye..;> nlV 
ouotav TaU TTpciy~aTOS'. Calls.Puls., K. 9.106.3-9. 
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He explains the reason for this by noting how mankind has greater differences in lifestyles, 
food, environment and temperaments between each other than the animals do. 24 Thus, in 
Caus.Puls. the audience is provided with a more detailed and complete account of this 
phenomenon. 
Therefore, in PuIs., Galen is dealing with generalities. These generalities supposedly 
provide certain encouragement and motivation for students to examine the subject more 
closely, at least that is what Galen claims in Caus.Puls. In respect to the aforementioned 
generalization about men and women's pulses, Galen claims, "'The altogether" (TO ETTITTav) 
in the statement is added for the cleverer beginners as a kind of goad, both rousing and urging 
them toward the inquiry of the whole nature of the problem.'25 Ultimately, Galen has 
provided a skeleton of pulse doctrines for the beginner to later fill in with experience, reason 
and his Treatise on the Pulses. 
III. Genre 
To properly contextualize the rhetorical and didactic strategies used in Puis., one must 
be aware that Galen was one of many authors in the 2nd century AD who wrote introductory 
works. 26 As Galen points out, introductory works were identified with a number of terms such 
as outline (UTTOTU TTCUOI 5), sketch (uTToypa¢~), introduction (Eloaycuy~), synopsis 
(oUVO\.\J15) and guide (U¢~yf]0I5).27 While each of these terms may have had a slightly 
different connotation depending on the context, Galen indicates that they are all used for 
writings that aims to provide a simplified treatment of a subject for beginners. In respect to 
the term Eloaycuy~, the earliest works that were identified with this term are from the Old 
Stoa and are linked to Chrysippus. 28 The titles of Chrysippus' works seem to suggest that they 
were introductions to specific subjects, and certainly, later works that use the common titular 
formula Eloaycuy~ EI5 are usually introductions to a subject rather than a book. 29 
Nevertheless, the two aims were not far removed from each other. For example, an 
introductory work such as Alcinous' (c. I_2nd century AD) OIOaoKaAIKo5,30 which is 
24 Calls.PIIls., K. 9.107-117.5 
25 TTPOOKEITOI cSE TO eTTiTTOV ev.-n p~OEI TOts" EU¢UEOTEpOIS" TWV EiooYO~EVWV olOV KEVTPOV TIt cSlEYEtpOV 
TE KOI TTOpOp~WV eTTI T~V EPEUVOV cXTTcXOTlS" TOU TTPcXWOTOS" TIiS" ¢UOEWS". Calls.Puls., K. 9.109.18-110.3. 
26 Asper 2007,214-314. In respect to Galen's introductory writings, sec Boudon 1994, 1421-1467; Asper 1996, 
331-335. 
27 Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 136.14-16 = K. 19.11; Syn.Puls., K. 9.431.5-432.1; von Staden 1998,65-
94. 
28 Diog.Lacrt., 193.11, 193.13, 195.8, 195.9, 196.6, 196.12, 196.14; Asper 2007,236. 
29 Asper 2007,236-238; Mansfeld 1994,.197~~98: 
30 Whittaker 1990, vii-xiii; Dillon 1993, lX-Xlii, XlV. 
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described by A1cinous as being an introduction (TTp05 Eioexyc.uyrlv) into maintenance of 
Plato's dogma (OOy~exTOTTOdex),31 also served as a kind of prolegomena in that it provides a 
basic understanding of 'Platonic' doctrines for the purpose of studying the Platonic 
philosophy. 3~ Although A1cinous' work does not specifically address the contents of 
individual Platonic works, its purpose is ultimately to assist the student in his study of Plato's 
. . 33 
wntmgs.·· 
In respect to texts identified as Eioexyc.uyex\, they addressed a wide variety of subjects, 
such as philosophy, math, music, medicine and aspects of the Christian faith. Nevertheless, it 
is difficult to pen down the formal criteria by which an author or reader could claim a text was 
an E ioexyc.uyrl because it could appear in a variety of styles and arrangements. 34 For example, 
Ps-Soranus' (c. 2nd _3 rd century AD) problernata format has little to do with the lecture style of 
prose used in Galen's Sf. Furthermore, the term E ioexyc.uyrl was used to signify both the 
whole text or merely a part of a text, such as Origen' s (AD 184/185-254/255) isagogic 
discussion of how to pray at the end of his treatise on prayer. 35 As to the organizing principles 
of isagogic works, if one compares the structure of Puis. to that of Oss., it becomes quite 
apparent that the subject matter, rather than the 'genre', determines how the information is 
arranged in isagogic accounts. 36 Furthermore, even when one tries to define these texts by 
gross stylistic differences, it become apparent that there are introductory texts that do not 
comfortably fall into such divisions. 37 
As to an ancient perspective of an Eioexyc.uyrl as it applies to medicine, a succinct 
definition can be found in Ps-Soranus' Quaest.rned.: 
What is isogoga? Isagoga is an introduction to a study by the 
description of its chief principles (prirnarurn ration urn) in order to gain 
an understanding of the medical art. 38 
31 Whittaker 1990, 72. 
32 The doetrines put forward in these isagogic texts are an amalgamation of Platonic, Stoic and Peripatetic 
concepts. 
33 Plac.Prop., Nutton 1999, 54-57. 
34 Asper 1996,309-314. 
35 In the last section of his treatise on prayer, Origen breaks from a theoretical discourse into what he describes 
as being a more isagogic (eloaywYIKc.lTEPOV) treatment of prayer. He then gives the reader practical 
information about how to pray describing the proper posture, place, time, direction, words, etc. De oratione, 31-
34. 
36 Oss. follows the standard anatomical principle of a capite ad ca/cem, while the sequencing of topics in Puis. 
reflects the manner in which the pulse was taught, such as Marcellinus' On the Pulses. 
37 Largely, on the basis of orality, Asper breaks up isagogic texts into three groups: Scholische eloaywyai, 
Diharetische eiaaywyai, and what he calls Zwischen- und Sonderformen. Asper 1996,318-331. Asper places 
Puis. in the category of Diharetische eiaaywyai with the understanding that Puis. is not as formulaic and 
rigidly systematic as some of the other works in this category. Asper 1996,332-333. 
38 Quid est isagoga? isagoga est introductio doctrinae cum demonstratione primarum rationum ad medicinae 
artis conceptionem. Quaest.Med., 21; Rose 1870, 251.8f; Asper 2007, 239-240. 
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The reference to the primae rationes illustrates that isagogic writing is perceived as a study of 
the basic elements of a particular system of knowledge. Thus, the didactic principle, much 
like today, is to first provide an overview of the principle parts of a subject before conducting 
a more detailed study. Therefore, the ancient criteria of what constituted an EIOCXYc.uy~ were 
not derived so much from the fonnal features of a text as they were from their perceived 
didactic value: the level of explanation and purpose. 39 In general, ancient authors identified a 
text as being isagogic if the said text was to be read first in a series of texts on the same 
subject and/or if the infonnation provided by this text was fundamental to progressing toward 
a fuller understanding of a subject via theory or practice. The general characteristics of this 
genre can be construed as follows: First, the author of an isagogic discourse assumes the 
audience is interested in the subject, and therefore, the focus of the work is not to persuade the 
reader to take up the subject. Secondly, the explicit purpose of an isagogic text is to provide a 
fundamental understanding of a subject presumably for the audience to build upon. Thirdly, 
the level of explanation is often limited to defining the principles of a subject in a concise and 
systematic manner. 
A1cinous' OIOCXOKCXAIKOS- of the doctrines of Plato provides an example of 
philosophical isagogic. This text does not make any attempt to convert the reader to taking up 
philosophy; Alcinous assumes that the reader is a student of philosophy. Alcinous begins by 
stating that he is writing a olocxoKcxAlcx of the dogmas of Plato. 4o After he defines what a 
philosopher is and does, he systematically divides 'Platonic' doctrines into the three major 
areas of philosophy: logic, physics and ethics. He then subdivides these into their component 
parts, providing a succinct definition of each part and the concepts therein. At the end of this 
work, he summarizes why he has gone through this process. It is important to remember that 
Alcinous is a part ofa long tradition relaying the 'fonnalized distillation' of Plato's dialogues 
in the form of dogmata. 4 I Thus, Alcinous is not reinventing the wheel; rather, he is providing 
a condensed and systematic version of the current conceptualizations of Plato's doctrines for 
the sake of examining the Platonic dialogues. 
IV. Author 
39 For example. Galen notes how the earliest commentators thought the 'Hippocratic' work OJ! should be read 
before all the other Hippocratic texts because its teachings were similar to what later writers called eiocxywycxi. 
Galen seems to agree with this interpretation of Off. in that he claims Off. teaches the most useful matters (TO 
XPT]OI~WTCXTCX) to those who are beginning to study the art of medicine. Hipp.Off.Med., K. 18b.632.1-14. 
40 Whitaker 1990, 1-2. 
41 Dillon 1993, xl. 
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Like A1cinous, we should perceive Galen as an author who has simplified a great body 
of received doctrines and standardized terminology. However. Galen is not alone in his 
endeavour to simplify the doctrines of the pulse. Puis. appears to be a part of a tradition of 
providing simplified systematic accounts of pulse doctrines. The Synopsis qf the Pulses by an 
anonymous author (c. 3rd century Be_2nd century AD) and Marcellinus' (c. 2nd century AD) 
On the Pulses are two examples of these sorts of introductory texts. 42 While neither work 
claims to be written for beginners nor is called an Eloayc.uy~, these texts bear resemblance to 
Puis. in a number of ways. First, the audience is assumed to be interested in the subject and to 
have a basic level of medical knowledge, which is evident in the kind of medical concepts and 
terminology used. Secondly, the information is presented without the support of detailed 
theories, arguments or proofs. Thirdly, they systematically arrange the pulse doctrines in 
somewhat similar fashion. They begin by defining what the pulse is and where it can be 
found. Then, they proceed to move through categories of pulse terms, providing succinct 
definitions for each division and subdivision of pulse terminology. A number of divisions 
appear in all three works, namely the manifestation of the pulse with specific diseases, 
different pulse terms and changes in the pulse with age. While there are notable variations as 
to how many diseases and pulse terms are listed in each work, all three works share a great 
number of similar pulse terms and include many of the same diseases in their list of pulse 
types. 43 It is quite clear that all three works are pulling from a common tradition of pulse 
doctrines. 
One of the more distinctive differences between Puis. and these other two works is the 
posture Galen takes toward his audience. The other two works are more formulaic and 
impersonal in their presentation. They do not present their readers with the feeling of being 
lectured to. Instead, one is left with the impression that these authors are merely reporting 
doctrines. Hence, we observe both authors giving a brief history of the discovery of the pulse 
by predecessors before they define the pulse doctrines. 44 While the Synopsis of the Pulse does 
42 Anonymous, Synopsis de pli/sibIlS, Daremberg 1966 (reprint), 219-232, 610-643; Marcellinus, De pu/sibIlS, 
SchOne (ed.) 1907,455--471. 
43 All three texts have a section dedicated to giving a short list of diseases and the changes in the pulse that occur 
with these diseases. An odd assortment of diseases, such as phrenitis (<j>pevITIKwV), lethargy (A'lSCXPYIKWV), 
pleuritis (TTAEUPITIKWV), epilepsy (ETTlA'lTTTIKWV), stomachos (aTo~cxXIKOS), peripneumonia 
(TTEPllTVEU~OVIKOS) and apoplexy (cXTTOTTA'lKTIKOS), that are found in Marcellinus and Synopsis de pu/sibus also 
appear in Galen's list of diseases. Pu/s., K. 474--492; Synopsis de pu/sibIlS, Daremberg 1966 (reprint), 226-228; 
Marcellinus, De Pu/sibus, Schone 1907, 1. 278-319. Likewise, one observes in all three works a section on 
specific terms of pulses, such as the worming (OKCUA'lKiC;cuv). anting (l-Iupl-I'lKiC;cuv), gazelling (c50pKCXc5iC;cuv) 
and running back (lTCXAIVc5poj..lwv) pulses. Pu/s., K. 459--460; Synopsis de pu/sibIlS, Daremberg 1966 (reprint), 
229-231; Marcellinus, De Pu/sibIlS, Schone 1907, 1. 365--494. While there are notable variations in the overall 
number and how these terms are described, one can observe that all three works attempt to systematize a similar 
group of specific concepts and terms.. . 
44 Synopsis de pu/sibus, Daremberg 1966 (repnnt), 219-221; Marcelhnus, De Pu/sibus, Schone 1907,1. 1-62. 
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not extensively cite its sources, it gives little or no indication that the author's understanding 
of the topic is derived from actual practice. Similarly, Marcellinus generally avoids offering 
any personal recommendations to the reader. Like the anonymous author of the Synopsis of 
the Pulse, Marcellinus does not have much of a presence in this work, and when he does 
interject himself into the text, he takes the posture of a reporter of theory rather than a 
practitioner with his own perspective on the material. Hence, Marcellinus closes his work by 
claiming he has 'brought together as much as he was able concerning the understanding of the 
pulse', and that Erasistratus would defend his presentation of this infonnation against future 
challengers. 45 These kinds of closing remarks convey that Marcellinus' presentation of the 
pulse is dependent on the knowledge of his predecessors. This is also borne out in the way he 
addresses the pulse of fever. Instead of giving his own opinion, he summarizes contemporary 
doctrines on this pulse, and then he merely relays the dogmata of Chrysippus, Erasistratus, 
Herophilus, Asclepiades, Hippocrates and Archigenes on this topic.46 Therefore, both 
Synopsis of the Pulses and Marcellinus' On the Pulses give the distinct impression that their 
doctrines of the pulse are underpinned by tradition and that their authors have no intention of 
altering or adding to this tradition. 
Galen, on the other hand, ignores tradition; instead, he approaches his audience as a 
teacher rather than a reporter of doctrine. He does this first by having a distinct didactic 
presence in this text. He uses the first person singular to tell the audience why he thought it 
best to leave certain infonnation out of his account or to advise the audience to train 
themselves thoroughly.47 His presence as a teacher can also be felt in the way he uses the 
second person singular to tell the student what he will feel when he attempts to palpate a 
pulse. 48 Another way he solidifies his role as the teacher of pulse theory is by remaining silent 
about the history of pulse theory. Galen simply does not credit anyone else as the source of 
his knowledge, which in tum, places himself more finnly as the voice of instruction. 
Of course, it is not that he makes himself out to be oblivious to all that has transpired 
before him. He does mention the illustrious Archigenes, but in all three instances, Archigenes' 
opinion is merely depicted as additional, rather than essential, infonnation about the pulse.49 
45' E¢' OOOV ouv ~ilv 8UVOTOV ~v lTEPI -nlV VOT]OIV TOU lTEPI O¢UYllwV OUVTcXYIlOT05, TaUTO 
OUvEloT]VeYKoIlEv. Marcellinus, De PII/sibIlS, Schone 1907, 1. 505-506; 505-510. 
46 Marcellinus. De PII/sibIlS, Schone 1907,1. 222-285. 
47 Puls., K. 8.457,478. 
4~ For example, in his discussion of the location and movement of the pulse (Pills., K. 8.455-6), he uses the 
second person singular four times to indicate what the audience will find or sense with palpation. 
49 His only external point ofreference is Archigenes, whom he mentions only in passing. For example, he states, 
'Archigenes says that the place of the artery is found to be hotter in these conditions, just as it is for those 
suffering convulsions with lethargy'. He gives neither an analysis of this comment nor a reference to the text 
where this can be found; he simply moves on with his account of specific pulses. 
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Instead of citing other authors and their works, Galen points his reader to his Treatise on the 
Pulses, indicating that it is the appropriate source of pulse doctrines. Thus, Galen projects 
Puis. as an introduction to his own theories on the pulse rather than a work that merely reports 
the doctrines of others. However, these citations also intimate that Galen does not project his 
role in the development of students as a 'hands on' teacher; rather, he sees his writings as 
being the appropriate resource for their questions. In other words, he speaks in hypothetical 
terms when he addresses his ideal audience. 
The other way Galen approaches his audience as a teacher is by developing his ethos 
as an expert practitioner of the pulse. One of the clearest examples of this is in the form of a 
polemical outburst against the majority of physicians (01 TTOAAOI TWV IOTpWV) who cast 
aspersions on what he has written. 50 While agonistic and polemical remarks are not out of 
character for Galen, it is somewhat conspicuous considering the genre in which he is 
writing. 5 I His point of contention is that these physicians disregard that there is a nerve-like 
pulse in pleuritis. He explains that their ignorance of this pulse is caused by their lack of 
experience which leaves them with an inability to discern difficult pulses. In this way, Galen 
singles himself out from 'the majority of physicians' as an experienced practitioner whose 
writings are the sources of true knowledge. However, unlike his Treatise on the Pulses, where 
one can perceive Galen's 'anxiety' to influence his audience's perception of his approach to 
the pulse, 52 Galen does not use this as a stepping stone to theoretically demonstrate why his 
knowledge of nerve-like pulse is superior to all others. Instead, he dismisses any discussion of 
this matter, claiming that there is no need to go into this further seeing how a discussion can 
be found in his treatise, Dig.Puls. Galen's reason for avoiding an extensive theoretical 
demonstration as to why there is a nerve-like pulse reflects his commitment to the didactic 
aim of the genre in which he is writing. Thus, Galen is far less argumentative in PuIs. than in 
his Treatise on the Pulses because, for Galen, isagogic discourse should not entail a complex 
theoretical demonstration. Nevertheless, Galen's didactic remarks and brief outbursts 
demonstrate to his audience that he is indeed a teacher-practitioner who is worthy to be read. 
The pragmatic and elementary nature of this information on pulses is also conveyed by 
Galen's utilitarian approach to syntax in PuIs. Galen tends to use formulaic phraseology to 
signal changes in topic. Thus, a change of topic is signalled by placing the subject at the 
, APX1YEVllS- ~E ¢llat TOV TIis- apTllP10S- TOTTOV \~IWS- ETT' OtJT(;)v 6EP~OTEPOV EUPIOKE06ol, Ko6oTTEP TOIS 
OTTOOe1l00~EVOIS- ~ETa KOTO¢OpOS-. Puis .. K. 8.486.1-3. 
50 Puis., K. 8.477.11-478.2. 
51 One can perceive the impersonal nature of this genre when one compares the frequency of occurrence of the 
first person singular in Pills. to that of the other works analysed in this study: Lib.Prop. (2.34%), Thras. (1.38%), 
Foet.Form. (1.06%), Protr. (0.86%), HNH (0.58%) and Puis. (0.35%). Appendix C, Table 2. 
52 Asper 2005,31-36. 
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beginning of the introductory sentence. For example, he signals that the following section will 
be about palpating the vessels by beginning the introductory sentence with' A TTTOIlEVU;> .... 53 
Similarly, when he is moving through the different changes in the pulse due to external 
factors, he signals a change in subject with a prepositional phrase that includes the name of 
the disease, such as nepl OE TO:5" XWp05" and KOTO: OE TO:5" wpa5",54 When he moves to his 
listing of the changes of the pulse according to specific diseases, he signals a new set of 
pathological pulse signs by using the genitive of the pathology, e.g.' YOTeplK~5" TTvi~ecu5" ... 
'"\ ~ ~~ 
and ETTlI\TjTTT1KCUV ... .--
v. Audience 
As we have seen, Galen takes on the voice of an instructor, who is informing his 
student what he will perceive once he begins to train his sense of touch and his rational 
faculties. But, what kind of beginners does he have in mind as his ideal audience? 
His ideal audience does not appear to be complete novices, which is apparent in the 
assumptions he makes in regard to their medical knowledge. 56 First, Galen assumes that his 
audience is able to recognize the location of various internal anatomical structures, such as the 
spleen (OTTA~V), kidney (ve<j>po5"), bladder (KUOTI5"), stomach (YOOT~p), liver (~TTOp) and 
colon (KWAOV). Although this anatomical knowledge would not be beyond a learned audience 
of laymen, the distinction between arteries, veins and nerves, as well as their relative quantity 
in various organs, would limit his audience to only those with a keen interest in medical 
topics. 57 Secondly, Galen assumes that his audience understands and accepts humoral 
physiological concepts given that one must comprehend this material in order to understand 
his remarks on the differences in the pulses between hot- and cold-natured people and the 
effects of the seasons on the pulse. 58 Thirdly, he does not devote time to describing the nature 
and cause of a wide variety of diseases which he includes in this work. Instead, he only tells 
his audience what the corresponding pulse signs are for diseases, such as elephantiasis 
(EAe<j>avTlwvTCUV), orthopnea (Op8oTTvola) and the suffocation of the womb (UOTEpIK~ 
TTvi~).59 Fourthly, when Galen briefly mentions Archigenes' (AD 98-117) observations of the 
53 Puis., K. 8.458.1. 
54 Puis." K. 8.464.18,466.3. 
55 Puis., K. 8.487.5,487.16. 
56 Of course, this does not mean that the work was not read by a wider audience of non-practitioners. Nutton 
2004,252-253; van der Eijk 1997,86-89. 
57 Puis., K. 8.476. 
5K Puis., K. 8.463-466. 
59 Puis., K. 8.477-491. 
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pulse, he assumes that the audience knows Archigenes' work on the pulse. 60 However, Galen 
does not make the same assumptions in regard to pulse tenninology because almost all of this 
tenninology is succinctly defined in Puis. 
Because of the simplification of pulse concepts and his exhortations to gam 
experience, coupled with the basic medical knowledge Galen assumes of his audience, it is 
fairly safe to say that Galen's ideal audience consists of medical practitioners and not 
complete novices to medicine. This interpretation is strengthened by the fact that, as was 
noted in the introduction to this chapter, the prognostic use of the pulse was not universally 
practiced among physicians. Knowledge of the pulse was largely detennined by what sect one 
adhered to, the expertise of one's instructor and the availability of books. This picture is 
reflected in Galen's own life when he claims that for some time he was unsure if the pulse 
could even be discerned and that he was not clear as to whether the followers of Archigenes 
and Herophilus were speaking the truth about this subject. 61 Although Galen describes the 
beginners he writes to as being young men at the beginning of their studies,62 it is conceivable 
that an experienced medical practitioner could be considered a 'beginner' in regard to a 
specific subject, such as the pulse. It also should be stated that Galen's ideal audience appears 
to be practitioners within his circle of friends and students because he assumes they recognize 
his authority on the pulse and they have access to his works. While it is unclear whether 
Galen wanted this work to be dispersed to a wider audience, he indicates in Lib.Prop. that it 
was read not just by beginners but by his critics as well. 63 
But, what about Teuthras? As was mentioned earlier, Galen appears to have given 
Puis. to a man named Teuthras. Perhaps this Teuthras is the same man whom Galen describes, 
in Ven.Secf.Er.Rom., as a fellow citizen of Pergamum and a schoolmate (TIS' EIlOS' lTOAITllS' 
0:1l0 KO I OUIlCPOI TllT~S'). 64 Galen recounts how this schoolmate had such a good 
understanding of the Erasistrateans' theories that he was able to convincingly speak against 
their position on phlebotomy. This same Teuthras, having heard Galen's public speech 
concerning whether Erasistratus had been right in not using phlebotomy, requested that Galen 
dictate to a scribe what he had said and give him a copy. If this Teuthras is the same man 
mentioned at the beginning of PuIs., one may suspect that Galen has given PuIs. to a fellow 
physician with his own students to teach. While this may be so, PuIs. clearly was not 
composed as a teaching manual for Teuthras. Galen never mentions anything about 
60 Puis., K. 8.469.6-8.479.17-480.3,8.486.1-3. 
61 Dig.Puls., K. 8.771. 
62 Lib.Prop., K. 19.11-12. 
63 Galen also appears to be aware of the possibility that Puis. may be censured by an unnamed group of critics 
who had previously attacked his pulse theories. Lib.Prop., K. 19.32-33, Puis., K. 8.477-78. 
04 Ven.Sect.Er.Rom., K. 11.193-195. 
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addressing Puis. to a teacher named Teuthras in Lib.Prop. or Ord.Lib.Prop. Instead, we are 
only told that it was composed for an unnamed group of beginners. The comments in the 
epistolary proem only signify that Puis. was given to Teuthras, which reflects the dedicatory 
convention found in the other prefatory remarks of many Greek and Latin texts. 65 As is the 
case with other works that contain these sorts of dedicatory remarks, the dedicatee is not 
necessarily the ideal audience of the text. 
VI. Use of Puis. 
Let us tum to the question raised at the beginning: How did Galen intend Puis. to be 
used? The manner in which Galen addresses his audience suggests that Puis. was not written 
as a guide for teachers. Galen does not take the position of an advisor to an equal, which 
would seem to be the appropriate approach to fellow teachers. Galen assumes that the reader 
has no experience in taking a pulse. Hence, we observe Galen telling the reader what he will 
find with experience, which is clearly the voice of an experienced teacher speaking to the 
inexperienced student. Furthermore, Galen never gives any didactic interjections that tell the 
reader how to convey what he has taught. Therefore, PuIs. seems to be written for a student 
not a teacher. 
It is unlikely that PuIs. was to be consulted like a manual. In other words, it is not the 
kind of work that a practitioner would consult ad hoc or, if you will, in manu, because it does 
not contain the kind of step-by-step information one would need in such situations. 
Furthermore, Galen claims this work should be read before gaining experience in taking the 
pulse rather than while someone is gaining experience. Although the material in Puis. seems 
to be brief and general enough for memorization, Galen does not tell the reader to memorize 
the information nor does he tell the reader to consult it later when he is being trained. In fact, 
Galen does not tell the reader how to use the work at all, which leaves us to only speculate as 
to its use. 
Much as A1cinous' OIOCXOKCXAIKOS' provides its reader with an introduction to Plato's 
dialogues, PuIs. is a work that seems to provide an introduction to the theories expressed in 
Galen's Treatise on the Pulses. Hence, in PuIs., the audience is introduced to Galen's 
categorization of changes in the pulse-the natural (KCXTO: cpU 01 v), non-natural (ot, KCXTO: 
cpUOIV) and unnatural (TTCXPO: cpuOIv)--which appears to be Galen's own spin on pulse 
65 Janson 1964, 7-26. 
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theory.oo Alcinous' introduction is neither a compendium of the Platonic dialogues nor is it of 
the same nature as Albinus' prolegomena, which gives the reader bibliographical information 
to the Platonic dialogues, such as information about the nature of dialogues and the 
appropriate order to read his works. 67 Rather, A1cinous' OlOOOKOAIK05 provides a simplified, 
yet systematic, presentation of the basic doctrines of Plato. And the benefit of reading such a 
work is that it allows the reader to easily assimilate Plato's teachings into a schema. 
Furthermore, from his introduction to the philosophical life, it is clear that the purpose of the 
OlOOOKCXAIK05 is to enable the philosophically inclined to grow as a philosopher. Likewise, 
Galen has written a work that gives the general doctrines that underpin his Treatise on the 
Pulses. This may explain why Galen would give PuIs. to a dedicatee who already has his 
Treatise on the Pulses and why he points the addressee to his Treatise on the Pulses. 
However, unlike his E TTl TO~~, the purpose of this text is not to remind the reader of the basic 
contents, principles and arguments contained in his Treatise on the Pulses; rather, it is to 
introduce them to theoretical principles that underpin his Treatise on the Pulses. 
Nevertheless, PuIs. is not solely an introduction to his Treatise on the Pulses. Galen 
describes the contents of this work as being for a practitioner rather than a reader who is 
simply trying to gain theoretical knowledge. In PuIs., Galen indicates that he is teaching the 
basic theoretical principles to facilitate the acquisition of experience as well as theoretical 
knowledge. PuIs. is a part of a didactic progression which is as follows: basic doctrine 
informs experience, and experience informs theoretical inquiry. Hence, Puis. 's usefulness lies 
in the fact that it facilitates the acquisition of knowledge by providing a skeleton of doctrines 
which is to be fleshed out later with experience, theoretical inquiry and Galen's Treatise on 
the Pulses. 
66 PuIs., K. 8.462--473; Bylebyl1971; Nieby11971; Garcia-Ballester 1993. 
67 Alcinous and Albinus were long thought to be the same author. This belief has fallen out of favour and now 
they are viewed as two separate authors of the 2nd century AD. Goransson 1995,34-77, 105-132; Whittaker 
1990, viii- xiii; Dillon 1993, ix-xiii. 
I. Introduction 
Scientific Treatise: 
npay~anlal and De Foetuum Formatione 
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We now move to texts which are described by Galen as TTPCXY\lCXTEICXI. The text that 
will be our example of a TTPCXY\lCXTEICX is a work entitled mpi KUOU\lEVWV olcxTTAeXaews-
(Foet.Form.). I Foet.Form. was written during the latter part of Galen's career, sometime after 
AD 193. 2 Although the construction of the embryo was a recurring topic in many of his 
works, Foet.Form. is the only extant text which is wholly devoted to this subject. 3 The 
formation of the embryo was a topic of interest, albeit for different reasons, among physicians 
and philosophers from the 5th century Be onward. 4 
Galen's explicit purpose in writing this work was to give an account, which is based 
on anatomical observations, of the construction (OleXTTACXOlS-) of the human body in the 
womb. 5 In his account, he takes up an argument against physicians and philosophers who rely 
on conjecture, rather than anatomical evidence, when discussing the formation of the embryo. 
The main focus of his criticisms is directed toward philosophers, primarily Stoics,6 who claim 
that the heart is in charge of formation and management (OIOIKT}OI5) of the other parts of the 
body. Galen argues that, because of their disregard for anatomy, philosophers and physicians 
have made unsubstantiated claims concerning the location of the deliberative part of the soul 
and the CX'iTIOV of the construction of the embryo. While anatomy and physiology serve as the 
I The Greek text for Foet.Form. is from Nickel 2001, which will appear as N. from here on. For the sake of 
consistency, the term 'embryo' will be used in this work with the understanding that at different stages in the 
development of the KUO\J~eVov, it is identified with different terms in ancient medicine. Sem., de Lacy 1992, 92-
94 = K. 4.542-544. 'Embryo' seems to be the appropriate term in that it captures the period of development 
which Galen focuses on with this work, as well as being the terminology he uses in this text (E~~pUOV). 
Foet.Form., N. 54.9-10,92.16 = K. 4.653, 688. 
In Foet.Form., Galen identifies what he is writing as a TTpay~aTela, and he also calls another of his works a 
TTpay~aTEla, i.e. rrepl nlS" TWV eicSwv ~UX~S"· Foet.Form., N. 90.27-28, 106.8-13 = K. 4.687. He also 
identifies Foet.Form. as a AayOS" and a ypcX~~cx. Foet.Form., N. 78.33,92.21-22,94.6-7 = K. 4.675, 688, 689. 
In Prop.Plac., which is the only text that refers to Foet.Form., Galen seems to have used AOyOS" to refer to 
Foet.Form. because the Latin translation of Prop.Plac. uses dictio: et narravi hoc in dictione quam scripsi de 
formatione embrionis. Prop.Plac., Nutton 1999,62.11-12. 
'2 Ilberg 1892, 510-511; Singer 1997, ii; Nickel 200 I, 42--44; Prop.Plac., Nutton 1999, 62.11-12. His state of 
aTTopia in Foet.Form., in regard to the identity of cSrJl..ll ou PYaS" in the construction of the embryo, resonates with 
views expressed in Prop.Plac., Nutton 1999, 92.12-94.17. Therefore, it seems likely that these two works were 
written during the same period of time. 
3 Nickel 1989; 2001,42-43. 
4 An overview of ancient approaches to this subject can be found in Congourdeau 2007. See also Parker 1999. 
5 Foet.Form., N. 54.3-5 = K. 4.652. Here, I follow Singer's title for this work because it captures the dual sense 
ofcSlcXTTAa0l5, which can infer a 'high-level structure' or a process of 'shaping'. Singer 1997,421, n. 177. 
6 As to Galen's adversarial relationship to Stoics in this work, see Nickel 1993; Gill 2007, 97, 105-107. cf. 
Manuli 1993. 
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basis for Galen's arguments, the subject matter is ultimately linked to philosophical 
discourses on the relationship of the psyche to the soma. 7 
The contents of Foe/.Form. are as follows: 8 Galen begins (Chap. I) by criticizing 
philosophers and physicians, who have ignored the writings of anatomists, when these groups 
attempt to write about the construction of the embryo. He goes on to say that Hippocrates was 
the first to give a truthful anatomical account of the embryo. He then (Chap. 2) describes the 
external and internal anatomy of the embryo in its initial stage of development, i.e. a six-day-
old embryo. Next (Chap. 3), he takes up a discussion of the changes in the anatomy of the 
embryo during successive stages of its development. He then (Chap. 4) censures Stoic and 
Peripatetic theories, which put forward that the heart was fonned first and that it fonned the 
other parts of the body as well as managed them. He supports his criticisms (Chap. 5) using 
physiological evidence refuting these cardio-centric theories. He then (Chap. 6) turns to the 
question of the ex'iTIOV of the construction of the embryo. Here, he recognizes that the 
complex and purposeful design of the body necessitates that an intelligent and powerful 
craftsman is involved. However, he confesses that he is in a state of cXrropiex as to the identity 
and nature of this craftsman based on what he perceives to be truly, epistemologically secure 
evidence, i.e. anatomical as well as geometrical proofs. 
One of the reasons for selecting this text is because it exemplifies an important type of 
discourse in scientific communication: the refutation of theories or claims to scientific 
knowledge (ETTlaT~llll). On the one hand, scientific refutation is about progress, in that old 
theories often must be undennined in order for a new theory to be advanced. On the other 
hand, when the refutation attempts to censure a new theory, scientific refutation serves the 
purpose of the conservation of knowledge. 
The history of science is full of great controversies and disputes between members 
and/or groups within the scientific community. The participants, audience, setting, medium 
and socio-scientific perspective of the subject detennine how such disputes are conducted, as 
well as their outcomes. To recognize the profound effect that these factors have on the way 
scientific refutation is carried out, one needs only to compare the rhetorical strategies used in 
the oral debate between Harlow Shapley and Heber Curtis over the scale of the universe with 
7 This text's connection with issues concerning the psyche/soma relationship is quite evident in whom Galen 
chooses as his opponents, the topics he chooses and the Galenic texts to which he refers his audience, such as 
PHP, QAM, as well as the no longer extant treatise entitled nepi TWV TIis ~uX~s eilSwv. Foet.Form., N. 78.10, 
82.19, 106.7-10 = K. 4.674, 679, 701. Collections of works that provide a survey of the approaches to 
psyche/soma relationship in philoso~hy and me.dicine can be found in King 2006; Wright and Potter 2000. 
x An analytical outline can be found In AppendiX B. 
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those observed in Galileo's De Motu (1590) and II Saggiatore (1623).9 Many ancient 
scientific works such as Aristotle's De generatione ef corruptione and 'Hippocrates" 
Nat .Hom. promote their position by undermining competing explanations of predecessors and 
contemporaries. While there is little doubt that Galen's authorial persona was disputatious 
and, at times, belligerent, Galen's refutations of his contemporaries' and predecessors' 
theories should not be perceived only as personal polemics. Galen is part of a scientific 
culture where self-presentation and competition with one's peers are important elements in 
establishing the veracity of one's claims. Galen's espoused approach toward his predecessors 
and contemporaries reveals an author-scientist who is deeply concerned with verifying and 
refuting the claims of others through scientific demonstration. His criticisms of theories and 
theorists were likely to be seen as exemplifying a serious commitment to scientific 
knowledge. 10 
Among the types of writings that philosophers and physicians used to put forward 
their theoretical positions, the detailed and systematic works which they associated with the 
term TTpay~aTElaI, are those that were commonly taken to task by rivals and promoted by 
adherents. This rhetorical analysis of Foet.Form. will provide a window into the ways in 
which scientific knowledge was progressed in 2nd century AD. The following questions will 
be considered: What posture does Galen assume toward members of the scientific community 
on this subject, and how does this affect his message? What posture does he take toward the 
audience? Who is the ideal audience of this work? What organizing principle does he choose 
to structure his message? How does his presentation of his opposition's position contribute to 
the persuasiveness of his argument? What types of evidence and theoretical explanations does 
he use to support his position? How does he validate his arguments and evidences? Is there a 
recognizable decorum to this type of discourse? 
II. Genre 
In Foet.Form., Galen states that his arguments in this work aim for the 'utmost detail' 
(EIS" EOXeXTTlV c:iKpl~E,av).11 Likewise, in Lib.Prop. and elsewhere, Galen describes writing 
works that were designed to provide a full (OAov/TEAEIOV) and detailed 
9 De Motlls and II Saggiatore, Favaro 1890-1909. English translations can be found in Drabkin 1960; Drake 
1960. For secondary literature on the reception and rhetoric of Galileo 's treatises, see Machamar 1991; Palerino 
and Thijssen 2004. Transcripts of the proceedings of the 1920 debate over the scale of the universe can be found 
in Curtis 1921; Shapley 1921. For analysis of the debate, see Smith 1982. 
10 Galen's position on scientific progress is treated in Hankinson 1994. 
II Foet.Form., N. 68.17-20 = K. 4.665-666. 
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(OlllKPI~c.u\JEVOV/O:KPI~E5) account ofa subject. As was pointed out in the chapter on isagogic 
writing, Galen often links these works to audiences who are experienced (via training and 
logic) and, therefore. ready for such theoretical explanations. 12 The characteristic aim of these 
texts is that of examination/inquiry, which is evident in Galen's repeated use of the verbs 
aKETTTEIV and ~llTE'V and their derivatives to denote the action or the object of the action in 
these texts. 
The texts that will be addressed as scientific treatises should be distinguished from 
theses for a number of reasons. While both are forms of scientific inquiry, a thesis is bound to 
answering a single posed question (TTp6~All\JC:X), which is explored by 'the method of in 
utramque partem. of confirmation and refutation (KC:XTc:xaKEu~, O:vc:xaKEU~)'. 13 And, as was 
noted in the chapter on the thesis, the genre of the philosophical thesis is intimately linked 
with dialectical argumentation. Thus, an author who writes in this genre sometimes conveys 
the presence of an interlocutor and the process of discovery. 
One often finds theses within treatises. Treatises are often substantially longer than 
theses, and in the Galenic Corpus, they incorporate different genres of writing, such as 
commentary, diatribes and descriptive narratives as well as paratextual features, such as 
tables, prefatory remarks and books. With that being said, there is such a wide variation in the 
kinds of subjects (technical/philosophical), structure (integrative argumentldiairetic or 
stochastic series topics), refinement (smooth, flowing sentences/series of terse, incoherent 
clauses), audiences (individual/collectives), tone (polemical/arid), aims (to censure/to instruct) 
and contexts (texts derived from a public speech/texts that are a disclosure of personal 
research) of these works in the Galenic Corpus, let alone among other ancient authors of 
scientific prose, that it is difficult to give any authoritative definition as to the formal 
characteristics of a scientific treatise. 14 A scientific treatise, as defined in this study, is a 
written work which provides a detailed treatment of a subject by linking a series of related 
topics together using a variety of different types of discourse to convey its message. 15 The 
aforementioned definition of a scientific treatise serves as one of the guides for the selection 
of our text for rhetorical analysis. 
12 PuIs., K. 8.460.10-461.5; Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007, 136.4-137.22 = K. 10.14-13.1. In his examination 
of a variety of texts that offer complete treatments of a subject. it emerges that these texts engage in different 
t~es of theoretical causal explanations. which are largely subject-determined. Singer 1997. 
I Schenkeveld 1997, 247. 
14 Lengen's treatment of some of the pragmateiai in Aristotle's oeuvre reveals the diverse formal features of 
ancient treatises. Lengen 2002. 
15 The kinds of texts that Galen places in this broad category are often identified by scholars as 'scientific 
treatises' for lack of a better term. In some respects, this modem term is acceptable in that it conveys the kind of 
systematic and formal treatment of a su~ject that some G~le~ic texts exhibit. However, the term is applied so 
libera\1y to ancient scientific texts that It does not truly slgmfy a genre. Nevertheless, it will be used in this 
chapter for the sake of convention and with the aforementioned definition in mind. 
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Our selection of a suitable artefact for analysis is complicated by the fact that ancient 
titles of texts often give little indication as to the genre of the text. It> The polysemic nature of 
the ancient tenns that are commonly associated with scientific treatises, such as oUYYPCX\.l\.lCX, 
urro\.lvTl\.lcx and rrpcxY\.lcxTEICX, also creates problems. For example, a oUYYPCX\.l\.lCX can mean a 
'regulation', 'written fonn', 'writing', 'book' or 'treatise' depending on the author and the 
situation. 17 Furthennore, Galen, like other ancient authors, has a tendency to identify his own 
texts in an imprecise way by using a variety of different 'genre' tenns to refer to a single 
text, I x all of which leaves us often to speculate as to what Galen is trying to imply about a text 
in which he uses such descriptors. 19 When applied to the sorts of works I have described, each 
tenn provides a slightly different nuance of meaning. In Ars Med., Galen refers to his 
collective body of writings as urrO\.lV~\.lCXTCX and oUYYPcX\.l\.lCXTCX. 20 The distinction Galen 
seems to be signalling here largely has to do with the different ways in which these texts were 
produced and their level of refinement. As was discussed in the chapter on HNH, 
urro\.lvThlOTCX are to be associated with 'memoranda' or 'notes' that one puts together on a 
subject or in the study of a book.21 Thus, Galen sometimes uses urrO\.lV~\.lCXTCX to indicate that 
the work was less refined, and therefore, it was not meant to be given out (rrpo5" EKOOOlV) to 
those outside his circle. 22 A oUYYPCX\.l\.lCX is defined by Galen as a written composition that has 
a proposed subject (TO ErrCXYYEA8ev), which it brings to completion (OUVTEAEIOTCXI).23 In 
Lib.Prop. and Ord.Lib.Prop., Galen uses oUYYPCX\.l\.lCX only to refer to Hippocratic texts. 24 
In the case of the tenn used in this study, a rrpcxY\.lcxTElcx can be used to indicate an 
'occupation', 'a diligent study' or a 'treatment ofa subject,.25 Under the last connotation, one 
finds its association with a 'philosophical arguments/topic' or 'systematic work', such as a 
'scientific historical treatise'. 26 In some respects, rrpcxY\.lCXTE Icx is a noun which, like treatise 
(a tenn ultimately derived from the Latin tractare), is a derivative of a verb signifying the 
handling or managing of some affair or business, i.e. a rrpciy\.lcx. In Ord.Lib.Prop. and 
Lib.Prop., the tenn is often used by Galen to identify voluminous works that present an 
overall subject matter, which includes works written by Galen (e.g. his aforementioned 16-
16 Schcnkevcld 1997, 255-263. 
17 See LSJ entry. 
IX von Staden 1998. 
19 Sec LSJ entry. 
20 Ars Med., Boudon 2002, 392.13 = K. 411.17. 
21 In the case ofuTT6~vll~a, Galen sometimes uses it to indicate a systematic treatise, books within a treatise, a 
complete commentary or a special part ofa book. von Staden 1998,72-73. 
22 von Staden 2006, 23-24. See also Jenner 1989, 65-66. Lib.Prop., K 19.8-1l. 
23 JlNJland Hipp. Viet., Mewaldt 1914,76.6--15,89.3-14. 
24 Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007a, 159.11, 161.18 = K. 19.33.17, 19.36.15; Ord.Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 
2007a, 98.7 = K. 19.57.6. 
25 See LSJ entry. 
26 See LSJ entry. 
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book treatment of pulses entitled ~ mpi TWV o<\>uYIJWV rrpcxYIJcxnlcx) or other notable 
philosophical and medical figures, such as Aristotle, Erasistratus, Marinus and Archigenes. 27 
In a letter preserved by Diogenes Laertius, we observe how Epicurus' writings on 
<\>UOIS" are identified as a rrpcxYllcxTEicx. 2R The letter describes Epicurus' writings as a oAT} 
rrpcxYllcxTEICX which requires an E1TlTOIl~ to assist the student in the study of what Epicurus 
has worked out in detail (E~cxKpl~ouv) in his 'treatise,.29 Thus, similarly to Galen, 'Epicurus' 
associates the term rrpcxYIJCXTEicx with a detailed and complete treatment of a subject. And, as 
Galen's ~ mpl TWV o<\>uYIJWV rrpcxYIJCXTEicx required an epitome (Syn.Puls.), Epicurus' 
rrpcxYllcxTEicx was the kind of complete and detailed account of a subject that required an 
epitome to make the information accessible. Thus, a complete and accurate account of a topic, 
depending on the subject matter, could become an author's magnum opus. 
III. Audience 
3.1 A udience-orientedness 
The question of audience-orientedness in Foet.Form. is complicated by the fact that 
Galen makes no explicit claims in this work about its intended audience. There is no 
addressee or dedicatee. Likewise, there is no discussion as to the rhetorical situation that 
brought about this text. He does not assert that he is responding to a question posed by a 
student, as is the case in Thras. and CAM, nor does he put forward that the work is composed 
to meet the needs of a particular group or at the request of one of his friends/students, as is the 
case in Puis. and HNH. Furthermore, none of his other works describe the audience or the 
rhetorical situation of Foet.Form. 
There is one passage in Foet.Form. that has been read as indicating Galen's 'intended 
audience,.30 The passage in question is as follows: 'But the first [of the two premises] I do not 
need to refute since it is held in contempt by the men whom my account is particularly against 
(rrpoS" oUS" 0 AeyoS" EOTI IJOI IJcXAIOTCX),.31 While rrpoS" oUS" could mean 'to whom', it is best 
to take the phrase rrpoS" oUS" to mean 'against whom' because Galen often use rrpoS" 'X' to 
indicate whom he is censuring. This interpretation is supported by the context of the passage 
27 Lib.Prop., K. 19.20.1, 19.20.10, 19.28.21, 19.30.12, 19.31.3, 19.32.5, 19.33.12, 19.37.16, 19.41.11; 
Ord.Lib.Prop., K. 19.55.15, 19.56.6, 19.56.18 
2& Diog.Laert., 10.82-83. 
29 Diog.Laert., 10.82-83, 10.35. 
30 In his notes, Singer suggests that Galen's 'intended audience' for Foet.Form. was the Stoics. This perspective 
is also reflected in his translation of rrpos ous 0 ACYOS EOTl ~Ol ~aAloTO: as 'to whom the present work is 
chiefly addressed'. Singer 1997, 195,423, n. 195. 
31 'AAAO TO ~EV rrpCTEpov EAEYXE1V OU XPTISCU KO:TEYVWO~EVOV urro Tc:lV av8pwlTcuv, rrpos OUS 0 ACYOS 
EOTl ~Ol ~cXAIOTO:·. Foet.Form., N. 92.22-23 = K. 4.688. 
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because, at this juncture, he is explicitly criticizing the Stoic position on the cause of the 
fonnation of the embryo. Hence, these philosophers cannot be called the 'intended audience' 
any more than Lycus of Macedon and Julian the Methodist should be considered the intended 
audiences for Galen's polemics, npoS' AUKOV or npoS' 'louAICXVOV. Galen is merely signalling 
to his audience the group whose theoretical position he is challenging at this point of his 
discussion. 
Let us tum to some of the internal indicators of the intended audience of this work. 
Via the previous passage, as well as others, Galen indicates that he wrote Foet.Form. to refute 
the cardio-centric positions of philosophers and physicians on the OlcXTIACX0l5 of the 
embryo.32 He points out that these men have fallen into error primarily because they have 
disregarded anatomy as the proper source of the premisses (A~IJIJCXTCX) of their proofs 
(ci:TIOOEi~EIS').33 By censuring these men's ci:TIOOEi~EIS', he emphasizes that he is attacking the 
logic behind their claims. Hence, he makes it quite clear that this work's arguments are to be 
assessed in the context of what Galen perceived to be 'scientific proofs'. 34 
Another potential internal indicator of his audience is his use of anatomical evidence. 
In Chapters 2 and 3, Galen gives a detailed anatomical account of the fonnation of the 
embryo.35 While the tenninology and the level of detail in this account far exceeded the 
knowledge of non-specialists, a point I will come back to later, Galen's anatomical account 
should not be taken as an indication that he is only writing to anatomists and physicians. 36 It 
only indicates that he assumed the audience understood how this infonnation should be 
presented and that they would consider it a compelling fonn of ETIlaT~IJT], which appears to 
be the case among philosophers, physicians and learned elites. 37 Furthennore, statements, 
such as 'The anatomists have given names to these two membranes' (QVOIJCXTCX oE TOIS' oual 
32 Foet.Form., N. 54.3-8, 78.32-80.3, 80.14-20, 90.27-92.3, 102.10-21 = K. 4.652-653, 675, 676-677, 687, 
698. 
33 Sem., de Lacy 1992,4-14, Sextus Empiricus, Pyrr.Jl.lp., 2.134-143; Tieleman 1996, 12-23. cf. Ebert 1993. 
34 PHP, de Lacy 1978, 102.17-117.31; Tieleman 1996, 12-23. 
35 Anatomical terms, such as XOPIOV (N. 66.5 = K. 4.662), cXIJVEIOS- (N. 60.14 = K. 4.657), oupaxos- (N. 60.9 = 
K. 4.657) and IJEOEVTEPIOV (N. 64.9 = K. 4.661), are the kind of technical terms that Galen uses in this work. It 
should be noted that anatomical terms, such as XOPIOV and IJEOEVTEPIOV, also appear in Julius Pollux's 
Onamasticon, which is a kind of lexicon dedicated to Commodus (On. 2.223.3, 2.223.6, 2.211.2, 2.225.3). The 
source of Pollux's anatomical terminology appears to be from Rufus of Ephesus' On the Names olthe Parts of 
the Bodv. 
31> van cler Eijk 1997,86-89. 
37 Nutton argues that 'anatomy was already in vogue in Rome when Galen arrived there in AD 162 and that 
Galen's anatomical writings and displays were not novelties but 'allow us to situate him within developments 
already begun rather than instituted solely by him'. Nutton 2004, 213-215. While not all philosophers and 
physicians agreed as to the epistemic value of a~at~~ical knowledge, it seems that anatomy was held in a high 
regard. Even Soranus, who claims that ana~omy IS CXXPTlOT~S- to ~edical pra~tice, nevertheless feels compelled 
to address the topic if only to show that he IS aware of the dlscovenes made via anatomy. Sor. Gyn., Ilberg 1927, 
1.5. 
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To\JTOl5 UjJEOIV 0'1 avcxTojJlKOI TE8EIVTCXI),38 do not imply that the audience was versed in 
anatomy. And, when he states that 'now long and consistent clinical experience has moved 
doctors universally to share the opinion of anatomists', 39 one gets the impression that his 
audience extends beyond physicians to embrace a public who were aware of the language and 
concepts of anatomy and physiology but whose interest was in the subject and not necessarily 
in anatomy. 
Although Galen professes that this topic IS important to medicine,40 there is no 
concerted effort to discuss its medical applications. 41 FoetForm.'s primary focus is how 
anatomy can be applied to theoretical questions about the embryo. The questions that he 
brings up in this work, such as What is formed first in the embryo?; When does the embryo 
move from plant-like to animal-like function?; How do the vessels branch from the heart?; 
How is the embryo nourished?: and What is the cause of the formation of the embryo?, are 
common topics of philosophical inquiries on the soul.42 This, coupled with the fact that he 
often appears to assume that his audience does not know what medicine or anatomists have 
discovered, again indicates that he has not strictly oriented this work toward practitioners of 
d·· 41 me Icme. -
That said, a theoretical account of the soul and the formation of the embryo should not 
be limited to only philosophers, since contemporary medical authors, such as Soranus, express 
an interest in speaking about the faculties, locus and nature of the soul. 44 The so-called 'high-
medicine' of the 2nd century AD often demonstrates its close ties with philosophy, which can 
3~ Foet.Form., N. 60.12-13 = K. 4.657. 
39 ~OT] 0' EK rroAAou TOIS T' civcno~IKolS c.)~OAOYTWEVT]S TOuT11S TWV TE rro9wv TI]S IcXoEWS EK 
TTOAUXPOVIOU TE KOI ou~<pwvou TTEIPOS aTToOl TOiS IOTpoIS .... Foet.Form .. N. 80.29-31 = K. 4.677. 
40 Galen claims that the topic is XP~OI~OV to physicians in that they are able to recognize, in cases of paralysis or 
problems with perception, which parts are endowed with sensation and how the brain and nerves arc involved. 
However, other than this. he docs not discuss the medical uses of the topics presented in this work. Foet.Form., 
N. 78.32-80.13 = K. 4.675-676. 
41 There were certainly other medical ways in which the topic of embryonic anatomy could be addressed. For 
instance, in his gynecological treatise, Soranus (AD 98-138) provided a section on the description of fetal 
anatomy. In this treatise, Soranus poses the question, 'What grows inside the uterus of the pregnant woman 
(Tlvo KUOUOT]S TI]S YUVOIKOS EVTOS TI]S ~~TPOS <pUOVTOI)?', to which he gives a fairly detailed anatomical 
account of the anatomy of the embryo, which he links to the practical concerns of the rupture of the membranes 
and pregnancy. Sor., Gyn., Ilberg 1927, 1.57-59. While the topic of the soul and the formation of the embryo 
does occur in Soranus' gynecological treatise (Sor., Gyn., Ilberg 1927, 1.36-41, 43-44), it is not the primary 
question, and it is subsumed in a broader discussion of conception. Other examples of 'medical' discussions of 
the development of embryo/fetus can be found in the Greek embryological calendars, which attempt to offer 
practical advice in regard to the delivery of a viable child. Parker 1999. 
42 Foet.Form., N. 68.17-70.1 J, 74.3-18, 76.10--19, 84.25-86.7,90.27-106.13 = K. 4.665-666, 670, 672,681, 
687-702. cf. Pseudo-Plutarchus' Placita philosophomm, 907c-908c; Alcinous, lntroductio in Platonem, 17, 23, 
24, 25; Alexander of Aphrodisias, De anima, 94.7-100.17. 
43 Foet.Form., N_ 80.26-82.4,96.29-98.6 = K. 4.677, 693. 
44 Soranus addressed the subject of the soul in the four books of a work entitled nepl \jJuX~s, of which Tertullian 
seems to have made use when he wrote his treatise on the soul. Soranus also appears to have written works 
dedicated to the topic of the seed and generation, respectively. Hanson and Green 1994, 1006-1007, 1031-1033. 
Earlier medical precedents for these psyche-soma discussions can be found in the 'Hippocratic' works of Cord. 
and Morb.Sacr. See also von Staden 2000. 
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be seen in its shared epistemic concerns and the subject matters. 45 The relationship between 
philosophers and physicians is historically so intertwined, especially when it comes to the 
matters of causality and natural philosophy, that it is often difficult to determine which 
subjects are clearly medical and which are clearly philosophical. On the one hand, we have 
the great 2nd century AD commentator and teacher of Aristotelian philosophy, Alexander of 
Aphrodisias, writing pieces on rather 'medical' topics, such as De febribus and De mixtione. 46 
And, on the other hand, we have Galen and Soranus both writing works on the soul. In 
addition to the sharing of subject matters, the origins of physicians' epistemic approaches 
were often associated with different philosophical schools or beliefs. 47 Thus, both 
philosophers and physicians took into consideration each other's views on a subject as they 
related to nature and the human body. 
3.2 Presence of the audience 
Let us now tum to the question of what kind of presence and role does Galen give the 
audience in this work. Unlike Thras., the audience/addressee, as represented by Galen's use of 
the vocative or second person singular/plural, has almost no presence in this work.48 He only 
uses the second person once. It occurs in the optative form of the second person singular of 
EUpIOKEIV.49 This one instance, however, does not seem to indicate that he is writing to a 
specific individual. It is merely a formulaic way of demonstrating what the audience would 
find if they had any significant experience in anatomical dissections, i.e. an unspecified 'you' 
= 'one'. As in Thras., Galen uses third person imperatives and first person plurals to mark 
transitions in his arguments. For example, having given a description of the anatomy of an 
embryo in its early stages, he declares: 
Let this be submitted (UTTO~E~A~Oec.u) for us as a kind of foundation 
(8EIJeAlcx) for the statement which will follow. Let us examine closely 
(OKOTTulIJE8cx) the subject of how it appears that the whole subsequent 
formation of the embryo is from the faculty of the sperm taking again 
the beginning (O:PX~v) of our inquiry (Eupeaec.u5) from the 
observations of anatomy. 50 
45 The distinction between 'high' and 'low' medicine is made in Riddle 1993. 
46 In addition to philosophical treatises, the topic of the cause of disease was a part of an introduction to Platonic 
philosophy in the 2nd century AD. Alcinous, lntrodllctio in Platonem, 22. 
47 Sextus Empiricus' and Galen's discourses on medical sects often linked these sects' origins to philosophers 
and philosophical collectives. Frede and Walzer 1985, ix-xxxiv; Allen 1993; Hankinson 1998, 7-48. 
4H Appendix C, Table 2. 
49 Foet.Form., N. 98.11 = K. 4.694. 
50 TOUTI ~EV TWIV dtov 6E~EAIO TWV 'E<t>E~~5 EipT]OO~EVWV \J1TO~E~A~OeW. OKOTTWIJE60 {j' 'err' O\JTOI5, OTTW5 
EiKOS EOTI TO KUOUIJEVOV VTTO ~5 KOTO: TO OTTeplJO 6UVcXIJEWS aTTOV 'e<t>E~~5 cSIOTTAoo6~vOI, nlV CxPX~V T~5 
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Here, he uses the third person imperative of UlTO~cXAAEIV to indicate that he is submitting his 
anatomical observations as a type of logical premise of a starting point for the following 
investigation. This type of language, which appeals to the reader's sense of logic, is also 
echoed in other parts of this work. 51 Likewise, he uses the third person imperative to advance 
his argument and to convey that he is demonstrating his answer through a logical method. In 
this way, he seems to acknowledge the audience's ability to assess his arguments at a 
theoretical level of logical proofs. 
His use of the first person plural In this passage indicates that the audience is to 
examine the logical progression of his arguments. His use of this first person plural conveys a 
sense of orality to this work. Thus, we observe Galen addressing the audience with the 
statement, 'we will remind ourselves' (ci:vollv~aoIlEv nllCX5 O\JTOU5), before entering into a 
discussion of the topic of the formation and management of plants. 52 In this way, Galen's use 
of the first person plural in these instances is nothing more than a rhetorical 'we' used to mark 
off an important transition or argument in this account. 
3.3 Auto-references and the ideal audience 
In the Galenic Corpus, when he refers to his own works, Galen should be seen as 
projecting the idea that his ideal audience is part of his circle of friends/students. In 
Foet.Form., Galen's self-references are used primarily for advancing his arguments. 53 He uses 
them to avoid repeating or going into too much detail concerning a topic that he feels he has 
already addressed elsewhere. Hence, by simply referring his ideal audience to another one of 
his works, he frees himself to move on to other topics. For example, he states, 'This account 
[i.e. Foet.Form.] requires certain distinctions which have been fully (elT! TTAEOV) addressed in 
the treatise (uTTOIlV~1l00lV) On the Doctrines of Hippocrates and Plato and the necessary 
matters (ci:VOYKOIWV OVTWV) have been selected here in summary {ev KE<t>OAOIOI5).'54 These 
kinds of statements serve an important didactic function because they indicate how this 
particular written discourse is related to previous ones. 55 What is curious about Galen's use of 
these kinds of auto-references in Foet.Form. is that he does not employ the second person to 
EUPEOEWS CXuelS CxTTO TWV KCXTO TOS CxVCXTO~OS OPW~EVWV TTOI110cX~EVOI. Foet.Form., N. 62.23-27 = K. 
4.660. 
51 Foet.Form., N. 68.24, 94.7 = K. 4.666, 689. 
52 Foet.Form., N. 68.20 = K. 4.665. 
53 Aristotle also refers his audience to his own writings in order to move his argument along. For example, in 
Resp., he refers to de An. (474.b.l 0-11), HA (477.a.I-7, 478.b.2S-29). 
54 OIOPIO~WV OE TIVWV 6 AOYOS OIhos XPtlsEI AEAEY~EVWV ~EV ETTt TTAEOV EV TOtS nEpt TWV lTTTTOKpcXTOUS 
KCXt nA(lTWVOS OOY~cXTWV UTTO~Vrl~CXOIVI EV KE<t>CXACXIOIS OS KCXt VUV eXVCXYKCXIWV OVTWV AEXe~VCXI. 
Foet.Form., N. 82.18-20 = K. 4.679. 
55 This type of didactic progression can be found in the Aristotelian Corpus in works. such as GA, which list at 
the beginning what has been previously covered to explain why and how he can proceed to the next subject 
matter. GA 715a. 
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intimate that he is writing to friends/students. 56 Such auto-references indicate that the ideal 
audience is assumed to be familiar with and have access to his texts. However, there is no 
intrinsic or extrinsic evidence that this work is a continuation of a previous lecture or a text 
that is designed to fit in a series of lectures. In other words, we should not view the ideal 
audience as being students who are attending Galen's lectures on a subject. 
Although Galen mentions various works that contain subject matter being addressed in 
Foet.Form., these remarks signify only a topical, rather than a didactic, link. Some of the 
other Galenic works mentioned in Foet.Form. are too chronologically removed to suggest that 
this work represents a didactic progression for a school of students. Rather, Foet.Form. 
represents Galen's exposition on a subject of current interest to him. This can be perceived 
from Galen's discussion of Sem. in Foet.Form.57 He states that, when he was writing Sem., he 
described the chronological order of the formation of the embryo, noting that the heart and 
liver were formed in the first few days of conception. 58 He then claims that he needed to 
address this again, remarking that because the embryo is initially like a plant, it is more 
plausible that the heart serves no role in the initial stages of the embryo and is formed after 
the liver.59 Thus, in Foet.Form. Galen is attempting to clarify his theoretical position on the 
heart in the formation of the embryo. 
IV. Author 
4.1 Galen 's portrayal of his scient(fic community 
On particular topics or fields of study, the ways in which both ancient physicians and 
philosophers advanced their competing scientific explanations reveal, in the broadest sense, a 
'discourse community'-one that spans time, profession and geography via the written 
word.6o Galen situates his exposition of this subject within a scientific community of men who 
wrote mpl T~5 TWV KUOU~EVWV 8lorrAcXoEw5.61 At the outset of the work, he lists three 
groups of specialists who addressed this topic: physicians (iOTpoi), philosophers 
56 Appendix C, Table 2. 
57 Foet.Form., N. 66.19-32 = K. 4.663-664. 
58 Sem., de Lacy 1992,92.3-104.12. 
59 cf. De propriis placitis, Nutton 1999,91.18-94.17, 177-179. 
60 p. 12, n. 25. 
61 He notes, at the beginning of this work, that 'both physicians and philosophers have attempted to write about 
the construction of embryos without holding anatomy as a starting point for their discourse'. TIEpt T~5 TWV 
KUOU~EVWV 81CXTTAaOEW5 ETTEXeipllOCXV ~EV iCXTpoi TE KCXt <1>11.000<1>01 ypa<l>Elv ~1l8ElJicxv cX<I>op~~v WV 
AEYOUOIV E~ cXVCXTOIJ~5 TTopexo\Jevol. Foet.Form., N. 5~.3-8 ,= K. 4.652. Later in this work, he describes 
Chrysippus, Peripatetics and Stoics as having declared (OTTo<l>llvcxoecxl) their positions. Foet.Form., N. 78.12-16 
= K. 4.674. 
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(¢IAOOO¢OI) and anatomists (avCXTO\.lIKOi).62 Thus, he sets off anatomists as a distinct group, 
which also serves to emphasize certain physicians, such as Methodists and Empiricists, were 
unqualified to speak on the development of the embryo because they did not engage in 
anatomical research. [n Foe1.Form., Galen refers to anatomists with various terms, such as 
avcxTo\.lIKOI eXvoPE5, 01 avcxTo\.lIKOI and avcxTo\.lIKOI iCXTpoi. 63 None of these terms occur in 
any of his predecessors' or contemporaries' works. Thus, Galen uses these collectives to 
suggest a sense of unity among a rather disparate group of individuals. 64 
With the notion of a collective 01 aVCXTO\.lIKOi, Galen argues that their approach to 
addressing the question was methodical, veridical and quite distinct from the other two 
groups. To prove that anatomy was part of medical science, he claims that Hippocrates was 
the first to write anything truthful (aA1l8w5) about this subject, noting how Hippocrates' 
approach was to 'base his investigation not on conjectures from logic (AOYIKCXI5 uTTovoicxI5), 
but by discernment from observation (cxlo811TCXI5 OICXYVWOEOIV)'.65 Galen then points out 
that not all physicians have this expertise. To emphasize this, he relates how a certain 
physician (T15 ICXTp05), 'when he had seen only once (aTTcx~)' an aborted embryo, which was 
32 days old, concluded that all embryos have the same appearance. 66 In so doing, this 
physician, as Galen claims, ignored the writings of Hippocrates and others. Galen then cites a 
rather fanciful and often quoted passage in Nat.Puer. as evidence of Hippocratic expertise in 
anatomical observation, mentioning how the author (i.e. Hippocrates or Polybus) gave a 
detailed (aKpl~c05) and clear (OCX¢W5) account of the anatomy of this embryo.67 Thus, Galen 
overlooks Aristotle's lengthy treatment on the formation and development of the embryo in 
6~ Foet.Form., N. 54.3-8,96.28-30 = K. 4.652, 693. Philosophers and physicians are both seen as contributing to 
the knowledge of 'embryology'. For example, in Pseudo-Plutarchus' P/acita philosophorum, one observes a 
series of doctrinal topics dedicated to embryology (e.g. El TO h.ll3puov t;~ov / rrws Tpe<j>ETCXI TO EJ..ll3pUCX / TI 
rrpWTOV TEAEOIOUpyiiTCXI EV T1i YCXOTpt). In this series of topics, the author lists the opinions of both 
philosophers (e.g. Plato, Aristotle, Empedocles, Diogenes, Democritus, Epicurus and the collective 0\ ITC')IKOI) 
and physicians (e.g. Hippocrates, Herophilus, Polybus, Diocles and the collectives, 0\ ICXTPOI and 0\ 
'EJ..lrrelpIKol). Mau 1971. 907c - 908c. 
63 Foet.Form., (aVCXTOJ..lIKOI cXVOpES) N. 70.20 = K. 4.667, (01 aVCXTOJ..lIKOI) N. 60.13, 80.12, 84.20, 94.18, 96.30 
= K. 4.657, 676,680,690,693, (aVCXTOJ..lIKOI ICXTpOI) N. 80.19,90.18 = K. 4.677, 685. Galen also uses the aorist 
participle aVCXTEJ..lOVTES presumably to indicate those who were involved in anatomical studies. Foet.Form., N. 
54.6 = K. 4.652. 
64 Origen seems to view this group as a collective. 01 yop rrepl TOS CxVCXTOJ..lOS rrpCXYJ..lCXTEUOaJ..lEVOI TWV 
ICXTpWV. Phi/ocalia. 10.2.16-17. However. he could be simply echoing Galen's statement about 0\ rrepl TOS 
CxVCXTOJ..lOS OEIVOI in UP, K. 3.677.14, 3.682.14-15, 3.771.19; Grant 1983; Nutton 1988,316-317. 
65 1ITTTOKpaTllS OE rrpWTOS WV "OJ..lEV eypcxljJE TI rrEpl OlcxrrAaOEWS EJ..l~PUWV aA1l6ws aU AOYllcais 
UlTOVOialS TTlV cXKoAou8iav Tils ~TJTIlOlCtlS ElTITP&\jIaS, ill' aia8nTais 61 cxyv<Aioeol V , ouO' ouv TCnJTCXIS 
OAlyCXIS c.Jorrep EVlol Kcx60AIKOS o:rro<j>aoEI5" EK TWV arrcx~ ~ 015" o<j>6evTwv rrOI1l0aJ..lEVOI. Foet.Form., N. 
54.9-12 = K. 4.653. 
66 KCXt vuv youv TIS iaTpOs 8eaoa",EVOS' alTa~ EKTpCt.l8iv e",'puov ti"'EPc;,V X Kat oooiv exov ~611 oa,~ Tils 
61alTAaaECtlS \J1Toypa,i)v c.ls ElTl lTaVTCalV E",I3PuCalv OUTCt.l Yl'yvo",evov arre<j>alVETO J..l1l0E TO rrpos 
lrrrroKpaTou5" elpl1J..lEVCX, J..lllTI yE cS~ TWV cXAAwv, 0001 rrepl TOUTWV iOTOP1l0CXV, O:VEYVWKc..lS. Foet.Form., 
N. 54.13-16 = K. 4.653. 
67 Foet.Form., N. 54.20-58.2 = K. 4.653. cf. Soranus, Gyn., 60. 
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GA, a text that Galen professes to be familiar with in Sem., to use a distinctively medical 
exemplar for this creative history of the origins of anatomy. 6K Galen's slight of Aristotle's 
more relevant and 'anatomical' account is purposeful in that it supports Galen's later attack 
on the cardio-centric theory-a theory that Aristotle put forth in GA and other works. 
The scientific community expressed in Form.Foet. includes both Galen's predecessors 
and his contemporaries. In the case of his predecessors, he identifies them by name: Aristotle, 
Epicurus, Chysippus, Plato, Hippocrates, Polybus, Herophilus and Erasistratus. 69 In the case 
of his contemporaries, he tends to speak of them in terms of collectives: Peripatetics, Stoics, 
Platonists, philosophers, physicians and anatomists. 7o Galen uses these individuals and 
collectives primarily to contrast the views of philosophers with those of physicians who 
practice anatomy. This involves a negative portrayal ofa philosophical figure's or collective's 
understanding of the subject followed by a rather positive image of a medical figure. 
For example, at the beginning of Chapter 6, he criticizes such philosophers for 
ignoring 'the researches of doctors' (TO: lTPOS- TWV IOTPWV EST'}TT)I.IEVO), and later in this 
chapter, he points out that 'none of those who proclaim to have a knowledge of natural 
philosophy' (OUOEI5 TWV T~V ¢uOIoAoyiov ElTOYYEAAOI.IEVUJV) have looked into what is 
involved in the transmission of such a large number of motions within the human body, which 
is a subject he claims the more conscientious doctors (ElTII.IEAEOTEPOI IOTpoi) have looked 
into. By 'conscientious', he is referring to those who turn to anatomy, his so-called 01 
cXVOTO\.lIKOI IOTpoi. He describes philosophers who have decidedly cardio-centric views as 
rushing recklessly (lTPOlTETW5) to conclusions in their attempts to prove these theories. 71 
This image is contrasted with that of the anatomists-physicians, whose inquiry is based both 
on reason (AOye..;» and on the things that are made manifest by anatomy (TOI5 E~ cXVOToIJRs-
¢o I VOIJEVOI 5).72 Thus, he claims, 'It is likely that many people have been thoroughly 
deceived, and particularly philosophers since they know nothing about the things revealed by 
animal dissections, especially the skilfully conducted dissection of living animals which is 
6~ Sem., de Lacy 1992,68.3-72.19. 
69 Foet.Form., (' AploTOTEAllS) N. 68.17, 104.17 = K. 4.665, 700, (' E lTIKOUpOS) N. 92.13 = 5.688, (XpUOI lTlTOS) 
N. 68.15, 78.12,104.10 = K. 665, 674, 699, (nAaTC.:lv) N. 68.15-17, 76.3-6,104.18,104.12 = K. 4.665, 671-
672,700,700, (lTTlTOKpaTllS) N. 54.9,54.15,66.6,72.11 = K. 4.653, 653, 662, 668, (nOAU~OS) N. 54.21 = K. 
4.653, (HPO<j>IAOS) N. 82.12 = K. 4.678, (EpooioTpOTOS) N. 74.6 = K. 4.670. 
70 Foet.Form., (nepIlTOTTlTIKOI) N. 78.13 = K. 4.674, (LTWIKOi) N. 80.14,104.18 = K. 4.676,700, 
(nAOTWVIKOS) N. 104.25 = K. 4.700, (anatomists) see n. 31, (iOTpOI) N. 54.3,54.13,66.24,80.1,80.5,84.27, 
88.23,90.15,90.28,94.21 = K. 4.652, 653, 663, 676, 676, 681, 684, 686, 687, 690, (¢IAOOO¢OI) N. 54.4,66.24, 
66.33,82.7,82.11, 90.15, 92.6,100.1,100.12 = K. 4.652, 663,664,678,678,686,687,695,696. 
71 Foet.Form .. N. 102.10-21 = K. 4.698. 
n Foet.Form., 102.21-26 = K. 4.699. 
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useful for laying bare the deep parts of the body.' 73 In this way, he portrays the anatomists as 
being more scientifically credible and as a distinct epistemic group with their own expertise. 
His attack on philosophers and physicians hinges on homogenizing views between 
collectives. For example, he simplifies the differences in theoretical approaches among the 
three aforementioned groups by lumping philosophers and physicians together. He uses the 
phrase ICXTpol TE Ko.l 4>IAooo4>OI, or a similar formula, five times in Foet.Form. as a way of 
censuring an overall theoretical position, which does not turn to anatomy for its inquiries into 
the body.74 In all but one of these instances, he contrasts this meta-collective with himself or 
anatomists. Thus, with one broad stroke, he paints physicians who do not make use of 
anatomy as being the same colour as his negative image of reckless philosophers who rely on 
hypothetical premisses in their discussion of observable facts. 
For example, he notes how physicians and philosophers all agree that during its early 
stages the embryo is managed in the same way as plants. While the notion of the growth of 
the embryo being similar to a plant was the common view of many philosophers, not all of 
these groups recognized the change from plant to animal in the development of the embryo, 
which Galen implies in this statement. 75 In this work, diverse philosophical entities, such as 
the Stoics, Chrysippus and Peripatetics, all are described as putting forward the same 
argument: namely, the heart is formed first and all other parts are formed from it, and because 
it is formed first, all vessels must come from it. 76 Thus, he simplifies their position with a 
generalization so that he may more effectively attack their collective endoxa. 
On the flip side of this coin, Galen projects a rather orthodox view of anatomists. In 
multiple places in this text, he notes how anatomists are all in agreement in regard to some of 
the claims he puts forward. 77 In many of his other works, he depicts an agonistic relationship 
between different physicians who wrote about anatomy and performed anatomical 
demonstrations. Galen's attempt to homogenize the views of these groups reflects the 
aforementioned Olo.IPEOI5" of a problem on a subject, which is commonly used in theses and 
treatises. However, Galen's method is a highly rhetorical approach to these kinds of divisions 
in that he often focuses on negative characterizations of their scientific ethos in addition to 
attacking their position. Of course, the favourable image of anatomists which Galen conveys 
73 TOUS lTOAAOUS fJ' EIKOS 'E~T]lTcxTiloeC(l, KCXI ~cXAIOTCX TOUS ¢IAOOO¢OUS, c..)s av oufJev ElTIOTCXj.lEVOUS TWV 
EV TCXIS fJlCXIPEOEOI TWV I;~wv ¢CXIVO~EVWV, WV j.lcXAIOT' EOTI XP~OI~CX Tel KCXTcX TnV ElTl TWV I;WVTWV 
o:vcxTO~nV 'eYXElpoUj.lEVTjV TEXVIKWS EIS yU~VWOIV TWV EV T~ ~cXeEI ~opiwv. Foet.Form., N. 66.33-68.3 = 
K.4.664. 
74 Foet.Form., N. 54.4, 66.24, 90.15 cf. 80.1,88.22 = K. 4.652, 663, 686 cf. 5.675,684. 
75 Tieleman 1991. 
76 Foet.Form., N. 78.12-15 = K. 4.674. 
77 Foet.Form .. N. 70.19-26, 80.9-13, 80.14-25 = K. 4.667, 676,676-677. 
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in Foef.Form. is used to persuade the audience that his anatomical evidence is incontestable 
and epistemologically distinct from that of philosophers and non-anatomists. 
4.2 Authorial presence and scient~fic ethos 
Galen's presence is evident throughout this text in his use of the first person singular 
and plural. 7S This work demonstrates a very personal approach to his exposition. As was 
noted, his use of the first person plural conveys the kinds of audience-oriented transitions one 
would expect in a lecture. Through his use of the first person, he also creates a distinct 
scientific ethos. In Chapters 2 and 3, he makes it very clear that his arguments are derived 
from his own anatomical expertise. Here, as was discussed earlier, Galen presents a very 
detailed anatomical account of the initial and subsequent stages of the development of the 
embryo. The anatomical terminology he uses indicates to his audience that he has a command 
of the lexis of anatomists. Likewise, his use of the anatomical narrative of the vessels and 
their movement from a set origin to a destination fits with the typical model of anatomical 
discourse. While he does show an awareness of the writings and terminology of anatomists, 
he does not suggest that his findings were derived from book learning. For example, Galen 
indicates to his audience that he has observed via dissection the insertion of the great vein into 
the liver when he claims, 'And I say "implanted" since I am putting into words the appearance 
of its anatomy.' 79 Hence, he leaves no doubt in his audience's mind to which epistemic group 
he belongs. 
However, he does not present a one-dimensional scientific ethos. He portrays himself 
as being fully aware of philosophy. He demonstrates his awareness of the terminological 
distinctions that the followers of Aristotle, Chrysippus and Plato make in regard to the soul. 80 
He also provides terse descriptions of the causal theories of Epicurus and Stoic 
philosophers. 81 And, as we have seen, he uses analytical terminology to point out the errors of 
his opponents' philosophical eX TTOOE i~E 15. Thus, he signifies to his audience that he is 
qualified to be a part of a philosophical discourse on this subject. 
Galen further demonstrates his philosophical leanings in this work. Through explicit 
remarks and coded language, he reiterates that Stoics are the primary target of most of his 
criticisms. He notes how the Stoics seem useless (eXXPTJOT05) in their inquiries because they 
78 He uses the first person plural pronoun 27 times (0.33% of the total word count) and the first person plural 
verb forms IS times (0.18% of the total word count). He uses the first person singular pronoun 18 times (0.22% 
of the total word count) and the first person singular verb forms 44 times (0.55% of the total word count). 
Appendix ~. Ta~Jc 2. , , ~, ~'" , 
79 AEYW 6' E~<puEoeal TllV EK T1l5 avaTo~1l5 16eav EP~llVEUWV. Foet.Form., N. 64.2-3 = K. 4.660. 
KO Foet.Form., N. 68.10-23 = K. 4.665. 
HI Foet.Form., N. 90.27-94.2 = K. 4.687. 
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do not make use of anatomy for their proofs. 82 With a bit of sarcasm, he calls them proposers 
of theoretical knowledge (01 8EVJPllTIK~V Urr08EI-IEVOI) who identify themselves with the 
terms <pIAOOO<ptO and EUOOI 1-I0Vto. 83 And, as we have already noted, he specifically declares 
that his argument is especially against them (rrpoS' oUS' 0 AOYOS' EOTtl-lOI l-IeXAIOTO). 
Despite Plato's lack of anatomical proofs, Galen leaves him unscathed in his refutation 
of philosophers. We even observe Galen citing Plato's Timaeus (70a) in his criticisms of 
Erasistratus' position on blood in the arteries. 84 We also find Galen using Middle-Platonic 
concepts and terminology to explain his own position on the soul, such as when he describes 
how the human seed, male and female, will have 'the scheme of the Demiurge' (0 TOU 
Olll-llOUPYou AOYOS' ESEI). He indicates to his audience that he had multiple Platonist teachers. 
His Platonist leanings in this work should come as no surprise considering his affinity for the 
theory of a tripartite soul, which he ascribes to Plato. However, Galen does express his 
disagreement with one of his teacher's explanations of the soul's role in the construction of 
animal and human embryos.85 He notes how this teacher claimed that the soul extends 
throughout the universe and constructs the embryo of humans and animals. Galen recounts 
how he thought it an impiety (ci:OE~EIO) to believe that such a soul also constructs creatures, 
such as spiders, mice, mosquitoes, helminthes and vipers. At first blush, he seems to be telling 
his audience that his Platonic education did not make him so blind as to accept everything that 
was espoused by his teachers. 86 However, Galen uses this position as a way of establishing 
that, unlike philosophers, his scientific ethos prevents his explanations of nature from 
becoming impious. 
In this work, Galen projects an awareness of what can and cannot be known for certain 
in regard to this subject. Much of this has to do with his notion of scientific and unscientific 
premisses as expressed in PHP. 87 In regard to questions that relate to lower-level physical 
explanations, such as the formation of the embryo and the faculties of the parts, he expresses 
his position in clear and dogmatic statements. He moves from topic to topic, declaring that he 
has proven his point. He makes the source of his arguments explicit as well. For example, as 
the inquiry moves forward into the faculties of the parts, he informs the audience that he must 
82 Foet.Form., N. 80.14-25 = K. 4.676-677. 
83 Foet.Form., N. 82.5-9 = K. 4.678; Long 1996, 85-106, 179-201. 
84 Foet.Form., N. 76.3-9 = K. 4.671-672. 
85 Foet.Form., N. 104.25-106.2 = K. 700-701. 
86 Alexander of Aphrodisias makes the same charge using similar examples, except in this case, he links this to 
Stoic doctrine. Alexander of Aphrodisias, De anima, Todd 1976, 142.24-30. As Todd notes, Alexander's 
statement resembles the 'old criticism of the Stoics that they made God a meddler in details'. Todd 1976,226-
227. It would seem plausible that Galen's criticism is suggesting that this Platonist teacher is espousing Stoic 
ideas. However, it is quite clear from Plac.Prop. that Galen ascribed such a doctrine of ~ TOU KOOJjOU ljJux~ to 
Plato. Plac.Prop., Nutton 1999, 104.15-108.10; Nickel 2001, 168-169. 
87 Tieleman 1996,8-37. 
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move to proofs that extend beyond 'merely the observation of the parts' (E~ CXUTT1S' aTTAwS' 
T~S' SEcxS' TWV l-i0pIWV).88 However, when the discussion proceeds to the higher cause of the 
formation of the embryo, i.e. the identity of the OO<pWTCXTOS' TE Kat OUVCXTC.0TCXTOS' 
OTU.IIOuPyOS',89 he starts to reveal the limitations of anatomical and physiological evidence. 
However, he is quick to point out that philosophers' evidence does not lead to true 
knowledge. He makes this very clear when he digresses into a story about him questioning 
some philosophers concerning the identity of the craftsman of the body.90 He notes how none 
of their arguments met his standard of geometrical proofs (YPCXIJ\ . .IIKCXI aTToOEI~IS'), much less 
the level of rhetorical plausibility (PT]TOPIKCX I TTIOTE IS'). 91 In fact, turning to his typical attack 
on sophistic arguments, he notes how none of these philosophers' accounts agreed with each 
other's. In a rhetorical move to establish an ethos of scientific self-reflection, he confesses 
(OIJOAOYEIV) that he was unable to come to a conclusion on this topic based on his own 
standard of proof. He then challenges the OE I VOl of philosophers 'to ungrudgingly share with 
us' (a<pSovw5 nitv CXUTOU KOIVWV~OCXI) whatever oO<pov they find in their inquiries into this 
subject. This rhetorical salvo signals that these clever philosophers are only capable of 
deceptive arguments which fall apart under the scrutiny of Galen's methodological approach 
to knowledge. 
This brings me to my final point about his approach to creating his scientific ethos. At 
the end of this work, as was already noted in his disagreement with the Platonist teacher, 
Galen calls to mind Platonic language and theory. He takes on the aporetic posture of Socrates 
and declares, 'Now I confess I am in a state of aporia concerning the cause of the formation of 
the embryo.' 92 He then goes on to offer what he can say about the construction of bodies, 
namely lower level causalities such as the observable motion and order of the body, based on 
certain observable principles (EK TIVWV 0' O:PXwv EVCXPYWV). The state of aporia, he 
proclaims, should not be taken as an admission of failure but as a clear marker as to the ethos 
of the scientific Socrates. His aporetic statements only serve to solidify his distinct position in 
this debate by setting up an epistemological boundary between his brand of medical inquiry 
and those who follow philosophical speculations. Hence, his expressed scientific ethos is such 
that, when he is faced with a subject which cannot be scientifically explained, he is wise 
KK Foet.Form., N. 82.16-17 = K. 4.678-679. 
K9 Foet.Form., N. 98.25 = K. 4.696. 
90 Foet.Form., N. 98.19-100.13 = K. 4.694-696. 
91 A very thought-provoking treatment of Galen's axiomatic reasoning can be found in Hankinson 1991. 
92 'EYW ~EV O\)V cXlTOPEIV OIJOAOYW lTEPI TOU cSl<:mAcXoaVT05 aiTIOU TO EIJ~PUOV. Foet.Form., N. 104.15-16 = 
K.4.700. 
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enough to confess that he does not know the answer. Galen's criteria for truth limit his inquiry 
to physical possibilities and formal logic. 93 
v. Message 
5.1 Beginnings 
F oe/.F orm. has a proposed subject that it maintains to its logical completion. 94 Galen 
begins this work with the topical phrase-mpt Kuou~evwv olarr"ciaewS". This is a fairly 
common type of beginning for a treatise. It is a rather direct way of indicating the overall 
subject of a work. If the author was writing on a common topic, one of the common ways in 
which an author situated his treatise would be to illustrate that there was some sort of 
disagreement (ola<t>wvia) among experts on a particular problem. This disagreement was 
illustrated by a simplification of the each party's endoxa. For the sake of establishing a 
Galenic decorum for scientific refutation, let us first turn to Sem. to draw some comparisons. 
At the beginning of this work, Galen sets forth the epistemic frame for his refutation of 
Aristotle and Peripatetic philosophers' theories: 
What is the use and what is the power of semen? Is it to be reckoned as 
two principles, the material and the active, as Hippocrates supposed 
(UlTe"a~Ev), or only one of them, the efficient, as in the opinion of 
Aristotle, who holds (vo~il;wv) that it provides a beginning of motion 
for the menstrual blood but does not grant that any part of the animal is 
formed from it? It is worthwhile to investigate (EmOKe\jJaOeOl) and 
analyze (OlaKplVOl) the disagreement (ola<t>wviav) of such venerable 
men, not by recourse to plausible arguments (ou meavolS" "DYOIS"), 
which the majority of physicians and philosophers delight in, but by 
demonstrative arguments that begin and proceed through what is 
manifest (E~ Evapyciw TE Kat 01' Evapyc:)v O:lTOOEIKVUVTES"). And 
since Aristotle too believes that the premisses (TeX ,,~~~aTa) for 
demonstration (cilTOOEi~EIS") should be taken form experience 
(E~mlpiaS") pertinent to each matter under investigation, let us first 
(lTPc:)TOV) examine (EmoKE\jJU)~Eea) the following point: whether the 
93 Frede 1981; Hankinson 1991; Barnes 1993. 
94 g.v. n. 23 in this chapter. 
semen remams with the one who IS about to become pregnant or 
whether it too is voided. 95 
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This passage illustrates a number of formal features and rhetorical moves, which we have 
observed in our discussion of Foet.Form. The first rhetorical move occurs in the 
doxographical statements of this passage. Here, he does not give a full argument of these men. 
Rather, he presents an individual claim. He creates a need to explore the statements by 
showing that there is a disagreement (olcx<t>wvicx) between experts on a specific issue and by 
suggesting that these men are articulating opinions which have yet to be proven. He describes 
Aristotle as thinkinglbelieving (vo\.1il;El/o'IETCXI) the dictum to be true, and in the case of 
Hippocrates, he uses UTTO"CX~E'V to indicate that Hippocrates was less resolute in regard to his 
dictum because he 'assumed' or 'supposed' it to be so. Hence, Galen's choice of verbs and 
adverbs characterizes the nature of these men's positions as conjecture. By suspending his 
judgment on their reasoning, he intimates that these men's views are still unproven, and 
therefore, their dicta require his confirmation or refutation. 
Likewise, at the beginning of Foet.Form., Galen points out that all philosophers and 
physicians who did not use anatomy in their works on the formation of the embryo have 
disagreed (01 CX<t>WV~(JCXI) among themselves. 96 In this way, Galen creates a sense of 
disagreement between anatomists and the other two groups in the aforementioned scientific 
community. However, he also points out that anatomists have remained ignorant of certain 
matters (TI va). Thus, the audience is to understand that the subject matter needs to be 
examined, and the way to best do this is by using anatomy as one's starting point for inquiry. 
The second rhetorical move is to characterize the type of evidence he uses to 
demonstrate the truth. This is done by claiming that he is properly applying the principles of 
Aristotle's analytics. 97 He claims that his conclusions are superior to the plausible arguments 
(TTl Scxvol "oyOl) of philosophers and physicians because his premisses are derived from 
experience (E\.1TTElpicx) concerning the matters being sought. Galen makes it very clear in the 
following passages what he means by E\.1TTElpicx, noting how he did not trust the account of 
others and, therefore, how he tested (TTElpCXe~VCXI) what they said through the observation of 
95 TIS' ~ XPEICX KCXI TIS' ~ cSUVCX~IS' 'EOTI TOU OTTEP~CXTOS'; apeX yE AOYOV EXEI tSUoIV apxwv, UAIK~S' TE KCXt 
cSpCXOTIK~S', w~ 'ITTTT~K~eX~S' ~TTe,ACX~EV; ~ ~5 'nepcxS' ,~OVllS'" ~S' TT<?lll~IK~S', 0S" ~PIOTOT~AT]S' O'iETCX~, 
apXflv ~EV KIV1l0EW,~ UTT CX~T?U YIxvEo6cxI TCo:l ,KaTa~lJ.vUCo:l VO~It;~V, ou pllV E~ CXUTOU tSlC;lTTACX~TE06cxl T~Co:l 
sw~ ouyxwpwv,; a~lov "'ouv .ETTlO~E\jJao6a! Kt;xl cSl~KPIVCXI ~llAIKOUT,WV cxvtSP,wv tSICX¢';'lVI?Y, ?U TTl6~VOI5 
'ETTITpelj'avTES' AOrOIS', 01S', 01 TTA~IO:OI, ~wv !CXTpW~. TE, KCXI ¢IA?OO¢WV X? I POU,OIV, a~A E~}Vapywv n 
Kal tSl' Evapywv CXTTOOEIKVVVTE5. ETTEI tSE EK TT]S' TTEpl EKCXOTOU TWV SllTou~Evwv E~TTEIPICXS' OIETal XP~VCXI 
Kal 'APIOTOTEAT]S' EiS' TOS' aTTocSEI~EIS' ACX~~eXvEo6al TO A~~~aTCX, TTPWTOV TOUTO aKpl~w5 
'eTTlOKE\jJW~E6cx, TTonpov EVtSoV ~EVEI TO OTTEP~CX ~S' ~EAAOUOllS' KuiOKElV, il Kal OUVEKKpIVETCXI. Sem., de 
Lacy 1992,4-14. Here, I have made some changes to De Lacy's translation. 
96 Foe/.Form, N. 3-8 = K. 4.652. 
97 Ticlcman 1995, 490-494; Hankinson 1991, 15-17. 
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animals and his dissection of a large number of pregnant animals. 9K Again, his premisses for 
his arguments are necessarily true because the subject matter he uses is appropriate and 
observable. He relegates his contemporary opponents' premisses to the level of plausibility, 
which again calls to mind the principles of premisses that Galen articulates in PHP: 
Rhetorical premisses are based on plausible evidence, and therefore, they only lead to 
plausibility not knowledge. 
Similarly, in Foet.Form. Galen conveys the message that the material he will use to 
demonstrate what can be known about this subject is epistemologically secure, can and should 
be mated to logical proofs and ultimately will lead to knowledge. And, likewise, he 
undermines the security of his opponents' demonstrations by pointing out that their premisses 
were derived from speculative evidence, and that is why these men fall into disagreement with 
each other. In other words, if they were to use the right method and evidence, they would 
always reach the same conclusion. Thus, the way in which the subject of a treatise was made 
meaningful to examine has much to do with the way in which a thesis was presented. 
5.2 Organizing principles 
One of the recurring features in Foet.Form. is the criticism and refutation of particular 
positions. These refutations are far less formulaic and systematic than the ones found in 
Aristotle's PA and HA or Alexander of Aphrodisias' Mixt. 99 Nevertheless, one can discern 
from Galen's topics that his account responds to cardio-centric positions on the formation of 
the embryo. As was noted, some of the topics that Galen addresses in Foet.Form. are common 
philosophical problemata one finds in Placita literature, such as Pseudo-Plutarch's Placita 
philosophorum. In Foet.Form., Galen touches upon the following problemata: 'Whether the 
embryo is a living being (EI TO hl~puov l;4)ov)?'; 'What is the first thing completed in a 
womb (TI rrpwTov TEAEOIOUPYelTCXI EV ycxoTpi)?'; and 'How are embryos nourished (nwS" 
TPE<pETCX1 Tel hl~pucx)?' 100 I mention this only to stress that in order for Galen to speak to 
such well-recognized questions of natural philosophy, it was necessary for him to establish his 
position among his predecessors and contemporaries. Ultimately, the reoccurring, organizing 
principle in Foet.Form. is to criticize and refute previous theories in order to advance one's 
own. 
There are other more epistemological principles that contribute to the way in which 
Galen has composed Foet.Form. Galen makes quite clear what the appropriate starting point 
98 Sem., de Lacy 1992,64.15-68.14. 
99 Lengen recognizes 'Kritik und Widerlegung anderer Meinungen' as being recognizable formal features ofa 
'Pragmatie' in HA and PA. Lengen 2002, 191-210. 
]()() Pseudo-Plutarch, Placita philosophum, 904-9011.pin.4-pin.31. 
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(cipx~) for his treatment of this subject is. He declares that anatomy is the cipX~ of his 
treatment of this subject. Thus, the anatomical accounts that he gives at the beginning of 
Foe/.Form. serve as 'items of data' by which Galen can 'advance to axioms' for his 
demonstration. 101 This can be perceived in the transitional statement at the end of his 
anatomical account. He uses the imperative to say 'let it be submitted' (UTTO~E~A~OeW) that 
the prior anatomical account will be the foundation (eE~EAIO) for the arguments to follow. 102 
He exhorts the audience, 'let us examine' (OKOTTul~EeCX) the formation of the embryo by the 
power of the sperm making the observations for anatomy as the starting point (cipx~). 103 In 
other words, to find the answer to something that cannot be observed, i.e. the power of the 
sperm, one should pull the information for one's premisses from what can be observed, 
namely the anatomy of the embryo. Thus, a common mode of his argumentation in 
Foet.Form. is to relate his observations of anatomical and physiological phenomena and then 
use this information to deduce an aspect of the construction of the embryo that is not self-
evident or observable. 
The nature of the questions is another way in which Foe/.Form. is structured along 
epistemological lines. That is to say, Galen moves from the most anatomical-physiological 
types of problems to those which require higher or non-scientific evidence, i.e. metaphysical 
causes. This order is conveyed in the way he moves from problems that can solved by the 
evidence provided from anatomical observation of the parts to questions of the faculties of 
these parts, which is the kind of topic that requires physiological experimentation and 
extrapolation. And, lastly, he addresses the kinds of metaphysical questions that cannot be 
determined via purely scientific observations, such as the identity and nature of the soul that 
constructs bodies. He brings Foet.Form. to a suitable conclusion by declaring what he can 
scientifically say about the cxlTicx TOU KUOU~EVOU YEVEOEWS' and by directing the audience 
toward one of his texts which demonstrates how no one has scientifically answered this 
h . I . 104 metap YSlca questIon. 
5.3 The embryo and ana/omical evidence 
As was noted earlier, the formation of the embryo was a standard question of 
philosophy and medicine, which can be seen in the series of questions on the embryo 
presented in De placita philosophorum. Of the three aforementioned questions from this 
work, the question-TI rrpc:-nov TEAE<JIOUPYEITCXI EV Tn yooTpi-is of central importance to 
101 Hankinson 1991,24. 
102 Foet.Form., N. 62.23-24 = K. 4.660. 
103 Foet.Form., N. 62.25-27 = K. 4.660. 
104 Foet.Form., N. 106.10-13 = K. 4.702. 
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Foel.Form. The author lists six doxai on this subject: He claims 01 LTc.uIKoi believe the 
whole thing is formed; , APIOTOTEA1l5 puts forward the loins; , AAK\ . .lalc.uV says it is the head; 
0" l(npOI say it is the heart; and in regard to the two other groups, one says it is the big toe 
and the other claims it is the navel. '05 While this is not necessarily an accurate portrayal of the 
views of these groups, it does suggest that Galen's position that the liver was formed first was 
not a well-recognized position. The list also illustrates that Aristotle was well-recognized for 
his views on the formation of the embryo as well as on other matters of generation. '00 
This brings me to the question of whether anatomical proofs, in regard to this topic, 
would have been cogent for a scientific community of the philosophically inclined. 107 In 
short, the answer is a qualified 'yes'. While some groups, such as Skeptics and Empiricists, 
undoubtedly would not accept such proofs for epistemic reasons,108 anatomy was a celebrated 
science in Rome, if we are to believe Galen's accounts. Galen describes in many of his works 
how his anatomical demonstrations were well received and drew large crowds of intellectuals. 
His descriptions of the audiences for his public anatomical displays demonstrate that the topic 
was of interest not only to physicians and philosophers but also to the educated elite. 109 He 
describes how one of his anatomical displays lasted four days and was attended by 'all the 
intellectuals (¢IAOAOYOI) in Rome' .110 If we are to take Galen's word, he was writing in a 
time in which anatomists of the I sl century Be had recently advanced the study of anatomy 
and had promoted it in Rome. III As to the subjects t:elated to the embryo, Marinus (AD c. 
130), whom Galen credits with the revival of anatomy, dedicated one book to discussing the 
womb-the male and female urogenitary system-in his 20-book oeuvre, cXVCXTOlJlKCXI 
EYXEIP~OE'5. This topic was greatly expanded upon by Galen's contemporary, Lycus of 
Macedon, who devoted two books specifically to the EIJ~PUOV. 112 
Alexander of Aphrodisias, whose interest in medical topics has already been stated, 
provides a suitable, good candidate to see how philosophers used anatomical knowledge in 
their discourses on the soul/body. Alexander only refers to cXVCXTOIJ~ in his works a couple of 
times, noting how something can be observed EK/Ol(l TWV aVCXTOIJWV. 113 The most detailed 
105 {lIt;'. T\ TT~WT,OV ;EAEOI?UPYEIT~I ,EV -rU Y~OTpl) Oi LTU?'K~1 ~~,~ OAO~ ,(iveo8al.',ApIT,O;EAllS, , 
TTPWPOV TllV oo¢uv UlS TPOTTIV VEUlS· AAK~aIUlv TllV KE¢aAllv, EV n EOTI TO llYE~OVIKOV. 01 laTpOI T'lV 
KapOlav, Ev?i al ¢AE~ES Kal ai apTllpial. Placitaphilosophorum, Mau 1971, 907.E.7-907.F.2. 
106 cf. Lucian. Vito Auct. 26.1-29. 
107 von Stadcn 1995; 1997. 
lOX Praen., Nutton 1979.98; von Stadcn 1995,55-59. 
109 von Stadcn has demonstrated that the language Galen uses to describe his anatomical displays reflects the 
language and circumstances used to describe epideictic speeches of the so-called Second Sophistic. von Staden 
1995; 1997. 
110 Praen., Nutton 1979,98. 
III Nutton 2004,138-139,213-215; von Staden 1989,445-446. 
112 Lib.Prop., Boudon-Millot 2007,145.26-154.15; Nutton 2004,214. 
J 13 in Sens., 27.11,35.27; De An., 96.26. 
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account of anatomy that we have of his is found in his treatise De anima. Here, Alexander 
notes: 
We can argue too from the principle that the sensory faculty must not 
be fragmented, but that it should rather be concentrated around one 
single organ. Now the process of dissection reveals very clearly that the 
senses of touch and taste originate in the heart; so that the rest of the 
senses too should be located in the vicinity of this organ. I 14 
He supports this claim with an account in which he describes how the lTEPIKCXPOIOV, which 
surrounds the heart, is not easily split open with a knife (alollPo5). He then notes how the 
body of the heart is in the midst of nerve and flesh (TO OW\..ICX \..lETCX~U lTW5' 'EOTI VEUPOU TE 
KCX I OCXPK05), which, he claims, gives the heart its firmness (OTEpEOT1l5) and explains why it 
is well adapted for receiving sensations and being the source of movement for the body. 
While his position on the heart's role in sensation is thoroughly Aristotelian, his description of 
this 'dissection' as well as his use of a anatomical term from the I st century AD, 
mplKcxpoIOV, suggest that he is trying to portray himself as being versed in anatomy. 
However, when he claims that the heart is the first among bodily organs to be formed, he does 
not tum to a discussion of the anatomy of the embryo to justify his claims. He simply claims 
that this is evident by its nutritive faculty, which he has already proven via its position in the 
chest and the branching of the arteries away from the heart. 
Alexander also indicates an awareness of anatomical and medical proofs that 
contradict his cardio-centric arguments. In his rebuttal of those who try to prove that the 
controlling part of the soul is in the head or brain, Alexander describes the kind of medical 
and anatomical evidence that Galen puts forward for the brain being the ~YE\..lOVIK6v. 115 First, 
he explains why a loss of 'mental' faculties is restored when medical treatment is applied to 
the head. 116 He points out that any treatment to the head will also have an effect on the heart, 
so this does not prove that the head is the ~YE\..lOVIK6v. He then appears to point to anatomical 
displays, declaring that 'Nor does the amputation of some part of the body, which they do to 
some animals, afford any proof of what is being set forth [i.e. the commanding power is 
located in the head], because the evidence from amputation is ambivalent'. 117 His explanation 
114 KCXITOI, Ei ~V ~ 6pmTIK~ KEXWPIO~EVT], ¢6CXPEIOT]S' TIiS' cxio6T]TIK~S' olav TE (Xv ~v l;~v hi TO l;0;lov, EXOV 
yE ~v 6PETT1:IK~V cS,UVCX~IV, ~TIS' ~~ To9l;ryv xopT]ya~. hi oft, Ei,exv<:YK~IOV To~cxio~T]:IKOV ~~,OIE~TTCX~OeCXI.' 
exA)..' EIVCXI TT]VOE TT]V OUVCX~IV TTEpl TCXUTO TI, rrpOcST]AwS' OE OICX TWV CXVCXTOIlWV euPIOKETCXI cxpXT] OUOCX T] 
KCXpOICX TIiS' TE Cx¢~S' KCXI TIiS' YEUOEWS', EIEV (Xv KCXI cxi AOI rrcxl TTEPI ~v KCXpOICXV. De An., 96.23-28 tr. Fotinis 
1979, 129. 
115 De An., 99.30-100.13. 
116 Foe/.Form., N. 80.26-82.4 = K. 4.677-678. 
117 exA)..' ouoe cxi TWV IlOPIWV ex¢cxlpeOEIS', as' 'ml TIVWV l;~wv rrOIOUVTCXI, cSEIKTIKCXI TOU rrpoKEI~EVOU. 
KOIVCXI yap EiOlV rrpoS' ex~¢6TEpCX. De An., 100.8-9. 
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for this is that some animals show signs of life after their heart has been removed, and 
likewise, some animals show signs of life when their head has been removed. All this proves, 
as Alexander claims, that there is a CJul .. lTTo8ela between the heart and the brain. I IX 
It appears that Alexander has not conducted such an experiment himself and is relying 
on Aristotle for his information. Hence, he lists the chameleon and the tortoise as animals that 
live after their hearts have been removed. This piece of misquoted evidence is taken from 
Aristotle's description of the chameleon (HA 503a.15-503b.27) in which he mentions the 
same two animals but only describes dissecting the chameleon, and while it is true that 
Aristotle says this lizard keeps moving after dissection, it is not true that he actually claims 
that he removed its heart. While Alexander touches upon the same questions and topics as 
Galen does in Foet.Form., he makes no serious attempt at addressing contemporary 
anatomical evidence. His refutation of the anatomical proofs that Galen discusses does not 
necessarily suggest that he is responding to modern discoveries in anatomy. However, the 
evidence that he puts forward in response seems to show that his anatomical knowledge is 
limited to what Aristotle has put forth. Therefore, it would appear that even for a philosopher 
who was familiar with medicine, such as Alexander, the persuasiveness of anatomical 
evidence was a mixed bag. He refutes anatomical/physiological evidence that does not 
correspond with his theoretical constructions of human physiology, but when the evidence 
supports his claims, he makes use of it. This, perhaps, explains why Galen pays much 
attention to stressing the veridical nature of anatomical evidence and its relationship to logical 
proofs. 
5.4 Scientific aTTo&fgE/5 and the modality o/philosophical inquiry 
In order for Galen to effectively refute the claims of philosophers and physicians, it 
was necessary for him to establish that his anatomical and physiological observations were a 
valid source of evidence for logical demonstrations (ci1Tooei~elS'). In regard to refuting the 
ci1ToOei~elS' of his opponents, Galen was obligated to demonstrate not only where they had 
erred in their logic but also how his own inferences were necessarily true. 
The first step in this process is to create doubt in the logical certainty of his opponents' 
positions. In Foet.Form., Galen creates the need for his inquiry by indicating that his 
opponents' reasoning on this subject merely amounts to speculation. He does this by the modi 
llX It is plausible that Alexander is responding to Galen's criticisms of the cardio-centric position expressed in 
works such as Foet.Form. and Sem. In these works, Galen is rather critical of Aristotle. While Alexander never 
mentions Galen in this work, he did, in fact. write two tracts, A Refutation of Galen 'On the Possible' and A 
Refutation of Galen 'On the First Mover', which demonstrate that he viewed Galen as an intellectual figure 
worthy of his attention. Nutton 1988.318-321; Rescher and E. Marmura 1965. 
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he chooses to express their reasoning. 119 At the beginning of this work, he notes how 
philosophers and physicians 'believed (ETTIOTEUOCXV) in their own conjectures (TCilS' ECXUTWV 
UTTOVOICXIS') without observations from anatomy.' 120 Later in Chapter 4, he states: 
I entered upon this account of the formation of the embryo, which in of 
itself is a very useful topic not only for philosophers but also 
physicians, in order to talk about matters which were necessary 
(avaYKcxiwS') for us to investigate (i;f}Tf}8evTcx) due to those men who 
select premisses (A~IJIJCXTCX) for their proofs (aTToOei~EIS') from sources 
from which they should not. 121 
And, in Chapter 6, when he turns to questions of metaphysical causality of the formation of 
the embryo, he states: 
If, then, we tum back to what was set forth in this treatise, we will 
show that they did not even think it fit to properly examine (KCXAWS' 
a~lwocxvTCXS' Sf}TTlOCX I) the inquiries of physicians, but they believe 
(OiOIJEVOUS') that if they say the embryo is formed by nature they have 
said something more than a common term (ouv~8ouS' QVO\JCXTOS').122 
119 Modality, as defined by Frow, is 'the indication by a speaker of his or her assessment of the validity of what 
is said: by the use of such grammatical means as auxiliary verbs or qualifying adverbs, a proposition is 
characterised as being true, necessary, desirable, possible, known, believed, permissible, and so on. Logicians 
distinguish between the following kinds of modality: a/ethic, having to do with truth, necessity or possibility; 
epistemic, expressing my knowledge of what I am saying; doxastic, expressing my belief; deontic, having to do 
with obligation or permission; and 'houlomaeic', expressing my desires or preferences in relation to the 
proposition. The tense of the verb is sometimes counted as a form of modality.' Frow 2006,150. 
Auxiliary verbs, qualifying adverbs, prepositional phrases or clauses, and certain impersonal constructions, such 
as avoYKcxlov EOTI, influence interpretation by revealing the type of reasoning that is being applied to a 
statement. For example, in the statement 'The young lady fell down. She must be ill.', the use of 'must' indicates 
a/ethic reasoning has been applied by the author in regard to the dictum 'She is ill.'. The audience is to recognize 
that the second statement is bound by the reasoning of possibility and necessity. However, in the case of 'The 
young lady fell down. She must be helped.', the use of 'must' indicates deontic reasoning, which suggests that 
the author's reasoning is based on norms and moral obligations. In these two cases, the modus 'must' can 
express two different types of logical thinking. The first dictum can be altered to reflect doxastic reasoning: 'The 
young lady fell down. I believe/they say she is ill.'. In this case, the modi 'I believe' and 'they say' reveal that 
the author has based his conclusion on unverified belief or supposition. Hence, the selection of the type of modus 
is one of the ways in which an author can rhetorically affect how an audience perceives the reasoning behind a 
claim in scientific discourse. 
120 OTTOU yop KOI TOIS' CxVOTE~OUOlV 'ETTI~EAc3S' hyvo~6Tl TIVci, TTOAU ~~rrou ~CiAAov EIKOS' ~v Cx~OPTEIV, 
'I ,... t ,... t I " .,... 'E:' """ Au¥ ' 0001 TalS' EaUTCAlV urrovolalS' ETTlOTEUaaV aVEU TCAlV E~ aVaTO~'lS' 't""IUO~EVCt.)V. Foet.Form., N. 54.6-8 = K. 
4.652. 
121 EVEOTTloci~cxTlV yap EV T~~E T~ AOYCi? TTEPI ~ICXTTAcioEUlS TWV KUOU~EVUlV EI TTEtV, EUXPTlOTOV AOYoV 
OtJTOV Ko6' CX{JTOV OU ~OVOV ToIS' ¢IAOOO¢OIS', aAAa KCXt TOtS ICXTPoIS, ~Ia ~E TOUS' ci:¢' c1v OU XP~ Ta 
A~~OTTO TTPOS' Tas ci:TTO~EI~EIS' AO~~cXVOVTCXS' avoYKcxlUlS ~itv r;TlTT]6EVTCX·. Foet.Form., N. 78.32-80.3 = 
K.4.675. 
122 ~ETCX~cXVTES' o\)v ETTI TO ~cXAIOTCX TTPOKE1~EVOV EV Til~E Til TTPOY~OTEIC;X ~EI~O~EV CXI.JTOUS' ~Tl~S TO TTPOS' 
TWV IOTPWV 'Er;TlTT]~EVO KOAWS' Cx~IWOOVTOS' r;TlTI]OOI, CxAA' OIO~EVOUS', Eav E'i TTUlOI V, UTTO TI]S' ¢VOEWS' 
810TTAcXTTE06CXI TO KUOV~EVOV, E'ipTlKEVOI TI TTAEOV OV6~CXTOS' arroOl ouv~60uS'. Foet.Form., N. 90.27-92.1 = 
K.4.687. 
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What can be seen in the above is that Galen undennines these philosophers' claims by 
describing their reasoning with doxastic modi, such as TTlOTEUEIV, o'iEo801 and eX~\Ouv. 
Throughout this work, these philosophers are described as believing or thinking that their 
position is correct. These accusations are supported by the philosophical tenns he uses to 
describe their claims. He makes it explicit that their theories are unproven assumptions. m 
Furthennore, the definitions they use in their proofs are not analytically derived but are 
merely common tenns; that is, the words they use do not signify the nature of the object to 
which they refer. Thus, he suggests that their dialectical acumen is not at the level it should 
be. 
What is of critical importance in Galen's criticism of their analytical reasoning is his 
claim that these philosophers have erred in their 'selection of premisses (A~1-I1-10TO) for their 
proofs (eXTTOOEI~EI5)'. In every key point in this work, he indicates that the reason their 
premisses are merely assumptions is caused by their failure to take into account what 
eXvOTOl-IlKOI IOTpol have already demonstrated. 124 His refutation is a fonn of EVOT00l5 in 
that his primary attack is not directed toward the conclusions of his opponents but toward the 
proposition. This claim should be seen in the light of Aristotle's, as well as Herophilus', view 
that perceptible phenomena are the starting points for the natural scientists. 125 Hence, Galen is 
not putting forward something novel. He is merely pointing out a principle within 
philosophical inquiry. However, from a rhetorical point of view, this claim would have some 
mileage if he could prove that his anatomical observations were, indeed, manifestly true and 
that his opponents' were not. 
Because his audience was not necessarily privy to such anatomical ¢OlVOI-iEVO, Galen 
must reassure them that his anatomical observations are indubitable and distinctly superior to 
his opponents'. As was noted earlier, he does this by creating a distinct and unified epistemic 
group of eXVOTOl-IlKOI tOTpOI. In Foet.Form., the disparate observations of anatomists are 
almost entirely overlooked in order to demonstrate that all Galen has observed is manifestly 
true given that all anatomists are in agreement. 126 In addition to these collectives, he also turns 
to Hippocrates and Herophilus to show his audience that he is not introducing something 
untested and unknown to the most notable figures of medicine. He recognizes that 
philosophers and physicians could make similar claims about what they or their predecessors 
have observed in regard to the embryo. Therefore, he undennines the credibility of their 
123 Foet.Form., N. 100.7, 102. 12-l3 = K. 4.695, 698. 
124 Foet.Form., N. 54.3-8, 66.33-68.3, 78.32-80.4, 80.14-24,82.10-17,90.27-92.9, 102.10-26 = K. 4.652, 664, 
675,676,678,687,698. 
125 PA 639.b.3-640a.14;APo. 71b.33; Top. 14Ib.15; von Staden 1989, 117-120. 
126 Foet.Form, N. 80.17-20, 82.10-16 = K 4.676,678. 
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potentially conflicting observations by painting philosophers and physicians as a group which 
relies on antiquated and simplistic anatomical observations. At the outset, he makes a 
distinction between those who make claims based on one or two observations (CXTTO~ ~ 01S' 
6¢8evTC.uv TTOlllOcX\JEV01) of an embryo and those who have made their claims with a 
f b . 's::' , ',' 127 substantial amount 0 0 servatlOn (OUuE TOUTOIS' Ol\ly01S'). And, later, he insinuates that 
they are relying on antiquated anatomical knowledge which does not reflect discoveries of 
current anatomical evidence. 128 
Another method of making this empirical data acceptable to his audience is by 
presenting it in great detail. Hence, in Chapters 2 and 3, Galen provides detailed anatomical 
descriptions of the embryo and its development for his audience. He moves from external to 
internal features of the embryo, tracing movement, insertion and size of the four vessels that 
supply nutriment to the embryo. He occasionally stops to note what terms anatomists have 
given to various parts. This narrative is quite rhetorical in that he focuses on specific aspects 
of this anatomy which are necessary for his claims. Hence, he notes that two of the four 
vessels which pierce the chorion, the membrane surrounding the embryo, are inserted into the 
liver. He describes this as follows: 
For, of the four vessels we have discussed, which unite at the place 
called the navel together with the channel to the bladder, right when 
they pierce the skin (Eu8uS' cx\Jo T0;l 01EA8EIV TO oep\Ja) of the embryo, 
the first pair of vessels is observed (¢o i VETO I ) immediately 
(TTCXpCXXP~\Jcx) becoming one and having created the great vein which 
implants itself (E\J¢ueo8Cll) in the liver. And I say 'implanted' since I 
am putting into words the appearance (IOecxv ep\JllvEuc.uV) of its 
anatomy. 129 
He then goes on to explain that he does not mean that the liver existed before the great vein 
entering the body. Rather, he notes that the liver is created from the branching of the great 
vein. What makes this description a nice piece of rhetoric is how he indicates the ontological 
primacy of the liver as opposed to any other vessel. He does this by using the typical 
anatomical narrative that uses the vessels as a point of perspective. However, he uses 
temporal adverbs to suggest that the liver is formed immediately after these vessels pierce the 
embryo. This is a key point given that much of his later arguments depend on the liver being 
J27 Foet.Form., N. 54.9-12 = K. 4.653. 
l2H Foet.Form., N. 80.14-82.4 = K. 4.676-678. 
129 <1>O!VETO~ ya~ TWV Ei~TJ~EVCUV ;E:TcXp,CUV CxYYEicuv,~ ex KC:XT~ TOV ov~~ol;6~E~OV O~~o~Ov..cx~o Tc.\l ~OTa 
TOV oupaxov TTOP":l OUVIOTTJOIV EU9US' a~o T":l cSlEAeEIV TO cSEP~O TOU KUOU~EVOU, TO ~EV ETEpOV l;EUYOS' 
EVOU~EV6v TE TTOpOXP~~O KOt ~iav <1>AE~O ~EYcXATJV YEvv~oav 'E~<1>UEoeOI Tc.\l ~TTOTI. AEYCU cSe 'E~<1>uEoeol 
nlV EK ~S' CxVOTO~IK~S' icSEOV EP~TJVEUCUV. Foet.Form., N. 62.27-64.2. = K. 4.660. 
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formed before the heart, a claim that most philosophers and physicians seem to reject. He also 
evokes the image of the rooting of a plant with his use of E\JqnJE08cxI. I30 Here, he reminds his 
audience of the common perception of the embryo being likened to a plant. However, he is 
keen to claim that it is the liver that is the first part to be created from the rooting vessels. 
Again, this image will come into play later when he tries to show that the liver, not the heart, 
serves a role in the initial vegetative stage of the embryo. This account is supported by his 
claim to have observed this. 
A distinctive feature of this work is the attention he pays to the epistemological 
categorization of the claims and observations. In this work, there are two major categories: 
one is tied to levels of plausibility, such as ou TTl8cxvov, O:TTl8avov. TTl8cxvov, TTl8CXVWTEPOV 
and TTl8CXVWTCXTOV, and the other is associated with what is necessarily and evidently true, 
O:VCXYKalOV and Ocx¢wS" .131 Questions that need to be examined or conclusions that fail to 
meet his standard of scientific proof are classified in terms of plausibility. Throughout this 
work, he indicates a general reluctance to leave his conclusions at the level of plausibility. 
When he does make an inference in an area of uncertainty (EV O:O~AOIS" O:TTo¢~vcxo8cxl), he 
qualifies what he is declaring as being very probable (TTl8CXVWTCXTOV).132 Conversely, 
throughout this work, he describes his opponents' theories as being TTl8cxvov until they are 
examined, at which point they always become ou TTl8cxvov. He primarily associates the modus 
ocx¢wS" with his own anatomical observations and inferences to indicate that they are 
epistemic. 133 Likewise, he uses O:VCXYKalOV to indicate that a line of argument is necessarily 
true. For example, after describing his opponents' lines of reasoning, he notes, 'None of these 
claims is a necessary truth (ouoev avcxYKcxIOV), but even if it appears to be possible 
(EVOEXO\JEVOV) to some initially, it is subsequently refuted through many observations (010: 
TTOAAWV ¢CXlVOIlEVc.uv).' \34 The reason for this stems from their first assumption (TTpWTTI 
uTTo8EOIS"), which Galen claims is based on what is unrecognizable with the senses 
(ayvc.uoToV cxlo8~0E1) and which cannot be found with logic (AOYU:l O:VEUpETOV).135 Hence, 
as Galen claims, an inquiry into the formation of the embryo is possible (OUVCXTOV) only if it 
130 Nickel 1989. 
131 Foet.Form., (lTI6cxVQv) N. 66.26, 74.6, 88.10, 96.3--4, 96.18, 104.14 = K. 4.664, 670, 684, 691, 692, 700, 
(ocx¢WS) N. 54.22, 66.8, 70.14, 74.17-18, 78.8, 78.16,82.3,84.15,98.4 = K. 4.653, 662, 667, 671, 674, 674, 
678,680,693, (o:vaYKcxlov) N. 64.29,66.29,78.15,78.19,80.3,86.17,92.15,102.19 = K. 4.662, 664, 674, 674, 
675,682,688,698. 
132 Foet.Form., N. 88.3-24 = K. 4.683. 
133 See n. 118, 130. 
134 c..5v ou<Ssv avcxYKcxlOV EOTIV, aAAa KCXTa rrpwTT"jV ~EV ElTI~OA~V EVIols EVOEXO~EVOV EIVCXI OOKOIJV, 
UOTEPOV OS <Sla rroAAwv ¢alvo~EvCUV EAEyxo~EVOV. Foet.Form., N. 102.19-21 = K. 4.698. 
135 Foet.Form., N. 102.10-21 = K. 4.698. 
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begins with anatomy. 136 Thus, Galen's systematic use of modi to classify levels of reasoning 
is one of the ways in which he attempted to give a distinctively scientific voice to his own 
claims. 
VI. Conclusion 
Foet.Form. provides an example of Galen's method of scientific inquiry and 
refutation, and it is a work that reflects some of the ideals concerning scientific discourse he 
puts forward in PHP. In Foet.Form., Galen emphasizes a dichotomy in the way in which the 
construction of the embryo has been studied. On the one hand, there are physicians and 
philosophers who disregard anatomical evidence, and therefore, their accounts of the 
construction of the embryo are in error. On the other hand, there are anatomists who possess a 
great amount of observational evidence about the anatomy of an embryo but who are unable 
to extrapolate this knowledge. While Galen, by and large, aligns himself with anatomists in 
Foet.Form., he conveys an intriguing scientific persona that emphasizes his expertise both as 
anatomist and as logician. 
His scientific ethos In this work also contributes to the persuasiveness of his 
arguments. In the work, he emphasizes his unyielding commitment to speaking only to 
questions that he can answer via scientific proofs. Thus, when faced with the kinds of 
metaphysical explanations in which philosophers often engage when discussing the cause of 
the construction of the embryo, Galen professes that he simply will not run their course of 
wild speculation because it is not fitting for a seeker of knowledge. To reassure his audience 
that anatomical evidence can speak to issues concerning this subject, Galen presents a detailed 
anatomical description of the embryo, and then, he proceeds to use this information to 
undermine the cardio-centric views that Stoic and Peripatetic philosophers have in regard to 
the formation of the parts of the embryo and how they relate to the locus and activity of the 
soul(s). 
136 Foet.Form., N. 80.14-16,106.3-9 = K. 4.676, 701. 
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Conclusion 
We have come to the point in this study where we should take stock of the points of 
analysis raised. In Galen, we have an author who is able to use a wide variety of genres to 
make his approach to medicine more fashionable, intelligible and persuasive. This study has 
illustrated how he uses two decidedly different styles of philosophical discourse to convey the 
logical and ethical superiority of medicine over athletic training. We have observed how 
Galen responds to his critics and secures his tenuous alignment with the attractive figure of 
the Father of Medicine by weaving a highly argumentative meta-narrative into his 
commentary on Nat.Hom. In the case of Lib.Prop., we presented how Galen places his own 
spin on the propaedeutic method used for the study of a philosopher's oeuvre. In PuIs., we 
took note of Galen's didactic approach to making his pulse theory accessible to beginners. 
And finally, in his TTPCXY~CXTEicx Foet.Form., we studied some of the rhetorical aspects of 
Galen's approach to scientific inquiry and refutation. 
I. Presence of the author and audience 
Quantitatively, the presence of the author and audience varies tremendously from text 
to text in this study. When we compare the total number of first-person versus second-person 
forms (verbal, pronominal and adjectival) in the body of a text, Lib.Prop. and Foet.Form. 
stand out as works that, by and large, do not address the audience. In Foet.Form., the ratio 
between first and second person is 104: 1 while in Lib.Prop., the ratio is undefined because 
Galen never addresses the audience in the body of the work, i.e. 152:0. I On the opposite end 
of the spectrum are Protr. and PuIs. In Profr., the ratio between first and second person forms 
is 1: 1, and in PuIs., the ratio is closer to 2: 1. 2 Such variations suggest that the audience and 
author's presence in a text are shaped by the genre rather than the general usage of the first 
person or second person. 
However, one should not take such differences in ratios as indicative of a text being 
more or less oriented toward an audience. In Lib.Prop., Galen almost exclusively uses the first 
person singular (96% of the occurrences of the first person are in the singular), but in 
Foet.Form., the ratio of first person singular to plural is more balanced (60% of the first 
person is in the singular). 3 One of the explanations for this variation in usage of first person 
J Appendix C, Tables 7 and 8. 
2 Appendix C, Tables 7 and 8. 
3 Appendix C, Table 7. 
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plural and singular is the umque aIm of each genre. As was pointed out, Galen almost 
exclusively uses the first person singular in Lib.Prop. to emphasize his authorship, i.e. ego-
auctor. However, the aim in Foel.Form. is to provide his definitive demonstration of a subject 
to an audience of his peers. Thus, the first person plural appears more in this text because it is 
being used both as a colloquial way of lecturing to an audience on a subject (i.e. 'let us now 
move to ... ') and a means to indicate his position within a scientific community (i.e. 
anatomists versus philosophers). In both cases, the use of the first person plural and singular, 
plays a role in influencing the audience's perception of the author and his message. 
The effect that the genre has upon the presence of the author and audience can also be 
observed in the differences between the occurrences of the first and second person in the 
prefatory remarks versus the body of the text. Our best example of this is Book 1 of HNH, 
which has an extremely long preface with a range of topics. In the prefatory remarks, the 
frequency of occurrence of the first person is 0.84% and the second person is 0.65%. 4 In the 
body of the text, the frequency of occurrence of the first person is 0.58% and the second 
person is 0.11 % (This count is naturally restricted to Galen's exegetical remarks and not the 
lemmata.). 5 Thus, one observes that the exegetical act is, for Galen, a less personal affair than 
the introduction of the text. 
One also observes a difference in the way in which the first person is used in respect to 
the prefatory remarks and the body of the text. In the preface to Book 1 of HNH, 43% of his 
use of the first person is in the plural. 6 However, in the body of HNH, the plural form makes 
up 82% of the use of the first person, almost twice as much as the preface. 7 Perhaps this 
phenomenon is a result of the communicative nature of the exegesis. In other words, the 
reading of a Hippocratic text was a semi-public, didactic affair in which the teacher interprets 
for his student-disciples. Thus, Galen's use of the first person may reflect the communicative 
dynamics between a teacher and his adherents. However, this needs to be verified by 
comparative analyses of Galen's commentaries. 
Another point of contrast is in respect to Galen's author-audience orientedness In 
Thras. versus Foe/.Form. While both works are types of scientific inquiry, Thras. exhibits a 
greater attentiveness to the social aspects of inquiry by Galen's use of the second person and 
the first person plural. In Thras., the frequency of occurrence ofthe second person is 0.33% of 
the total word countS as opposed to Foet.Form., where it is 0.01 % of the total word count. 9 In 
4 Appendix C, Table I. 
S Appendix C, Table 2. 
(, Appendix C, Table 3. 
7 Appendix C, Table 3. 
8 Appendix C, Table 2. 
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Thras., 61 % of the occurrences of the first person are in the plural. 10 In Foel.Form., the first 
person plural makes up 40% of the occurrences of the first person. II These differences may be 
explained by the emphasis on the social aspect of dialectical discourse that Galen conveys in 
Thras. 
Although ratios and percentages of first and second person usage are useful in seeing 
gross changes between the different texts analyzed in this study, the way in which they occur 
conveys nuances of decorum. The under-translated interjection, EI ~OUAEI, is an example of 
this. This interjection frequently occurs in the Galenic Corpus at instances in which Galen is 
trying to advance his argument by making a generalization or an analogy. As was noted, this 
interjection appears in Thras. but not in Foet.Form., Lib.Prop., Puis. or HNH. The absence of 
the term in Foel.Form., a work which also addresses a subject in a very detailed and analytical 
method, reveals that such interjectory remarks are utilised for rhetorical effect. In Thras., 
these types of interjections convey an awareness of the audience as fellow investigators into a 
speculative question. In Foel.Form., Galen's refutation of the theories of others and his 
demonstration of the 'true' nature of the subject take precedence over projecting his 
interaction with the audience. 
Whether the points of comparison and contrast presented in this section hold true for 
other works in the Galenic Corpus needs to be confirmed by a similar analysis which also 
takes into consideration chronological determinants which could possibly account for some of 
Galen's particular use of language such as idioms and phraseology. 
II. Authorial personae and the scientific self 
Galen's scientific persona is more nuanced than the philosopher/medical practitioner 
dichotomy.12 In Thras., Galen portrays himself as a logician who is able to dialectically 
answer 'every' problema. In Foet.Form., Galen's persona is more 'empiric-scientific' and 
less 'philosophical' in character. Thus, he emphasizes that there are some things that simply 
cannot be known for sure, and in such matters, he is unwilling to run headlong into 
speculation as philosophers do. While one might attribute his caution to maturity of thought, 
his reluctance to move beyond what he considers scientific proofs is clearly part of his overall 
rhetorical strategy to undermine the epistemological value of philosophical accounts on the 
9 Appendix C. Table 2. 
10 Appendix C, Table 7. 
II Appendix C. Table 7. 
12 Here I am speaking to the two broad Galenic 'profili' of medicine that are discussed in Vegetti 1994. 
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soul. In Lib Prop. , Galen's autobiographical anecdotes create an image of a transcendent 
thinker whose works, therefore, should be preserved and studied. To emphasize the technical 
value of his approach to the pulse, Galen presents himself as a skilled practitioner rather than 
a theoretician. And. in HNH, Galen is careful to create a philological persona, as well as a 
medical one, in order to reassure his audience that he has total command of the source text. In 
Protr., Galen projects himself as a witty moralist to his ideal audience of youths. All of these 
different personae are explicitly linked to his concept of his professional identity. Thus, for 
Galen, the best physician is also a philosopher, philologist, scientist, practitioner, orator and 
whatever else the rhetorical situation warrants. 
Although Galen is adaptable to the rhetorical situation, he often exhibits an awareness 
of his scientific self. For example, through his explicit reticence to use less than 'scientific' 
evidence to convey his arguments in Protr. and Thras., he conveys his deep commitment to 
seeking the truth. In these works, he allows himself to engage in such non-scientific 
discourses by indicating that he is responding to the demands of the situation. In Thras., he 
excuses himself for using etymological evidence by portraying himself responding to a 
criticism from his audience concerning his use of terms. And, in Protr., Galen excuses his use 
of poets as evidence by claiming that he is simply responding in a like manner to his 
opponent's rhetorical arguments. Thus, in both of these works, the addressees are used in a 
rhetorical fashion to allow Galen to engage in non-scientific discourse without compromising 
his scientific self. 
Another way in which Galen projects his scientific self is by contrasting himself with 
others. In Foet.Form., Galen situates himself among anatomists to illustrate the distinct type 
of evidence he brings to the problem of the formation of the embryo and its relationship to the 
soul. In HNH, Galen's scientific community obviously consists of exegetes who have 
commented upon Nat.Hom. While he does indicate his philological expertise through his 
exegesis of particular passages, he primarily tries to illustrate his superiority over other 
exegetes by emphasizing his medical interests and proficiency. Of course, his primary point of 
contrast in many of these works is between himself and those who are interested more in 
eristics than seeking the truth of a matter, i.e. sophists. 
III. Historical and ideal audience/dedicatee and addressee 
These works reveal some of the different audiences to whom Galen wrote. In respect 
to his ideal audiences, Galen writes to a rather diverse set of individuals and groups. In Protr., 
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Galen portrays himself speaking to a group of youths who are at the critical stage of deciding 
what to do with their lives. In HNH, Galen projects himself writing a commentary for a group 
of ETCXIPOI who are unfamiliar with Nat.Hom. but are quite familiar with Galen's teachings. 
The ideal audience in Puis. are EiacxYO\lEVOI to the medical practice of using the pulse for 
prognostication. In contrast to these medical practitioners, Galen indicates, in Thras., that this 
work will be beneficial to a group ofETcxlpol, who are interested in the application of Galen's 
logical theories. In Lib.Prop., he indicates that he is writing for the benefit of his future 
reader. Thus, Galen is quite explicit as to his ideal audience, and the language, content and 
argumentation of each of these works seem appropriate to the ideal audience for whom Galen 
is writing. However, because Galen is less forthcoming as to the ideal audience in Foet.Form., 
all that can be ascertained from Galen's approach to the ideal audience is that they are 
familiar with his writings and fully capable of following his logic. 
Galen's approach to the dedicatee, addressee, and ideal audience sometimes reveals 
that these 'audiences' are rhetorical figures who speak to an audience, i.e. the historical 
audience behind the ideal audience. In Galen's epistolary proem to Lib.Prop., Thras. and 
HNH, his remarks to the dedicatee often are designed to convey his scientific ethos, thereby 
ingratiating himself to the audience. In the case of Lib.Prop., the dedicatee's 'request' that 
Galen write this auto-bibliographical work shields him from his reader's potential criticisms 
for his lTEPICXUTOAOyICX. 
Galen's posture toward the addressee also differs from genre to genre. In some cases 
the addressee becomes an integral part of the discourse. For example, in Protr. the addressee 
becomes the straw man for Galen's arguments against athletic training, while in Thras., Galen 
paints the addressee as a necessary interlocutor. In other places within these texts, the 
addressee is nothing more than a hypothetical 'you' used to present an argument. 
Thus, like many authors, when Galen composed a work, he consciously and 
subconsciously wrote for more than one audience. The ideal audience provides Galen with an 
excuse to launch into critical attacks on his opponents. In these cases, Galen suggests that he 
is protecting the ideal audience from being misled by false teachers. In this respect, the ideal 
audience can be seen as a type of rhetorical device. In regard to the historical audience, there 
are a few instances where we have evidence concerning the reception of Galen's writings. 13 
Nevertheless, Galen's rhetorical use of the ideal audience in some of these works reveals that 
he is accommodating his communication toward actual people external to the text. That is not 
to say that the ideal audience is unhistorical. Certainly, for Galen's works to be persuasive, 
13 Nutton 1988. 
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the ideal audience (i.e. the audience in the text) must be representative of the types of social 
interactions in which a physician, such as Galen, would engage. Therefore, in this study, we 
have observed that Galen's writings are both esoteric and exoteric; for beginners and experts; 
for practitioners and theorists; and for youths and adults. 
IV. Organizing principles and stylistic register 
Several organizing principles were observed in this study. In Lib.Prop., Galen has 
modified the traditional model of writing a bios and attaching a list of titles by an author. In 
Protr., the common formula of synkrisis (i.e. comparing the moral with the immoral) is 
employed. HNH is a work in which he adjusts his basic structural unit (i.e. the lemma and 
comment), as well as the paratextual features, of this genre to represent his perception of the 
received text. In PuIs., the organizing principle is more topic-related, but one can appreciate 
its analytical approach to teaching an art. Foet.Form. and Thras. share some similarities in the 
manner in which they illustrate the diairesis of the problem, and to some extent, Foet.Form. 
shares Thras. 's process of confirmation and refutation of a position. However, in Thras., all 
of the topics are linked by an analytical method. Foet.Form. does not employ an analytical 
method to illustrate the connection between various propositions; rather, it utilizes other 
modes of structuring the argument. That is, Foet.Form. structures a collection of topics related 
to the formation of the embryo according to the evidence and the epistemological certainty of 
the proofs. 
The selection of works in this study illustrates the range of Galen's stylistic register. 
Protr., is a work that is overtly epideictic. In it, one observes Galen using witticisms, tropes 
and vivid language and quoting heavily from poetic literature to display his erudition. Thras. 
is a complex work in that Galen has mated the language of analytical logic to his portrayal of 
the process of dialectical discourse. Although he claims to be simply recounting what he had 
previously shown in a dialectical inquiry, Galen uses an interlocutory-you and the present 
tense to create the perception that he is working through the problem extemporaneously. 
Thus, in Protr. and Thras., he conveys the orality of these distinct types of communicative 
events with quite different language. At the other end of the spectrum is PuIs. In this work, 
Galen's tone becomes more informative and less argumentative. In PuIs., the language is not 
ornate but technical. One can discern a utilitarian approach to syntax in the way in which 
Galen signposts changes in subject with his formulaic phraseology. All of this conveys the 
pragmatic nature of this work. 
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V. Scientific evidence and theoretical explanation 
As was noted, in PHP, Galen puts forward the theoretical position that there are four 
types of premisses: the most epistemologically secure being scientific (ETTlOTllJ..lOVIK~), 
followed by dialectic (OICXAEKTIK~), rhetorical (PllTOPIK~) and sophistic (OO¢IOTIK~).14 These 
remarks should be understood as strictly applying to the premisses used in scientific 
demonstrations. In practice, depending on the audience, genre and subject matter, Galen relies 
on different kinds of evidence to prove his point. In Protr., he primarily uses the kind of 
plausible evidence he associates with PT]TOPIK~, i.e. the doxai of poets and historians; in 
Thras., logical premisses, as well as the doxai of physicians and philosophers, are 
predominantly employed to make his inquiry appear philosophical in nature; and in 
Foet.Form., Galen makes it quite clear that his proofs are based on scientific premisses-
anatomy and physiology-and therefore, his treatment of the subject is more veridical in 
comparison to the accounts of philosophers. 
In Thras., Galen is restricted to dialectical proofs because the subject matter cannot be 
proven via sense perception (i.e. it is not a physical object). However, in Foet.Form., 
questions about the faculties and the order of formation of the parts of the embryo are 
'verifiable' through anatomy and physiology. However, one cannot simply say that the 
subject matter determines the type of proof Galen uses. Although he makes similar claims as 
to the detrimental aspects of athletic training on a person's health in Thras. and Protr., the 
rhetorical arguments Galen uses in Protr. to demonstrate the pitfalls of athletic training differ 
from the analytical arguments he puts forward in Thras. In this way, Galen illustrates his 
awareness of the constraints and opportunities that these two different genre present. If Galen 
were to use the same types of detailed logical proofs in Protr. that he does in Thras., he would 
have been seen as having transgressed the decorum of this non-scientific discourse. Thus, 
both the subject matter and genre play important roles in the type of evidence upon which 
Galen relies in a specific work. 
Galen also adjusts his level of theoretical explanation to the genre he is using. In HNH, 
Galen limits his exegesis only to what he perceived to be pertinent to explaining the science 
behind a passage in the source text. Thus, theoretical explanations concerning different 
elemental theories occur in the same genre as his medical explanations regarding why the 
source text's author is putting forward a particular regimen. While the types of theoretical 
explanations are quite varied in HNH, the level of detail in these accounts is similarly brief. In 
the case of isagogic discourse (Puis.), the simplified and practice-oriented explanation is what 
14 Tie1cman 1996, 12-37. 
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defines this genre in the Galenic Corpus. Here, Galen provides a stripped-down treatment of a 
subject, removing complicated theories of causation and restricting himself to the listing of 
the general theoretical principles, which is useful to the practice of this medical technique. In 
other words, pragmatic concerns take precedence over the depth of analysis. However, in 
FoetForm. and Thras., Galen aims at a complete and detailed treatment of a subject. In 
Thras., the object is to investigate fully a specific question through a series of philosophical 
questions, whereas in Foet.Form. the objective is to demonstrate what can be known for 
certain about a subject. 
The level of theoretical explanation is also determined by the level of understanding of 
his ideal audience. This is made quite explicit in the discussion of Hipp.Elem. and HNH in 
which Galen makes a distinction between the kinds of information he can provide. In the case 
of Hipp.Elem., which is a work Galen identifies as a rrpaYl-laTEla, one finds Galen 
supporting his exegeses of passages taken from Nat.Hom. with long and detailed scientific 
proofs. In contrast, HNH's level of scientific explanation is far less detailed. The explicit 
reason Galen gives for this is that Hipp.Elem. was designed for someone who is already 
familiar with the contents of Nat.Hom. while HNH is for his ideal audience of newcomers to 
the source text but not to medicine in general. Likewise, Galen's ideal audience for Puis. are 
freshmen to the study of the pulse but not to medicine. Thus, in the case of HNH and Puis., 
the ideal audience are those who are unfamiliar with the text/subject. Therefore, Galen does 
not try to engage these audiences with questions that require the audience to be more familiar 
with the subject matter. 
In the case of Thras. and Foet.Form., the ideal audience is able to follow a fuller and 
more theoretical account of the subject. Although they do not appear to be accomplished in 
the application of Galen's logical methods, in Thras. the ideal audience obviously has a level 
of competence in philosophical inquiry. However, Galen appears to make accommodations 
for them by making his rationale explicit for the various lines of inquiry he follows. In the 
case of FoetForm., Galen's ideal audience is difficult to ascertain. He appears to situate this 
discourse among other philosophers' and physicians' treatments of the subject. Hence, 
Foet.Form. is a work in which Galen presents definitive refutation and inquiry into the 
construction of the embryo to his colleagues, both practitioners and non-practitioners of 
medicine. Because his audience includes also those who are not versed in anatomy, Galen 
presents a detailed anatomical account of the embryo. Thus, by first providing his anatomical 
'observations', Galen is now able to use this information for his apodeictic proofs. Therefore, 
even in full theoretical accounts, one can perceive how Galen accommodates his inquiry to 
the ideal audience's knowledge. 
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VI. Galen among his predecessors and contemporaries 
Without making this section into a chapter, the following discussion presents some of 
the potential authors who could be considered in a comparative study that takes into 
consideration generic conventions. When the term 'rhetoric' is applied to Galen's writings, 
one often hears comments as to the egocentric and eristic nature of Galen's prose. This is 
unfortunate because, as we have seen, such evaluations do not engage in a serious 
consideration of his communicative repertoire. Another factor that has contributed to a poor 
understanding of Galen's communicative practices is the concept that the Galenic Corpus 
represents 'technical' writings and therefore, is somehow different from the oeuvres of 
polymaths such as Plutarch, many of whose writings are often viewed as 'literature'. However 
if one were merely to compare the lists of titles found in Lib.Prop. with those ascribed to 
Plutarch, it would become abundantly clear that the two authors shared a lot of common 
ground in their wide-ranging interests. 
Galen's writings on moral philosophy, such as Modesty, Slander and To What Extent 
the Esteem and Opinion of the Public is to be Taken into Account, reveal that Galen is an 
author, like Plutarch, who had more than a passing interest in writing moralia literature. 15 
Furthermore, titles of Galenic works on rhetorical and grammatical education, such as 
Whether the Texts of Ancient Comedy are a Worthwhile Part of the Educational Curriculum, 
seem to resonate with the didactic themes of Plutarch's writings, e.g. How a Young Man 
Should Stud}' Poetry. Likewise, when Plutarch writes on issues such as health (De tuenda 
sanitate praecepta) and natural philosophy (Quaestiones naturales), he becomes an 
interesting author of scientific works with whom to compare Galen. Nevertheless, Galen's 
aims in writing differ substantially from Plutarch's in that Galen is an author whose 
professional identity is quite evident in his writings, and whose commitment to what is and 
what is not epistemological plays a role in the arguments in which he engages. In this 
endeavour, Galen starts to appear more like Sextus Empiricus. 
To whom else should we compare Galen's communicative techniques? While a large 
part of Galen's writings does pertain to the theoretical and practical application of medicine, 
one would be misled to compare Galen simply to other learned physicians of the 2nd century 
AD, such as Soranus. The ornamentation which Galen applies to Profr. is similar to the kinds 
of rhetorical techniques that orators of the 2nd century AD used to unite philosophy with 
rhetoric. In this respect, Galen may be compared with the orator cum philosopher Dio 
15 Lib.Prop., K. 19.45-46. Many of Galen's works on this theme no longer exist. Notable exceptions are AjlDig.; 
Pecc.Dig.; Walzer 1949; 1954; Boudon-Millot 2007. 
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Chrysostom. Yet, Galen's treatment of the genre of the thesis in Thras. is quite distinct from 
those of orator philosophers, such as Epictetus and Maximus of Tyre, in that Galen relies 
heavily on analytical language to make his thesis appear more logical than rhetorical. 
Certainly, when Galen is writing about the pulse, one can align him with physicians, such as 
Marcellinus and Soranus. But, when Galen moves into a refutation of other theories on the 
construction of the embryo, it again becomes difficult to pigeonhole him as a physician since 
philosophers such as Alexander of Aphrodisias also engage in similar scientific refutations 
and inquiries. Alexander, also presents an interesting author with whom to compare Galen's 
communicative practice in respect to scientific commentaries. 
There is clearly a great need for future studies which compare the rhetorical strategies and 
generic conventions in the Galenic Corpus with those of the writings of other authors of the 
151 and 2nd century AD. Such studies would not only provide a meaningful context in which to 
situate Galen's writings but they would also help illustrate the rhetoric of scientific discourse 
in the 2nd century AD. As is the case with all authors, Galen is both an individual and a 
product of his society. Therefore, as this thesis has demonstrated, Galen's communicative 
practices provide more than just infonnation about the audience; HNH, Foet.Form., 




Abbreviations of Galenic and Pseudo-Galenic Texts 
The abbreviations used for the Galenic Corpus are from Hankinson's abbreviations in 
The Cambridge Companion to Galen (Hankinson, 2008, 391-397). The titles of Galenic 
works that are no longer extant and therefore do not appear in Hankinson's list can be 
found in Fichner's Corpus Galenicum: Verzeichnis der galenischen und 
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"?" indicates that the text is of doubtful authenticity 
SECTION I: TEXTS PRINTED IN KUHN 
Title 
De Anatomids Administrationibus 
Adversus Julianum 
Adversus Lyeum 
Adversus Eos qui de Typis Scripserunt 
De Proprium Animi Cuiuslibet Affectuum Dignotione 
et Curatione 
De Alimentis Facultatibus 
An Animal Sit Quod in Utero Geritur 
De Antidotis 
Ars Medica 
An in Arteriis Sanguis Contineatur 
De A Ira Bile 
De Bono Habitu 
De Bonis et Malis Alimentorum Suds 
De Constitutione Artis Medicae 
Quos, Quibus Cathartids Medicamentis et Quando 
Purgare Oporteat 
De Causis Morborum 
De Causis Pulsuum 
De Causis Respirationis 
De Symptomatum Causis 
De Comate Secundum Hippocrate 
De Compositione Medicamentorum per Genera 
De Compositione Medicamentorum secundum Locos, 1-
XI 
De Crisibus 
De Curandi Ratione per Venae Seetionem 
Definitiones Medicae 
De Diebus Deeretoriis 
De Febrium Differentiis 








































Opt. Corp. Const. 
Opt. Doet. 
Opt.Med. 
SECTION I: TEXTS PRINTED IN KUHN (conI.) 
De Dtfjicu/late Respiralionis 
De Dignotione ex insomniis 
De Dignoseendibus Pulsibus 
?De Fasciis 
De Foetuum Formatjone 
Ex Galeni Commentariis De Fasciis 
?Glossarium 
In Hippocratis de A limen to 
In Hippoeratis Aphorismi 
in Hippoeratis De Articulis 
De Elementis ex Hippoerate 
In Hippoeratis Epidemiarum Libri, I-VI 
In Hippoeratis De Fraeturis 
In Hippoeratis de Humoribus 
In Hippoeratis De Officina Medici 
In Hippoeratis Prognostieum 
In Hippocratis de Praedictionibus 
In Hippocratis de Salubri Vietus Ratione 
De Vietus Ratione in Morbis A cutis ex Hippocratis 
Sententia 
Historia Philosopha 
In Hippoeratis de Natura Hominis 
De Hirundinibus, Revulsione, Cueurbitula Incisione 
et Searifieatione 
De Humoribus 
In Hippoeratis de Aeutorum Morborum Vietu 
De Inaequali intemperie 
De Instrumento Odoratus 
Introduetio seu Medieus 
De Libris Propriis 
De Locis Affeetis 
De Mareore 
De Melancholia 
De Methodo Medendi 
Ad Glaueonem de Methodo Medendi 
De Morborum Differentiis 
De Morborum Temporibus 
De Motu Museulorurm 
De Museulorum Disseetione 
De Naturaliblls Faeultatibus 
De Nervorum Disseetione 
De Optima Corporis Nostri Constitutione 
De Optima Doctrina 











































SECTION I: TEXTS PRINTED IN KUHN (cont.) 
De Optima Seeta 
De Ordine Librorum Proprio rum 
De Ossibus ad Tirones 
De Parvae Pilae Exercitio 
De Animi Cuiuslibet Peeeatorum Dignotione 
et Curatione 
De Placitis Hippoeratis et Platonis 
De Plentitudine 
De Ponderibus et Mensuris 
De Praenotione ad Epigenem 
De Praenotione 
De Praesagitione ex Pulsibus 
De Praesagitione Vera et Experta 
Prognostiea de Decubitu ex Mathematica Scientia 
Protrepticus 
De Ptisana 
Puero Epileptico Cons ilium 
De Pulsibus ad Tirones 
De Pulsibus ad Antonium 
De Purgantium Medicamentorum Facultate 
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Quod Animi Mores Corporis Temperamenta Sequuntur 
Quod Qualitates Incorporeae Sint 
? De Remediis Parabilibus 
De Renum AJJectibus 
De Sanitate Tuenda 
De Sectis ad eos qui Introducuntur 
De Semine 
Quomodo Simulantes Morbum Deprehendendi 
De Simplicium Medicamentorum [Temperatmentis Ac] 
Faeultatibus, I-XI 
De Sophismatibus penes Dictionem 
De Substantia Facultatum Naturalium 
? De Succedaneis 
De Symptomatum Differentiis 
?Synopsis de Pulsibus 
De Temperamentis 
De Theriaca ad Pamphilianum 
De Theriaca ad Pisonem 
Thrasybulus Sive Utrum Medicinae Sit an Gymnasticae 
Hygiene 
De Totius Morbi Temporibus 
De Tremore, Palpitatione, Convulsione el Rigore 





















Hipp. Off Med 
Inst.Log. 
MedNam. 







De Usu Partium, I-XVIl 
SECTION I: TEXTS PRINTED IN KUHN (cont.) 
De Urinis 
De Urinis Compendium 
De Urinis ex Hippocrate, Galeno 
De Usu Pulsuum 
De Uteri Dissectione 
De Utilitate Respirationis 
De Venereis 
De Venarum Arteriarumque Dissectione 
De Venae Sectione 
De Venae Sectione adversus Erasistratum 
De Venae Sectione adversus Erasistrateos Romae 
Degentes 
SECTION II: TEXTS NOT PRINTED IN KUHN 
Title 
De Anatomicis Administrationibus (Books 9-14) 
De Causis Contentivis 
De Causis Procatarctic is 
De Consuetudine 
De Diaeta Hippocratis in Morbis Acutis 
De Experientia Medica 
In Hippocratis de Officio Medici 
Institutio Logica 
De Nominibus Medicis 
De Optimo Medico Cognoscendo 
De Partibus Artibus Medicativae 
De Partium Homoeomerum DifJerentiis 
In Platonis Timaeum 
De Propriis Placitis 
Subfiguratio Empirica 




Analytical Outlines of Galenic Texts 
Chapter 1: De libris propriis 
B. = Boudon-Millot, V. 2007. Galien: Sur ses propres livres. Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 134-
173 ;:::; K. 19.8-48. 
N.B. There are large lacunae in KUhn's edition of Lib.Prop. which have been recently filled 
with the discovery of manuscript Vlatadon 14 and its incorporation into Boudon' sedition. 
I. Prologue (8. 134.2-136.22 = K. 19.8.3-11.11) 
II. Chronological presentation of his works within an autobiographical and bibliographical 
narrative (B. 136.23-145.25 = K. 19.11.12-23.8) 
A. Works written during his first stay in Rome (8. 136.23-140.8 = K. 19.11.12-16.5) 
8. Works he had previously written and received when he returned to Pergamum (8. 
140.9-141.15 = K. 19.16.6-17.15) 
C. Works written after his return to Rome (8. 141.16-145.25 = K. 19.17.15-23.8) 
III. Thematic categories of works (8. 145.26-173.15;:::; K. 19.23.9-48.16) 
A. Works on anatomical theory (8. 145.26-154.15;:::; K. 19.23.10-30.4) 
* An order of reading given 
1. Necessary works (avaYKala) (8. 145.27-147.13;:::; K. 19.23.10-25.5) 
2. Useful works (xp~OI~a) (8.147.13-154.15:::: K. 19.25.5-30.4) 
B. The faculties and use of the parts made manifest by anatomy contained in certain 
works (8. 154.16-155.12) 
*An order of reading given 
C. Works for the understanding of the therapeutic method (8. 155.13-156.11) 
*An order of reading given 
D. Therapeutics (8. 157.1-22:::: K. 19.30.14-32.18) 
E. Works on prognostic observations (8.158.1-159.8 = K. 19.30.5-33.13) 
*An order of reading given with an explanation of his isagogic strategy 
F. Commentaries on Hippocrates (B. 159.9-162.11 = K. 19.33.14-37.9) 
1. Bibliographical infonnation concerning his commentaries in a narrative format 
(8. 159.9-161.15 = K. 19.33.14-36.12) 
2. His other Hippocratic scholarship (8. 161.15-162.11 =K.19.36.12-37.9) 
G. Works expressing differences with Erasistratus (8. 162.12-163.3 = K. 19.37.10-
38.5) 
H. Works relevant to Asclepiades (8. 163.4-163.7 = K. 19.38.6-38.8) 
I. Works expressing differences with the Empiric doctors (8. 163.8-163.17 = K. 
19.38.9-38.16) 
J. Works expressing differences with the Methodists (8. 163.18-163.20 = K. 
19.38.17-38.19) 
K. Works of use for logical proofs (8. 164.1-169.12=K. 19.39.1-45.8) 
* An order of reading given 
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1. Autobiographical and bibliographical narrative (8. 164.2-167.14 = K. 19.39.1-
43.10) 
2. List of works (8. 167.14-169.12 = K. 19.43.11-45.8) 
L. Works on moral philosophy (8. 169.13-170.13 = K. 19.45.9-46.10) 
M. Works pertaining to the philosophy of Plato (B. 170.14-171.5 = K. 19.46.11-46.19) 
N. Works pertaining to the philosophy of Aristotle (B. 171.6-172.2 = K. 19.47.1-
47.10) 
O. Works expressing differences with the philosophy of the Stoics (B. 172.3-172.11 = 
K. 19.47. 11-47.17) 
P. Works pertaining to the philosophy of Epicurus (B. 172.12-173.4 = K. 19.48.1-
48.7) 
Q. Matters common to grammarians and rhetoricians (B. 173.5-173.15 = K. 19.48.8-
48.16) 
Chapter 2: No outline of HNH and Hipp. Vict. 
M = Mewaldt, I. 1914. Gafeni In Hippocratis De natura hominis commentaria tria. Vol. V 
9.1, CMG. Leipzig: Teubner, 1-113 = K. 15.1-223. 
Chapter 3: Exhortatio ad medicinam 
8. = Boudon, V. 2002. Galien: Exhortation a l'etude de fa medecine. Paris: Les Belles 
Lettres, 84-117 = K. 1.1-39. 
I. The value ofTExvol (B. 84.3-99.22 = K. 1.1.5-20.3) 
A. Exordium: Mankind and the arts (8. 84.3-85.15 = K. 1.1.5-3.4) 
1. Unlike animals, mankind is able to learn new arts. (B. 84.3-85.1 = K. 1.1.5-
2.7) 
2. Unlike animals, mankind practices both the bestial (manual) and the divine 
(rational) arts. (B. 85.1-85.15 = K. 1.2.7-.3.4) 
B. Texvf] versus TUXf] (8. 85.16-90.18 = K. 1.3.5-9.5) 
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I. The image and character of Fortune (T uXll) (8. 85.16-87.2 = K. 1.3.5-4.14) 
a. Images of Fortune display her wretchedness and instability. (S. 85.16-86.5 
= K. 1.3.5-3.14) 
b. The capricious character of Fortune (8. 86.5-87.2 = K. 1.3.14-4.14) 
2. The image and character of Hermes, the god ofTExval (8. 87.3-18 = K. 
1.4.15-5.12) 
a. Images of Hermes display his foresight and stability. (8. 87.3-13 = K. 
1.4.15-5.7) 
b. The benevolent providence of Hermes (S. 87.13-18 = K. 1.5.7-5.12) 
3. The followers of Fortune (8. 87.19-88.18 = K. 1.5.13-6.14) 
a. Men made famous by their reversals of fortune (S. 87.19-88.11 = K. 
1.5.13-6.8) 
b. The shameful character of Fortune's followers (8. 88.12-88.18 = K. 1.6.8-
6.14) 
4. The followers of Hermes ( S. 88.19-90.18 = K. 1.6.15-9.5) 
a. The honourable character and good life of Hermes' followers (8. 88.19-
89.18 = K. 1.6.15-8.3) 
b. Famous followers of Hermes (8. 89.18-90.18 = K. 1.8.3-9.5) 
C. The inferior and ephemeral goods of Fortune (S. 91.1-99.22 = K. 1.9.6-20.3) 
1. Wealth (8. 91.1-92.21 = K. 1.9.6-1.11.11) 
a. The pursuit and reliance on wealth does not lead to caring for one's soul. 
(S. 91.1-92.4 = K. 1.9.6-10.13) 
b. Those who rely on wealth are useless and worthless without their wealth. 
(S. 92.5-21 = K. 1.10.13-11.11) 
2. Noble birth (8. 93.1-96.2 = K. 1.11.12-15.8) 
a. Noble birth is not obtained through effort. (8. 93.1-12 = K. 1.11.12-12.7) 
b. Noble birth is only of value if it drives one to live up to one's ancestors' 
excellence. (8. 93.13-94.15 = K. 1.12.7-13.10) 
c. Examples of illustrious men who came from lowly births (8. 94.16-96.2 = 
K.1.13.10-15.8) 
3. Youthful beauty (8. 96.3-98.17 = K. 1.15.9-18.11) 
a. Youth is a time when a young man should educate himself in order to 
prepare for old age. (S. 96.3-97.8 = K. 1.15.9-16.16) 
b. It is shameful for a young man to be a useless beauty. (8. 97.8-97.22 = K. 
1.16.16-17.12) 
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c. Using one's youthful beauty to make money is not honourable. (B. 97.22-
98.17 = K. 1.17.12-18.11) 
4. Conclusion (8. 98.18-99.22 = K. 1.18.12-20.3) 
a. Wealth, noble birth and beauty should not keep one from learning an art. 
II. The vocation of athletics (TO TWV ci:8AIlTWV ETTlT~OEUI-ICX) is not a TEXVIl (8. 100.1-
117.18 = K.1.20.4-39.1 0) 
A. Warns audience of false arts (8. 100.1-102.11 = K. 1.20.4-22.16) 
1. Athletics is a false art which needs to be examined. (8. 100.1-101.1 = K. 
1.20.4-21.3 ) 
2. Athletics is not a divine skill but something more akin with animals. (B. 101.1-
102.11 = K. 1.21.3-22.16) 
B. Galen's refutation of his opponent's arguments for athletics (8. 102.23-116.19 = K. 
1.23.1-38.9). 
1. Galen criticizes the rhetorical nature of his opponent's arguments. (8. 102.12-
105.22 = K. 1.23.1-26.16) 
2. Galen's assesses athletics in respect to the natural goods (TCX ci:ycx8a T'fi <pUOE I): 
the soul (\jNx~), the body (owl-lcx) and the external (EKTOS'). (B. 106.1-116.19 = 
K. 1.26.17-38.9) 
a. Soul: Athletics makes one's mind like that of the beasts. (8. 106.1-11 = K. 
1.26.17-27.10) 
b. Body: Athletics is unhealthy, destroys the beauty of the body and does not 
produce useful or superior strength. (B. 106.11-115.15 = K. 1.27.10-37.4) 
1. Health (B. 106.11-109.21 = K. 1.27.10-31.13) 
A. Excessive exercise encourages immoderate eating and sleeping. 
(8. 106.11-108.4 = K. 1.27.10-29.2) 
B. The peak condition of the body leads to disease and a dilapidated 
body. (8. 108.5-109.21 =K.1.29.2-31.13) 
11. Beauty (B. 110.8-111.7=K. 1.31.14-32.12) 
A. Athletics grossly disfigures young men's faces and limbs. (Ibid.) 
111. Strength (B. 111.8-115.15 = K. 1.32.13-37.4) 
A. Athletic strength is useless for the endeavours of life. (8. 111.8-
114.4=K.1.32.13-35.11) 
B. Athletes' physical abilities are inferior to that of the animals. (8. 
114.5-115.15=K.1.35.12-37.4) 
IV. External goods (8. 115.16-116.19 = K. 1.37.5-38.9) 
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A. Athletics does not provide a secure livelihood for both practicing 
and retired athletes. (Ibid.) 
III. Peroratio (B. 116.20-117.18 = K. 1.38.9-39.10) 
A. There are two types of arts. On the one hand, there are the logical and respected 
arts, which require the mind. On the other hand, there are the manual and base arts, 
which depend on bodily strength. (B. 116.20-117.14 - K. 1.38.9-39.6) 
B. Galen exhorts the audience to choose the rational arts, particularly medicine. (B. 
117.14-117.18 = K. 1.39.6-39.10) 
Chapter 4: Thrasybulus sive utrum medicinae sit an gymna.flticae hygiene 
H. = Helmreich, G. 1893. Thrasyboulos. Vol. 3, Claudii Galeni Pergameni Scripta Minora. 
Leipzig: Teubner, 33-100 = K. 5.806-898. 
I. Epistolary proem (H. 33.1-36.7 = K. 5.806.4-810.13) 
A. Content of Thras. (H. 33.1-15 = K. 5.806.4-807.7) 
B. Problema, 'Whether that which is called healthiness is a part of medicine or 
gymnastics?' (1TOTEpOV laTpIK~5 ~ yUIJVaOTIK~5 EOTI TO KaAOUIJEVOV UYIEIVOV;) 
and the circumstances surrounding Galen's oral response (H. 33.16-35.11 = K. 
5.807.8-809.9) 
C. Rationale for composing Thras. (H. 35.12-24 = K. 5.809.10-810.4) 
D. Benefits oflogical theory (H. 35.25-36.7 = K. 5.810.5-13) 
II. Survey of the possible starting points (ci:pxai) for this inquiry (l;~TrlCJ\5) (H. 36.8 -44.17 
= K. 5.810.14-821.17) 
A. OP10IJ01 of medicine and gymnastics (H. 36.8-36.24 = K. 5.810.14-811.11) 
1. Galen argues that definitions of medicine and gymnastics prejudge the inquiry. 
B. TEAT] of medicine and gymnastics (H. 36.24-41.3 = K.5.811.11-817.7) 
1. Galen demonstrates how using the differing aims of medicine and gymnastics 
as a starting point leads to an unmanageable inquiry. 
C. ouola of medicine and gymnastics (H. 41.4-42.14 = K. 5.817.7-819.7) 
1. Galen claims that how one defines the ouoi a of medicine or gymnastics will 
assume that TO UYIEIVQV is part of the premise, and therefore, it creates 
problems for this inquiry. 
D. Galen concludes that there is a danger of beginning this inquiry with more than one 
art. (H. 42.16-44.17 = K. 5.819.8-821.17) 
III. The art of the body (H. 44.18-76.17 = K. 5.821.18-867.2) 
A. The oneness of the art of the body (H. 44.18-71.23 = K. 5.821.18-860.3) 
1. TEA05 (H. 44.18--49.6 = K. 5.821.18-828.9) 
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a. The false art of good condition (EuESla) is merely cosmetic. There is one 
overall TEA05 of the art of the body-perfection (TEAEIOT1l5) of the human 
body according to its nature. 
2. aya80v (H. 49.7-53.18 = K. 5.828.10-834.16) 
a. The good of the body should be considered one thing and not three 
different things, namely health (uYIEla), strength (pw\.Ill) and beauty 
(KcXAA05). Health is the primary product (TO rrpWTOV) of the art of the 
body. 
3. rrapcXoEIY\.Ia (H. 53.19-55.3 = K. 5.834.17-836.17) 
a. Within one material (VAll) there are productive and reparative arts but no 
protective (¢uAaKTI K~) arts. 
b. There is no example (rrapcXoEIY\.Ia) of a preservative art among men. The 
nature of the subject itse1f(~ TWV rrpay\.IcXTCuV aUTwv ¢U0I5) reveals 
that the art of health is reparative rather than protective. 
4. Digression concerning the value of logic and the teaching of problemafa (H. 
59.5-60.5 = K. 5.842.10-843.16) 
5. EvepYEIOI of the art (H. 60.6-69.11 = K. 5.842.4-856.13) 
a. Within the art of medicine, there are many activities (EvepYEIOI). 
Individual activities and materials do not necessitate that something is a 
distinct art. 
b. Making and restoring something belong to the same art, and in the case of 
the human body, the goal of the art of the body is simply health; it is not 
"the making" or "the restoring" of health. 
6. VAal of the art (H. 69.12-70.11 = K. 5.856.14-858.2) 
a. Individual arts use a wide variety of materials, and some arts share the 
same material. Thus, materials do not define an art. 
7. 8Ec.up~~aTa of the art (H. 70.11-20 = K. 8.858.2-11) 
a. One cannot use theories to define an art because arts use a variety of 
theories, each with their own aim. 
8. Conclusion (H. 70.21-71.23 = K. 858.12-860.3) 
a. An art is defined by its TEA05, and therefore, it is clear that there is 
altogether one art of the body. 
B. Defining the parts of the art ofthe body (H. 71.24-76.17 = K. 5.860.4-867.2) 
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1. Galen's oiaipE0l5 of the art of the body (H. 71.24-75.2 = K. 5.860.4-864.9) 
a. Of the four types of arts, acquisitive (KTllTIK~), theoretic (eEUJPllTIK~), 
active (TTpaKTIK~), and productive (TTolllTIK~), the art of the body is a 
productive art. 
1. Of the two types of productive arts, creative and restorative 
(ETTavop8UJTIK~), the practitioner of the art of the body is involved in 
the restorative art. 
A. There are two parts (J.lopla) of the restorative art: the therapeutic 
(8EpaTTEuTIKoV) or medical (IOTpIKOV) part, which addresses 
large imbalances, and the preservative (cpUAOKTIKOV) or 
healthiness (UYIEIVOV) part, which addresses small imbalances of 
the body. 
J. Of the preservative part, there are three different parts. 
a. The recuperative (avoAllTTTlKoV) part, which addresses 
small imbalances in state (KaTe: 0XEOlV). 
b. The healthiness (UYIEIVOV) part, which addresses smaller 
imbalance in condition (Ka8' E~IV). 
c. The good condition (EUEKTIKOV), which deals with the 
smallest imbalances in good condition. 
2. Therefore, TO UYIEIVOV is either the <t>uAaKTIKov part of the 
art of the body or its subpart, namely the part that addresses 
smaller imbalance in condition. (H. 75.2-76.17 = K. 5.864.9-
867.2) 
IV. The names (OVOJ.lOTO) and role OfIOTPIK~ and yUJ.lVOOTIK~ in the art of the body (H. 
76.18 - 98.4 = K. 5.867.3 - 896.3) 
A. Common names OfIOTPIK~ and yUJ.lVOOTIK~ 
1. Galen responds to critics who demand a discussion of specific OVOJ.lOTa of the 
art ofthe body and its parts. (H. 76.18-78.15 = K. 5.867.3-869.13) 
2. 'IOTPIK~ and yUJ.lVOcrTIK~ in the writings of Homer and Plato (H. 78.16-79.19 = 
K.5.869.14-871.3) 
3. The EUEKTIKOV part of the art uses exercise and regimen, which are associated 
with yUJ.lVOOTIK~. (H. 79.20-80.8 = K. 871.4-871.17) 
4. rUJ.lVOOTIKn is part of the healthy art (UYIEV~ TEXVTl), which is evident in the 
way Plato and Hippocrates use the tenn. (H. 80.9-81.21 = K. 872.1-874.3) 
5. Although current athletic trainers (oi TOUS- ci8AfjTcXS- YUllvasovTES-) dignify 
their practice by calling it YUllvaoTIK~, it has nothing to do with what 
Hippocrates and Plato considered to be YUllvaoTIK~. (H. 81.22-83.11 = K. 
5.873.4-876.3) 
6. Galen digresses into an attack on athletic trainers. (H. 83.12-85.18 = K. 
5.876.4-879.5). 
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7. Galen discusses how Plato and Erasistratus each divided the art of the body. (H. 
85.19-87.5 = K. 5.879.6-881.7) 
8. Why Plato and Hippocrates did not use the tenn UYIEIVOV. (H. 87.6-88.4 = K. 
5.881.1-882.12) 
B. Role ofiaTpIK~ and YUllvaoTIK~ in the art of the body 
1. 'laTpIK~ TEXVfj governs the therapeutic (8EparreuTIKov) or medical (iaTpiKov) 
part of the art of the body, which is paired with the other major part, the 
preservative (<t>uAaKTIKov) or (UYIEIVOV) healthiness part. (H. 88.5-90.8 = K. 
5.882.13-885.12) 
2. r ullvaoTI K~ TEXVfj is knowledge of all types of exercises, and therefore, it is 
only a very small part ofthe many arts used in the healthiness part. (H. 90.9-
91.16 = K. 5.885.12-887.5) 
3. Therefore, those who oppose YUllvaoT1K~ with iaTplK~ are in error because 
the fonner gets its name from the material (VAfj) used, while the latter is an 
overall activity (11 Ko8oAOU EvEPYEla). (H. 91.17-92.9 = K. 5.887.6-888.6) 
4. The practitioner of YUllvaoTI K~ merely has knowledge of all types of exercises; 
he does not prescribe them. (H. 92.10-94.5 = K. 5.888.7-890.17) 
5. The practitioner of the art of the body is the overseer of the practitioner of 
YUIlVCXOTI K~. (H. 94.6-94.21 = K. 5.890.18-891.13) 
6. The art of training a child (TTal6oTpI~IK~) is the art concerned with exercises in 
the gymnasion. The practitioner of this art is the servant of the practitioner of 
YUllvaOTIKfj: (H. 94.22-96.18 = K. 5.891.14-894.2) 
7. Galen digresses into a polemic concerning athletic trainers. (H. 96.19-98.4 = K. 
5.894.2-896.3) 
V. Conclusion 
A. The practitioner of the art of the body, such as Hippocrates, is often called an 
iaTpos-. The reason for this is because the whole art of the body, by extension of its 
major division, came to be known as iaTpIKfj: (H. 98.5-99.15 = K. 5.896.4-898.1) 
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B. True yu~vcxaTIK~, which athletic training is not, is merely a part OfUYIEIVOV rather 
than vice-versa. (H. 99.16-100.9 = K. 5.898.1-898.17) 
Chapter 5: De pulsibus ad tirones 
I. Epistolary proem (K. 8.453.3-5) 
II. Anatomicallocations of the pulse (K. 8.453.5-454.18) 
III. Dimensions of pulse (diastole) (K. 8.455.1-15) 
IV. The five differences in the motion of a pulse (K. 8.455.1-457.12) 
V. Even versus uneven/regular versus irregular pulses (4.857.13-458.18) 
A. Interval as being the fifth difference in motion 
B. Even versus uneven pulses 
C. Regular versus irregular pulses 
VI. Irregularity within a single pulse (K.8.459.1-19) 
A. Unevenness in position 
B. Unevenness in motion 





VIII. Recapitulation of the information on dimensions and motions (K. 8.460.18-462.5) 
IX. The three categories by which pulses change (K. 8.462.6-492.4) 
A. Natural changes (K. 8.462.6-467.17) 
1. Natural constitution 
2. Male versus female 





8. Acquired states of the body (ectomorphic versus endomorphic) 
B. Non-natural changes (K. 8.467.18-470.6) 
1. Exercise 
2. Hot and cold baths 
3. Food 
C. Unnatural changes (K. 8.470.7~92.4) 
I. Two categories (K. 8.470.7~73.11) 
a. Dissipates the vital faculty 
b. Compresses and burdens the vital faculty 
2. Specific causes/terms and the pulse (K. 8.473.II~92.4) 












m. Epilepsy and apoplexy 
n. Sore throat/synanche 
o. Orthopnoea 
p. Suffocation of the womb 




u. Those who take hellebore 
Chapter 6: De foetuum formatione 
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N. = Nickel, D. 2001. Galen; De foetuum format jane. Vol. V 3.3, CMG. Berlin: Academie 
Verlag, 54-107 = K. 4.652-702. 
I. Introduction to the subject (N. 54.3-58.2 = K. 4.652-655.5) 
A. Anatomy as the correct foundation of knowledge on the olorrAaolS" of the 
KUO\Jj.lEVOV (N. 54.3-9 = K. 4.652.3-10) 
B. Previous anatomical accounts (N. 54.9-58.2 = K. 4.652.10-655.5) 
I . Errors of predecessors' observations 
2. Hippocrates'/Polybus' accurate account 
II. Galen's observations of the initial OleXTTAOOlS- of the h.1~puOV (N. 58.3-62.24 = K. 
4.655.5-660.4) 
A. Anatomy of the external parts (N. 58.3-60.15 = K. 4.655.5-657.16) 
B. Anatomy of the internal parts (N. 60.16-62.24 = K. 4.657.16-660.4) 
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III. How does the subsequent OleXTTAOOlS- of the KUOUIJEVOV take place by the OUVOIJIS- of the 
OTTEPIJO? (N. 62.25-90.26 = K. 4.660.4-687.4) 
A. Anatomical and physiological changes during the subsequent stages of construction 
ofthe KUOUIJEVOV (N. 62.25-78.11 = K. 4.660.4-674.5) 
1. The vessels and the formation of the liver, heart, brain (N. 62.25-66.18 = K. 
4.660.4-663.11 ) 
2. How is it possible that the heart has no function in the early stages of formation 
and that its construction comes after the liver? (N. 66.19-78.11 = K. 4.663.11-
4.674.5) 
a. Formation and management in a plant-like state (N. 66.19-70.16 = K. 
4.663.11-667.6) 
b. What is the limit of the first period, the plant-like state, in which the 
KUOUIJEVOV does not need the heart? (N. 70.17-74.18 = K. 4.667.6-671.3) 
c. The order of the formation of the liver, heart and brain as they relate to 
their function and the faculties of the ~uX~ (N. 74.19-78.11 = K. 4.671.3-
674.5) 
B. Critique of cardio-centric theories of Stoic and Peripatetic philosophers (N. 78.12-
82.9 = K. 4.674.6-678.8) 
C. Other evidences for discovering the OIOIKOUOOS- OUVeXIJEIS- of the body (N. 82.9-
90.26 = K. 4.678.8-687.4) 
1. Evidence from the ligatures of arteries, veins and nerves (N. 82.20-84.6 = K. 
4.679.4-680.1) 
2. Evidence from the substance of the arteries, veins and nerves (N. 84.7-84.24 = 
K. 4.680.1-681.6) 
3. Evidence from the size of the blood vessels leading to and from the heart, liver 
and brain (N. 84.25-86.17 = K. 4.681.6-682.12) 
D. Conclusion to the overarching question (N. 86.17-90.26 = K. 4.682.12-687.4) 
IV. What is the OITIo; TOU KUOUIJEVOU YEVEOECUS-? (N. 90.27-106.13 = K. 4.687.5-702.4) 
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A. Dismissal of Epicurean perspective that it occurs without rrpovolcx (N. 92.11-23 = 
K. 4.688.2-17) 
B. Refutation of Stoic perspective of mechanistic determinism (N. 92.23-96.16 = K. 
4.688.17-692.5) 
C. Refutation that the body's \.jJVX~ constructs the embryo (N. 96.16-98.6 = K. 
4.692.5-693.10) 
D. His state of aTTopicx as to the \.jJvX~ that constructs the embryo (N. 98.7-106.1 = K. 
4.693.10-701.7) 
1. Proposes only that the embryo's construction is not by TtJXTl but by a 
OTlIJ10VPY05 (N. 98.7-100.29 = K. 4.693.11-697.4) 
2. Problem of the 01 01 K O\J all \.jJVX~'s lack of knowledge of the parts which obey it 
(N. 100.30-102.9 = K. 4.697.4-19) 
3. Criticism of the untruthfulness ofcardio-centric arguments (N. 102.9-102.26 = 
K.4.697.19-699.3) 
4. Problem of offspring appearing similar to parents (N. 102.10-104.14 = K. 
4.699.3-700.2) 
5. Reasons for his rejection of Stoic, Peripatetic and Platonic explanations as to 
the ouoi cx of the \.jJvX~ that constructs the embryo (N. 104.15-106.1 = K. 
4.700.2-701.7) 
E. Conclusion (N. 106.1-13 = K. 4.701.7-702.4) 
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1 st Plural 
Pronoun/Adj . 














NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL WORD COUNT 
FOR THE FIRST PERSON AND THE SECOND PERSON IN THE PREFATORY REMARKS 
HNHI FoetForm. Lib. Prop. Protr. Thras. 
No. of % of Total No. of % of Total No. of % of Total No. of 
Occurr. Word Occurr. Word Occurr. Word Occurr. Count Count Count 
4 0.13 
1 1 2.36 7 1.17 0 
22 0.71 
5 1.07 13 2.18 0 
7 0.23 
0 0.00 I 0.17 0 
13 0.42 
0 0.00 3 0.50 0 
4 0.13 
1 0.21 9 1.51 0 
1 0.03 
1 0.21 10 1.68 1 
4 0.13 
0 0.00 I 0. 17 0 
I 0.03 
0 0.00 0 0.00 0 
3~ 101 467 597 
-----
Puis. 


































NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL WORD COUNT 
FOR THE FIRST PERSON AND THE SECOND PERSON IN THE BODY OF THE TEXT 
HNHI Foet.Form. Lib. Prop. Protr. Thras. 
% of % of % of % of % of 
No. of Total No. of Total No. of Total No. of Total No. of Total 
Occurr. Word Occurr. Word Occurr. Word Occurr. Word Occurr. Word 
Count Count Count Count Count 
3 0.03 18 0.22 66 1.01 7 0.14 21 0. 16 
8 0.08 44 0.43 80 1.23 17 0.33 50 0.38 
21 0.20 27 0.26 3 0.05 6 0.12 21 0. 16 
28 0.27 15 0.15 3 0.05 14 0.27 91 0.68 
1 0.01 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 0.06 9 0.07 
7 0.07 1 0.01 0 0.00 35 0.68 34 0.26 
1 0.01 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 0.08 0 0.00 
2 0.02 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 0.04 0 0.00 
10,277 8,009 6,521 5,145 13,315 
Puls. 
%of 
















NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES AND PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN 
OF THE FIRST PERSON IN THE PREFATORY REMARKS AND IN THE BODY OF THE TEXT 
HNHI Foet. Form. Lib. Pro. Protr. Thras. 
Prefatory Body of Prefatory Body Prefatory Body Prefatory Body Prefatory Body 
Remarks Text Remarks of Text Remarks of Text Remarks of Text Remarks of Text 
1 st Singular 4 3 18 11 66 7 7 21 Pronoun/Adj. 
1st Singular 22 8 44 5 80 17 13 50 Verb 
1st Plural 7 21 27 0 3 6 21 Pronoun/Adj . 
1st Plural Verb 13 28 
-
15 0 3 
-
14 3 9 1 
1st Person 46 60 
-
104 16 152 
-
44 24 183 Total 
% First Person 57% 18% 60% 100% 96% 55% 83% 39% Singular 
% First Person 43% 82% 40% 0% 4% 45% 17% 61% Plural 
PuIs. 
Prefatory Body 












NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES AND PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN 
OF THE SECOND PERSON IN THE PREFATORY REMARKS AND IN THE BODY OF THE TEXT 
HNHI Foet. Form. Lib. Pro. Protr. Thras. 
Prefatory Body of Prefatory Body Prefatory Body Prefatory Body Prefatory Body 
Remarks Text Remarks of Text Remarks of Text Remarks of Text Remarks of Text 
2nd Singular 4 0 0 3 9 9 Pronoun/Adj. 
2nd Singular 7 0 35 to 34 Verb 
2nd Plural 4 0 0 0 4 0 Pronoun/Adj . 
2nd Plural Verb 2 
-
0 0 0 
-
2 0 0 
2nd Person 10 J1 
-
1 2 0 
-
44 20 43 Total 
% Second 
Person 50% 73% _100% I 100% I 0% 86% I 95% I 100% I 
Singular 
% Second 50% 27% 0% 0% 0% 14% I 5% 0% Person Plural 
Puis. 
Prefatory Body 












NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OF THE FIRST PERSON IN THE PREFATORY REMARKS 
HNHI Lib. Prop. Thras. Puis. 
1 st Singular Pronoun/ Adj . 4 II 7 0 
1 st Singular Verb 22 5 13 0 
1st Plural Pronoun/Adj . 7 0 1 0 
1 st Plural Verb 13 0 3 0 
1st Person Total 46 16 24 0 
% Singular 57% 100% 83% 0% 





NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OF THE SECOND PERSON IN THE PREFATORY REMARKS 
HNHI Lib. Prop. Thras. Puis. 
2nd Singular 4 1 9 Pronoun/Adj. o 
2nd Singular Verb 1 1 10 
2nd Plural Pronoun/Adj. 4 0 1 o 
2nd Plural Verb 1 0 0 o 
2nd Person Total 10 2 20 1 
% Singular 50% 100% 95% 100% 
% Plural 50% 0% 5% 0% 
o 
TABLE C.7 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES AND PERCENT AGE BREAKDOWN 
OF THE FIRST PERSON IN THE BODY OF THE TEXT 
HNHI Foet.Form Lib. Prop. Protr. Thras. PuIs. 
1st Singular Pronoun/Adj . 3 18 66 7 21 3 
1st Singular Verb 8 44 80 17 50 4 
1st Plural Pronoun/Adj. 21 27 3 6 21 5 
1 st Plural Verb 28 15 3 14 91 9 
Ist Person Total 60 104 152 44 183 21 
% Singular 18% 60% 96% 55% 39% I 33% 
% Plural 82% 40% 4% 45% 61% I 67% 
TABLE C.8 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES AND PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN 
OF THE SECOND PERSON IN THE BODY OF THE TEXT 
HNHI Foet.Form Lib. PrOD. I Protr. I Thras. I PuIs. 
2nd Singular I 0 0 3 9 4 Pronoun/ Adj. 
2nd Singular Verb 7 1 0 35 34 5 
2nd Plural Pronoun/Adj. 1 0 0 4 0 0 
2nd Plural Verb 2 0 0 2 0 0 
2nd Person Total 11 0 44 43 9 
% Singular 73% 100% 0% 86% 100% 100% 
% Plural 27% 0% 0% 14% 0% 0% 
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